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PREFACE
The London Television Station, the first television station to b
operated by the B.B.C., was opened in November 1936, and embodied two
systems of television, one developed by the Marconi-E.M.I. Television
Company Ltd., and the other by Baird Television Ltd. For a number of
reasons there was no published matter available dealing with the detail*
operation of the apparatus, and there was very little information available
internally by means of which the operating staff could gain a close acquaintance with the technical operation of the systems. Much of the apparatus
had only just emerged from research in the laboratory. Further the development of modern television had ilecwitated circuita of great complexity, and
the introduction of numerous electrical tricks of such novelty that it was in
many cases largely impossible to ascertain the method of operation of a
circuit by simply inspecting it.

It was evident therefore that the engineering staff would have some
considerable difficulty in becoming skilled in modern television technique,
and to avoid that I wrote a technical description of that part of the Station
which deals with vision, with the exception of the radio frequency part of
the vision transmitter, which follows standard practice. In this description
each unit of the apparatus is dealt with individually in considerable detail
and information as regards practical working conditions is also included.
As the M.-E.M.I. System is now u d exclusively a t the London Television
Station, the description is confined to apparatw of this System only. The
work is divided into a number of sections which a6 the moment largely
cover the apparatus in use, but in the course of time it will no doubt be
necessary to add further sections.
I n Part 1 are discussed certain consideratione whioh must firat be
unclerehod before proceeding to the detailed treatment of the actual units.
Thew include ' The Signal Waveform ', ' The Reatoration of D.C.', ' The
Cathode Follower ', and ' Scanning ' The firet of these notea, The Signel
Waveform, deals with the nature of the transmitted signal, which ia different
from that encountered in sound broadoasting, and which is governed by the

fundamental characteristics of the television system. The others deal
with certain fundamental operations peculiar to television which are applied
repeatedly, and should clearly be treated at an early stage. Part 2 describes
the Control Pulse Generators, the necessity for which will be partly evident
after The Signal Waveform has been read. Part 3 describes the Timing
Pulse Generators, the necessity for which arises owing to the existence of
the Control Pulse Generators. The appratus associated with the Studio
and Control Room naturally falls into two sectiorle, the Camera Channel
and the Picture Channel. The former is described in Part 4, and the latter
in Part B. Part 6 describes certain auxiliary appratua associated with the
system. Parts 7 and 8 describe respectively the Modulator and the Aerial.
Part 9 describes the receiving equipment used for the televi~ionoataide
broadcast radio link.
Throughout them descriptions certain features common to all units have
h e n omitted in the interests of clarity. For instance, radio frequency
filters are almost univererrlly fitted in the high tension and heater supplies
to each unit in order to eliminate the poeeibility of radio frequencies from the
transmitting aerial entering the vision apparatus. Again in each unit
arrangements are provided for the anode current of every valve to be
metered. In the caw of certain of the drawings symbola for resistance and
capacity unite have been omitted in denoting the values of the components
when there exists no possibility of confusion.

It should be mentioned that although an effort h a been made to arrange
the work in such a way that the various descriptionv follow each other in
logical order, it is impoesible to whieve tlJs entirely since the various units
of the system are so inter-connected that it is inevitable that reference will
be made in pleoes to units which are described later. This difficulty is,
however, covered by crom references in the text.
D.C.B.
August, 1937.
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T H E F U N D A M E N T A L S OF T E L E V I S I O N
The movlng flnger wrltes, and havlng wrlt moves on,
Nor all thy plety nor wlt
Shall lure It back to cancel half a llne
Nor all thy tears wash out a word of It.
Omar Khayycim.

General
Television is the art of eeeing from a distance, almost instantaneously,
a scene which is so situated, by virtue of its remoteneae or position, that it
cannot be viewed by optical means.
It is essential a t the outeet to determine what is implied by the term
' Scene ' from a technical standpoint. Fundamentally, a scene may be
dmcribed aa an area from which light is travelling to the eye. It may be
regarded as being composed of a very large number of infinitely small subareaa known aa elements. If each element is sending the rmme amount of
light to the eye, the scene is said to be blank and has no pictorial interest,
but if there is considerable variation between the amount of light proceeding
from the various elemente, then the scene pmseaees detail, and conveys
intelligence to the eye of the observer. It is the function of a television
system to transmit this intelligence to e dietant point, and reconstitute
there an image or picture which win eend to the e p of an observer substantially the same intelligence aa he would receive if he were standing in
front of the original scene.
Some connecting link is required between the sending point and the
receiving point, and two types of such connecting links are known, both
electrical in their operation, these being radio transmission and cable transmiseion. I n m h case the intelligence is represented during the course of
tranamiaaion by an electric current ; we can now say, therefore, that we
must provide at the sending end transmitting apparatus to transform the
intelligence contained in the radiation of light by the numerous elemente
of the scene into electrical intelligenoe : the conneoting radio or cable link
will then reproduce that electrical intelligence a t the receiving point, where
we muat provide further apparatus to transform it back into a luminous
picture.
It is in this prooess of transformation a t each end that a fundamental
difficulty arises. The electric current in the oonnecting link can be completely specified by stating its amplitude a t any inetant of time. I n other
we only need to employ two dimensions, time and amplitude, in order
dwcribe the current completely.
On the other hand, two dimeneione are insufficient to describe a picture.
hey are sufficient to describe a .blank scene, bemuse we can specify it

completely by eaying that it has a certain degree of brightness a t a certain
time. It follow, therefore, that a normal communication channel oen be
used with the simplest of transformation apparatus a t each end to transmit
the intelligence contained in a blank scene whose brightness is varging,
because obviously, we can arrange that variations in brightness will be
represented in the communication channel by variations in the amplitude
of the current.
A picture, however, is more elaborate than a blank scene beoause it
contains detail, and in order to describe a picture completely we need three
dimensions : time, amplitude and position, the additional dimension of
position being necessary in order that our description may cover the various
items of detail located in various parta of the picture. The communication
channel is unable to transmit such a picture directly, since owing to the
absence of a third dimension or variable there is no property of the communication channel which we can utilise to convey information as regards the
detail. The most the channel can do is to average out the brightness of all
details in the picture, and reproduce it m a blank scene having a certain
value of brightness. This difficulty may be made clear by employing an
analogy.
Suppose that the scene to be transmitted is the page of a book, and that
the communication channel is a telephone : imagine that a man A at the
sending end wishes to represent the page to a man B a t the receiving end,
so that the latter can reproduce the page on a sheet of paper in exactly the
same form as the original page. We know that the man A cannot eend the
whole of the intelligence contained in the page to B instantaneously, because
the natural properties of the communication channel, consisting of the two
men and their telephone system, are insufficient ; but, if A re& out the
words in order line by line, he can eventually transmit to B the whole of the
intelligence in the page. In fundamental terms, what A is doing is to reduce
the three dimensions which describe the intelligenoe of the page to two,
in order that they may suit the communication channel.
The television system operates in a manner precisely eimilar to the above
analogy. It examines the picture element by element, and in fact "reads
it out" to the receiver, which then assembles the reoeived intelligence in
the correct order and reconstitutes the picture. The process by which the
picture is examined is known as scanning.
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Scanning
In practice the scanning of the original scene is very similar to the
process of reading a book, since the scene is scanned in horizontal lines
beginning at the top left-hand corner and ending with the bottom right-hand
corner. The total assembly of lines employed to m n the full area of the
scene is known as a field, and in order that transmission may be continuous,
the scanning of the scene is regularly repeated, an agreed number of fielde
per second being succeseively transmitted. If the number of fields per
second is more than a certain minimum *re,
the eye of the observer a t
the receiving end, assisted by its natural property of persistence of vision,
receives the impression of continuous transmission, and the reproduction
of action and movement in the original scene becomes possible.

Synchronising Signals
Returning to our analogy of the two men on the telephone, if A reads
out the page of the book to B, then unless B is told how to arrange the words,
he will not necessarily reproduce the page in the same form as A eeea it.
He may arrange the worda in too few lines, or too many lines, or he might
even write them out in a single but very long line. To get over this dificulty,
A must clearly insert additional information a t intervals to enable B to
arrange his words properly. At the end of each line he must say " Begin a
new line," and if more than one page L to be read, at the end of each page
he must say " Begin a new page." He must, in fact, synchronise the writing
of B with his own reading. We may, in fact, describe the standard phrase
" Begin a new line," which is spoken a t the end of each line, as the line
synchronising signal, and the phrase " Begin a new page " as the page
synchronising signal.
An exactly similar state of affairs exists in a television system. At the
end of the scanning of each line, the scanning process is momentarily
interrupted and (I line synchronising signal is sent to the receiver to tell it
to begin a new line, and a t the end of each field or picture which corresponds,
of course, to the end of a page in our analogy, a picture synchronising signal,
differing in character from the line synchronising signal, is sent to the receiver
to tell it to begin a new picture.
We have now e~tablishedthat i t is necessary in a television system to
transmit two sets of signals fiom the sending to the receiving end : the viaion
signals, which will carry the intelligence corresponding to the brightness
and detail of the picture, and the synchronising signals, which will tell the
receiver how to reconstitute the picture so that all the various details take
up their correct position. Now since these two sets of signals have separate
functions to perform a t the receiver, they must be effectively transmitted
tsa separate entities, each signal retaining its own individuality. Fundamentally, this c a b for two separate transmission channels, but this is an
uneconomic solution to the problem, and it would be preferable to transmit
both signals on one ch8nnel. Since the viaion and synchronising signals
have characteri~ticsin common, they cannot be mixed in a straightforward

way but must be combined in a manner which will allow their separation
in the receiver. We shall see later how this can be achieved.

D.C. Waveform
If we consider for a moment the nature of the waveform of the eleotrical
signals whioh in a sound-communication channel represent the sound to

be transmitted, we find that it ia a mixture of altemting currents or voltages
having any frequency from about 40 to approximatsly 10,000 c/s. The
important point is that all these signals conaiat of alternating current, (A.C.),
i.e., a current which comists of alternate positive and negative half-cycles
operating about a central position known rrs a datum line, and the area
under the curves on each side of the datum line being equal.
I n television, however, neither the vision signals nor the synchronising
signals are represented naturally by an alternating current but by a
direct or unidirectional current (D.C.). This does not here imply a steady
supply such as that generated by a battery or a system of D.C. mains, but a
current which operates on one side only of an initial datum line, and not
on both sides as in the c m of A.C. The difference between the two is

Figure 1-

Figure 2

illustrated in Figa. 1 and 2. Fig. 1 shows one cycle of an alternating
current having a positive half-cycle AB0 which is poeitive with
respect to the datum line OX, and a negative half-cycle CDE
which is negative with respect to the datum line, the latter, of
course, representing the zero of
X
voltage or current. Fig. 2 shows the
same cycle of amplitude variation in
the form of a unidirectional current.
In this case, the whole of the waveform ABCDE is in the positive
sense with respect to the datum
line OX, which again represents a
Figure 3
zero of current or voltage.
A third variation is posaible, represented by Fig. 3, which sgain represents a unidirectional current, but having a negative senae with reapeet to
the datum line OX.
It is evident that the currents which represent sound in the soundbroadcasting system have the form of Fig. 1, since the original sound
wave is an oscillation about a central datum line. and the current
which repreaenta it must have the same form.
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In a viaion system, however, the vision signal represents the light and
shade of the picture a t any moment, and such light and shade is obviously
positive a t all times with respect to the datum line representing zero brightness or black, since we can conceive of no such thing as negative brightness.
The vision signal, therefore, must have the form of Fig. 2. In other words,
it is a unidirectional current. Its amplitude may and will vary from moment
to moment, but it will always be positive with respect to zero.
The synchronising signals also are represented most naturally by a
unidirectional current, and in this case it is immaterial whether the sense
of the representative current is positive or negative, as all that is required
is a burst of energy a t the right moment which can be adapted to aay to the
receiver " Begin a new line," or " Begin a new picture," aa the case may be.
By arranging that the sense of the synchronising signals is opposite to that
of the vieion signals, i.e., negative, then a solution to the problem of maintaining the individuality of the two sets of signals in the transmission presents
itself, for if we mix the signals in such a manner that the two datum lines
coincide, we have formed one compo~itesignal or waveforfn in which aU
excursions on the positive side of the datum line represent vision signals
and convey information as to the brightness of picture detail, while those
on the negative side of the datum line are concerned with synchronising
alone. Thus the picture and synchronising signals may be separated from
wwh other at the receiver by methods of discrimination based on " sense,"
which is for many reasom more satisfactory than other methods which
have been tried.
A typical composite waveform of this sort is illustrated in Fig. 4. OX is
the datum line, and the portion of the waveform ABC is a representation
of a vision current during the time of one scanning line. It is confined entirely to the upper or positive side of tho datum line OX. The
other part of the waveform CD
B
is the line synchronhing signal,
taking the form of a simple burst
of energy in the negative sense,
X
and this ie similar in genera1
characteristics to the simple negative unidirectional sine wave of
Fig. 3, but differe in that it is a
Ffgure 4
square pulse. The datum line OX
thus forme an impenetrable barrier
between the two types of signal. It will be evident that the complete
waveform of Fig. 4 may be transmitted by one communication channel,
but that the two components of it, viz., the vision and synchronieing signals,
though in effeot mixed because thay axe peseing through the same channel
together, are still retaining their individwlity, since they differ in the
important oharmteriatic of sense, and may be separated a t the receiver
by some device which responds only to signals in one s e w or the other.
We have seen that the datum line OX repreae.nta the trensmiseion of

zero picture brightness, or black, and now that it has been made t o coincide
with the datum line from which the synchronising signals operate in the
negative direction, it also represents the state when no synchronising signals
are being transmitted. It therefore represents the trammission of no
intelligence whatever, and is known aa the black level. I t is possibly the
most important characteristic of a television system.

PicturelSync Ratio
Referring to Fig. 5, which shows Fig. 4 redrawn with the addition of
one or two explanatory details, if BB is the black level, then there will be
another level on the positive side of the datum line, and shown as WW,
which will represent the current corresponding to the whitest part of the line.
This is termed the white level.
W
There is yet another level on the W - - - - negative side of the datum line,
shown as SS, which will be the
amplitude when the synchronising e
signala are being transmitted. This
is known
the sync level. The S - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - S
ratio pis of Fig. 5, i.e., the ratio
of the amplitudes of' the picture
Figure 5
and synchronising signals, is an
important value, and is known as the picturelsync ratio.
Two different values of picturelsync ratio are in use in the Marconi-EMI
system : a ratio of 1 : 1 in most of the vision frequency circuits and a
radiated ratio of 7 : 3, to which further reference is made in Item 1.1. The
point of this differenoe is as follows :
It is unnecessary to radiate a synohronising amplitude as great as the
picture amplitude corresponding to a picture/sync ratio of 1 : 1, m it has
been found by experiment that with such a ratio and a t such receiving
situations where interference mina the picture, the synchronising still remains
perfectly steady, which is an obviously unnecesearily high standard of
excellence of synohronising. It is far better to arrange that the synchronising
of the receiver just fails when interference on the picture itself is of such m
degree as to spoil its entertsinment value. A radiated p i c t u r e / s p ratio
of 7 :3 is therefore employed. To obtain such a radiated value the radio
frequency cimuita of the transmitter muat be supplied with a piofnre/sync
ratio of 1 : 1, i.e., more synchronising amplitude then ie finally needed.
Thia ie because the synchronieing signals fall upon the bottom bend of the
modulation range of the transmitter and the proceee of modulation autom a t i d l y reduces their amplitude relative to that of the vieion signal. This
matter is further developed in Item 1.1.

p-

Vision Frequency Range
We have seen, then, thst a televieion ayefem operatee by repeatedly
scanning a m n e and a0 generating an el&o c m 4 f , whioh a t any moment
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represents the brightness of elemental areas in the scene taken in a prescribed
order, and, by means of radio transmission, reproducing this current, together
with synchronieing signals, a t the receiver. We have now to determine,
more intimately, the nature of this current and, in particular, the frequency
band which it occupies. This frequency band will depend upon the number
of lines " L " into which each picture is divided, and the number of pictures
" P " which are sent per second, and also the shape of the picture. The
product of the number of lines per picture and the number of pictures per
second, viz. LP, is the number of lines transmitted per second and is known
RB the line frequency : P is known as the picture frequency.
If we analyse the vision frequency waveform we shall find that it is
composed of a pure direct current, which we will designate f,, and a large
number of A.C. frequowies consisting of the picture frequency P and a great
many of its harmonics, together with the line frequency L and a great many
of its harmonics. In theory, for perfect reproduction we need an infinite
band of frequencies, but in practice, an upper limit must be set, the lower
limit being, of course, zero frequency, i.e., D.C. The highest frequency
which it is neceaaary to preserve in the practical vision frequency waveform
may be obtained from the following formula :f = (LnRP)/2*ere L and P have the meanings already specified and R
ie the ratio of width to height of the picture ; R is known as the aspect ratio.
For example, for a system of 406 lines per picture, 25 pictures per eecond,
and R = 5 : 4, the value off, the highest frequency needed, is 2.66 Mc/s.
This formula is derived as follows :Imagining a square picture divided into L lines both horizontally and vertically, then we shall have produced a grille, containing Lg small squares.
I f eaoh alternate square is black and white respectively, corresponding to
the presence of detail in the picture, then a rise in current will represent a
white square and a fall in current the adjoining black square, and since
one rise and one fall in ourrent constitutes one cycle, whether in pure A.C.
or variable D.C., then La12 ripples of current will be created by scanning
the grille. If the grille be scanned P times pm eecond there will be (LSP)/2
ripplea per aecoud, and if the picture is wider than its height in the ratio
R there will be L9R (instead of L') elemental areas, and the final number of
ripplea per eecond, componding to the h e s t detail, becomes (LaRP)/2.
Strictly speaking, the vdne of R to be used in the above formula &odd be
somewhat greater than the actual aapect ratio of the picture because of a
feature of the system known as suppreseed s o a ~ n g . Thie has the effect
of increasing f by some 8 per cenb., so that in the above example the value
becomea 2.76 McJs.
It b an important feature of television that not only muat all them
frequencies be reproduced a t their o o m t amplitude but they must all take
the seme time to get to the receiving screen. To eohieve thie there must
be no phase &tortion within the syetem and thie usually means that the
band width of all oimuita mud be considerably grecrfer than the value off
given by the above equation.

Interlacing
We must now turn to one aspect in which television scanning differs from
the aotion of a man in reading a book. The band width of all circuits is
directly proportional to P , but the value of P also determines the amount of
flicker in the system, the flioker decreasing with the increase of P . The flioker
also depends upon the picture brightness, increasing with brightness. It
follows that an absence of flioker can only be secured by the use of great band
width in circuits, which brings in its train technical difficulty and expense.
Fundamentally, P, the number of pictures per second, is also equal to
the number of vertical motions carried out by the scanning per second.
This must be so if the lines are scanned sequentially, i.e., in their natural
order, but we are not obliged to scan the picture in the netural order of the
lines, provided the receiver faithfully follows the scanner. We can, for
example, scan all the odd lines, miming the even lines, and then let the
scanner return and man the even lines. There will thua be two vertical
motiona of the scanning for every picture transmitted. The semi-picture
containing either odd or even lines and resulting from such a proceaa is
called a frame, and the number of frames per second is known as the frame
frequency, the prooeas as a whole being termed interbed acanning. The
frame frequency, of course, is always greater than the picture frequeno~,
and it is found that the eye reaponda to the frame frequenoy rather than to
the pioture frequenoy ae regarda flioker and ia, ae it were, deoeived into
thinking that 2P pioturee per eecond are being transmitted. 'l?
affeats
&
the nature of the tranemitted signals in a manner dealt with in Item 1.1.

Summary
We eee, therefore, that the fundamentals of television involve the
translation of the scene into an eleotric current by the prooess of manning,
which may be interhoed to reduoe aoker in relation to a given band width,
and that the proceea b constantly repetitive, to eneure the reproduction of
a steady pioture oapable of dieplaying moving objeota in the eoene. (The
repetitive nature of television signala allows of the extensive w e of cathode
ray tubes for monitoring the performanoe of oirouita throughout the system.)
In addition, synchronising signals linking the operation of transmitter and
receiver must be transmitted in a manner emuring their eventual separation.
Since there are obviously a great many ways in which the picture can be
soanned, it is necessary for an authoritative body to lay down, for the time
being, standards which shall be obeerved in transmieeion and which are
equally applicable to the transmitter and to the receiver. At present
these standards are ae follows :
No. of lines per picture
. 406
No. of pictuwg per seoond
26
Twin interking giving a frame frequency of M)
The remaining standards covering the synchronising signals and details of
modulation are covered in the next eection.

.
..
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THE SIGNAL WAVEFORM
I t is now necesssary to study in more detail the constitution of the signal
waveform which has been briefly described in Item 1.0. This waveform, of
course, contains all the information which the receiver requires to produce a
picture. It will be seen that the waveform, as developed in practice, is somewhat more elaborate than that required for fundamental considerations only.
We have seen that the waveform really consists of two parts, one, that
between black and white levels consisting of voltage excursions corresponding
to the light and shade of the original scene ; and the other, that between
black and sync levele, constituting control information which is sent to the
receiver during intervals, allowed for that purpose, between the scanning
of successive lines and also between the scanning of successive frames. Of
these two parts, the first, the picture intelligence, may be left for the time
being, but it is necessary to examine the other, the control information,
in more detail.
Fig. 1 shows a diagram of the synchronising signals between lines and
between frames. The number of lines per complete picture being fixed a t
405, and the number of complete electrical frames, i.e., frames which contain
all the scanning lines, being fixed a t 26, it follows that there are 10,126 lines
per second. To keep the receiver line oscillator in step, it is clear that we
must transmit a synchronising signal a t the end of each line, or 10,126 line
synchronising signals per second, and since the timing apparatus in the
receiver will be voltage operated i t is necessary that the synchronising signal
should develop to its maximum amplitude in the shortest possible time,
otherwise the exact moment a t which the spot in the receiver will receive
its instructions from the synchronising signal will vary, and there will be
positional distortion of detail in the picture. To put it in another way, the
leading edge of the synchronising signal must have as steep a front as possible.
In the BBC standard waveform the time for the line synchronising
signal to develop its maximum amplitude and cut the transmitter from
black level to zero output is less than 116th of a micro-second, and the line
synchronising signals consequently take the form of square-topped pulses
operating downwards from black level, as shown in Fig. l.*
The duration of a line synchronising signal is of importance. It must
not be too long, or it would use up time which might be better employed
in transmitting picture ; on the other hand, it must not be too short, or the
pulse would be too fleeting to give reliable operation at the receiver. In the
BBC standard waveform the duration is fixed a t 10 per cent. of the time of
a line, the time of a line here implying the time occupied by vision and
synchronising sign&. The time of a line is 98.7 micro-seconds, and for
easy calculation this is approximated to 100 micro-seconds. The time of a
line synchronising signal is, therefore, 10 micro-seconds and the width of
these pulses is adjustable by means of a control on the sync-signal generator.

*

attached to Page 3

It might be thought that the synchronising signals are the only form
of intelligence that it is necessary to transmit between lines, and from
fundamental considerations this is true, but in practice an additional signal
known as the line suppression signal must be inserted. This line suppression
signal is in reality a period of black starting from slightly before the synchronising signal and continuing afterwards for a period ; in fact, it may be
considered to be a form of level top from which the synchronising signal hangs.
The term auppreaaion arose in the following way. In theory the period
between the end of one line and the beginning of the next, and between the
end of one frame and the beginning of the next should be devoid of any
voltage excursions since during these periods no parts of the scene are being
scanned. I t was soon found, however, that in these intervals there were
spurious signals either generated by the emitrom themselves, or due to
induction from neighbouring circuits, and i t became essential to suppress
these unwanted voltages. This could be done most conveniently by mixing
in square pulses of the correct duration, known respectively as line and frame
suppression pulses. Although these pulses do not appear as such in the
ultimate standard waveform, the intervals of black level which their introduction has created, are there (interrupted by the synchronising signals)
and for convenience it is customary to show these intervals under the title
of the pulses which cause them. Thus, in Fig. 1, there appears a line
suppression period of 16.5 micro-seconds and a frame suppression period of
approximately 1,400 micro-seconds.
There are, however, two further reasons why the suppression signals
are required. The first is that when the line synchronising signal arrives
at the receiver it starts the spot flying back to the beginning, and this flyback takes a certain finite time, which, because of the limitations of practical
apparatus, is longer than the duration of the synchronising signal. Clearly,
no picture impulses must be allowed to be transmitted before the spot has
reached its starting point on the left of the picture, or there will be a shadow
on the left of the picture due to the spot being modulated by picture signals
while still proceeding a t high velocity to the left. This would be a visual
defect, and can be eliminated by maintaining the modulation of the spot
a t black level until such time as the receiver spot has completely returned.
Similar arguments apply in connection with the frame scanning.
Generally speaking, commercial-design receivers require that the duration
of the line-suppression period should not be less than about 15 per cent. of
the time of the line, and the duration of the frame suppreseion period should
not be less than about 10 lines. It will be seen that the practical values
shown comfortably cover these minimum figures.
There is a further reason, however, for the provision of the line suppression pulses (but inapplicable to the frame suppression pulses). I t will
be found later that at various places in the video chain it is necessary to
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carry out a process known as the restoration of D.C. with respect to black
level. This process requires that there should be a period of black regularly
occurring a t a fixed position during the intervals between lines. Referring
to Fig. 1 this period is termed the post line-sync suppression period and is
6 micro-seconds.
A further refinement is necessary. It might be thought that when a
clear interval of black level had been produced by the insertion of the line
suppression pulses, there would be no objection to the line synchronising
signal being inserted straight away a t the beginning of this interval. This
is, however, inadvisable in practice for the following reason. Let us assume
that the beginning of the line sync signal corresponds with the beginning
of the line suppression period. Now the voltage a t any time during the
scanning of a line is, of couree, quite arbitrary and at the end of the line just
prior to the sync pulses i t may be either high, corresponding to white, or low,
corresponding to black. I n order to execute the sync pulse, the voltage must
return to black and beyond, and since it is quite impossible to design any
circuit in which a voltage excursion can take place in zero time, should the
end of the scanning voltage be high then it will take an appreciable time to
get down to exwute the leading edge of the line synchronhing pulse. On
the other hand, should the scanning voltage be low, corresponding to black,
then this time will not be required and the voltage can move off a t once to
execute the leading edge of the synchronising signal, which by comparison
with the former circumstance, will be early.
The practical effect of this would mean that assuming we are scanning
the picture from left to right, then whenever the right-hand edge of the picture
was white, the synchronising signals immediately following would be late in
comparison with those immediately following lines whose right-hand edges
were black. This would result in positional distortion in the picture.
This is obviated by having a permanent period of black prior to the line
synchronising signal, this period being called the pre-line sync suppression
period, which normally hats 9 micro-second. The matter may be put in
another way by saying that the line synchronising signal has micro-second
of delay with respect to the line suppression period. Referring to Fig. 1,
this period is termed the pm-sync line suppression period.
It will be seen that the sum of the pre-sync line suppression period, the
line sync suppression period, and the post sync line suppression period is
equal to the line suppression period.
We have so far examined in detail the control information present
between the periods of active line scanning, or more briefly, the signals
between lines.

+

The period whem the 2beam is traversing a mw of elements in often termed the
forward stroke or trace and le equal to the whole of the periodic time of one line minus the
h e w p p d o n period. The &ion of the beam in returning to the beghung of a line in
called the return stroke or trsce,or the line fly-r-beokand oocupiea a period somewhat less
thsn that of the line e u p p k o n period.

It is now neceseary to examine the nature of the signals between active
frame scanning periods, or, more briefly, the eignale between frames. They

are of a rather more complicated nature than those between lines and are
drawn out fully in Fig. 1, where the upper section shows the signals a t the
end of the even frames and the lower section shows the signals a t the end
of the odd frama. There is no difference whatever between these two sets
of signals, although a study of Fig. 1 may suggest an apparent difference
in that the signals a t the end of even frames start a t the end of a line scanning
period, whereas the signals a t the end of odd frames start half way along
the scanning of a line. This is, of course, absolutely necessary because an
odd number of lines, viz. 405, is scanned in two exactly similar periode
called frames. The duration of each frame must, therefore, be 20% lines.
It follows that the commencement of one set of frames, the odd frames,
must occur a t half way along a line. Since the signals a t the end of even
frames are identical with those a t the end of the odd frames it will suffice
to examine one set only, those a t the end of the even frames. The first
feature is that there is a frame suppression period corresponding in function
to the line suppression period but having an appropriately larger duration,
chosen to be that of 14 lines, or approximately 1,400 micro-seconds. This
allows sufficient time for the frame fly-back to occur in receivers of average
specification.
The first 400 micro-seconds of the frame suppression period also contain
the frame synchronising signal, the form of which is rather more involved
than its counterpart, the line synchronising signal. In theory, all that is
necessary, is a long period of zero radiation from the transmitter extending
over a number of lines, possibly 5 per cent. of the total. If, however, the
signal takes this form the continuous frame synchronieing signal will entirely
submerge the line synchronising signals, which consist of intermittent periods
of zero radiation occurring a t the end of -h line, and the line synchronising
signals will, therefore, c w e to occur while the frame synohronising signals
are being sent. Though in theory thie does not matter, in practice the line
oscillator at the receiver will in this period deviate from its proper frequency,
and will subsequently require some time a t the beginning of the frame to
be pulled back into step, with the result that there may be distortion of the
first few lines. To avoid this i t becomes necessary to ensure continuity of
the line synchronising signals and the frame sync signal must be introduced
in such a way that i t does not interrupt this continuity. This may be achieved
by arranging that whatever form the frame sync signal takes it still contains
a component a t line frequenoy, i.e., 10,125 c/s.
The next point is that the frame sync signal must start accurately
either half way along line 203, when the scanning is a t the end of the odd
frames, or a t the end of line 405 as when the scanning is a t the end of the
even frames. (In Fig. 1 the lines are numbered succemively as they are
scanned, that is to aay the odd frames contain lines numbered 1to 2024 and
the even frames contain the latter half of line 203 as far as line 405, thue line 1
ia the first line after the end of the even frames.) I t is shown in Fig. 1 that
the line sync signal a t the end of line 202 is followed half a line later (or
m o n d later) by the beginning of the frame sync signal. General
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conditions of design make it clear that such a signal can best Ije introduced
by having square pulses available a t twice line frequency, 20,260 c/s, so
that these can be injected a t the proper moment. If we arrange to send a
train of such pulses, the first one commencing exactly where the frame signal
is desired to commence, then such a train constitutes a group of pulses
repeated every fiftieth of a second.
Such a group pulse possesees properties auficient t o meet all the requirementa of the system. Firstly, although composed of a number of component
pulsea, it is over all, a pulse regularly repeated a t frame frequency and is,
therefore, a frame synchronising signal. Secondly, aa it comists of a number
of pulses a t a frequency of 20,250, the accuracy of its starting point can be
determined, because of circuit comiderations, with much greater accuracy
than would be the case if we simply generated a signal pulee having a frequency of 50. Thirdly, since its frequency is twice the line frequency,
alternate pulses of the group will occur exactly where a line synchronising
signal would have occurred and, therefore, continuity of pulses a t tine
frequency is maintained and the line synchronising circuits of the receiver
receive continuous tripping and do not get out of step.
It has been found from experience that the group need contain only a
few pulses, and eight are sent, having, of course, an overall duration of four
lines. The duration of each component pulee, however, is made to be a good
deal longer than that of a line synchronising signal, a duration of 40 microseconds having bean chosen. By this means t.he frame sync signal M a whole
has more energy in it than if the component pulsea were 10 micro-eeconds
wide, as in the case of the line synchronising signal, and a stronger trip is

applied to the frame scanning circuits of the rcceivcr. Because the width
of these component pulses is so much greater, they are in practice termed
the broad pulses. They are shown in Fig. 1 aa occupying the first 400 microseconds of the frame suppression period and it is important not to confuse
the broad pulses of 40 micro-seconds with the intervals between them of
10 micro-seconds which, of course, are not the active puleee.
In view of the faot that each frame bisects the total time of one picture
accurately to &th second, it follows that interlacing must be automatic
if an odd number of lines is chosen. The forward trace of line scanning is,
of course, not horizontal, but it is slightly sloping aa the scanning system is
being operated by the line and frame deflection system simultaneously.
By the time a spot has moved all the way along a line from left to right, i t
has moved downwards the space of two lines so that by the time it is half
way acroaa it hm moved down the space of one line. Referring to the lower
diagram in Fig. 1, consider what happens when the scanning is half way
along line 203. The frame fly-back then star&. If we may assume for the
moment that this is instantaneous and if we may aleo neglect as irrelevant
the operation of the line scanning during the period of frame fly-back, then
the latter will came the spot to move vertically upwards to a point one line
width above the firet line previously scanned so that the ensuing lines will,
if the interlacing is perfect, automatically place themselves symmetrically
between the already scanned lines (the lines of the odd frame). Perfection
of interlacing is, in practice, somewhat hard to obtain for a number of reasom
which cannot be discussed here aa they properly belong to the sphere of
receiver design.
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D.C.

THE RESTORATION
In a study of modem television circuits, it will be found that a principle
known as the restoration of D.C. is here and there applied. I t is a process
akin to rectification which enables us to whieve more than one important
result. I n the M.-E.M.I. System in part.icular, D.C. restoration is effected
a t various places with various objects in view, and in this note the various
applications of this principle are discussed.
D.C. restoration may be said to have originated in the following way.
In sound apparatue, the current to be dealt with is alternating, that is to
say it coneists of an oscillation equally on either side of a central datum line.
This is because the sound itself which is dealt with by a broadcasting system
is an alternating oscillation, and the current passing through the chain
which properly represents it is an alternating current. In order to effect
the transmission of television, it is necessary to derive from the scene a
current proportional to the light variations produced by the operation of
scanning and to transmit this current to a distance. It is a t once apparent
that the variations in light are all positive, there being no such thing as
negative light, therefore the current which truly represents such light is a
direct current, and not as in the case of a sound system an alternating one.
Consequently, the true television trammitter must be a transmitter of D.C.,
and not of A.C.
From any scanning apparatus therefore, we primarily derive a direct
current whose amplitude is continuously varying. The natural amplification
chain, if such a current is to be faithfully reproduced, would consist entirely
of D.C. amplifiers. There are, however, grave practical objections to the
use of such amplifiers, and it is desirable to use A.C. amplifiers. If the
vision current is passed through such amplifiers, however, it must lose its
original character, aa originally it is a D.C. and after passing through such
an amplifier it must emerge as an A.C. The process known aa the restoration
of D.C. however, enables the alternating current emerging from such a, system
of A.C. amplifiers to be so treated that it is restored once more to its original
form, and appears a t the end of the amplification chain as though that chain
had consisted of D.C. amplifiers.
The simple principle of D.C. restoration may be made clearer by reference
to the accompanying diagrams. I n Fig. 1 a simple square topped waveform
is shown. The datum line, i.e. the line about which this curve is described,
is the line AB, and it will be noticed that the waveform is entirely situated
on the upper side of the datum line. When this is the cam, the waveform
may be correctly described as a D.C. I n Fig. 2, the same waveform is shown
but differently situated, so that the datum line CD now passes exactly through
the centre of the waveform in such a way that the areaa above the datum line
are exactly equal to those below it. Such a waveform is demribed as an
A.C. It is at once obvious that the waveform of Fig. 2 is simply that of
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Fig. 1 minus that of Fig. 3, which shows a steady D.C. component represented
by the line GH standing above the datum line EF. Thus, Fig. 2, plus Fig. 3
gives Fig. 1.
A.C. amplifiers, into which category come, of course, resistance and other
amplifiers used for sound amplification chains, can naturally pass only

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

alternating waveforms, such as are exemplified in Fig. 2, and therefore if
an attempt is made to pass through them a D.C. waveform such as in Fig. 1,
it will emerge aa in Fig. 2, having lost the D.C. component of Fig. 3. It
is the object of D.C. restoration to restore to the emergent waveform the
missing D.C. component (Fig. 3) so that the final result will appear as in
Fig. 1. This is obviously important, as if fig. 1truly represents a succession
of impulsee derived from a scanning system, then they cannot be truly
represented by Fig. 2, and the immediate result is, of course, that there is
some lack of faithfulness in the tonal reproduction of the picture.
In order to see how we may restore the missing D.C. component, let
UB examine Fig. 2, and see in what way it differs from Fig. 1. It is a t once
obvious that the lower peaks P of the waveform have slipped below the
datum line CD instead of being coincident with it as in Fig. 1. If therefore,
we can arrange some circuit which makes it impossible for any potential
applied to it to extend beyond a certain fixed value, we should achieve our
result. With reference to Fig. 2, for instance, if we could design a circuit
which freely allowed variations of potential to take place in the direction
of CX but refused to allow variatiom in the direction CY, then clearly the
waveform of Fig. 2 would be etood upon a basis of the datum line CD and
would be compelled to execute all ita excursions in the direction CX.
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We can deaign such a circuit, which is known as a D.C. restoration
circuit. In doing so we make use of the special properties of the grid of
a valve. Such a circuit is shown in Fig. 4 and it will be seen that it consists
merely of a valve in whose grid circuit is a condenser and grid resistance
and no grid bias. It will be a t once noticed that the circuit is exactly the
same as that of a grid rectifier, but for the moment this point should be
ignored, and later the relation between D.C. restoration and rectification
will be explained.
Let us apply to the circuit of Fig. 4 the waveform of Fig. 2 in such a
direction that the peaks P are attempting to make the grid positive, as
shown in Fig. 6. It is a property of most valves that for grid voltages on the
negative side of zero no grid current is drawn, but when a positive voltage
is applied to a grid, electrons are attracted from the filament so that they
proceed to the grid, and we say that a grid current flows from grid to filament.
Moreover, it is a feature that with increasing positive voltage the increase
of grid current is very rapid, that is to say, the impedance of the grid circuit
is not constant, but decreases as the grid voltage is increased.
I n Fig. 6, it will be seen that we are attempting to apply to the grid
a positive excursion ab of 10 volts. In practice we do not succeed in making
the grid 10 volts positive. Immediately the grid becomes slightly positive,
say 1 volt, it attracts electrons from the filament, which accumulate on the
grid, thus making it negative until the deliberately applied positive charge is
cancelled. When our input pulse rises to 2 volts positive, further grid
current flows and the accumulation of electrons is now such as to produce
2 volts negative. Thus, our full pulse ab of 10 volts does not really make
the grid 10 volts positive but the grid is finally still a t zero potential, or
possibly very slightly positive, due to the simultaneous presence on the
grid of the deliberately applied positive pulse together with a negative charge
of almost equal value which is built up simultaneously with the application
of the pulse a..
I n order to understand the working of this circuit, and incidentally
of rectification, it is most important to got a clear idea of this simultaneous
existence of positive and negative pubes on the grid. The grid is a t approximately zero potential. We have endeavoured to make it positive by 10 volts,
but it has defeated us by securing from the filament an equal and opposite
neg5tive charge, so that its potential remaina a t zero. We may say in fact
that it is impossible in this circuit to make the grid positive, for any attempt
to do so will be met by the heavy deposition on the grid of an equal and
opposite negative charge. The insertion of the condenser C, ensures that
this charge remains there and is not lost to earth. This state of affairs
continues during the top part of the pulse bc. The pulse now recedes from
c, via d , to e. When the pulse reaches d, the whole of the original 10 volts
has been withdrawn and we are left with the negative charge of 10 volts
which the grid attracted to itself, and which is retained by the condenser Cl.

The pulse now executes the part of its excursion from d t o e, thua applying
a further 10 volts negative to the grid, which is now 20 volts negative. From
e to f , the grid is 20 volts negative, and a t g the grid will be zero again.

GRID

lCu~urr

Figure 4

The presence of the grid resistance R is not really essential theoretically
in the restoration of D.C. to the particular waveform under diacuesion, but
its performance will be more obvious when we come t o coneider more complicated waveforms. It will be seen, however, that it provides a continuous
path of leakage for the negative charges on the grid and it is probable that
during the time e j a certain leakage will take place which might tend to
reduce the negative grid potential to, say, 19 volts at f inetead of 20.
Accordingly, the grid would try to become 1 volt positive a t g, but here again
this positive voltage of 1, would cause a little grid current to be drawn, and
as before the point g would take up the same potential as the points b and c,
i.e. zero.
Clearly this arrangement has provided just what we wanted. The grid
sets up an impenetrable wall situated a t approximately zero potential, on
the positive side of which no excursions can be made, and thua the waveform
operating on the grid is entirely on the negative side of this wall. This circuit
in fact establishes a datum line situated a t zero potential. Thia datum line
coincides with the points P in Fig. 2 and the waveform of Fig. 2 thus exiets
entirely on one side of this datum line, and therefore becomes the waveform
of Fig. 1. Thus, we are entitled to aay that to Fig. 2 haa been added Fig. 3,
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and D.C. has been restored. Since Fig. 1, if amplified in A.C. amplifiers,
would emerge aa Fig. 2, the addition of the circuit of Fig. 4 to the end of
such a chain of amplifiers will result in the output appearing aa in Fig. 1,
and thus the whole system of A.C. amplifiers is in fact converted into one
of D.C. amplifiers.
We must now consider what is required when the waveform is not quite
so simple as that we have been considering and is undergoing changes of
amplitude. It is in such cases that we require more particularly the services

potential which cannot effectively be pierced, if we arrange to apply the
waveform of Fig. 7 in such a way that the points Q, to Q, shall attempt to
pierce the wall, then points Q, to Q, will fail to do so and will be unable to
descend below the level set by the points Q, to Q,, thus finally they will all
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Figure 7
of the grid resistance R. We can, in fact, at once proceed to the consideration
of a typical television waveform as illustrated in Fig. 6, which shows the
picture output together with synchronising signals formed by the scanning
of nine lines.
If A B is the datum line corresponding to black, then the first three lines
are black and the last six are white. The waveform of Fig. 6, must be faithfully reproduced a t the receiver, and requires throughout a D.C. amplification
chain. If we apply it to the A.C. amplification chain it will be executed in
the manner shown in Fig. 7. The A.C. amplifiers will endeavour to alter
the waveform so that it is an A.C. i.e. the area on one side is equal to that on
the other. Lines 1-3 will probably be untouched, but lines 7-9, which
exhibit strong D.C. characteristics, will be transformed into the waveform
shown in lines 7, 8, and 9 in Fig. 7, in which again the areas above the datum
line are equal to the areas below, and there will be an intermediate transitional
period, ee shown in Fig. 7, lines 4,6, and 6. Application to a D.C. restoring
circuit, however, will wstore the waveform of Fig. 7, to that of Fig. 6.
Remembering that our reetoring circuit sets up an impenetrable wall of

Figure 8

Figure 9

be level, as in Fig. 6. The same circuit as Fig. 4 will, of course, be used, and
the waveform will be applied as in Fig. 8. Actually, however, this figure
only shows how we shall attempt to apply the waveform, for the points Q
will never in fact reach the values of potential a t which they are drawn in
the diagram. They will coincide on the grid with an equivalent negative
potential which will be exactly sufficient to see that they are all a t zero
potential. That is to say, when we try to apply the initial positive pulse Ql,
a negative pulse equal in value will be applied, driving it back to zero. This
state of affairs will remain roughly set until we arrive a t the point Q,, which
makes a more determined effortto drive the grid positive, but, like the others,
fails, and in turn Q,, Q6 and Q, are driven back to zero, and the effective
excursions of the grid potentiala are as in Fig. 9 which as will be seen coincides
with Fig. 6.
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Let us now consider what happens when the amplitude of the pulses
drops, as shown in Fig. 10. After passing through an A.C. amplifier, the
waveform of Fig. 10 will appear as in Fig. 11, and it will be seen that the
datum line will now tend to reset itself so that the waveform is maintained

Figure 10

Figure 11

the points Q once more touch the line of zero grid potential, and commence
to re-establish a negative grid bias by drawing grid current as before. This
state of affairs is shown in Fig. 13. The waveform of Fig. 13 is precisely that
of Fig. 10, so that once more the modification of the pulses produced by
passing through an A.C. amplifier has been cancelled.
It will be seen that if the leakage through the grid resistance R is too
slow, i.e. if the time constant C, R is too long, it will be some time before the
points Q of Fig. 12 are enabled to touch the line of zero grid potential se in
Fig. 13, i.e., the faithfulness of D.C. restoration will be impaired. On the
other hand, if the time constant is too short, leakage will occur during each
pulse, thus giving it a sloping top which will mar the faithfulness of reproduction of the pulses themselves. The time constant must therefore be chosen
with care and a compromise must be effected between these two conflicting
requirements.

I

Figure 12

Figure 13

aa an A.C. When v e apply this waveform to the circuit of Fig. 4, the points
Q attempt to recede along the grid characteristic in the negative direction,
so that they would no longer coincide with zero grid potential, aa the waveform
is trying to execute an alternating oscillation about a point on the operating
oharacteristic fixed by the degree of negative grid bias produced by the grid
current drawn by the previous pulses of large amplitude. This state of
affairs is shown in Fig. 12.
It is here that the grid resistance R plays its paxt, for it allows the negative
charge to leak away. This, of course, pushee the whole waveform to the
right, i.e. in the positive direotion, a movement which ie only arrested when

Y

z
Figure 14

It now becomes possible to understand the relationship between D.C.
restoration and ordinary rectification. Clearly there is some relationship,
because the circuit used in both cases is exactly the same. In order to make
this clear, we shall now consider the rectification of the modulated carrier
wave carried out in s sound receiver in terms of D.C. restoration. Fig. 14
shows the familiar radio frequency waveform which we have to rectify in
order to extract the component of low frequency modulation. I n a radio
receiver it is applied to a circuit in principle identical with Fig. 4.
Let us first consider what would happen if the condeneer and resistance
of Fig. 4 were both very large. I n this cam, on application of the waveform
of Fig. 14, grid current would be drawn by the succeeaive pulses of increaeing
amplitude occurring between X and Y, and se usual none of them pulses
would be able to drive the grid more positive than zero. Owing to the high
time constant little or no leakage would take place between Y and 2, or
between Z and any subeequent high amplitude pulse, and D.C. would be
re-eetabliahed along a datum line connecting Y and 2,and the modulated
waveform would in fact act on the valve in the position shown in Fig. 16.
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Assuming that the total double amplitude of the waveform did not drive the
valve operating point as far as the bottom bend of the anode current grid
volts characteristic, the valve would give class A amplification and no
rectification a t all, i.e., there would be a most excellent degree of D.C.
restoration but no rectification. I n practice, however, the time constant
of C, R is made very small. This enables such a rapid leakage of charge

usually produced by the employment of apparatus in which the time constant
of the grid circuit is comparatively long, and the other usually labelled
delection or demodulation, obtained by using a comparatively short time
constant. I t would be unusual, but not incorrect, to state that in an ordinary
radio receiver for sound broadcasting the detector is a D.C. restoring circuit
operating upon the radio frequency waveform. The detector is in reality
restoring D.C. but the D.C. itself is varying comparatively rapidly, in fact
at audio frequency, and if the time oonstant of the apparatus be made short
enough to enable the process of D.C. restoration to follow these rapid audio
frequency variations, then the net result is what is ordinarily termed
detection or demodulation.

Figure 17

Figure 15

Figure 16

produced by grid current to take place that all the t i p of the pulsecr coincide
with the line of zero grid potential, and the gaps indicated by U and V in
Fig. 16, where, owing to the high time constant, the tips of the pulses were
not touching, are filled up. Thus, if the time constant is small the effect ie
as in Fig. 16.
Approaching the matter in the usual way from the point of view of
rectification, we should say that to obtain a low frequency component from
the modulated wave of Fig. 14, we should rectify this waveform, i.e. we
should eliminate either that part which exieta above or below the datum line.
By simple elimination of, say, the lower half, the waveform of Fig. 14, would
appear as in Fig. 17.
Thus, D.C. reatoration and rectification axe. really the same PI'OCesS,
but two types of reaulta are possible, one labelled D.C. restoration, being

It will be noted that the method of restoring D.C. which haa bee11 described above is not perfect in that the time constant is so chosen that the
best compromise is effected between the mutually conflicting requirements
of avoiding a fall of D.C, during a line and yet of responding with reasonable
rapidity to variations in D.C. level. There is, however, another method of
D.C. restoration which gives a much more accurate result, and which is used
in the modulator of the transmitter for restoring D.C. for the last time in
the transmission chain. After D.C. has been reetored by this improved
process it is not lost again.
It is a feature of t.his improved method that the datum line does not
necessarily have to coincide with zero grid potential of the valve at which
D.C. reetoration is effected, ae it does in the less perfect method, but the
datum may be established a t any desired gnd potential. The fundamental
circuit is shown in Fig. 18. I n this circuit the signal to which D.C. is to
be restored is applied to the grid of the valve V via the condenser C. A source
of potential, indicated by the battery B, is connected across the potentiometer
P, and a circuit may be made via the switches S1S , through the reaistancea
R1

R,.

Before considering how D.C. restoration is effected in this circuit, let
ue investigate the value of potential which will be found a t the point X
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when the switches 8, and S* ere held cloaed. If the elider of the potentiometer P is fixed at the point Y, then the negative end of the battery B is
connected to earth and the cathode of the valve V, and the point X is therefore a t a positive potential above earth, dependent upon the ratio of the
resistancm R,,R,. If the slider is fixed a t the other end, 2 , then the positive
end of the battery is earthed and the point X now has a negative potential
with respect to earth. Thus, when the slider is a t Y, the valve receives
positive grid bias and when a t 2 , negative grid bias. Thus, if R , and R ,

of the valve V. The switches 9, 8, ere then opened before the end of the
suppreaaion pulse, and the next line of vision signals together with the
synchronising signal is impreeaed, and the potentials on the grid of the valve V
must make excureiona which are entirely on the positive side of that potential
established by the potentiometer P.
Thua, the restoration of D.C. hae been effected a t the end of the line of
vision signale and the synchronising pulse. The beginning of the next
suppression pulse should bring the grid of the valve V to the potential

Figure 19

Figure 18
remain fixed, the potential applied to the grid of the valve V will be determined by the position of the slider over the potentiometer P and may be
positive, zero or negative.
Let us now assume that S , and S , are closed and P is fixed a t a point
which will place a certain negative potential on the grid of V. Then, if
S , and S , are opened this negative potential will remain upon the grid of V,
being held there by the condenser C, as there is no grid leak. Let us now
suppose that an ordinary vision waveform, together with suppression and
synchronising signals, as shown in Fig. 19, is applied to the input terminals
of Fig. 18, and let us arrange that the ewitches S , S , are maintained open
except during the brief intervals t, forming part of the duration of the suppression pulses, as shown in Fig. 19. The suppression pulse is, by definition,
a small duration of time during which all valves of the system should be a t
their proper black level. If, therefore during the suppression pulees the
switches 9, 8, are closed, then a certain negative potential, determined by
the position of the slider of the potentiometer P, is impressed upon the grid

previously imposed upon it by the closing for the first time of the switahee
S , S , during the previous suppression period, but in any caee during the
next suppression pulse the switches S , S, are closed again, thereby placing
once more on the grid the potential determined by the potentiometer P.
This potential is, of course, adjusted by meam of P to be the value deaired
for the black level of the grid of the valve V.
In practice the suppression pulses occur a t the rate of 10125 per second
and therefore the ewitches S , S , are opened and closed a t this rate, and during
every suppression pulse the correct black level potential is imposed on the
grid of the valve V.
It will now be seen why this arrangement is so superior to the alternative
method, f h t described. The disadvantage of the first method is that the
continuous presence of the grid resistance R of Fig. 4 in the circuit the whole
time would lead, if it were not high enough, to a fall of D.C. during a line,
whereas if it were too high variations in D.C. could not be followed. In the
circuit of Fig. 18, however, this does not happen because in effect the switches
S , and Sa are removing the grid leak from circuit during the whole of the
time of the vision signal, and except for the small period, t, the valve has no
grid leak whatever. Thus, there cannot be any fall of D.C. during a line,
and the restoration of D.C. is perfect.
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Furthermore, the question of following fluctuations of D.C. does not
now arise because, the black level having been established, the valve is free
to make any excursion imposed on it by the vision input, and variations in
D.C. are therefore automatically followed.
I n practice it is, of oourse, quite impossible to interpret S, and S, of
Fig. 18 literally as switches mechanically operated 10126 times per second,

l
Figure 20

but clearly the switch S1and the resistance R, can be substituted by a valve,
and the switch S, and the resistance R, by another, and if the valves have
negative biae on them the effect will be as if S, and S, were open, and if the
bias is removed then the effect will be as if S, and S, were closed. The
t

Figure 21
practical circuit therefore will appear as in Fig. 20. I n normal operation
the valves V, V, will be held biassed back beyond cut-off a t all times except
for the short periods t of Fig. 19, when the bias will be removed, thus permitting them to constitute the resistances R,, R,. This may clearly be done
by applying to the grids of V1 end V,, in parallel, a pulse of the type shown
in Fig. 21, of frequency 10126, consisting of short positive periods having a
duration equal to the time t.

Application of D.C. Restoration in M-E.M.I.
Circuits

Vision

In the foregoing section of this technical note, D.C. restoration has
been considered purely as a means whereby proper tonal reproduction of
the picture may be secured and yet A.C. amplifiers may be used in preference
to a complete chain of D.C. amplification, which would impose severe practical
problems. There are, however, various other reasons for the restoration of
D.C., and a representative selection of these will now be discussed.
In the Suppression Mixer, where we wish to remove certain spurious
signals by combining with the picture signals certain suppression pulses
designed for the purpose, we wish to fit the suppression pulses and the vision
signals together so that they always bear the same relationship. The
particular way in which the two sets of signals are fitted together determines
what in the original picture shall come out as dead black in the received picture
and as is indicated more fully in my technical note on the Suppression Mixer,
D.C. is restored to both picture and suppression signals, in order that a
constant datum line may be established carrying the vision signals on one
side and the suppression pulses on the other. If this were not done, variations
in the total amount of white in the picture would cause variations in the
line of cut of the suppression pulses, and the ultimate effect would be that in
the received picture the detail in the darker portion8 would be sometimes
good and sometimes bad, the colour of the darker portions would vary and
the overall intensity of the picture would fluctuate.
In the Picture and Sync. Mixer, D.C. is restored both to the picture
signals and the synchronising signals. Here again it is necessary to fix
the common &turn line upon one side of which will exist the picture signals
and on the other side the synchronising signals, as if this were to fluctuate
it would be impossible to maintain steady synchronising.
I n the Suppression, Black-out and other generators, D.C. is restored
to the generated pulses for the following reason. When a pulse h= been
generated by a multivibrator or other means, it is rarely a clean squaretopped pulse, but the peaks may often have what are best described as
' whiskers ' attached to them. If such pulses be applied to a valve a t a
greater amplitude than the operating characteristic of the valve can take,
then the t o p of such pulses will be cut off by the bottom band of the
characteristic, and these ' whiskers ' will be removed. In such a case it is
clearly desirable to stabilise the position of the other end of the pulse, i.e.
the end not being square-topped, which may, of course, be done by D.C.
restoration. It is thereby ensured that the pulse, not being able to carry
the grid to a more positive value than zero, is obliged to sit a t a fixed position
on the operating characteristic, and there is no possibility of its avoiding the
bottom bend limitation and consequent squaring imposed by the limited
valve characteristic.
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T H E CATHODE FOLLOWER
I n modern television technique it will be found there is a wide application
of a type of valve circuit known as the cathode follower, and from my various
teohnical notes on the M,-E.M.I. System it will be noted that there is one
of these circuits in practically every unit of the System. The circuit is of
great importance and provides an excellent solution to more than one
difficulty. It is, however, perhaps one of the simplest circuits that has
ever been devised. It is of importance that the principles and applications
should be thoroughly understood, and they are discussed in this note.
I n television technique, just as in that of sound, there arises the problem
of providing an amplifier or other unit through which felevision signals are
passing with a suitably low output impedance by means of which the unit
may properly feed a line. It may either be necessary to generate an output
impedance specifically equal to the characteristic impedance of the line if
the latter be long, or to generate an impedance which is low compared with
the impedance of the capacity of the line a t the highest working frequency
if the line be short. I n sound apparatus such a low impedance is conveniently
supplied by meane of an output transformer, and the range of frequencies
to be accommodated ie euch that practically distortionless transformers can
be designed for this purpose. In television, however, where the frequency
band extends from zero to more than 3 Mc/s it is not possible to create a
suitable transformer. It would be possible to find a somewhat unhappy
solution to thie problem by the uae of 8 circuit involving many parallel
connected valves, but it may be solved simply and neatly by employing the
cathode follower. Primarily then we may regard the cathode follower as
an electronic transformer, or valve circnit, which substitutes for a step-down
transformer.
This ie not, however, the only application of this circuit. It is frequently
found neceesary to connect apparatus, having a high internal impedance
and carrying the vision frequencies from zero to 31 Mc/s, to apparatus having
an input capacity which is sufficiently great ae eeriously to attenuate the
upper frequenciea. The problem neceeaitates the ineertion of a piece of
apparatus which will present a negligible input capacity to the sending
apparatus, have a high internal impedance, and preaent a low output impedance to the subsequent apparatus so that the input capacity of this will
have no effect. This again is solved by the application of the cathode
follower, ae not only has this circuit the property of generating a low output
impedance and thus simulating an output transformer, but its input capacity
can be given 8 very small value.
There h yet another most useful application which followe a t once from
the fact that the output impedance of the cathode follower is low over a wide
frequency band, including a frequency of zero, i.e. D.C. It ia of the highest
importance that vision amplifiers and other units through which vision

signals are passing, should be supplied with H.T.from a source having as
low an impedance as can be obtained, since if this is not so the various signal
amplitudes will noC be reproduced in relatively correct proportion, and
the relative intensities of the tones in the picture corresponding to such
signals will be incorrect. We may secure such a low impedance by inserting
a cathode follower between the source of H.T. and the amplifier, the impedance
then presented to the latter being that of the cathode follower and not of the
H.T. supply unit. Since the impedance is low, variations of H.T.voltage
will be very small, and the H.T. is now said to be stabilised. A cathode
follower used for this purpose is known as a stabiliser.

Fig. 1

The cathode follower then has four general applications :( l ) As a eircuit which generates a very low output impedance
over a very wide frequency band including zero frequenoy,
or D.C.
(2) As a circuit which preaents a very high input impedance over
a very wide frequency band.
(3) AE a circuit in which, by simultaneously using the properties
outlined in (1) and (2) above, a wide range amplifier may be
formed, and
(4) as a circuit for reducing the impedance, i.e. improving the
regulation, of power supplies, notably those for high tension
voltagea, and consequently stabilising these voltages.
The fundamental circuit of the cathode follower is shown in Fig. 1,
from which it will be seen that it consists simply of a valve and a load
resistance, the latter being placed in the cathode circuit. The anode circuit
contains only the eource of H.T., and the impedance of this must be very
low ; in fact the proper fuactioning of the cathode follower is dependent
upon the anode t o earth impedance being as near zero as possible. Where
a battery cannot be wed this condition must be approximated by connecting
between anode and earth a large condenser. For simplicity in subeequent
diagrams the source of H.T. will be omitted and its impedance will be assumed
to be zero.
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I t might be thought that the circuit of Fig. 1 is simply that of a resistance
amplifier in which the load reaistance haa been placed in the cathode circuit
inetead of in the anode circuit, but this change is one which fundamentally
alters the operation of the circuit, its behaviour being altogether different
from that of the straightforward reeistance amplifier. This is due to the
fact that the presence of the cathode resistance R, between the cathode
and earth considerably modifiee the potentials existing between the grid
and cathode. It must be remembered that a valve amplifies t h m potentiah
which exiat between its grid and ita cathode, and not necessarily thoee
between grid and earth. If the cathode is earthed by direct connection
or by a large condenser, then the potentials between grid and cathode and
between grid and earth are the eame, but the essential feature of the cathode
follower is that there is an impedance between cathode and earth, and
that the voltageo energising the valve now consiat of two components:
(1)those deliberately applied a t the input, i.e. between the terminals z and z
of Fig. 1, and (2) those occurring between the terminah y and x , i.e. those
across the cathode resistance R,. The effect of the presence of this additional
voltage component yz, es haa been stated earlier, is to give the circuit a
very low output impedance and a very high input impedance, the values
being respectively much lower and higher than those obtained with the
same valve wed aa a resistance amplifier. Furthermore the amplification
has a maximum value of unity.
Tbe output impedance may he deaigned to be a epeoiffo figure, and,
aa is often required, this figure may be designed to be that of the characteristic
impedance of a line, so that accurately matched impedance condition8 a t the
sending end can be obtained. I n fact the cathode follower looks to the line
like the equivalent circuit of Fig. 2, consisting solely of a generator of internal
impedance Ri and of voltage ei. We shall now proceed to establish a formula
for the output or internal impedance of the cathode follower R,, in order
to show firstly that it is unusually low, and secondly how it may be designed
to match the impedance of a line exactly.

The Output Impedance
We shall f i s t of all find the formula giving the internal impedance

Ri of Rg. 2 in terms of the resistance of any load which may be placed across
it -R, as in Fig. 3, the voltage acroes the load -cj, and the voltage of the
equivalent generatar -ci, and then apply this fundamental formula to the
cathode follower circuit of Fig. 1.

~

[+-jFe

I , EL
Fig. 6

Fig. 7
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Thia ia our fandamantal formula, and we muat now apply it to the
cathode follower by determining what will be the values of ci and e, in the
latter c b u i t . Let theee new valuea be E, and E,.

the impedance of the valve divided by ita magnification factor. The
equivalent circuit of the cathode follower may therefore be accurately drawn
as in Fig. 7.

Considering now the cathode follower redrawn in Fig. 4, let ua find the
d u e of E, for any total load C, included between cathode and earth.
Ee = i Zx
We have

The output impedance may for practical purpoaea be expressed to a
cloee approximation. We simply neglect 1 in comparison with p, and we
have

and
therefore we may write
Now the mutual conductance of a valve 5, = 3,
R,

Neglecting 1 in comparison with R, B,,,, then
We can now find Ei by comidering the oirouit of Fig. 4 to have a cathode
reeietance R, instead of Z, and regard it es a s o m e of voltage E,, aa shown
in F ' . 5; then eabetituting R, for Z,, and Ei for EGin (2), we have

We have now to 5 d E,.

Let the cirouit of Fig. 5 feed a load 2, aa in
E, will be given by equation (2)

Fig. 6, and let the voltage aoroee 2, be E,.
if we write

Thie expreasea the extremely simple reault that the output impedanoe
of the cathode follower is equal to the reciprocal of the mutual conductance
of the valve if the two approximations made above can be upheld, which is
in general easily poeeible.
As an example of the order of low impedance which may be obteined,
we may take a valve type H 3 0 having a mutual conductance of 6 mA/V,
1 - 1000 in which cam R, =
- - 166 ohms.
86
It should be noted that if the &stance R, ie omitted, the output
R.
impedance ie then eccurately expreaeed by -

-

and oonaequently we have

P + l

We can now eetablish R,, the output impedence of the cathode follower,
by substituting E, of (3) and E, of (4) for ei and c, of (1). Also R, = 2,.
Therefore we have by eubstitution

Fig. 8

..............

R A
(S)
R,
RCb,
1)
Equation (5) gives the output impedanoe of the oathode follower
aocurately,and ia of intarest in that ib right-hand aide expreeeea an impedance
which would be formed by the c o ~ e c t i o nin parallel of two impedances
R, and R,
of which the latter a t a glanoe oontaine the mason why the
P+'
output impedance of this airnuit is eo low, for approximately it consista oE

from whioh R, =

-

+

+

Design of Cathode Follower to Match the Characteristic
Impedance 2,of a line
Given a line of known chareateristic impedance Z,, we may deaign s
cathode follower to match this exactly. In most c-,
however, we may
neglect the errore produced by the two aaeumptione made above as they
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are extremely slight, and the assumptiona will accordingly be made. The
problem presents three casee :
1

(1) Where 2, happens to equal - . In this case R, = ao , and no
Bm
reaktance R, need be provided and the circuit will be as in Fig. 8.

by which is meant that there is effectively thrown acroaa the input e capboity
approximately a times the anode grid capacity in addition to the normal
grid cathode capacity already existing. The total input capacity of the
triode amplifier therefore is in practice sufficiently great as to render this
form of amplifier useless in vision cirouita as it stands.
In the cathode follower, however, the potentials on the cathode a m in
the seme phase es those on the grid, and in general are of nearly the same
amplitude. The name cathode follower is derived from the fact that the
potentiah on the cathode follow those on the grid. Acoordingly, to a rough
approximation, there can be no capacity between grid and cathode. There
can also be no Miller effect because there is no anode impedance, and the
only capacity present ia really that of the grid to the anode. Consequently
the total input oapaaity is very low indeed, and it can be shown by

where
(2) Where2,is leee than

-.1

I n this case we muat a h o m a value of

4,
1
R, such that in parallel with - will give an output
Is,

impedance equal to 2,.

Clearly from equation (6)the value of R, will be given by R, =

zo

1

- B," z0

-.1

L this curse we cannot obtein an
8erect match by any oircuit so far shown, but the output impedanoe may be
raised to the correct value by the ineartion of a small padding reeietance R,
as shown in Fig. 9. A very aimple formula for R reaulta if we make the
following three eeeumptione :
(a) That 1 is negleoted in comprbon with P.
(b) That R is negleated in aomparieon with R,.
(0) That 1 ia negleated in oompahon with B, R,.
We then have that
1
R, =
- R
(8)
(3) W
hm Zo is greater than

4

+

.............. ... .. . . .

and that to mafah a value of oheraoteristio impedance Z,, whioh is greater
1
1
than -, we must ohooee a value of R given by R = 1;, 4,
8,
A detailed proof of the validity of (8) is given in Appendix 1.

-.

The Input Impedance
It haa been stated that the input impedance of the cathode follower is
very high due to the faot that the input oepaaity ie much leea than that
of a triode amplifier. I n the latter the well known Bliller effeot is present,

and

C, = the anode 'to grid aa&aity,
C,, = the grid to oathode oapaaity,
2, = the total cathode impedance.

Amplification of Cathode Follower
The gain of the aathode follower must always be less than unity. The
gain on open circuit, i.e. with the line or other load not applied, will, of course,
be E,
- and the gain with the load conneatad will be E-'. Theae may be
E
E
e d y derived from the preceding equations, and it is only neceeaary to
quote
here the resulta.
For c u e (a), wbere Zo is leas than

-?L

Is,

and a oathode reeietance B,

is d,
the open circuit gain may be written down a t ome from equation (3)

A =

a RC

+

R,
RC (P + 1)
The gain with any load Zl connectad is, from equation (4),

A = R, (R,

+ Zl)P R+AGC +1 1)

For case (3), where 2, is greeter thm

- and
4,

used, the open oirouit gain will be, from App*

A =

P

R,

+ +

R,
(R,
B) (p
and the gain with eny loed Zd 00-

A =

1,

+ 1)

will be given by

fiP1

(R,

a padding mhtance R is

+ Z') 4 + + 1) ( B 4 + m,+ R A )
(p
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Use of Cathode Follower to form an Amplifier
If an amplifier be formed as in Fig. 10 in which alternate valves are
respectively cathode followers and triode amplifiers, then the amplifier so
conetituted forme a basis of a deeign whicb will accommodate a wide band of
frequencies as is required for television. Considering Fig. 10. the valve V,

- - -

the poeitive voltage applied to the grid. Clearly the voltage of the amplifier
H.T. will be determined by that applied to the grid of the stabiliser, and any
adjuetment in value would be made by adjusting the grid positive voltage.
Naturally the power drawn by the amplifier will be initially drawn from the
H.T. maim unit, and will pass to the amplifier via the anode circuit of the
cathode follower.

I
,
-h-,,
,

Figure 10
presents a low output impedance to V, eo that the comparatively high input
capacity of V, will have a much amaller effeot than if V, were an amplifier.
The valve V,, having a comparatively high output impedance, needs to feed
a circuit having an input impedance as devoid of capacity as possible, and thie
ie provided by the cathode follower V,, and eo on throughout the chain.

The Cathode Follower as a Stabiliser
It has already been pointed out that it ie of the highest importance in
muoh television apparatus that the internal impedance of the H.T. supply
ehould be low, and aa it is poseible to design a oathode follower whom output
impedance is muoh lower than the usual figure for a maim H.T. eupply unit,
it ia of advantage to feed the H.T. to euoh apperatus through a cathode
follower.
The fundamental cirouit ia given in Fig. 11, where A ia an amplifier
whose H.T. eupply ia to be atabilieed, end V is a valve oonnected as a oathode
follower, the amplifier A constituting the cathode load for the valve V.
It ia neceeeary to apply to the grid of V a positive bias, aa otherwise the
voltage drop ao~)198the amplifier A, i.e. ita high tenaion voltage, conetitutee
a fixed negative bias for V, end only a emall current would flow. R represents
the regulation reeistence of the H.T. eupply.
It is conaidered that thia cirouit may be best underefood by approaahing
it in the above manner. Strictly epeaking, however, the input to a etabilieer
ia that voltage applied between grid and earth, and it ia thia voltage which
appeere dightly reduced a t the output terminals, i.e. between cathode and
earth. We should themfore properly regard the amplifier H.T.which is
taken from the cathode circuit of the cathode follower as being derived from

We muat now determine what will be the internal impedanoe of the H.T.
eupply as formed by the eupply unit in cascade with the atebiber; clearly
it will be approximately equal to the output impedance of the stabilieer
valve V, but it ia neoeseary to take into account the value of the regulation
reaistanoe R, of the H.T. supply unit, a faotor which has been ignored in a11
previous calculations. The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 12. We
firat proceed as before to determine the value of the output voltage E, with
between cathode and earth.
a total load
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i.e. its H.T., will decreaee, but since thia voltege is the negative biaa for the
valve V, the difference between the value of this voltege and that of the
positive grid bias supply will beoome more positive, so that V will tend to
peea more current and thus reetore the H.T. to a value very nearly equal
to the initial value.

Let E, be the value of applied H.T.
We hsve Et

=

iZ,

The Stabiliser as a Smoothing Circuit

=

+9
+ + 1)

E,
R
R
m+2,
2s

Ae before we now determine E;.
and therefore Ei j

It has so far been aeeumed that the initial H.T. supply derived from the
mains supply unit is maintained at a oonstant value, and it is of interest to
consider what will happen in the stabiliser oircuit if there is a fluctuation in
this voltage due poaeibly to some disturbance in the mains. Let the initial
voltage be E, and let thia be inoreased by some such disturbance to a vdue
This increaae of voltage @, will produce an increase of
of E, @,.
anode ourrent 6i, and this in turn will modify the voltage acroes 2, and
We may
effect a change in the effective grid voltage by an amount &VS,,,.
accordingly write
=
8; (R
R,
2%) $VSrn
Remembering that is a negative factor, we may write
sVS,,, = SEc = SiZ,
= Si (R
from which
R,
(p
1) 2,)

+

(/L

Thie w i l l be the value of Ec when 2, = 00

PE + Er
P + l

We can now determine E,, the load voltage, which will be that voltage existing
acroaa 2, wben 2, ie equal to the equivalent resistance of the amplifier.
Writing the latter M Zl, then let 2, = Z,, in which case

therefore

a,

+ +

+

a,

+

+

Si

=

+

+ + a,+

R
R"
(p
1) 2,
The reeultant change in output volte
will be 28;.

As before, by ~ubstitutingEi for ei, E, for e,, and 2, for R, in (l), we have
Bi

= 21

PE+EQ,+R

+ (fb+

+

R,

+R

2, (E,
The above expreeeion shows that R behavee purely ae an addition to
R., the internal resistance of the valve.
Nedeotinn aa uaual 1 oompared with p, we have finally
P
P
P
This expreaion shows that the impedance produoed by the stabilieer is
1

conetituted by the low value of - augmented only by the regulation

S,,,

reeietance of the H.T. supply unit divided by the magnification factor of the
stabiliser valve, and in most practical cams the value of Ri is much lower
than the value of R, so that the insertion of the etabiliser coneiderably reduces
the regulation reeiatance of the H.T. supply unit. The value of the amplifier
H.T.h,of course, given by El.
The action of the stabiliser can be physically described as follows. If
the amplifier A attempte to take more c m n t , the drop of voltage across it,

+

B, will be negligible compared with P,
Making a first aeaumption that R
-

4

ae will be the cam in practioe, we may write

Making a seoond assumption, aa usual, that 1 may be neglected in oomparieon
with P, we may finally write
SE,
€8, = P

This equation expreaeas the fact that not only does the stabiliser tend to
maintain a conetant H.T. voltage during variations of amplifier l d , but
i t also effeote a reduotion of fluctuations in the initial K T . supply, reduoing
them by a fsdor approximately equal to the magnification faofor of the
stabiliser valve. Thie double application of the stabiliser is, of oourm, very
valuable.
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The ection of the stabiliser in reducing the effect of mains fluctuations
may also be phyeicdy described as followe. Should a fluctuation occur,
tending to incream the H.T. supply, the etabilieer will pees more current
which increeees the eelf bias produced by the cathode load reaiatance, and
this tends to reduce the current paesed by the stabilieer, thua restoring ita
output voltage to a value very near to the original.

To eetablish El we must connect the load Zl an in Fig. 13, and determine
firstly the value of E,, the voltage oow existing between cathode and earth.
We refer again to equation (2), thie time putting

Appendix 1
To eetabliah the validity of equation (U), we muat proceed to find new
values of ei, e,, and consequently Ri for the new conditions. It will h t
be necessary to eetablieh a new value for the E, of equation (2). The cathode
R. We map therefore refer to equation (2)
resistance ie now equal to R,
and write
2, = R, + R

E, will be that proportion of E, existing across Zl.

+

therefore

E,

=
RV

+ R)
+ (@(R,
p + 1) (R, + R)
Substituting (9) end (10) in (2), we have

Making a h t a~eumptionthat 1 is very much lees than

,L,

thie reduce8 to

Fig. 13
Meking a second aesumption that R is very much leas than R,, this reduclea to

Eliminating p by eubstituting p

The open circuit voltage E, will now be that eoross R,

r

r9,,,30, we have

Making a third aeeumption that 1 ia very much lees then &R,,we have
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THE SYNCHRONISING SIGNAL GENERATOR
The synchroniainp; eignal generator is a piece of apparatus forming part
of the pulse generator and which produces the whole of the synchronising
waveform which is required by the standards of the system to be radiated,
i.e. the whole of the waveform below black level.
Thie synchronising waveform is fully described in my technical note on
The Sgnal Waveform and it will be remembered that it consieta of a
eeriee of line synchronising impulses having ecrch a duration of 10 microsecond~occurring a t the end of each line, which are replaced for a space of
four lines shortly after the end of each 60 cycle frame by a series of pulsee
at twice line frequency, and having a width of 40 micro-seconds, thie series
of 40 micro-eecond pulses being known as the frame synchronising signal.
It ie thus apparent that the synchronising waveform consists of two aeparate
e t h e line synchronieing signals and the frame synchronising signals.
Accordingly, the synchronising signal generator is arranged to generate line
eynchroniriing signals and broad pulses continuously, and arrangements
are made so that each of these types of pulse is supplied to the output during
the appropriate periods as required by the standards laid down for the
complete. synchronieing waveform.
It is necessary that certain precautions be taken to ensure that the
above operations are properly performed and it will be as well to sum up
the operations which must be performed by the synchronising signals
generator. These are as follows :(l)Generate a line sync aignal of proper shape
(2) Generate a frame sync signal of proper shape
(3) Introduce either of the above a t the correct times
(4) Introduce the sync eignal as a whole a t the correct moment
(6) Ensure cleanness of waveform
(6) Ensure that the frame sync signal can only start at the exact
centre of a line, as a t the end of the primary meter, or a t the
exaot end of a line, aa a t the end of the secondary rseter. It
must be emphaeiaed that although the frame sync signal has
a frequency of M), i t is this signal which determines when the
spot shall commence to move up for the next raater, and if thie
doee not tske p h e exactly a t the middle or end of a line as
may be required, the primary and secondary rasters will not
fit evenly and symmetrically in with each other, and there will
be distortion. Thus, though the frame signal has a frequency
of M), thie frequency must be shady t o a very high order of
accuracy. The frequency of 60 referred t o is, of course, the
overall frequency of repetition of the trains of pulses at a
frequency of 20260 which constitute the frame synchronising
eignal.

We may now consider the circuit diagram, Figure 8.
Valves V, and V, form a multivibrator generating the line synchronising
pulses of the correct duration. Them are thus continuody available.
Valves V,, and V,, form another multivibrator generating broad pulsee of
the correct duration which a m similarly available continuously.

Figure 1. Output of Multivibrator V,, V,.

(Line Sync Pulses)

Figure 2. Output of Multivibrator V,,,, V,,.

(Broad Pulses)

The complete standard synchronising waveform requires that these
two eeta of pulsee shall be mixed so that over a period of 198.6 lines line
synchronising pulses are occurring alone, to be immediately followed for a
period of four linea by a series of broad pulses alone. This cycle of introduction of pulses must be continuously repeated. This is achieved by an
electronic switching operation which will now be described.
Two hexodes V,, and V,, are provided. The output of the broad pulse
multivibrator V,,, V,, is applied to the third grid of the valve V,,. The
output of the line sync multivibrator V,, V, is similarly applied to the third
grid of the valve V,* The anode circuit of V,, and V,, is common and hence
if both V,, and V,, were normally operative both line and broad pulses
would be continuously mixed in the anode circuit. By applying to the h t
or control grid of V,,, for instance, a negative bias, this valve may be
rendered inoperative and the broad pulses applied to ita third grid will not
reach its anode circuit. Similarly the application of bias to the first grid
of V,, will prevent this valve supplying line sync pulses to the anode circuit.
If bias is applied to the first grid of V,, only for a duration of 198.6 lines,
then during this time the output will coneist of pure line sync pulses delivered
If now the bias is removed from V,, and applied to V for a duration
by V,
of four lines, i.e. 400 micro-seconds, then during this period the output will
consist entirely of broad pulses supplied by V,,.

,.
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It is obvious that such biae may be supplied by providing a third
multivibrator generating square pulses of a duration of 400 micro-aeconda
and having a frequency of M ) c.p.e., in which caae the long period between
each 400 micro-second pulse will have a duration of 198.5 lines. The
multivibrator would be ao conneated to the valvee V,, and V,, eo that V,,
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sense, i.e. the peek8 of the pulses are tending to drive the grid of V,, negative.
The effect of the reatoration of D.C. on this grid ie to adjust the datum line
from which the eync eignala operate to coincide with zero grid potential a t
all times. I n addition, their amplitude is in excess of that which can be
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Figure 3. Output of Multivibrator V,, V7 as fed to Via
Figure 5.

Output of Multivibrator VL, V,
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Figure 4. Output of Multivibrator V', V7 as fed to V,,
received the 400 micro-eecond pulses in a negative sense, thue biaeeing thie
valve off for 400 micro-aeconda and allowing V,, to be u n b i d for this
period. The long periods between the pulees would then be in the negative
aenee from the point of view of the valve V,, and would bias this off for thie
period, i.e. a duration of 198.5 linea.
This is ectually what is done in practice. The additional multivibrator
is known ae the eync change-over multivibrator, and ie formed by the valves
V, and V,, and ae will be seen from the circuit diegram, a negative output
is obtained from the anode of V, and i~ applied to the firet grid of V,,. This
output ie Uuetrated in Fig. 3. The positive output ie taken from the anode
of V, for application to the first grid of V,, and is illustrated in Fig. 4. The
valvee V,, and V,, are consequently termed the frame sync admitter and the
line eync admitter reepectively.
The complete eynahronising waveform will now appear therefore in the
common anode circuit of V,, and V,,. Owing to the low value of the anode
reaietance R,
R, of V,, there will be undue amplification of the extreme
lower frequencies due to the presence of the decoupling circuit R, Cl.
Accordingly the aoupling cirauit between the mode of V,, end the grid of
V,, contains the elementa C,, R, and R,,, which have the effect of counterecting this increase of amplification.
The grid reaistanoe of the valve V,, ie returned to cathode and thL, in
aonjunction with the grid condenser, provides oonditions suitable for D.C.
restoration. The eync waveform applied a t thie point ie in the negative

+

Figure 6. Output of Multivibrator V,, V, after differentiation
by C.R. i.e. aa applied to R,

Figure 7. Waveform at Anode of V,
accommodated by the aharacteristic of the valve V,,, so that the p e e b of
the signals are cut off by the bottom bend of the characteristic. This ie
deliberately done as it ia found that owing to the natural operation of the
multivibrator the synchronising pulsee may be accompanied by epurious
p e a b which it is desirable to clean away, and this may be very conveniently
done by the use of the bottom bend of a valve charecteristic in the above
manner.
The valve V,, can therefore be conveniently known ee a oleener. A
similar cleaning action takes place a t the grids of the valvee V,, and V,,.
The broad pulses applied to the third grid of V,, and the line eync pulses
applied to the third grid of V,, are both in the positive eense. D.C. restoration
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ia therefore effected about a datum line corresponding with their peaks,
and their baees are squared off, in each case, by the bottom bend of the
valve characteristic. Due therefore to adequate preservation of the upper
frequenciee, together with the cleaning process applied to both ends of the
pnlsea, the synchronising waveform generated is very good, being almost
devoid of curvature at any point.
I n the anode circuit of the valve V,, the complete synchronising waveform appears in the positive eenee. The output is required in this sense but
a t a low impedance, and therefore the signals are now applied to the grid
of a further valve, V,,, connected to operate as a cath~defollower and the
final output is taken from the cathode circuit of this valve.
We have now to consider the action of valves V, to V,. These are for
the purpose of providing the frame sync delay which is required with the
standard waveform and which is normally fixed at 600 micro-eeconds, and
also to provide a means of ensuring that the firet broad pulae constituting
the frame sync signal starts exactly half way along a line, or exactly a t the
end of a line, as required.
The delay is provided by the circuits eesociated with the valves V1 to
V,. The valves V1 and V, form a multivibrator energised at 50 cycles from
the frame divider, and they generate a square topped waveform which is
illustrated in Fig. 6.
It will be seen that the width of the pulse generated by this multivibrator is made equal to the desired frame sync delay, i.e. 600 micro-seconds.
The output from the multivibrator is taken from the mode circuit of the
valve V, and applied to the condenser C and the resistance R in series which
are of such values that they form a differentiating circuit so that across R
there appeare the first differential of the waveform of Fig. 6. This is
illustrated in Fig. 6 and is, of course, a waveform representing at all times
the slope of the waveform of Fig. 6. I t should be particularly noted that the
peaka A of the differentiated waveform coincide with the leading edge of the
MW) micro-second pulses of Fig. 5 m d the peaka B compond with the treiling
edge of this pulae, so that between any peak A of Fig. 6 and ita associated
peak B, there is a time difference of 600 micro-seconds. The differentiated
waveform is now applied to the grid of the valve V,, via the resietance R,
which has the unusually high value of 20,000 o h . The peaka A of Fig. 4
tend to drive the grid of V, positive, under which oonditions the grid-cathode
impedance ia low compared with the value of R,, so that only a negligible
part of the voltage corresponding to the p&
' A ' is applied between
the grid and cathode of V,. Consequently the peake A eaaroely influence the
anode current of V,. The pet& B, on the other hand, tend to drive the
grid of V, negative, in which ciroumstances the grid-oathode impedance ie
high compared with R,, so that almost the whole of the voltage corresponding
to the peak6 B is applied between grid and cathode of V, and, of courae,
iduencee the anode current. The arrangement constitutes therefore a

means for suppressing the peaks A while not interfering with the peaks B,
and in the anode circuit of V8 there appear, therefore, the peaks B only,
reversed as indicated in Fig. 7. The leading edge of the 600 micro-second
p u h of Fig. 6, the pulse -4 of Fig. 6, and the frame timing puhe from the
Frame Divider, all coincide in time, and it follows that the peaka B will be
delayed with respect to the frame timing pulse by the amount of time
occupied by the width of the pulse of Fig. 5. Consequently, by varying the
width of thia pulse, the delay of the peaks B can be varied within prescribed
limita
Since the peaks B are ultimately used to fire the sync change-over
multivibrator which determines the moment of admiesion of the broad pulses
constituting the frame sync signal, it followe that the latter may be given
any desired delay with mpect to any other pulse timed from the master
frame timing p&, simply by adjusting the multivibrator V,, V, to produce
a pulse whom width occupies the time of the required delay. The width
of the pule- produced by the multivibrator V,, V* is adjustable by meam
of the potentiometer R, and this control is accoragly labelled Frame
Sync Delay.
The valves V, and Vs are concerned with ensuring that the frame sync
signal will always etart either half way along the line or at the end of a line
ae may be required. It will be appreciated that if the differentiated peaks B
generated for timing the sync change-over multivibrator wem used for thia
purpose without any further precautions, it would be possible to adjuet the
delay so that the moment of admission of the broad pulses did not necessarily
occur half way along a line or at the end so as to give proper interlacing.
In addition, the accuracy of firing of the multivibrator V,, V, operating at
60 cycles per second is not such that it can be expected to maintain this
frequency constant within the oloee limits which are naturally required to
preserve proper interlacing. Clearly, its frequency must remain steady to
within a small percentage of the time of a line for good interlacing. Since
this is not practically possible the valves V, and V, are inserted to ensure
perfection of interlacing and operate as follows.
The differentiated peaks B from the anode circuit of V, are applied,
not directly to the multivibrator V# V,, but via the hexode Vs. The circuits
aseociated with this latter valve are arranged so that a pulse can only appear
in ita anode circuit if positive pulsea are appearing simultaneously on both
the first and third control grids. AB will be wen from the circuit diagram,
the differentiated peaka at a frequency of 60 are applied to the first control
derived from the frame sync multivibrator
grid. In addition broad p&
V,, V,, are applied in the positive mnee to the valve V,, which amplifies
and reverses them, and they a m then applied to the third control grid of
V,, and they are, of c o r n , now in the negative eenee. The anode circuit
of Vs will only receive a pulse when the firat and third control grids are both
simultaneously energised by their mpeotive pulses. The firat control grid
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of V, is energised poeitively by a differentiated peak and the third control
grid is energised positively, not by a broad pulse, but by the interval between
two broad pulsea as it is this interval which is operating on this grid in the
positive sense.
Let us suppoee that the multivibrator V, V, is operating in the position
which admits line synchronieing signals to the main output via V,, and
coincidently suppreasea V,,, and that a differentiated p k hae arrived on
the first control grid. Although it is a short pulse, its frequency is 50 c.p.s.
and its duration must be that of several broad p u h . Assuming that a t
the same time a broad pulse is energising the third control grid in a negative
direction, there can be no pulse in the anode circuit. When the broad pulse
mesea the third control grid will be energhed positively by the interval,
and this will reeult in a pulse occurring in the anode circuit. This will fire
the multivibrator V, V, whioh will spill over, thus closing the valve VI, to
line sync aignale, and opening the valve V,, to broad pulsea ready for the
next broad pulae, for it must be remembered that this operation is taking
place in the interval between two broad pulses. Aocordingly the next
broad puhe whioh arrivee will be admitted into the sync output and the
frame sync signal as a whole must therefore commence with a broad pulse.
Clearly it is impossible for the frame sync signal as a whole to start in
the middle of a broad pulse, because a t such an inatant the differentiated
peek cannot fire the multivibrator V, V, as the valve V, is held inoperative
by the negative broad pulse a t that moment applied to the third control
grid. Owing to this provision it is impossible to radiate a waveform whioh
will lead to bad interlacing.
It remains to cover 8 few circruit details. The width of the line sync
pulsea (illustrated in Fig. 1)is controllable by the potentiometer R, associated
with the multivibrator V, V,. The width of the broad pulses (illustrated
in Fig. 2) is controllable by the potentiometer R, associated with the multivibrator V,@ V,,.
The width of the pulses generated by the multivibrator
V, V,, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, is aontrollable by the potentiometer R, and,
of course, determines the time during which broad pulsea are admitted into
the synchronising output, i.e. the duration of the frame synchronising signal.
It is accordingly labelled No. of Broad Pulses. All the four potentiometers
R,, R,, R, and R, operate by determining the potential to which their
aseociated grids must leak, whioh in turn controls the time taken to leak to
the value necessary to cause the multivibrator to spill over. They therefore
constitute very simple controls of frequency.
It will be noticed that the t h e e hexodes V,, V,, and V,, have amall

additional diodes connected to their upper control grids. This is because
in accordance with usual technique it is unnecessary to provide conditions
for ' class A ' amplification of the pulses ; it is simpler to looate one end of
the pulses a t zero grid potential by the use of D.C.restoration. This process,
although applicable to the lower control grids which are adjacent to the
cathodes, does not operate so well with the upper grids and accordingly the
additional diodes are provided to render theae upper grids equivalent to the
lower grids in this respect.

Adjustment
The line sync width should be set to 10 micro-seconds by means of the
potentiometer R,.
The broad pulses width should be set to 40 micro-seconds by means of
the potentiometer R,.
The number of broad pulses should be set to a total of 8 (a duration of
400 micro-seconds) by means of the potentiometer R,.
The frame sync delay should be set to 500 micro-seconds by means of
the potentiometer R,.
The broad pulse waveform ie aveileble for examination a t the jack 5.2
(Panel 2), and should have an amplitude of 6 volts.
The line sync pulses may be examined a t the jack J.l (Panel 2), and
should have an amplitude of 10 volts.
The complete synchronising waveform can be examined a t jack 5.3
(Panel 2) and should have an amplitude of 7 volts.
The pulses determining the frame sync duration (multivibrator V,, V,)
may be examined a t the jack 5.2 (Panel l), and should have an amplitude
of 9 volts.
The pulses determining the frame sync delay (multivibrator V,, V,)
I I U ~ be examined a t the jeok J.l (Panel 1) and should have an amplitude
of 10 volts.
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T H E KEYSTONE GENERATOR
The function of the Keystone Generator is to generate the fundamental
,
be
scanning waveforms which, after amplification in power s m p ~ e r s will
eupplied t o the scanning coils of the emitrons.

amplitude decreases uniformly and symmetrically during the progress of the
frame scan. This is known as the line h y 8 t m w a u e j m .

Since it is impossible to allow the optical axis of the emitron and the
electrical axis of the emitron gun both to be perpendicular to the mosaic,

The frame scanning, moving from bottom to top, will also have to be
specially treated since it must move over equal distances along the mosaic
in equal times. Due, however, to the angles which the gun makes with the

Figure 1. Five Successive Line
Keystone Waveforms in which
the Line Amplitude Successively
Decreases this Emerges from V,

Figure 3. The Asymmetrical
Envelope of the Line Keystone
Emerging from V,

(FIGS)

Figure 2. A Frame Keystone
Waveform in which the Velocity
Decreases during a Frame. This
Emerges from V,

Figure 4. Symmetrical Envelope of the Line Keystone Waveform after the ' Put-Back '
Operation

one or other has to make an angle with the mosaic, and it is considered prefer.
able for the optical axis to be perpendicular and the gun axie to be a t an
angle. Thus, the mosaic, as seen from the gun, hae the shape of a keystone,
that is to say, it appears wider at the bottom than a t the top.

mosaic, the angular deflection of the frame scan with time will have to decrease
as the scan moves from the bottom to the top of the mosaic. The vedical
or frame scanning coile of the emitron will therefore have to be supplied with
8 current whose waveform is not saw-toothed, but which has the form of a
wave increasing in amplitude after the manner of a saw-toothed wave but
flattening out more and more as the amplitude increaaea. This is known as
the f i a m key8tolsc waveform.

If scanning is to be accompliehed generally from the top to the bottom
of the picture, the mosaic must be scanned from bottom to top as the image
will be upside down. The horizontal scanning therefore must be wider,
that is to aay, of greater electrical amplitude, a t the bottom and must deoreaae
as it is moved upwards by the frame scan. The horizontal scanning coils
must therefore be supplied with current of a saw-toothed waveform whose

The frame keystone W veform is generated in the keystone generator
by the valvea V , and V~fThe valve V,, in co-operation with the reai~tauce
R, and the resistance R, if required, and also the condenser C, C,, is a relaxa-
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tion oscillator in which the condenser C, C, is being charged elowly through
the resistance R, R, as in a saw-toothed generator. At the appropriate
moment the condenser C, C, is discharged as the valve V, is energised via
its control grid by frame input from the Frame Divider. Whereas in a
true saw-toothed generator care is taken that R and C are so chosen that C
is operating upon the linear part of its charging characteristic, in this case
deliberate use is made of the non-linear portion of the charging characteristic
so particularly avoided in the true eaw-toothed generator, and R, R, and C, C,
are so chosen that the amplitude on C, C, is not linear but flattens a t the
top in the manner required by the frame keystone waveform. The condenser
C, C, further forms a condenser potentiometer and the output across C,
is applied to tbe valve V,, and the keystone frame waveform is taken out in
push pull from the anode and cathode.
Valves V, to V, are employed in generating the line keystone waveform.
The valve V,, in co-operation with the resltance R, and R, if required, and
also with the condenser C,, forms a pure saw-toothed generator of line
frequency. I n order that the valve V, may discharge the condenser C,,
line input from the line delay is applied to the valve V, to be amplified and
reversed, and the output from V, is applied to the control grid of V, which
a t the correct moment discharges the condenser C,. If the supply to V,
were a steady D.C. the output would be a pure saw-toothed waveform,
constant in amplitude, but it is required that the amplitude should be
modulated proportionately to the frame scanning amplitude. The supply
to V, is therefore not taken from the H.T., but from the anode of V,, the
control grid of which is supplied with frame waveform via the potentiometer
P,. Therefore the line waveform appearing across C, is modulated in
amplitude by the frame waveform delivered from P, and V, but it ie moduetrically, that is to say, the amplitude, of each successive line
lated
saw-tooth
creases regularly but from a standard lower level of zero. What
l required, however, is a symmetrical waveform in which the amplitude
of the line saw-tooth h modulated symmetrically about a central datum
line. This may clearly be brought about by mixing with the asymmetrical
waveform a frame waveform reversed in sense with respect to that fed to
V,. Valves V, and V, therefore form a mixer. To V; is fed the asymmetrical waveform, and to the control grid of V, is fed the frame waveform also
derived from the potentiometer P,. This i~ reversed by V, and mixed with
the output of V, in the common anode circuit of V, V,. The correct
proportion of mixing is adjusted by the put-back potentiometer P,. Thus
the correct line keystone waveform appears a t the output of V, V, and is
applied to V, which is an output stage.
The output is taken from the anode circuit of V, and proceeds via
The Keystone Delay circuits and The Keystone Output panels to the
cameras. As will be seen from my technical note on the Pulse Delay Unita,

it is necemary that the line keystone output should be subjected t o various
degrees of delay proportionate to the length of cable which is being used
with any individual camera. This necessitates a very accurate delay network,
which is installed in the Camera Delay panel, and for certain reasons given
in the above note it is necessary to put certain elements which properly
belong to the keyetone delay network in the Keystone Generator panel
and not in the Camera Delay panel. Them include the elements L,, L,
and C,, which collectively constitute an M-derived terminating section in
which M = 0.707,also a half section in whicb M = 1, in order correctly to
terminate the delay network. The h a 1 resistive termination required by
the delay network is formed by the anode reeistance of V, of 2500 ohms.
I t is found that the stray capacities existing across this resistance slightly
affect the keystone waveform and the series inductance L, is added to
compensate for this.
I t is neceeeary to take a further special precaution in order to preserve
the linearity of the keystone waveform. The line feeding the output of V,
to the Camera Delay Panel is split half way and a loading coil of 68OPH is
inserted. The capacity of each half of the line is made up to a total of
109 ppfds. This is done 88 regards the half of the line on the Keystone
Generator aide by a condenser in the box holding the loading coil, and in the
other half of the line by a condenser in the Camera Delay Panel.
The line keystone waveform, as generated by the valve circuits associated
with V,, is not quite perfect and suffers slightly from the non-linearity which
must always exist in any relaxation oecillator formed by a resistance and
condenser. I n terms of frequency this amounts to a bass loea. Thia effect
is corrected by the insertion in the cathode circuit of V 8 of the inductance L,
and the correct value to employ would be 0.11 H. A further base loss is
sustained, however, when the line keystone waveform passes through the
Keystone Output Panel output transformer and in one or two other places.
The value of L, is therefore modified eo aa to include correction for these
additional reasons and ita value is 0.076 H.
It will be noticed that the particular frame waveform which is used t o
modulate the amplitude of the horizontal scanning is not pure saw-toothed
waveform, but the particular flattened saw toothed waveform which haa
been specially prepared for application to the vertical manning coils. It
might a t first be thought that as the keystone waveform is required to have
straight sides the horizontal waveform should be modulated by a pure sawtoothed waveform. It would, however, be ueeless to modulate the horizontal
scanning with a linear frame saw tooth as its upward movement ie not
linear with time. Such an arrangement would give ua a keyatone whose
sloping sides were convex outwards. Having arranged to move the horizontal
scanning upwards in a manner which is non-linear with time, the modulation
must clearly possess the same non-linearity.
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Adjustment and Testing
The adjustment of the Keystone Generator is a delicate operation,
which takes time to carry out properly, but when set usually requires adjustment only a t very long intervals. It is important, however, that the
adjustment be carried out with care, since on it depends the degree of geometrical accuracy with which the picture is reproduced.
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It is in the fimt place neceseary to obtain a picture from a camera of
some scene having well defined horizontal and vertical lines in various parts
of the area. It is preferable t o uae some form of teet card. !l!hia should be
set up in front of the camera and tested with a plumb line and level so that
i t is truly level and perpendioular to the ground. Next the emitron must
be carefully eet up in the oamera so that the moeaic is truly vertical, which
may be established with the aid of a plumb line, and horizontal, which can
usually be established with sufficient accuracy by eye. Further the camera
will, of course, heve been so positioned that the plane of the lens is vertical

Januaty, 1988)

and that ite axis passes through the centre of the picture. The point of all
these prmutiona is to emure that the most complete symmetry exist8
between the test card, the camera and the emitron so that no geometrical
distortion is introduced a t the start by the camera, lens or view point.
If the Modulation and Put-Back controls on the Keystone Generator
are now set to a minimum value, the picture will be reproduced in a distorted

manner. In particular, lines in the picture which should be vertical will
lean outwards a t the top of the picture. The Modulation control should
be adjusted until thia defect is les&ned. It will be found, however, impossible
to eliminate the effect a t both sides by operation of the Modulation control
only, m, of course, the modulation is asymmetrical. Adjustment should
now be made of the Put-back control, which, by rendering the modulation
symmetrical, will render the verticals straight on both Aid&. The optimum
adjustment will be fou d by making a series of minute alterations in succession
to the Modulation the Put-back controls until the best combination is
secured.
The frame keystone waveform (frame saw-tooth velocity modulated)
is available a t the jack J, for examination on the waveform monitor, and
should have an amplitude of 11 volts. The line keystone waveform (line
-W-tooth amplitude modulated frame frequency) is available a t the jack J
with an amplitude of l6 to 20 volts.
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When an emitron is set up in a normal and straightforward manner to
scan a scene, it is found that the distribution of illumination of the resulting
televi~edpicture is not that which is preeent in the original ecene. If, for
instance, the emitron were set to scan a scene consisting entirely of a pure
white area uniformly lighted, the transmitted picture would in general not
consist of euch a uniformly illuminated white area, but the illumination would
be accentuated in one corner and relatively dark in the opposite corner.
This is an unfortunate effeut, the caum of which is attributed to the interaction of certain fielde within the emitron, and since it cannot m yet be
eliminated by emitron design, means must be sought for eliminating it by
compemtion.

saw-toothed waveform a t line frequency. In these circumtencea, therefore,
we may hope to be able to remove the effect by injecting into the picture
circuits a saw-toothed waveform a t line frequency but in reversed phme.
Actually it is found that a considerable improvement is effected by euch an
injection, and this correction is accordingly made. The injected waveform
is known aa the line tilt waveform, and is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The error of distribution of illumination is found to be composed to a
close approximation of four components. In the first place, the total error
may be regarded as being produced by two separate components, one acting
in the horizontal direction and the other acting in the vertical direction, i.e.
a line component and a frame oomponent. Clearly, if a plain white area is
reproduced on the receiving screen as an area which is unduly dark in the
top left-hand corner and excessively bright in the bottom right-hand corner,
then thie must be produced by the presence of a progressive increese of
illumination from the left-hand side of the picture to the right, together with
an additional progressive increase from the top of the picture to the bottom.

the centre, or vice versa. The waveform of this component corresponds
closely to a parabola, and it is found that this component also may be
removed by the injection of the parabolic waveform a t line frequency in
anti-phase. This is known aa the line bend waveform, and is illustrated
in Fig. 2.

Considering Gret of all the illumination error in the horizontal direotion
from one side of the picture
i.e. the line direction, if the change of brightto the other, i.e. over a line, is linear with time then it follows that thie effect
is that which would be produced if we had deliberately injected into the
picture circuit of an emitron, possessing no natural illumination errors, a

Apparatus is required therefore to generate these four correction components, and accordingly a unit known aa the Line Tilt and Bend
Generator is provided to generate the line tilt and bend waveforms, and a
eimilaz unit termed the Frame Tilt and Bend Generator provides the
frame waveforms.

It is found, however, that after this correction haa been made there is
still a reaidual error which shows therefore that the complete error in the
line direction is not linear. This remaining error fakes the form of an increaee
of illumination a t the sides of the picture and a corresponding decrease in

It is further found that the error in the frame direction may be corrected
by the injection of similar components a t frame frequency. These are
known as the frame tiU and frame bend waveforms, and are illustrated in
F'igs. 3 and 4.
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The Line Tilt and Bend Generator
Generation of line tilt waveform : The valve V,, in co-operation with the
resistance R, and the condenser C,, constitutes a saw-toothed generator
operating a t line frequency. The condenser C, is slowly charged through
the very high resistance R,, and a t the appropriate moment is discharged by
V,. To effect the discharge, input from the Line Divider via the Line Delay
is applied via the potentiometer R, R, to the valve V,, where it is amplified
and reversed, appearing as a positive pulse on the control grid of V,, which
thus on the arrival of the p u h discharges the condenser C,. The voltage
across C, is applied to the cathode follower V,, whose output constitutes
the source of line tilt voltage.
Generation of line bend waveform : This is carried out by the circuits
associated with V,. The condenser C, is connected to the high tension
rrupply via the resistance R, and R,, and it is also connected to the anode
of V,. It is therefore possible for the condenser C, t o be receiving charge
via R, and R, and simultaneouely losing it via the anode impedance of V,.
If the impedance of V, is high then the rate of charge via R, and R, will be
greater than the rate of discharge via V,, and the potential across C, will
rise. If now the impedance of V, is made low, the condeneer C, will lose
charge via V, more rapidly than it can acquire it via R, and R,, and the
potential across C, will fall. It will be seen therefore that if the impedance
of V, be alternately raised and lowered, then the potential across C, will
rise and fall sluggishly, and the waveform of the voltage across C, will execute
a smooth ripple somewhat resembling the bend waveform of Fig. 2. I t is
required, however, that there should be a sharp &continuity or reversal of
slope a t the end of each individual bend, as illustrated in Fig. 2, and this
may be produced by controlling the impedance of V, so that its variations
in time have a saw-toothed configuration. This is done as follows : A tapping
on the cathode follower V, applies line tilt (saw-toothed) voltage to the grid
of the valve V,, and the application of this waveform causee the potential
of the control grid of V, to rim steadily during the time of a line and then
fall sharply to zero. At the beginning of this waveform the impedance of
V,, which will vary with its grid fltential, is Ggh, C, is receiving charge and
the voltage across i t is rising. As the saw tooth gradually develops on the
control grid, the impedance of V, steadily falls and the discharge of C, becomes
greater until a point is reached where the charge entering C, via R, and R,
balances the discharge ooourring via V,. At this point the potential across
C, reaches ita maximum value, indicated by A in Fig. 6. The impedance
of V, continues to become lower. The discharge of C, exceeds the charge,
and ifs potential f a h . Eventually the fly-back of the saw tooth occurs,
and the control grid of V, is driven strongly negative, the anode impedance
becoming correepondingly high. The discharging effect of V, therefore
suddenly becomes negligible and the voltage across C, abruptly starts to
rise. This is the point B of Fig. 6. It follows therefore that the voltage

across C, executes an excursion which is the required line bend waveform
of Fig. 2. This voltage is now applied to the cathode follower V,, whose
output constitutes a souroe of line bend voltage.

Figure 6
The correct operation of V, requires that its external anode impedance
should be fairly low to D.C. in order that the excureiom of C, shall be of
reasonable magnitude, and so that V, may operate upon the correct part of
its characteristic. At the same time this external anode path constitutes
the impedance through which CI ia charged, and the requirement in this
connection is that the impedrrnoe should be high. It would be possible to
m u r e thh by making R, and R, very high resistances, in which case an
unusually high value of high tension would be required. It is, however,
possible to get over-this dificulty by a special artifice involving the valve V,.
Since this is a cathode follower the potential8 on the cathode would be closely
following those on the grid, which are, of course, identical with those a t the
anode of V,. By back-coupling the cathode of V, via the condenser C,
to the junction of R, and R,, this junction is made to execute variations of
potential similar in waveform to, but slightly less in amplitude than, those
exeouted by the anode of V,, so that the resistance R, becomes in effect
very high as regarde the line bend waveform, but retains its ohmic value to
D.C. (R, is, of course, neC888(1ry, as otherwise the oathode circuit of V, would
be short-circuited at A.C. by the anode decoupling condenser of V,.) This
may be readily understood if it is realised that if the excursions of potential
a t one end of any resistance are equal to those a t the other end, then there
will be no current through the resistance, and an external measurement of
the value of this resistance a t A.C. would not detect the presence of any
resistance a t all, that is to say its value would appear to be infinitely high.
The practical approximation to this state of affairs used in the Line Bend
Generator is that the excursions a t one end of the resistance are nearly equal
in amplitude to those at the other, and the resistance appears therefore not
to be infinite, but nevertheless very high.
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Figure 7. Circuit Diagram Frame Tilt and Bend Generator
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The Frame Tilt and Bend Generator
This generator is in principle entirely, and in detail nearly, the same as
the Line Tilt and Bend Generator, the main difference being that an initial
stage for reversing the frame timing pulses is not included, as a positive input
may be obtained from the Frame Divider. The valves V, to V, of the Frame
Generator perform in succession the same functions as the valves V, to V,
of the Line Generator, that is to say, R,, R, and C, form a relaxation oscillator
discharged by V,, generating the frame tilt waveform, which is taken
off from the cathode follower output stage V,. V, is the variable conductivity valve which, in co-operation with C,, generates the frame bend
waveform, this being applied to the cathode follower output stage V,. The
feed-back to make the external anode impedance of V, high to A.C. waveforms
is similarly supplied via C,.
The four waveforms are applied in another panel to four output tramformers, each of which feeds the appropriate controlling potentiometer in
The ' A ' Amplifier and Tilt Mixer panels. The object of inserting these
transformers is so that centre tappings can be provided, with the result that
the tilt and bend waveforms can be applied in either phase by their controlling
potentiometere. When the potentiometew are set so that the waveforms are
injected in the phase shown in Figs. 1 to 4, they are said to be tilt and bend
waveforms. By rotation of the potentiometers the amplitudes of these
waveforms can be reduced to zero or injected in the opposite phase, in which
case they are referred to as anti tilt and bend waveforms.

Adjustment and Testing
The Line and Frame Tilt and Bend Generators require no adjustment.
The line tilt output on load is 8 volte. The line bend output on load
is 8 volts. The frame tilt output on load is 10 volts. The frame bend output
on load is 10 volts. In all the above owes the load consista of the appropriate
tilt transformer shunted by all the corresponding tilt mixer potentiometers.
The line tilt output appeara a t the jack J, of the line tilt and bend
generator and should have an amplitude of 1.8 volts. The line bend output
appears at the jack J, of this unit, and should have an amplitude of 1.3
volfe. The frame tilt output appears at the jack J, of the Frame Tilt and
Bend Generator and should have an amplitude of 1.6 volte. The frame
bend output appears a t the jack J, of this unit, and should have an amplitude
of 1.2 volts.
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T H E SUPPRESSION PULSE GENERATOR
In my technical note on The Signal Waveform, reference is made to
certain pulses termed &pprei?8ion P&ee which are injected into the picture
channel between Iinea and between frames. These pulses are provided for
the following several reasons :(1) to suppress certain spurious signals of considerable amplitude

which emanate from the emitron between lines and between
frames ;

Considering the circuit diagram, V , and V , constitute a multivibrator generating a continuous supply of line suppression pulses having
the waveform roughly as indicated in Fig. 1. The multivibrator is timed
from the line timing pulse which is supplied to the anode of V , via the
condenser C, and the resistance R, from the Line Divider via the Line Delay
Network. The grid resistance R, of V, is returned not to cathode but to the
potentiometer P, upon which i t finds a positive voltage. The time taken by
W-

-1

(2) to create the correct black level datum line from which the
synchronising signals can hang ;

(4) to provide a period of black subsequent to the synchronising,
chiefly to the line synchronising signal, as this is required by
the particular method of D.C.restoration adopted in the transmitter modulator ;

gw=
d

M

(3) to maintain the level of the radiated signal and consequently
the intensity of the receiver spot a t black for such a time as
will allow the receiver fly-back to take place without showing a
trace on the screen ;
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Figure 1. Line Suppression Pulses
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Figure 2.

I

Frame Suppression Pulses

(6) to allow an adequate period of black between frames for the

benefit in particular of the telecine apparatus, as it is during the
frame return periods that the image of the film frame is projected
on to the telecine emitron.
The various considerations detailed above require suppression pulses
between lines of a duration of 16.6 micro-seconds and between frames of a
duration of 1,400 micro-seconds. The line suppression pulses are illustrated
in Fig. 1, and the frame pulses in Fig. 2. These pulses are, of course, mixed
and delivered a8 one input to the Suppression Mixer, and this input will
consequently appear aa in Pig. 3, and it is the function of the Suppreseion
Pulse Qenerator to produce this waveform.

Figure 3. Mixed Line and Frame Suppression Pulses
negative charges to leak from the grid of V , will be dependent upon the
potential which the grid is endeavouring to take up and which is determined
by the setting of P,, so that the duration of these negative charges, and
consequently of the line suppression pulse, is controllable by P,, which is
consequently labelled Line Width. The frequency of these pulses ie, of
course, 10,125 c.p.8.
The valvea V, and V , form a multivibrator supplying continuously
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in order to be sure that the pulses always operate the valve on the tame
part of ita characteristic, and because in the amplification and mixing of
pulses there is no a pio*d neoessity to have strict Class A amplification with
appropriate grid bias. The process of D.C.restoration will set the p u b s
upon the optimum working range of the valve characteristic.
D.C. reetoration is brought about ee followa. The cathode of V , is

frame suppression p u h of the general form shown in Fig. 2, and in geneml
this circuit operates precisely in the same manner se that involving V, and
V,. The width of the frame p u b s is controllable by the potentiometer P,,
and the anode of V, is timed from the frame timing pulse rmived from the
Frame Divider.
The pulses are mixed in the valve V , . An output from the multivibrator
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Circuit Diagram

V , V, is taken from the anode of V, to the f i s t grid of V,. Similarly an
output from the multivibrator V, V, is taken from the anode of V, to the
third grid of V,, and since the weultant anode current of V, is dependent
upon the control voltages applied to them grids, mixed impulsee of the
general form of Fig. 3 will appear in the anode circuit. In amordance with
the nsaal technique, D.C. ia reatorecl to both eeta of puleea. This is done

conneoted to earth so that there ie no automatic grid bias, and grid ourrent
olln be drawn. For the line suppression pulsee the condeneer C, is provided,
the grid reeistence R8 being returned to wthode. A oomplioation, however,
e m - in that the freme pnlses are supplied to the third grid of V, wbioh,
being not adjacent to the cathode, as in the oase of the h t grid, cannot
eatisfsotorily draw grid ourrent. The valve V, is, however, e triode hexode,

SUPPRESSION PULSE GENERATOR
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and the triode anode and grid are connected together and to the third grid
so that they form a diode, which supplies the necessary grid charges for D.C.
restoration.

U

Figure 5. Diagram of Suppression Pulses

The valve V, performs a further function apart from the mixing of the
line and frame suppreasiop pulses. These pulsea in their natural form straight
from their appropriate multivibratore do not have the pure square topped
form illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, but have small p e a b attached to them.
This is illustrated in Fig. 6, which shows as an example a line suppression
pulse. The small peak at the beginning of the pulses is really the timing
pulse which is supplied to the multivibrator to keep it in step, and which also
appears in the output superimpcmed on the multivibrator pulse. Since this
peak represents a departure from the equare topped form which is desired,
it must be cleaned away. This is achieved by arranging that the amplitude
of the line and frame pulses applied to the grids of V, are greater than the
available grid bases belonging t o the input control grids. I n other words
speaking more loosely, the valve is heavily overloaded, and consequently
the troughs of the pulses, together with the superimposed peaks are lost
around the bottom bends of the characteristics. Owing to D.C. restoration
the pulses are always held in the same position on the operating characteristics
of the input grids of V, since in the case of the line pulses D.C. restoration
causes the line WX of Fig. 1, and in the case of the frame pulses the Line
YZ of Fig. 2, to coincide with zero grid potential.

October, 1937

The anode circuit of V, therefore containa the mixed line and frame
pulses which have been cleaned and are in the final form as required by
the Suppreeeion Mixer. They appear at this point, of come, reversed, i.e.
with the peaks of the pulsea pointing upwards, and they are deeoribed as
positive pulses. The valve V, comtitutes a cathode following output stage
for these positive pulses and ita control grid ie fed from the anode of V(,the
condenser C, and the resistance RI effecting the restoration of D.C. in
accordance with the usual technique. The cathode following action in due
to the unshuntsd cathode resistance R, across which the positive output is
taken via terminal 81.
As will be seen from my note on The Suppwesion Mixer, thie apparatus
requires pulses in both semea, i.e. positive and negative, and it is necmsary
to derive therefore a negative output in addition to the above positive one.
Accordingly, an output is also taken from the anode circuit of V, and applied
to the grid of the further valve V,, the condenser C, and the reeietence R,
as usual effecting the restoration of D.C. The pulsee have, of course, been
reversed once more by V,, and appear as negative pulsea a t both the grid
and cathode of V,. This valve is, of couree, a cathode follower, the appropriate feed-beck being provided by the unahunted resistance R,, and the
urnhunted output is consequently taken from the cathode via the terminal 82.

Adjustment
width should be set so that the Line suppression pulses occupy
The
a time of
micro-seconds. (This ie checked on the transmitter waveform
monitor.) The frame width is set m that the frame suppression pulse8 occupy
a period of *lines.
(This is checked on the transmitter picture monitor.)
The amplitude of the line suppression pulaea, as measured by plugging the
waveform monitor into J,, should be 16 volts. The amplitude of the
positive output measured a t J, should be 44 volta, and the amplitude of the
negative output as measured a t J8 should be 6 volte.
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THE BLACK-OUT PULSE GENERATOR
The fundamental principle of operation of the emitron requires that
its mosaic should be scanned by a beam of eleotrona which, passing over eauh
photoelectric nodule in turn, restores i t to its equilibrium potential. When
the scanning of one complete frame is 6nished the beam must return to
commence the next scan, and naturally it must not return in such a manner
ae to discharge any elementa during the return stroke. It is an essential
feature of the process that the time occurring between two successive impactg
of the beam on a givem element should be the eame for all elementa. This
period is, of course, 1126th of a second, and during this period each element
is taking up a value of potential determined by the amount of light falling
on it. If in addition certain elemente were to be additionally scanned by the
beam on ita return stroke, their ultimate potentials would be changed, as a
shorter time would have elapsed between successive impacts of the beam on
them than that applying to the majority of the elements, and accordingly
the path of the return stroke would be transmitted.
This difficulty may be avoided in two ways. The beam may either be
deflected so that it does not p m over the mosaic during this return stroke,
or it may be cut off a t these times. In the system under consideration the
second of these methods is adopted. The beam is cut off during the line and
frame return periods by applying a strong negative potential to the grid of
the emitron gun.
The line return strokes occur, of course, 10,126 times per second, and
occupy a time of approximately 7% of the time of a line, i.e. 7 micro-seconds,
and accordingly, to supprem the beam during the line return times, square
pulses having a frequency of 10,126 c.p.8. and a width of 7 micro-seconds
must be applied to the emitron grid. The frame return strokes occur, of
course, 60 times per second, and occupy a time of approximately 6% of the
time of a frame, i.e. 1,200 micro-seconds, and similarly square p u h having
a frequency of M) and a width of 1,200 micro-seconds mu& also be applied to
the emitron grid to suppress the frame return strokes. These two sets of
puleee are known as the line black-out and frame black-& pubee, and it is
the function of the Camera Black-out Pulse Generator to generate them.
The generator is, of ooume, timed from the line and frame timing
frequenciw generated by the Line and Frame Dividers. The output of
the generator pasees to the Camera Delay Unit, which eneures that the
pulaes will arrive a t the emitron grid a t the right time, no matter what length
of emitron cable may be in use. From there they paea to the emitron via
the Focus Panel, which is convenient as the latter unit supplies all the other
potentials to the various elements of the emitron gun.
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Referring to the circuit diegrem, the valves V, V, oonsfifnfe a
multivibrator generating a continuous supply of line black-out p h
having a waveform roughly aa indicated in Fig. 2. The multivibrator is
timed from the line timing pulse, which is supplied to the anode of V, via the
condensers C, and the resistance R, from the Line Divider via the line delay
network. The grid resistance R, of V, is returned not to oathode, but to
the potentiometer P,, upon which it 0nde a positive voltage. The time taken
by negative charges to leak from the grid of V, will be dependent upon the
potential which the grid is endeavouring to take up, and this is determined

The paleea are mixed in the valve V,. An output from the multivibrator
VI V, is teken from the anode of V, to the first grid of V,. Similarly an
output from the multivibrator Vs V, is taken from the anode of V, to the
third grid of V,, and since the resultant anode current of V b is dependent
upon the control voltage applied to them grids, mixed i m p u h of the general
form of Pig. 4 will appear in the anode circuit. In amordance with the usual
technique, D.C. is restoFed to both sets of p h . This is done in order to
be sure that the pulsea always operate the valve on the aame part of ita
oharacferistic, and because in the amplification and mixing of pulsea there

Fieure 1. Circuit Diapram
by the setting of P,, so that the duration of these negative chargee, and
consequently of the line black-out pulse, icl controllable by P,, which is
consequently labelled Line width.
The valves V, and V, form a multivibrator supplying continuously
frame black-out pulees of the general form shown in Fig. 3, and in general
this circuit operatee in precisely the aame manaer ea that involving V, and
V,. The width of the frame pulses ie controllable by the pdentiometer P,,
and the anode of V, is timed from the frame timing pulm received from the
Frame Divider.

is no a
neceeeity to have Bfrict Clme A amplification with appropriate
grid biaa. The proceea of D.C. reetoration will set the pulma upon the
optimum working range of the valve characferistic.
D.C. reetaration is brought about aa follows. The cathode of V, is
connected to earth so that there is no automatic grid bias, and grid current
can be drawn. For the line blaok-out puleee the condeneer C, is provided,
the grid reeiatance R, being returned to cathode. I n the cctee of the frame
black-out p u b s the condenser C, is provided, the grid resistance R, being
similarly returned to cathode. A complication, however, emu- in that
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the frame pulaea are supplied to the third grid of V, which, being not adjacent
to the cathode, ae in the cam of the first grid, cannot satisfactorily draw grid
current. The valve V , ie, however, a triode hexode, and the triode anode
and grid are connected together and to the third grid so that they form a
diode, which supplies the necessary grid charges for D.C. restoration.
The valve V &performs a further function apart from the mixing of the
line and framo black-out pulses. These pulsea in their natural form straight
from their appropriate multivibrators do not have the pure equare topped

Figure 2. Line Black-out Pulses (as viewed in J,)
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Figure 3. Frame Black-out Pulses on Grid of Mixing Valve

input grids of V,, since in the case of the line pulses D.C. reatoration cauaes
the line WX of Fig. 2, and in the aaee of the frame pulses the line YZ of Fig. 3,
to coincide with zero grid potential.
The anode circuit of V , therefore contains the mixed line and frame
p&,
which have been cleaned and are in the h a 1 form as required for

'

Figure 5. Diagram of Black-out Pulses

application to the emitron grid via the camera delay unit of the Focus Panel.
They appear a t this point, of course, reversed, i.e. with the peaka of the p u b
pointing upwards, and they are described ae positive p u h .
The valve V( comtitutes a cathode following output stage for these
positive pulses, and its control grid is fed from the anode of V,, the condenser
C, and the resistance R , effecting restoration of D.C. in amordance with the
usual technique. The unshunted resistors R , end R, provide the feed-back
requisite for the oathode following action, and the output is taken from the
cathode of V,.
Thie output feeds the camera delay unit, which consists fundamentally
of a delay network having an iterative impedance of 2600 ohms. Aa no
output blocking condenser is provided, there will be a flow of D.C. from
the cathode of V, around the network. Thie has no adverse effect, but the
values of the meter resistances involved in measuring the anode current
of V, (not shown in the diagram) have been so arranged that the correct
anode current is indicated on the meter when the delay network is connected.

Adjustment
Figure 4. Mixed Line and Frame Black-out Pulses (as viewed in J,)
form illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3, but have small peaks attached to them.
This is illustrated in Fig. 6, which shows ae an example a line black-out pulse.
The small peak a t the beginning of the pulses is really the timing pulse which
is supplied to the multivibrator to keep it in step, and which also appears
in the output superimposed on the multivibrator pulse. Since this peak
repreeents a departure from the equare topped form which is desired, it must
be cleaned away. This ie achieved by arranging that the amplitudes of the
line and frame pulses applied to the gride of V , are greater than the avsilable
grid beses belonging to the input control grids. I n other words speaking
more loosely, the valve is heavily overloaded, and consequently the troughs
of the p u h , together with the superimposed peaks are lost around the
bottom bends of the characteristics. Owing to D.C. matoration the pulses
are always held in the aame position on the operating characteristics of the

The widths of the line and frame black-out pulses should be set just
to cover rwpectively the line and frame return strokes of the emitron gun
beam. Thie may be done by two methods. While observing the picture
the widths may be adjusted so that the traces produced on the picture by the
unsuppressed emitron return paths are just eliminated, or alternatively they
may be set with more accuracy in the following manner. The potential8
acroes the appropriate scanning coils on the camera should be applied to a
waveform monitor. The output from the Black-out Generator should be
simultaneously applied to the waveform monitor in parallel. The voltage
corresponding to the return stroke through the scanning coils will be drawn
on the monitor as a o w e d peak, and the width of the appropriate black-out
pulse can easily be adjusted to coincide with the beae of this peak.
The jeck J1 provides for examination all the line black-out p u h and
the voltage of thie jack should be 16. The jack J, similarly providea for
examination of mixed Line and frame pulaea, and the voltage here should be
10.6
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THE ARTIFICIAL BAR GENERATOR
It is desirable that there should be aveilable some form of standard test
signal in the form of an electrical waveform which can be injected into the
picture channel so as to produce a standard geometrical design which can
be used as a basis for measurements. Such a picture should enable the
----a

background, which has the advantege that it is comparatively easy to
generate electrically. It is the function of the Artificial Bar Generator to
provide this test waveform, which is known by the abbreviated designation

Art Bare.
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Figure 1. Line Component Generated by Multi vibrator V,, V,
(appearing at JI)
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Figure 3. Complete Art Bar Waveform, i.e., Mixed Line and Frame
Components (appearing at 53

From the nature of the waveform it is clear that it may be formed by

mixing two square topped waveforms, one at twice line frequency and the
other a t twice frame frequency.

Figure 2. Frame Component Generated by Multi vibrator V,, V,.
signal to be examined for high and low frequency performance, phaee distortion and geometrical distortion. Thw, it should contain straight and sharp
lines of demarcation between white and black, and also large arees of white
and black. A satisfactory form of mgnsl is a large black cross on a white

Conaidering the circuit diagram Fig. 4, the valves V, and V, constitute
a multivibrator generating a square topped waveform a t twice line frequency,
i.e. 20260 c.p.s. The multivibrator is timed by the injection of master
frequency timing pulses from the master frequency delay panel on to the
screend grid of V,. The usual condenser and resistance C, R, are provided
to isolate the multivibrator V, V, from the various other multivibrators
which are simultaneously being timed by the master frequency. I n accordance with the usual technique the potentiometer P, controb the width of
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Figure 4.

Circuit Diagram
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the black p u b s constituting the line component and the art bar waveform,
i.e. the vertical bars. The grid of V, is returned to the potentiometer P,,
which controls the width of the white portion of the line component, and
since this component is of much longer duration than the black component,
the potentiometer P, effectively adjusts the frequency of the waveform
produced by the multivibrator V,. It is accordingly labelled Line
Frequency, and enables the frequency to be brought into step with the
maeter frequency.
The valves V 8 and V, constitute a multivibrator generating a square
topped waveform a t twice frame frequency, i.e. 100 c.p.s. The operation i s
similar to that of the line multivibrator, the potentiometer P, controlling the
width of the black pulses constituting the frame component of the art bar
waveform, i.e. the horizontal bars. No fundamental timing pulse is, of
courae, available with a frequency of 100 c.p.8. to time the frame multivibrators, but this may satisfactorily be timed from the frame timing pubs
a t M) c.p.0. so long as only a loose hold is employed. This is achieved by
feeding the timing pulses on to the acreend grid of the appropriate multivibrator valve instead of its anode. I n this case therefore, negative frame
timing pulses are applied from the Frame Divider to the screen4 grid of
the valve V,. The potentiometer P4brings the frequency generated by the
rnultivibrator V s V 4 into step with the frame timing pulsea.
I t should be particularly noted that when art bars are required, the
waveform is injected into the Picture and Sync Mixer ; consequently the
waveform replaces not only the picture signals, but aleo the suppression
signals which are normally introduced a stage earlier, i.e. into the
Suppression Mixer. It is egeential therefore that the width of the black
line and frame components of the art bar waveform should be adjusted by
P I and P a p as to be not less
n the widths of the normal suppression
pulses, i.e.
micro-seconda and
micro-eecondsrespectively. In practice
they are generally made much wider to form an agreeable signal.

&

The line output from V,, V, is applied to the first grid of the mixing
valve V,. The frame output from V,, V, is similarly applied to the third
grid of V6. At both these grids D.C. restoration takes place, but as is
always the case with hexode mixem it is neceaeery to connect a diode between
the third grid and the cathode if satidactory D.C. restoration a t this point*
is to be obtained. For this purpoee a triode hexode is used with the grid
end anode of the triode portion strapped together to provide the diode.
As the amplitude df the pulaes is greater than the available length of operating
characteristic in the case of both the grids, the tips of the pulses are cut off
and superfluous peaks thus eliminated. In the anode circuit of V, therefore,
the mixed waveform appears, and i t is fed to V, which is a
cathode follower output stage feeding the output line a t low impedance.
Control of the amplitude of the art bar waveform is effected by the
potentiometer P,.

Adjustment
The jack J, provides for examination on the waveform monitor of the
art bar line components generated by V, V,. At this point their amplitude
should be 16 volts and their sense negative.
The jack J, provides for examination of the complete art bar waveform.
At this point the amplitude should be 6 volts and the sew positive. As
stated above the frequency potentiometers P, and P, should Jmset m that a
reliable hold from the timing pulses is obtained, and the potentiometem
P, and P, eo that any agreeable bar widths are obtained so long as they
are not less wide than the standardised suppression pulses. A very
eatisfactory waveform may be obtained by arranging for the line width to
be 20 micro-eeconds and the frame width to be 4000 micro-seconds, as shown
in Figure 3.
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TIMING PULSE GENERATORS
The various control pulse generators described in Part 2 all require
to be energised, as will have been seen, by timing pulses, and it will be noted
that a total of three individual timing pulses is required for this purpose.
These frequencies are (1) the master frequency of 20250 c/s, (2) the master
line frequency of 10125 c/s, and (3) the master frame frequency of 60 c/s.
These three frequencies must be rigidly locked together so ee to avoid any
possibility of mutual phase variation, since this would produce undeeirable
effects in the picture, such aa loss of interlacing. This makes it necessary
that these frequencies should not be individually generated, but should be
mutually interlinked, either by a system in which the two upper frequencies
are produced by multiplication of an initially generated frequency of 50 c/s,
or alternatively by a system in which the upper frequency of 20250 c/s is
initially generated, the two lower frequencies being divided from it. The
eecond course is preferred, as the precision of timing of the two lower frequencies will clearly be p t e r , and mutual phaee variation will therefore
be lese.
It is furthermore neceeaary that the master frame frequency should be
held in step with the frequency of the supply maim. Two important advantages result from this. In the f i s t place, A.C. lighting can be used for the
scenes which are to be televised, and this is obviously a convenience. When
an illuminator is operated from A.C., the light will in theory vary in intensity
a t 100 c/s. With practical lighting equipment this variation will be very
emall, aa the great thermal hysteresis of the thick filaments employed very
largely counteracts such variations. Nevertheless, the flicker c a ~ o tbe
assumed to be entirely zero. Since the light is continuously acting upon
the mosaic of the emitron, such flicker will be integrated over the whole of
the frame period, and will in general produce no visible effect, or a t the worst
a very slight horizontal shading over some part of the frame. This would
never be noticed in practice. On the other hand, if the frame frequency
were not the same as the mains frequency, then the bar of horizontd shading
produced by any small variation in light intensity in the illuminators would
move up or down, and by virtue of its movement would be visible. The
aecond advantage of locking the mains and frame frequencies is that the
specification for H.T. smoothing in receivers in the system generally can
be less stringent. Taking for example the case of the home receiver, H.T.
is derived by a mains rectifier, and if the smoothing is not ideal there will
be a trace of hum in the cathode ray tube beam supply. The hum
will have a frequency of 100 c/s, and will produce a faint bar of horizontal
If the frame and mains frequencies
shading on the tube screen.
are locked a t the transmitting end, and if it may be assumed that the mains
frequency a t the receiving end is locked to that a t the transmitting end,

the horizontal shading bar will remain fixed in position and since in any
caae it will have a very small intensity it will be to all intents and purposes
invisible. If, however, the frequency is not locked, the bar will move up
or down, and it will then be noticeable and possibly objectionable. It may
correctly be argued that this is an effect which should logically be corrected
by the employment of adequate smoothing in the receiver H.T. supply, but
the additional cost of the smoothing neaessary to remove the last trace of
hum would be coneiderable and would appreciably affect the cost of receivers.
Therefore, since there is no great dificulty in locking the mains and frame
frequencies, this course is undoubtedly to be preferred.
The arrangements for locking the two frequencies require careful
consideration, for the following reason. The mains frequency to which the
frame frequency will be locked cannot be guaranteed to be absolutely constant,
and the transmitted frame, line and master frequencies will therefore be
subject to slight variations. Now the receivers may be either electrical
or mechanical, and the chief difference between the two types is that the
inertia of the scanning mechanism of an all-electrical receiver is negligible,
but that of a mechanical reoeiver is not negligible. In an entirely electrical
receiver such as one employing a cathode ray tube for the reproduction of
the picture, the scanning meohaniem, being electrical, can imtantly respond
to any slight change in the received line and frame frequenciee. A mechanical
receiver, on the other hand, will contain a mechanical scanning system of
appreciable inertia, which requires a small but definite time to readjust
itself to any change in the received line and frame frequencies. Should
these frequencies change slowly a meohanical system will be able to follow
them and keep the picture in synchronism, but if the frequencies change
rapidly from one value to another, then in the interval required by the
inertia of the mechanical system to adjust itself to the new frequencies the
picture will be partially or wholly out of synchronism in the line or frame
directions, and temporary distortion will result. For the benefit of mechanical
receivers, therefore, we must arrange that the device which loch the frame
and mains frequencies is not instantaneously operative, so that if the mains
frequency suddenly departs from its previous value, the frame frequency
will be brought into step gradually. I n these circumstances, receiver
scanning mechanisms of appreoiable inertia will be able to follow the slow
change in line and frame frequemiw and temporary lack of synchronism
will be avoided. This point has been taken into account in the timing
pulse generating system which L now to be described.
The underlying principles of operation of the syetem am aa follows.
The master frequency is generated at 20260 c/s by a Haater Osc&?dm, and
the output from this unit is available to trip all control pulse generators
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requiring the master frequency. This master frequency is also applied to e
further unib known as the Line Divider, which divides it by 2, giving the line
frequency of 10125 c/s, which is then supplied to all generators requiring
line frequency. A further output from the Master Oscillator is applied to a
unit termed the Frame Divider, which divides it by 405, and therefore provides a meeter frame frequency of 50 c/s, which i s again supplied to those
generators which require it.
The three fundamental frequencies are now available, but are not yet
locked to the mains frequency. To do this a supply of the maater frame
frequency is mixed with an output of the mains, and the mixture is then
rectified. Should the two frequencies differ, the rectified output will contain
the difference frequency. This difference frequency is then employed to
drive a synchronous motor whose shaft controls a variable condenser acting
upon the Master Oscillator frequency. Since the Frame Divider links the
master and maeter frame frequencies by a factor of 405, any change in the
master frequency will be reproduced in proportionate degree in the master
frame frequency. The sense of the operation of the variable condenser
by the motor is, of course, arranged so that if for example the mains frequency
increaeee, the motor will increase the master frequency, and via the Frame
Divider the master frame frequency will in turn increase.
The synchronous motor which drives the Maeter Oscillator condenser
must, of course, be self-starting, and also must be capable of smooth and
steady operation. Both these considerations require that it should be of the
3-phase type. The difference frequency which operatea it must therefore
be e 3-phase difference frequency. Such a frequency can be produced by
combining (1) normal, i.e. single phaee frame frequency from the Frame
Divider with a 3-phase output from the mains, or (2) by deriving from the
single pham frame frequency emanating from the Frame Divider a 3-phase
frame frequency, and combining this with a single phase output from the
mains. Apparatus employing the first of these methods has been constructed,
and operates very aatmfactorily, but 3-phase mains must be available. This
type is therefore quite suitable for a fixed installation such as that at the
London Television Station. However, %-phase mains cannot always be
found a t the s i h of outside broadcasts where similar apparatus is naturally
required, and in this case the second type is preferable. Even if 3-phase
mains are available there is, however, no objeotion to using the second type,
and thie has consequently been standardised for outside broadcast unite
and the London Television Station. Only this type will therefore be
deecribed.
The apparatus which effecta the preparation of the difference frequency
for application to the synchronous motor is known as the Muater O~ciUator
Mains Hold.

The three master pulees after generation by the above apparatus, must
now be distributed to the various control pulse generators which require
them, and in this connection two seta of circumstances may arise. (1) The
master pulses may be required to time only one set of control pulse generators,
as for instance obtains in the O.B. unit. In this oase no additional problem
is involved. (2) They may be required to time simultaneously more than
one set of control pulse generators, as for instance a t the London Television
Station, where the control pulse generators of all the studios are simultaneously timed by a single set of master pulees supplied from the Central
Control Room. In this case the time of arrival of the equivalent pulaes a t
each studio will be different in each case in view of the different length of
connecting cable. This in itself does not c a m any dificulty unleas i t is
desired to mix the outputs of two studios in the course of a multi-studio
presentation. In this case the studio apparatus muet be tripped a t precisely
the same moment, as otherwise the individual synchronising pulaes from the
two studios which are being mixed will not be mutually in synchronism,
and the picture will ' judder.' To avoid this, oircuits termed the Timing
P&e Di8tributbn Delay Networke are provided a t the point where the timing
pulses are generated, SO that the time of arrival of the pulses a t the varioue
studios can be equalised. The networks are, of come, inaerted in the pulse
outputs to all of the studios except the most distant one, so that the trammission time of the quicker path is lengthened so that it equals that of the
longest path. Such networks are required for the master frequency and
master line frequency, but not for the frame frequency, where the difference
in trammission time is too small to produce any effect.
When the three sets of timing pulses have arrived a t a set of control
pulse generators, a complicated problem arises in that the various units of
the control pulse generator, such aa the keystone generator, the blaak-out
generator, etc., do not all require to be timed in absolute synchronism for'
reasons connected with the transmission time of pulses and vision signals
through the camera and picture channels. A somewhat complex system of
both fixed and variable delay networks is required, and these are associated
partly with the timing pulse inputs to the control pulse generators, and
partly with the camera channels. These aircuits can be best understood,
however, if considered collectively, and they are therefore described in this
section under the heading The P&e Delay Units.
The following apparatus will now be described in order :The
-oscillator, under Item 3.1.
The Line Divider, under Item 3.2.
The Frame Divider, under Item 3.3.
The Master Oscillator Mains Hold, under Item 3.4.
The Timing Pulse Delay Units, under Item 3.5.
The Timing P u b Distribution Delay Networks, under Item 3.6.

MASTER OSCILLATOR
Teohnioal Desoriptdon

M-E.M.I.Sptem of Television
Item 3.1.

THE MASTER OSCILLATOR-TYPES

3a & 3b

The oircuit of this apparatus is illuetrated in Fig. 1.
The valve V , constitutes a sinusoidal oecillator generating sine waves
a t a frequency of 20260 cls. The oircuit is in fact that of a Hartley ctsaillator,
but may not be immediatdy recognised as such owing to the fact that the
anode is efhwtively earthed by means of the oondenser C,. The lower end
of the inductance L , is, however, also earthed, so that thie coil ie in fact
connected between anode and grid with a centre tap c o ~ e c t e dto the cathode.
It will be seen therefore that the oirouit only diffem from the conventioml
Hartley aircuit in that in the latter the cathode is ueually earthed, while the
mode and grid are free to osoillate, but in this case the anode is earthed.
the grid and cathode being free to osoillate. The tuned circuit wbioh determinee the frequency of oecillation W formed from the inductance L, and the
capacities C , and C,, of which C , W variable and constitutes the means for
adjustment of frequency. It is mounted on a spindle of the synchronous
motor M, and is therefore automatically controlled by the difference frequenoy
generated by the Master Oscillator Msine Hold unit. The shaft is, however,
brought out to the front of the panel in the form of a pointer moving over a
scale, so that the setting of the condenser can be observed, and the pointer
is constructed eo as to be suitable for manual adjustment if neceesary. The
grid reaistance of V , ia in this circuit placed between the cathode and the
centre tapping of L,, and is shown as R,. I n this position it also 8erves to
provide automatic grid bias to the extent of eome - 5V, which retains the
operating point of the valve upon the moet suitable part of its characteristic,
and avoids excessive diaaipation.
Since the Line and Frame Dividers and all Control Pulee Generatore
taking the master frequency pulse require a square topped pulse, the initial
sine wave generated by V , must be converted into this form. Thia ia carried
out by V,. The output from V,, having an amplitude of about lOOV D.A.P.,
is applied to the grid of V , through the series resistance R*. The cathode
of V , ia d h a t l y earthed, and therefore haa no automatic bias. Since the
grid of V , is also returned via R, and L, to earth, its standing potential,
about which the input from V, opera*, is that of earth, and the grid-oathode
potential ia therefore zero. The input from V , attempts to drive the grid
of V , alternately 50V positive and 60V negative with respect to emth.
When the grid becomea a volt or two positive, however, the grid-oathode
impedance, as is usual with almost all valves, d r o p to a very low fignre
owing to grid current, and forme with the reeistance R, a potentiometer in
which the grid ie tapped well down. It follows that only a minute fraction
of the amplitude of the input sine wave reaches the grid, whose potential
remains during the positive half cycle very little above that of earth. Thus,
the positive half cycle of the sine wave has been flattened, and therefore
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rendered square topped. The negative half cycle now commencee, the grid
ceaserr to draw grid current, and the grid-cathode impedance beaomes so
high that the presence of the resistance R, may be neglected. The screen
voltage of this valve is quite low, ao that it haa a short grid baee, and the
greater part of the negative half cycle on the input eine wave maintains the
valve well beyond cut-off. No anode current therefore flows during thie
period, and the anode potential remains steadily a t the potential of the
H.T. positive line. Thus, at the anode the part of the cycle corresponding
to the negative half cycle of the eine wave applied to the grid haa been
flattened and therefore rendered square topped. I t will be men, therefore,
that if the waveform on the grid ie examined by the Waveform Monitor,
the flattening of the positive half cycles due to grid current will be seen,
but the negative half cycles will be sinusoidal since they are not flattened
by grid current action. The poeitive half cyclea a t the grid, already flattened,
will be reproduced a t the mode ae negative flattened half cyclee, while the
negative half cycles of sine wave at the grid will appear a t the anode as
poaitive flattened half cyclm due to anode current cut-off.
The square topped master frequency output from the anode of V , is
applied to the grids of both V , and V,, which form a pair of separate output
stages, V , feeding meeter frequency to the Line and Fmme Dividem via the
output terminals 81, while V , eupplies master frequency to one or more set8
of Control Pulee Generators. The anode circuit contains the output tramformer TR,, which ie parallel fed by the inductance L, and the condeneerc,.
The primary is damped by means of the mietance R,. The secondary
winding 1-4 supplies the output via termillcl1 82. The circuit is designed
to feed a maximum of four sets of Control Pulee Generators simultaneously,
each aet being fed via a concentric line of 110 ohms impedance. The output
lines are all fed in parallel. Since for minimum distortion the optimum
load impedance for the pentode V , ie, as usual, critical, the impedance
presented to it from the primary of TR, should be oonstant. Thh impedanoe,
however, depends upon the number of line8 which have been paralleled acroee
the secondary. It ie arranged, therefore, that the load impedance will have
ite optimum value when the impedance across the secondary ia that
of the maximum number of permissible output circuits in parallel, viz.,
11014 = m.5 ohms. If the apparatus is only required to supply one line,
then theimpedance acmea the tramformer eecondary is 110 o h m . T h e must
be reduced to the correct value by the connection of a parallel resistance shown
aa R , and having a value of 37 ohms (6W). If the apparatus is to feed
two linea, their combined impedance will be 56 ohms, and R, must be 66 ohms
(6W). Similarly, for three linw, R , must be 110 ohms (3W). (When R ,
is 37 ohms the oscillator ia known ee Type 3a, and when R , is absent it is
known ae Type 36.)
The anodes and screens of the various valves are decoupled, fed and
metered normally.

3 h

&

The synchronous motor M haa
winding0 aet a t mutual anglee of
1200, and a rotating field is therefore generated when 3-phase current ie
applied to the etator windinge. For the motor to be truly synchronous,
the rotor must be polarised with a steady field. Thb can, of course, be done
by providing a eingle rotor winding fed with steady D.C.,but a simplification
haa been effected by incorporating a permanent magnet in the rotor for
polarisation. In operation, if the frequenay of the Maeter Oscillator is
exact, no current will be applied t o any of the stetor windings by the Meater
Oscillator Mains Hold, but if the frequenoy is incorrect, a 3-phaee current in
either one direction or the other will be applied t o the stator windinga, and the
rotating field so produced will attempt t o drag the steady rotor field, due to
the polarising magnet, round with it. The ehaft will therefore rotate and
adjust the variable condenser C S until the frequency has been restored to
the correct value, in which circumstance8 the 3-phase current for the Maeter
Oscillator Meins Hold will drop to zero, and there will again be no input to
the stator winding. The rotor will accordingly remain stationary in the
new position.

Owt#ut from terminals 81 to line
and frame dividsrs.

OUpwt jrom tsrminol 82 to contvd
pulss gsnsr&rs.

Figure 2

Operation and Maintenance
No monitoring jacks are provided, but the waveform at both outputs
(terminals 81 and 82) ehould appear as in Fig. 2.
In normal operation the following voltage and current readings should
be obtained.
Anode Cuwent Vollagt d Am&
8creen Vdkrge
Valve
Decoupling Poinl
V1
2mA
90V
V,
l5mA
220V
120V
vs
6mA
200V
lOOV
v4
60mA
260V
260V
Total a d feed from 300V line
90mA
Total anode feed from 150V line
.. l5mA

..
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THE LINE DIVIDER-TYPES

2b & 2 c

The function of the Line Divider is to divide by a fector of 2 the master
frequency of 20260 c/e, thereby generating the master line frequency of
10125 cls, consisting of narrow aquare topped pulses about 3 to 5 microseconds wide. The circuit is ehown in Fig. 1.
The grid of V, is returned directly t o the cathode by the grid resistance
R,, so that there is therefore no grid bias, and the grid-cathode potential is
zero. In the absence of any input therefore, the valve is drawing considerable
anode current. The anode circuit contains the large anode resistance R,,
so that the anode potential is consequently very low, its value being +3V.
An input at master frequency derived from the valve V, of the Maater
Oscillator, via output terminal 81 of that unit, is applied to the grid of V,.
The first positive half cycle of this input attempts to drive the grid positive
with respect to the cathode, but fails t o do so since D.C. restoration takes
place, and a negative charge equal in amplitude to the pulse is drawn on
to the grid, and stored by the grid condemr C,. When the pulse retreats,
thia negative charge biassee V, beyond cut-off, and the anode voltage rims
sharply to approximately 300V, the potential of the H.T. line. This positive
anode pulse is applied to the aeries circuit composed of the condensers C,, C,
and C, and the diode D,. The diode D, conducts, and the three condenaers
are charged to potentiala depending inversely upon their capacities. Neglecting C,, whose capacity is comparatively large, and noticing that the
capacity of C, is 10 times that of C,, the potential between the upper side
of C, and earth will be approximately 1110th of that between the anode of
V, and &h, i.e. 30V, the remaining 270V existing across C,.
When
the next poaitive cycle of the input msater frequency puhe occurs a t the
grid of V,, the anode voltage d r o p to a very low value, and but for the
premnce of D, the three condensers would discharge and there would be
no resultant effect. Since, however, D, cannot conduct in the cathodeanode direction, the condensers C, and C, do not discharge and the potential
of +30V is stored across them. Similarly a potential of +270V is stored
acroee the condenser C,, but this must be removed, aa we wish to repeat
the process of placing an increment of charge upon the condenaers C, and C,,
and unlees we first discharge C,, the total potential atored by C,, C, and C,
in aeriea being 300V, would exactly oppose the p u b at the anode of V,,
and it will not be possible to force any further charge into C, C,. The diode
D, ia therefore provided with its anode connected t o earth and its cathode
connected to C,, and when the pulse a t the anode of V, retreats, and the
anode potential of V, falls to a very low figure, C, can clearly diecharge
through the anode-cathode paths of V, and D, in series.
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The position now is that the effect of one cycle of the input of m t e r
frequency hee been to store up a voltage of $30 mrose the condemers
C, C,. During the second cycle of master frequency the condensers C,, C,
and C, are again charged as before, and a further increment of nearly +30V
is added to the existing charge across C, C,, the total charge now being
nearly +60V.
The upper side of C, is connected to the grid of V,, and the
cathode of this valve receives a permanent positive bias of +47V from the
junction of R, and R, on the H.T. potentiometer R, R, R, R,. Ordinarily,
therefore, the grid-cathode potential is -47V, end the valve does not
conduct. When the first increment charge is placed on the condemers
Ca C, in the manner described above, the grid-cathode potential of V, is
reduced to -17V, but it is still beyond cut-off, and does not conduct.
When two such increments have accumulated across C, C,, the grid-cathode
potential is about +10V and the valve oonducts.
The anode circuit contains the anode resistance R,, so that when the
valve conducts a negative voltage pulse will appear a t the anode.
The screen, control grid, and cathode of the valve V, from a triode,
which co-operatee with the further triode V6 to form a multivibrator. These
valves therefore, if supplied with a timing pulse at a certain frequency,
will generate a square topped wave a t that frequency. The screen of V,
is directly connected to the anode of V,, and their anode resistanoe R, is
common. The negative pube a t the anode of V, therefore t r i p the multivibrator V, V,, and a equare topped pulse is generated. The anode of the
valve V, ha9 no part whatever in the multivibrator action, but is connected
to the upper side of the condenser C,. When V, is tripped, the anode-cathode
path becomes conductive and the condenser C, is discharged. The whole
of the circuits associated with the valves V, to V, are now ee they were a t
the beginning. During the cycle that hee been described, two p u h a t
master frequency have occurred. The only effect of the firat was to place
a certain charge upon C,, but the effect of the second was to augment this
charge to a value where, via the agency of the circuits eesociated with V,,
it would trip the multivibrator V, V,. Clearly therefore the multivibrator
generates one pulse for every two pulses a t master frequency, and the
arrangement therefore divides this frequency by 2. The conatants of the grid
and anode circuits of the multivibrator are so chosen that the square topped
pulse will be of the order of 3 to 5 micro-seconds in width, and in the positive
sense at the anode of V,.
The output from the anode of V, is applied to the final valve V,, which
ie an output stage. This valve h a straightforward amplifier, the output
being taken from the anode circuit by means of the transformer TR,, while
the elements R, C, provide automatic grid bias. AB in the case of the second
output of master frequency from the Meeter Oscillator, the output from the
secondary of the transformer TR, may be required t o feed from 1 to 4 outgoing lines in parallel, each of 110 o h m characbriatic impedance. The

transformer is therefore designed to work into a loed impedance of four
110 ohm lines in parallel, viz., 27.5 ohms, but if lees than the maximum
number of lines are being used, the resistance R, must be inserted to bring
the resultant impedance to this figure. This is exaotly the same aa the
arrangement used in the Master Oscillator, and as before if the apparatus is
to feed one line, R, must be 37 ohms (6W) ; for two linea it must be 65 ohms
(5W), and for three lines, 110 ohms (3W). (When R, is present and h- a
value of 37 ohms, the Divider is known es Type 26. When it is absent it is
known es Type 2c.)

Fieure 2
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The Process of Division as seen
at the Jack J1
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Figure 3
Waveform of the Master Line
Frequency at the Jack 52

Operation and Maintenance
The jack J, enables the process of division to be examined on the
Waveform Monitor, the D.C. jeck of which must be used to avoid upsetting
the capacity llcroee J,. At this jack the appearance of the waveform should
be es shown in Fig. 2. The master line frequency output may be obaerved
on the jack J,, and its appearance, when the total load across the secondary
of the transformer TR, is 27.6 ohms, should be ee in Fig. 3.
The amplitude of the input to the grid of V, should be 40V of meeter
frequency pulees.
During normal operation the following voltage and current readinge
should be obtained :
CatW
Vdtuge d
8cre.en
Cathode
A 4 DmpVoltage
Voltage
Valve
CumeRt
li?q Point
v1
14.6 mA
290V
lOOV
240v
47v
v,
240v
vs
l mA

v6
v
7

9.5 mA
9 mA
Tdal anode feed from 300V
Tdal anode feed from 150V

250V
285V
line
line

-

..
..

130v
25mA
15mA

-
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T H E FRAME DIVID ER-TYPES
The function of the Frame Divider is to divide the master frequency
by a factor of 405, and thereby generate the master frame frequency of 50 c/s,
consisting of narrow square topped pulses some 200 micro-seconds wide.
The division cannot be accomplished in one stage, but takes place in three
stages. The first stage divides the master frequency by a factor of 5, and
thus generates a pulse of 4050 c/s. The second stage divides this intermediate
frequency by 9, producing a frequency of 450 c/s, and the third stage divides
this second intermediate frequency by 9, generating therefore the final
master frame frequency of 50 c/s. The circuit is shown in Fig. 1.
The grid of V, ia returned directly to the cathode by the grid resistance
R,, so that there is therefore no grid bias, and the grid-cathode potential
is zero. In the absence of any input therefore, the valve is drawing considerable anode current. The anode circuit contains the large anode resistance R,, so that the anode potential is consequently very low, its value
being +15V. An input a t master frequency derived from the valve V,
of the Master Oscillator, via output terminal 81 of that unit, is applied to
the potentiometer R,, R,,, from the junction of which the pulses, reduced
to f of their original amplitude, are applied to the control grid of V,. This
reduction in amplitude is required by the operating charactertistics of V,.
The first positive half cycle of this input attempts to drive the grid of V,
strongly positive with respect to its cathode, but fails to do so. The reason
for this is that owing to the absence of grid bias, grid current is drawn and
D.C. restoration occurs, a negative charge equal in amplitude to the amount
by which the pulse would otherwise drive the grid-cathode potential positive
being drawn on to the condenser C, and stored there. When the first negative
half cycle of the master frequency input occurs, this, together with the
negative charge on C,, biasses V, beyond cut-off, and its anode potential
rises to the value of its effective H.T.,which is +250V. This positive
anode potential of +250V is applied to the circuit composed of the condenser C,, the diode D, and the condenser C, in series. The diode D, conducts,
and C, and C, are charged to potentials which are inversely proportional
to their capacities. The actual potential across C, a t this moment is +5V,
and that aoross C, is +245V. The next positive half cycle of the master
frequency input now occurs, and the anode potential of V, is driven down
to 15V. But for the presence of the diode D,, the condensers C, and C,
would both discharge, but no current can flow out of C, from the cathode
to the anode of D,, so that the charge of 5V is stored in the condenser C,.
wiU be seen later, we shall add a further increment of charge to C,, but
this will be impossible if the anode voltage of V,, which is to produce this
charge, is opposed by the charge of +245V which is still held in C,. The

+

+

additional diode D, is therefore provided, with its anode connected to earth
and its cathode to C,, so that during the second positive half cycle of the master
frequency input C, discharges via the anode-cathode paths of V, and D,
in series, as soon as the anode potential of V, has been driven down to 15V.
During the second negative half cycle of the master frequency input, the
anode potential of V, rises as before to +25OV, and this pulse again chargm
the condensers C, and C, in series. This is possible since this potential
of +250 is only opposed by the small charge of +5V still held on C,.
The anode potential of V,, as before, divides itself between C, and C, in
the inverse ratio of their capacities. Therefore, to the original charge of
+5V on C, there is now added a further charge, which, of course, cannot
again be exactly +5V but which will be a minute fraction under
this figure. Neglecting this error, however, the charge from C, has risen
after this second stroke to +10V. The next positive cycle of the master
frequency input now occurs, the mode potential of V, falls to +15, the
diode D, as before prevents any of the charge on C, flowing out of this
condenser, and D, discharges C, in preparation for the next stroke. Every
complete cycle a t master frequency therefore steps up the potential on C,
by approximately +5V, and after five such cycles the potential across C,
will be approximately +25V. It will be seen from Fig. 1that this potential
across C, is applied to the grid of V, through the secondary winding 3-4 of
the transformer TR,, so that the grid-earth potential has been mounting
step by step as each increment of charge has been added to C,. The cathode
of V,, however, receives a bim of +29V derived from the potentiometer R,,
which is part of the H.T.potential divider R, R, R, R,. It will be seen,
therefore, that a t a time when no charge has been placed upon C,, the gridcathode potential is -29V, and the valve does not conduct. Further,
the characteristics of the valve are so chosen and arranged that even when
four increments of charge have been placed on C,, the grid-earth potential
being then +20V and the grid-cathode potential being -9V, there is
still no conductivity. The fifth increment, however, raises the grid-earth
potential to +25V and reduces the grid-cathode potential to -4V, and
the screen and anode paths now conduct. Current commences to flow in
the primary winding 1-2 of the transformer TR,. The flux so generated
induces a voltage in the secondary winding 3-4 in such a sense as to augment
the positive potential of the grid still further. This in turn induces more
screen current, and this again more positive grid potential. The action
is rapidly cumulative, a strong positive pulse being applied to the grid from
the secondary winding 3-4. This pulse is of considerable amplitude, and
attempts to drive the grid-cathode potential to a considerable positive value.

+
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As usual, however, this cannot occur since the moment the grid-cathode
potential exceeds zero, restoration of D.C. occurs and a negative charge
equal in amplitude to the amount by which the grid-cathode potential
desires to exceed zero is drawn on to the grid and placed upon the condenser
C,. The grid-cathode potential therefore remains a t zero. After a time,
due to saturation, the screen current of V, can increase no more, the current
in the primary winding 1-2 is momentarily stationary, and no flux cute across
the secondary winding 3-4. The positive pulse which this winding was
applying to the grid of V, therefore ceases, and the voltage across the condenser C, (which is, of course, the grid-earth potential) is the original +25V,
placed there by the five small charges, together with a large negative voltage
due to D.C. restoration a t the time that the grid of V, was drawing grid
current. This negative charge is much greater than the original positive
charge of +26V, and the potential on the upper side of C, is therefore
considerably negative with respect to earth. This negative potential,
together with the automatic grid bias of +29V from R,, biasses V, beyond
cut-off. I n passing from the fully conductive state to the non-conductive
state the screen current of V, must fall from its former high value to zero.
This decrease of current flowing in the primary winding 1-2 of TR, now
induces in the secondary winding 3-4 a potential which tends to drive the
grid negative. We have already seen that in any case the grid is becoming
negative owing t o the charge placed upon C, by D.C. restoration, and that
It is, however,
this is greeter than the original positive charge of +26V.
driven even further negative by this new negative pulse from the secondary
of TR,. Finally, the screen current falle to zero, and there is now no current
in the winding 1-2 and no flux in the transformer and this additionalnegative
pulse ceases. If no action had meanwhile taken p h e we should be left
with a resultant negative potential at the grid of V, due to the e x c w of the
negative potential on Ca due to D.C. restoration over the original charge of
+25V. We observe, however, that while the diode D, cannot discharge
to earth potentials on the upper side of C, which ere positive to earth, it is
conductive to potentials which are negative to eerth. The negative charge
on C, therefore dieoharges via the cathode-anode path of D, and the ccrthodeanode path of D, in series. There b now no potential a c r w C,, and the etate
of the circuit ie exactly that which obtained before the h t cycle of the
original master frequency input appeared on the grid of V,. It will be seen
that for five master frequency pulses we have obteined one pulse of anode
current in the valve V,, eo that the circuits associated with V,, V, and Va
have divided the original frequency by 6, and the anode current of V, will
p u b a t 8 freq~ellcyof 4060 ClS.
It will be noticed that between the anode of D, and earth there ia included
the resistance R,. This resia8frylce ie not essential to the operation of the
circuit as a divider, but it is essential in order that the process of divieion
may be inspected and an adjuetment made if neceseery to obtain the correct

divisor. During every positive half cycle a t master frequency, when the
anode potential falls to +15, the large potential across C, is discharged
by the diode D,. The current in this diode p s e s through R,, across which
therefore a short pulse will appear a t each such discharge. Referring to
Fig. 2, these pulses are shown a t A. At the end of m h period of five master
frequency pulses when V, becomes conductive and subsequently the diodes
D, and Dp in series discharge the negative potential acroas C,, there will
be a further puhe across R7, since the current due to this discharge must
elso pass through this resistance. These pulm are shown in Fig. 2 a t B.
Their shape is what would be expected from the action of the circuit as
described above. The initial sharp rise in the negative sense is due to the
rapid increaae of current through D,, D, and R, produced by the appearanoe
a t the grid of the sharp negative voltage pulse from the secondary of TR,,
consequent upon the rapid fall in the screen ourrent. The subsequent
decay of the pulse corresponds to the exponential discharge of the total
negative potential across C,, including that due to D.C.restoration, through
D,, D, and R7. It will also be noticed that the amplitude of the five pulses A
steadily decreases, eo that a line drawn through their negative peaks has a
saw-toothed configuration. This is because the voltage acrose C, is propressively less, each time it is discharged, by the amount of the voltage then
existing across C,. Clearly, the voltage to be discharged d t e r the first step
is 245, after the second 240, after the third 245, after the fourth 230, and after
the fifth and leat step 225.
For convenience in observation, the jack J l is connected across R,,
and the appearance of the waveform when examined by the Waveform
Monitor is as shown in Fig. 2. It will be realised that the pulse8 A have the
frequency of the original maater frequency, but the frequency of the pulees B
is that of the divided frequency. Should the automatic grid bias of V,
provided from the potentiometer RI be excessive, then it may be that six
increments of charge will be necessary to brihg about conductivity in V,,
end the pulses B will be separated by six instead of five p u b s of the A type.
If the cathode potential from R s is too low, then four increments might be
enough to h i v a t e the valve V,. The divisor may clearly be ascertained
by observing the number of A pulses which oocur between every p& of B
p u k , and the potentiometer R, is set so that them are five A pulses between
a pair of B pulses. The potentiometer Rs is brought out as a preset manual
control designated +5. The resistance R, tends to slow up the discharge
of C, and elongate unduly the pulsea B. This effect b reduced by shunting
it with the condeneer C,.
The valve V, is, we have men, .alternately f d y conductive and nonconductive a t the original master frequency. By providing V, with e l a r p
anode resietance, R,, it will clearly serve as the initial vdve, that is t o say,
the valve corresponding to V1, of a further stege of diviaion. It ie accordingly

arranged that V,, V, and V, constitute a second stage of divbion operating
precisely as doea the first, but having a divieor of 9. The first inorement is,
as before, +5V, but they become progreeeively less, and the h 1 poeitive
potential across C, is of the order of 40V. Accordingly the cathode potentiometer R, is in this case eet to give a bias of some 46V. This potentiometer
is brought out to a preset manual control designated i
9. The anode
current of V, therefore pulses at the second divided frequency of 460 018,
and this valve, together with V, and V,, form a third stage of diviaion
similar to the second, which effects a further division by 9. Again the
cathode potentiometer R,, is brought out to a preaet manud oontrol deaignated + 9. The output from V, is applied to the two separate output
stages V, and V,, Vs being provided to feed the Master Oscillator &ins
Hold unit, and V, to feed all Control Pulse Chneratom requiring master
frame frequency. The amplitude of the master frame frequency p u h a t
the anode of V, is far too great to be applied directly to the grid of V,, so
the anode resistance of V, is composed of the two elements Rll and R,,,
which form a potentiometer a t the junction of which a suitable amplitude
is found. This is applied to the grid of V,, and appeam amplified and
reversed in its anode circuit. An output is taken via the blocking condensem
C, and C6and the isolation resistance R,, to the terminal 81 for application
to the Master Oscillator Mains Hold apparatus. The pulses are here in the
positive sense, and have a width of some 200 micro-aeconda and an amplitude
of some 20V.
The pulaee may be monitored by the jack J,, a t whioh they have an
amplitude of SV. The pulses a t the anode circuit of V, are also applied
to the control grid of V,, which is a pentode output stage embodying the
output transformer TR,, which is parallel fed by the reaistances R,,, B,',
R,, and the condenser C,. The secondary of the transformer is designed
to feed master frame fwquency pulses t o a maximum of four eets of Control
Pulse Generators, which are connected to it by four 110 ohm lines in parallel.
The secondary load impedance muat be maintained constant, as the impedance
referred to the anode circuit of the pentode V, should, of coume, be the
optimum load impedance of the valve. The transformer is therefore designed
for a fixed secondary load impedance of four 110 ohms lines in parallel,
viz, 27.5 ohms, and if it is not required to feed the full number of linecl a
resistance R,, must be provided of such a value that the resultant impedance
will be 27.6 ohms. If one line is being fed, R,, will be 37 ohma, for two lines
55 o h m , and for three lines 110 ohma. (When R,, is present and has a
value of 37 o h m , the Frame Divider is known as Type 26. If it is absent,
it is known as Type 2e.)
The senae of the maater frame frequency across the tramformer secondary
is negative, and its amplitude 20V,

Operation and Maintenance
I n operation the three potentiometere R,, R, and R,, are set ao that
the waveform appearing at the jacke J,, J, and J, are ae shown in
Figa. 2 , 3 and 4. The flnal output at maater frame frequency when examined
a t the jaok J, should appear IW in Fig. 6.
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Figure 2
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Figure 5
Waveform of Master Frame Frequency
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During normal operation, the following voltage current reedings should
be obteined :
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Figure 1. Frame Divider Circuit.
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square topped to sinusoidal form cannot be accomplished in one stage by
direct modification, as there is not sufficient energy in the original waveform
to permit of generating from it a sine wave by direct transformation. The
problem could be overcome by allowing the master frame frequency to
synchronise a sinusoidal oscillator, but the inevitable elasticity of such a
method might introduce phase variations between the input of master frame
frequency and the output of frame sinusoid, which i t is of the highest importance to avoid. It is necessary therefore to find an intermediate waveform,
which on the one hand is capable of being rigidly synchronised with the
master frame frequency, and on the other contains sufficient energy as to
permit of the generation from it by direct transformation of a frame sinusoid.
Such a waveform is a saw tooth.
The complete series of operations undertaken by Panel 1 of the Master
Oscillator Mains Hold is therefore as follows :
1. The generation of frame saw tooth from the maater frame frequency.
2. The transformation of the frame saw tooth into the frame sinusoid.
3. The transformation of the frame sinusoid into 3-phase form.
Referring to Fig. 12, the master frame frequency, positive in sense and
having an amplitude of 20V, is applied to the grid of V,. The grid resistance
R, is returned directly to the cathode, so that there is no automatic grid bias
and the grid-cathode potential is zero. I n addition, in the appropriate output
of the Frame Divider from which the input to V, is taken, there is a series
condenser so that D.C. restoration can occur. The positive t i p of the pulses,
therefore, align themselves upon a grid-cathode potential of zero, and the long
negative troughs, whose duration is, of course, 20,000 - 200 = 19,800 sec
wide, bias the valve well beyond cut-off.
It is therefore conductive
only during the duration of the master frame pulees. The resistance R,
and the condensers C, C, form a relaxation oscillator, in which a saw tooth is
generated by the slow charging of C, C, from the H.T. line via R,. The
periodical conductivity of V, at frame frequency discharges the condensers
C, C, rapidly, and acroas them therefore there will exist a frame saw toothed
waveform. Such a waveform consists of a mixture of sine waves, consisting
of a fundamental a t frame frequency, or 60 c/s and all its harmonics, i.e.
frequencies of 100, 160, 200, etc. The amplitudes of the harmonics steadily
decrease as their frequency increases. It is evident that the frame sine wave
can be derived from this waveform by suppressing all frequencies above 50 c/s.
The saw tooth across C, C, therefore is applied to the 2-stage network
R, C, R, C,, which very largely carries out this suppression. The output from
this network is applied to the grid of V,, which operates as a straightforward
amplifier. The anode circuit contains the transformer TR,, which is tuned

The function of the Master Oscillator Mains Hold apparatus is to
generate in &phase form a frequency whose value in cycles per second is
equal to the difference, if any, between the master frame frequency and the
frequency of the maim. This 3-phase frequency will then be supplied to
the synchronous motor in the Master Oscillator, and will rotate it, thereby
equalising the mains and frame frequencies.
The apparatus is divided into two panels, the circuit of Panel 1 being
shown in Fig. 127, and that of Panel 2 in Fig. l lt.

Figure 2

A difference frequency in Bphase form may be generated either by
combining frame frequency in 3-phase form with single phase mains frequency,
or vice versa. The rectsons underlying the choice of the Grst alternative
have already been given, and it is the function of Panel 1to prepare from an
input of master frame frequency derived from the Frame Divider an output
of this frequency in 3-phase form. The master frame frequency consists of
equare topped pulses some 200 micro-~condswide, and although it would
be quite possible to change this into 3-phase form, this type of waveform
scarcely lends itself to the smooth and reliable operation of a synchronous
motor, and apart from the change to 3-phase, it is desirable that the waveform
should be made sinusoidal. I t will be evident that a synchronous motor
will reapond more smoothly and readily to successive impulses of gradually
rhing and falling shape such as sine waves, rather than sharp pulses of short
duration such as the original master frame frequency. Apart from the
question of shape, the energy contained in a 3-phase sinusoidal frame
frequency will be greater than the correspondingenergy in a bphase waveform
having the shape of a master frame frequency. The transformation from
1
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Figure 1 1 appears on page 4 , and Figure 12 is attnched to + a ~ e5
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paring Fig. 6 with Fig. 4, the vectors E, Ee and E, of Fig. 6 correspond to
P, P,', P,' P, and P, P, of Fig. 4. It follows, therefore, that if we were to

to M) c/s by means of the condensers C, and C6, and therefore attenuates
further any other frequencies not entirely suppreesed by R, C, R4 C4. The
primary is damped by the resistance R,, and acrosa this winding therefore
we have a sine wave voltage, which we may represent by a single vector,
as shown in Fig. 1. From this we must derive an output in 3-phaee form,
the vector diagram of which is illustrated in Fig. 2. Eech of the three
phaccee P,, P, and P, in Fig. 2, are mutually a t angles of 120'.
The direct transformation of the waveform of Fig. 1, into that of Fig. 2
would be very cumbrous and impracticable, since to form the new vectom
P, and P, it would clearly be necessary to provide circuits capable of effective
phase rotation of f120•‹in order to derive P, and P, from P,, and unless
somewhat complex circuits are to be used it is ditTicult to obtain a phase angle
greater than some 70•‹ or 80•‹.
The problem is considerably simplified if the single phaae output of
Fig. 1 is firet of all converted into 2-phase form, ae illwtrafd by the vector
P, P,' in Fig. 3. For consistency of terminology, the expression 2-phaee
is ueed here, but it should be pointed out that there is no difference between
the term 2 - p k of power engineering and pwh-pull which ie more common1
used in circuit phraseology. The transformer TR, therefore is provid
with a centre tapped secondary, the centre point being connected to earth,
and the output across its ends may be directly taken ae one of the three pwhpull phases. We have now to derive from this output two further push-pull
outpute, which we ahall designate the vectors P, P,' and P, P,', $he phase
angle between each set being 120•‹. It is moreover neceaeary that the amplitudes of all three vectors should be equal. To see how this is done, reference
should now be made to Fig. 4. In this diagram the voltage across the outer
ends of the ~econdaryof TR,hes again been repreaented by the vector P, P,',
and the centre point of the secondary, being earthed, the voltage between
one end and earth is represented by the vector OP,, and the voltage between
the other end and earth by the opposing vector OP,'. In Fig. 4, wing the
vector P, P,' aa a diameter, the eernicircle P,' Y P, haa been described.
Let W c h o m a point P, on the circumference of the semicircle such that the
angle P, 0 P, is 60'. Then the vector OP, will represent one side of one of
the two push-pull vectors which, to obtain our 3-phase output, we wish to
derive from the original pwh-pull vector P, P,'. Now if we join the point
P,' and P,, and the points P, and P, by straight lines, the angle P,' P, P,
will be a right angle, since it is a property of the oirole that the angle in the
semicircle is a right angle. Now, leaving Fig. 4 for a moment, suppoee that,
rte illustrated in Fig. 5, an alternating voltage E ia placed across a condenser
and resistance in series, then a current will pass through the circuit, and
this will give rim to a voltage E, across the condenser and a voltage E,
across the resistance. These two voltages E, and E, will be in quadrature,
that ie to say, if represented vectorially then the vectors must be a t right
anglea. The relationship between E, E, and E, is shown in Fig. 6. Com-

'h

Figure 3
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Figure 4

Figure 6

Figure 5

Figure 7

connect a condenser and a resistance in series across the eecondary of the
P, P,' repreaenta the
tramformer TR,, as shown in Fig. 7, then if in
voltage ecroae the ends of the eecondary, then P,' P, will represent the
2
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voltage clcroee the condenser, and P,P, will represent the voltege across the
reeistance. (We may instead elect that P,' P, replesenta the voltage acroas
the reeistance and P, P, that =rose the condenser, the only difference being
that for a given value of reeistance and condenser, the position of the point
P, would be different.) It ie evident therefore that the deeired phase dis-

require to know the phlree angle between the voltage across the ends of the
secondary and the current I which it sends into the condenser-resistance
combination. Thie ourrent I will be in phase with the voltage which it
generatea clcrow the reaietance, and which is repreaented in Fig. 4 by the
vector P, P,. Since the secondary voltage is repreaented by P,' P,, the
phase angle between it and the current I is the angle P, P, P,'. Since the
angle P,O P,is 60•‹,the angle P,P,'P,is, from the propertiea of the circle 30•‹,
and the angle P,' P,P ,the phase angle of the current X with reapect to the secondary voltage, is 60•‹, and the elements C,and R, must be so chosen as to give
this angle. The provision of this pair of elements therefore has provided us
with the vector OP,a t 600 to OP,,and of equal amplitude. We now require
the corresponding vector OP,' in pueh-pull to OP,. To obtain this, we
complete the lower semicircle P,' Y' P, of Fig. 4,and mark the point P,'
so that it is a t 180' to OP,,i.e., OP,and OP,' are in push-pull. Joining P,P,'
and P,'P,' we see that, by symmetry, the triangle P, P,' P,' is identical
with the triangle P, P, P,', so that for the vector OP,' we shall require a
pair of elements identical with C, and R,. It will be seen, however, that in
the case of the vector OP,,the voltage across the resistance ER, made an
angle of 600 with the vector OP,,which ie the voltage between one end of the
secondary and earth, but in the case of the vector OP,' ,the voltage across the
resistance ER, makeeits angle of 600 with the other vector OP,',which represents the voltage between the other end of the secondary and earth. This
indicates that the position in the circuit of the two elements which are
required to provide the vactor OP,' must be reversed with mpect to C,
and R, of Fig. 7. Adding these two elements, Cband R, in their correct
position, we obtain the circuit of Fig. 8. The complete vector P, P,'
therefore appears a t the p i n t a P, P,' of Fig. 8.
We now require the vector P, P,', which must be a t 60•‹ to both the
previous vectors P, P,' and P, P,'. We therefore repeat the construction
of Fig. 4, being careful to preserve the same conventions of drawing, and the
construction for P, P,' is shown in Fig. 9. The point P, ie chosen so that
the angle P, 0 Pi is 600, and the remainder follows as before. It is evident
that two further pairs of elements are required, C,and R,,and Cdand R,,
so chosen that they give a phase angle of 30•‹. Adding these two pairs, we
get the circuit of Fig. 10.
The advantage of adopting push-pull outputs was that the phaee angles
to be given by the phaee changing networks do not exceed 800. Raferring
to the circuit diagram of Fig.12, the elements of Fig.10 can now be recognised.
The two 60•‹combinations shown in Fig. 10 m C,R,and C,R*are represented
in Fig. l2by C, R, R, and C, R, R,,. The two 30•‹combinations shown in
Fig. 10 as C,R, and C,,R, are represented in Fig. 12 by C,,R,,R,,and C,,

,'

y'

8-

Figure 9

placement between the new vector OP, and the original vector OP, may be
obtained by such a condenser-resistance combination across the secondary.
To establish the values of the condenser and the reeistance required, we

R,,
The vector P,P,' is the output direct clcross the secondary of the transformer TR,,and it is applied to the push-pull amplifier V, V,. The output
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from the 600 networks, i.e. the vector P, P,,' is applied to the push-pull
amplifier V, V , and the output from the 30•‹ networks, i.e. the vector P, P,,'
is applied to the push-pull amplifier V , V,. These three amplifiers operate
normally except that one valve of each pair shares a common cathode
resistance. On one side V,, V, and V, share the resistance R,,, and on the
other side the valves V,, V, and Vs share the resistance R,,. Them two
common cathode resistancea are provided to feed back, and so reduce in
amplitude, any out of balance component between the %phase, which it
would, of course, be undesirable to have in the output. The presence of
these cathode resistances, however, results in exceseive negative grid bias
being applied to the grids of the push-pull amplifiers, but this is obviated
by the simple expedient of returning the centre point of the secondary, which
is common as regards D.C. to all six amplifier grids, to a suitable point on the
H.T.potentiometer R,, R,,, from which an appropriate positive bias is
obtained. The push-pull anode outputs from each of the three amplifiers
are transformed into non-push-pull or asymmentrical form by means of the
three output transformers TR,, TR, and TR4, and are supplied to Panel 2.
The transformers are tuned to 60 c/s by the condensers C,,, C,,, C,,.
We may now consider Panel 2, the circuit of which is shown in Fig. 9.11
The three outputs from Panel 1, shown in Fig. 12 as X, X,, Y, Y, and
Z, Z,, are applied to the three corresponding pairs of input terminals X, X,,
Y, Y, and 8, Z, of Fig. 11. It will be seen that one of each of these pairs of
terminals is in each case connected to the centre point of a secondary of the
mains transformer TR,. The three eecondariea are shown aa S,, B,, B,. The
primary of the mains transformer is connected to a single phase supply,
so that a single phase mains input is mixed with each phase of the 3-phase
frame frequency output from Panel 1. The phases of the mains voltages
in each of the three secondaries are, of course, identical. Each of the three
sets of mixed frame and mains voltages are rectified in voltage doubling
rectifiers, and since all three are identical it will be sufficient to consider the
action of one of them, that associated with the input terminals X, X,. To
begin with, imagine that the secondary S,is energised, that there is no frame
frequency input to X, and X,, and that these two terminals are shortcircuited. Then, during one half of the mains cycle, when the end of the
secondary F is more positive than the other end B, the current will flow from F,
via the rectifier W,, charging the condenser C,, and returning to the centre
tapping CT. I t will also flow from the centre tapping through the reotifier
W,, charging the condenser C,, and returning to the end 8 of the secondary.
On the other half cycle, current will flow from the end S of the secondary,
through the rectifier W8,charging the condenser C,, and returning to the
centre tapping. It will also flow from the centre tapping, through the
rectifier W,, charging the condeneer C4, and returning to the end F of the
secondary. The outer ende of the condensers C, and C, are connected to
the terminals AB, and everything being symmetrical, these two terminals

will be raised to equal D.C. positive potentiale. Now ssaume X, X, unshorted
and the frame input from Panel 1 applied. The standing potentiale of the
terminale A and B will be modified by the presence of this frame input.
Assuming in the first place that its frequency is equal to the maim and that
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The three windings shown dottod i n centre aro fho 3 skator ununndings
of lk synchrmow moior
in the Mastcr Oscillator.

Figure 11
Master Oscillator Mains Hold. Panel 2
it is in phase with the mains, and for example aesuming further that when
the end F of the secondary S, is becoming positive and the frame frequenoy
is making the terminal X, positive, it can be seen by tracing out the path of
the currents that the voltagea acmes C, and C, will rise, but those mrose

C, and C, will fall. The terminal B therefore becomes more positive than
the terminal A. If the mains and frame frequencies are identical so that
the phase relationship does not change, then this state of affairs will persist,
and terminal B will remain more positive than terminal A. The three
windings of the synchronous motor in the Maater Oscillator are connected
in delta across the terminals A, B and C, and for convenience are shown
dotted in FigllS, although, of course, the motor is not actually part of that
nnit. Since in our example the terminal B has become positive with respect
to terminal A, a current will flow through the stator winding connected a c r m
AB. There will, as a result, be a steady stator field in a particular direction,
and assuming for convenience that the rotor happens to be in line with it,
it will not for the present rotate. Now suppcme that the mains frequency
changes. The voltage across the secondary S, will gradually move more
and more out of phase with the frame input across X, X,, and in due course,
when it has lost phase by 120•‹,will be momentarily in phase with another
of the frame frequency output, for example, with that applied to the terminals
Y, Y,. In this, the second rectifier circuit, the same series of operations
has been proceeding as was described in connection with the other circuit
associated with the secondary S,, and in the absence of any input, the
terminals B and C were a t the same D.C. potential, but when the mains
momentarily slip into phase with the frame input across Y, Y,, the potential
of terminal C becomes more positive than terminal B, exactly as formerly B
became more positive than A. The second winding of the synchronous motor
is connected across BC, and a current now flows in this second winding, and
correspondingly less current in the first winding. Since these windings are
geometrically a t 120•‹ in the motor, the field has clearly rotated through
120•‹,and the rotor must rotate to this new position. After a further 120•‹
of phase change, the centre of operations moves to the remaining part of the
circuit, that associated with the secondary S,, and terminal A is more positive
than terminal C. The third winding of the synchronous motor is connected
w r m AC, and this winding now carries the maximum current, the position
of the stator field rotatea once more through a further 1200, and the rotor
moves correspondingly. The appearance of peak positive voltages in succession at the terminals A, B and C in this way continues as long as there
is any relative phase change between the maim and the frame frequency,
and correspondingly the three windings of the synchronous motor are energised in turn, the magnetic effect within the motor being that the field rotatea
and obliges the polarised rotor to rotate also. Ae has been explained, the
action of the rotor is to modify the Master Oscillator frequency in such a
direction as to reduce the discrepancy between the maim and frame frequencies, and the difference eventually disappears.

It will be evident that the inertia of the whole system, comprising
the rectifiers and the synchronoiis motor control, ia comparatively great,

so that the frame frequency is brought gradually rather than suddenly into
synchronism with the mains.
The voltmeter V enables the three voltages acrsss the output terminals
AB, BC and CA to be read. It will be evident that dependent upon phase
conditions the standing voltages between these termin& may be either
positive or negative, so a centre zero instrument is employed. Since the
sum of any threa v o l t a g e s a~ 3-phase relationship must, from their
vector diagram, be zero, thie will be the case with the three voltages read on
the voltmeter V. The voltages will, of course, be steady if the mains and
frame frequencies are locked, and the potentials at A, B and C are consequently D.C. potentials, and their sum will always be zero, one being positive
and the other two negative, or vice versa.

Operation and Maintenance
There are no adjustments to be made on either panel of this apparatus.
During normal operation, the following voltages and feeds should be obtained
for the valves in Panel 1.
Valve

Cathode
Current

Vohged Anode
Demupling Point

Sc7et.n
Vdtage

Cdhode
vdtase

Grid

Vdtuge

The three meter buttona measure respectively the cathode current of V,,
V,
V,
V7, and V4 V8
V,.

+

+

+ +

va
should read
36mA
,, ,,
80mA
+
+
V
V,
,, ,,
80mA
V4 + V8
..
. 195mA
Total fd . .
H.T.vdtQBe
. . .. 476V

+

.

In Panel 2, with no input from Panel 1, the voltage acroes each M) ohm
resistance should be 7V. During normal operation, the sum of the voltagea
read on the voltmeter in w h of the three positions of the selector switch
should be eero.
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THE PULSE DELAY UNITS
General
In the sections describing the p u h generators the necessity for the
generation and distribution of the various pulses is described. There is,
however, one further factor of great importance and that is the time of the
arrival of the variouspuleesat theirmpectivedestinatione. Tociteanexample,
the sync pulses are injected into the picture and sync mixer, a unit which is

unit. On the left of the diagram are the timing pulse generators providing
master frequency, maater line frequency and master frame frequency, which
provide the timing puleee for the whole syetem. Where them timing p u b
generators eupply only one eet of oamera equipment, for example, one studio,
they proceed direct to the apparatus to the right of the vertical line A-A
in Fig. 1, all of which apparatus is associated with one etudio or other picture

A

PHASE
RCVERSER

8'
MA P.

Figure 1
situated a t an advanced point in the vision chain. The picture signals on
their way to this unit pass through a considerable number of circuits and take
an appreciable time to do so. Hence the sync signale must be given artificial
delay eo that when added to the picture signale they will occur a t the correct
time. Similar comideratione apply to other pulses and it is accordingly
necessary to treat the system as a whole and to provide various delay networke
to emure that all the various pulses operate in mutually correct time
relationship.
In Fig. 1 is shown a block diagram of the various electronic unit0 with
which the camera muet be associated in a studio or other picture originating
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t
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~
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originating unit. On the other hand, where a eet of timing p& generators
supplies more than one studio, additional units, called the timing pulse
dietributiondelay network, muat be iwrted. Theee latter units wdmribed
in Section 3.6 and it ie the function of this instrnotion to describe the delay
system associated with 10-1 etudio apparatus and which will be found in
F'ig. 1 to the right of the line A-A'. Thew unit9 ese the master frequenoy
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delay unit, the line frequency delay unit and the camera delay unit,
No delays are applied to any pulse a t frame frequency m the error
introduced ia so very small compared with the time of the frame that it
cannot be observed and the sptem of delaye, therefore, only applia to
pubs a t line and maeter frequencies.

of cable and a aignal will take 2 micro-seconds to traveree 1,200 feet. The
apparatus is designed in praotioe, howewer, on a bseia of 2 micro-88oo~da
per 1,000 feet.
Thie finite time of tranamiseion hse two practiaal effecta. In the h a t
place, over 1,000 feet of aable the scanning eent from the Control Room to

I

Figure 2. Keystone Delay Circuit
The Camera Delay Unit
We may mod conveniently coneider first the Camere Delay Unit. The
necessity for this ariees became it is deeired to be able to um oameraa a t the
ends of various lengths of emitron aable. The velocity af tranamimion of
frequencies down the cable is approximately 213 of the velooity af light,
that is to say, about 200,000,000 metrea per second. The apparatus as a
whole is designed to work in conjunction with a maximum length of 1,000 feet

OJ

the cameras will take 2 micro-seoonda to reach them, and eecondly the
picture signals generakd a t the camera will take 2 micro-88conda t o travel to
the Control Room. Ac~ardingly,4 micro-fseccinde will ehpee between the
time of d q t c f i n g the -11~ing current and the time of arrival of the
corresponding viaion f@.Ial- If, howern, only a few feet of a b l e wem wed,
the time of tranamiaeion would be, of W-,
negligible. Since the E@&
from 8ny aamera will 0vm-y
be mixed with other p u h , vie. the
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suppression and sync pulses the timing of which must be accurately fixed,
it at once follows that the first step is to equalise any differences between the
times of transmission through the circuils apertaining to individual camefaa.
It is not, of course, practicable to accelerate the time of transmission
along a camera channel which is employing a long length of cable, and it is
accordingly necessary to insert individual degrees of delay into each camera
channel, so proportioned with respect to the amount of cable in use that all
camera cable circuits will effectively have a transmission time of 4 microseconds. For example, if on a production three cameras were being used,
camera 1 at the end of 1000 feet of cable, camera 2 employing 500 feet and
camera 3 an insignificant amount such as 20 feet, then artificial delay to the
extent of 4 micro-seconds would be inserted in the circuit of camera 3, 2
micro-seconds in that of camera 2, and 0 micro-secon& in that of camera 1,
and it will be seen that the total delay due to cable plus that deliberately
added will in each case amount to 4 micro-seconds.
Clearly the insertion of such a delay may be done wholly in the scanning
circuits, or wholly in the vision circuits, or a portion in both, for if it is desired
to delay the signal arriving from a given element on the mosaic, it clearly
does not matter whether a delay is introduced into the vision signal arriving
from that element or whether the scanning is delayed so that that element is
scanned later. As obviously the introduction of any apparatus into the
vision circuits which could satisfactorily be inserted elsewhere should be
avoided, the whole of the delay is placed in the scanning circuits. It is
alao desirable that the delay to each camera should be individually adjustable
so as to be correct for the amount of cable in use at any time with that camera,
and it is considered sufficient that the delay should be variable in steps
corresponding to the use of 60, 250, 500, 750 and 1000 feet of cable. Since
each camera hae its own Keystone Output Panel its delay may conveniently
be inserted between the Keystone Generator and the Keystone Output Panel,
in, of course, the line scanning supply only.
This is achieved by the circuit' shown in Fig. 2, in which AB constitutes
a network providing the required delay. This network presents some special
features of interest. The delay could be produced by a prototype network.
It is a property of such networks that the phase characteristic and therefore the constancy of delay introduced with frequency is satisfactory only
as far as a maximum frequency equal to half of the cut-off frequency. Such
a network would have to be designed therefore with a cut-off frequency
of twice the required frequency. It is preferred, however, to use an M derived network, as such a network gives a uniform delay up to a maximum
frequency newer the cut-offfrequency than in the case of a prototype network.
Consequently fewer sections can be used. It is desirable to keep the number
of sections to a minimum, as any inaccuracy of values of the elements will
result in reflections which have very undesirable visual effects in the picture.
In the network used, the value of M is 1.3, and requires the insertion of

negative inductances in series with the shunt condensers. Such induotances
cannot physically be made, but are effectively produced by coupling together
the series inductive sections. Actually the normal method would be to
couple all the series elements together to an extent giving a mutual inductance
in each case equal to 10% of the self inductance. In euch a caee all the shunt
capacities would have a uniform value but in this case an alternative has
been adopted in which some of the series elements are coupled together and
a cormponding reduction made in the values of appropriate shunt capacities.
The delay introduced by each section is 113 of a micro-second.
It is highly important that the network should be terminated accurately
in its characteristic impedance which is, of course, a pure resistance, and this
is, according to established network technique, maintained constant over the
frequency band by the use of M-derived terminating sections. I n this case
the network is terminated a t both ends, the distant termination involving
the M-derived section comprising L,Cl and part of L, and the final terminating resistance R,. The termination at the sending end is actually composed
of equivalent elements in the keystone generator, as will be seen from my
technical note on that unit. This is done because the nature of the
M-derived terminating section does not admit of a shunt capacity, and there
will, of course, be a shunt capacity caused by the line between the Keystone
Generator and the Camera Delay Unit. Enough, therefore, of the commenoement of the filter must be placed in the Keystone Generator so that the
particular point a t which connection is made from the Keystone Gellerator
to the Camera Delay Unit will occur a t the first position in the filter, where
there is naturally a shunt capacity. The termination a t the sending end is
completed by the anode resistance of the last valve of the Keystone Generator.
As will be seen from the value of the terminating resistancos, the iterative
impedance of the network is 2500 ohms. The resistance RI is effective in
removing a trace of reflection in the higher frequencies.
Along the delay network we therefore have the keystone scanning
signal proceeding with increasing delay, and we have to deliver to any
Keystone Output Panel the keystone waveform with a selected delay of zero,
1, 2,3 or 4 micro-seconds, corresponding to the use of 1000, 750, 600, 250 or
approximately 0 feet of cable. It may be required to use any number of
cameras with the same length of cable, involving the same delay, and this
would necessitate paralleling the inputs of as many as six keystone output
units upon a point on the delay network giving the required delay. This
would, of course, upset the proper value of shunt capacity which should
exist in the network a t that point, and in addition it would be impossible to
keep the capacity constant, as it would vary with the number of keystone
outputs connected to it. It becomes therefore necessary to isolate the
keystone outputs from the delay network by m a n s of Some device which
will show the network a very low capscity, and moreover one which does not
vary. Clearly a cathode follower is required, and accordingly the valves
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V, to V &are provided. The valve V, is connected to the network a t a point
almmt at the beginning where scarcely any delay haa been developed, and its
input capacity is made up by means of the variable condenser C , to the
required value of 142
necessitated by the design of the network a t
that point.

method of connection, of course, introduces a fixed delay of 113 of a microsecond. which is, however, too small to be noticed.
The valve V, therefore supplies the keystone scanning waveform to any
camera which is to be used with 1000 feet of cable. The valve V, is similarly
connected to a point in the network three sections further on, where therefore

Theoretically, of oourae, the valve V, should be connected a t the beginning of the network, i.e. acroae the condenser C,, but aa indicated above,
the total capacity at C , consieta largely of that of the line from the Keystone
(fenerator to the network, and the actual condenser a t C, merely makes this
up to the required value. If the input to Vl were placed across C , aleo, this
capacity, without any addition, would exceed what is required, and it
consequently becomes necessary to feed V, from the next section commencing
a t C,, where, there being no other unavoidable capacities except that due to
the input of V,, the capacity can be mede up to the correct value. Thk

an additional 1micro-second of delay has been developed, and it will similarly
feed all Keystone Output Panels whose cameras are working with 750 feet
of cable. The valves Vs, V1 and V, respectively are connected so as to be
appropriate for oameras used with 600,260 and 0 feet of cable.
The required delay is selected by means of the rotating selector switches
5, to 9,,each of which has five positions, one position on each being connected to one of the cathode outputs of the valves V, to V,. By means of
these switohea the scanning of any camera can be given the delay appropriate
to the length of cable which is being used with it.
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We have now to treat in a similar manner the black-out pulses, which
are also sent from the Control Room to the cameras.. They must, of course,
coincide with the return strokes, which latter receive a total delay of
44 micro-seconds. Clearly the black-out p u b must pase through an
identical delay system to that provided for the keystone waveform. This
is illustrated in Fig. 3, from which it will be seen that an identical arrangement, comprising the delay network, the five cathode followers and the six
selector switches, is provided, and differs only in matters of detail.
In the f h t place it was necesaary in the keystone delay network to put
a sending termination in the keystone generator because of the necessity of
terminating the network with the utmost accuracy. It will be appreciated
that the lea& reflection caused by an inaccurate termination would affect the
velocity of the scanning and produce a moat obvious dietortion, adistortion
comprising errors both of poeition and illumination, the latter due to velocity
modulation effects. I n the case of the black-out pubes, however, it is
unnecessary to preserve the waveform with such an absolute nicety, as it
does not appear in the picture and, so long aa it will satisfactorily extinguish
the emitron gun beam, no more will be required.
Consequently in the blaok-out delay network the sending termination,
including L, and C,, may satisfactorily be placed in the camera delay panel,
and this is accordingly done. The 6nal sending-end termination, which must
consist of the iterative impedance of the network, i.e. a pure resistance of
2500 ohms, is made up partly of the resistance R, of 2300 o h m in series with
a resistance of 200 ohms formed by the resistance R, in parallel with the
output impedance of the Camera Black-out Pulse Clmerator, which is a little
over 200 ohms. It is desired that the network shall appear from the point
of view of the Camera Black-out Pulse Generator as an impedance of 2600
ohms ; without the insertion of R, it would appear as 4800 ohms, and the
ineertion of R, gives approximately the correct resistance. Otheuwise the
network and the associated cathode followers and switches are similar to
those provided for the keystone delay.
There is one last adjustment which remains to be made in order that the
cameras may satisfactorily operate a t the ends of varying lengths of cable.
The head amplifier valve heaters are fed from a 22 v. D.C. supply, and
adjustment must accordingly be made for the varying amount of resietance
introduced by the varying lengths of camera cable. Accordingly six
rheostats which maintain the heater current a t the correct value, are provided, and situated for obvious convenience in the Camera Delay Unit. Them
are shown in Fig. 4. In each caae the black-out and keystone delay
selector switchea and the rheostat dealing with one partioular camera
channel are ganged. There appear on the front of the panel therefore only
six controle, one for each camera channel, and each control adjusts
simultaneouslythe keystone delay, the black-out delay and the head amplifier
heater current.

The Master Frequency and Line Frequency Delay Units
We may now refer once more to Fig. 1 and consider the general scheme
of delap. It will be seen that in addition to the camera delay panel there
are two further delay networks, shown as the master frequency delay panel
and the line frequency delay panel. Their functions and circuits will now be
described.

m
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Fig. 4. Head Amplifier Heater Rheostats
We will take as the starting point the time of arrival of a master line
frequency pulse at the input to the line frequency dehy panel, thie point being
marked L. The pulse paeees through this panel and, amongst other units
energises the Keystone generator which originates the scanning. Thh paesee
to the cameras and the picture signal resulting therefrom oomee back to the
camera distribution unit and thereafter throngh 811 the control m m units
to the distribution amplifier. The total time elapeing between the arrival of
a maater line p u b a t the point L and the d v a l of the corresponding point
of the generated signal a t the output of the distribution amplifier L of the
order of 9 micro-seconds, of which 4 are produced aa we have seen by the
camera delay panel to equalise the delays through all the cameraa and picture
channels. There is no point in adding to this time, ao that the Keystone
generator is f e d with master line p u b via the line frequency delay panel
without any added delay, this being indicated in Fig. l by the inscription
D = 0 against the line input to the Keystone generator. The black-out
p u h , having a s i m i k route through the apparatus, are similarly fed with
mester line pulses a t mm delay.
By the time the picture signals have arrived a t the A amplifier and tilt
mixer there is an accumulated delay of the order of 6 micro-seconds and since
tilt and bend pulses are to be injected here they must be similarly delayed;
they are therefore fed with master line frequency with 6 micro-seconds of
delay added.
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Coming to the end of the picture channel, the suppression mixer and
the picture and sync mixer are a t pinta where nearly the whole of the 9 microseconds of delay has accumulated and they are similarly fed with suitably
delayed suppreaaion and sync pul8ea. I n theee oaees,however, the suppression
and sync pulse generators will themselves introduce delay and their line
inputa am in practice fed with maater line frequency a t approximately
6 micro-aeconds delay.
The eync pulse generator and the artificial bar generator also require
inputa at maater frequency and they deliver their outputa into the picture
and sync mixer where, aa haa been seen, the accumulated delay will be near
ita maximum. The operation of the sync pulae and artificial bar generators,
however, docm not impoee ao much delay a t master frequency aa oobtaine a t
line frequency. In practice their inputa, whioh am ied from the master
frequency delay panel, am given 8 and 7 micro-mnda delay reepemtively.

Them delap am provided by two identical peneh known aa the Line
Frequenoy Delay Unit, h o w in Fig. 5, and the Master Frequency Dday Unit,
shown in Fig. 6. In each oase the circuit coneista of a simple prototype
ladder network having the con@mation of a low-paes filter. It is unneceamq
in these cawm to m r t to elaborate m-derived delay networks aa the frequency
range for purely timing pulses need not be so great as that of the line Keystone
pulaes.
Considering the line frequency delay unit of Fig. 6, the input conaista
of maeter line pulsee having a fundamental frequency of 10,125 c/s and a
number of harmonice whose amplitudes will in general be inversely proportional to their degree, so that the harmonics become of 1-8 importance aa
their frequency incmaaee. The waveform of the lin8-timing pulaea will be
adequately reproduced if some 30 harmonics only e
m considered, ao that the
maximum frequency up to which the delay, independent of frequency, is
required will be 303,760 c/s ; conee~uentlythe cutsff frequency of the

network must be approximately twice this figure. It ia aotually 640,000 cls
and therefore delay is constant a t any frequency between zero and 320,000 c/s.
The cut-off frequency ie given by the formula..
1

I.=*4m
where j, is the cut-off frequency, L is the value of one of the inductances in
henriea and C is the aapacity in f a d of any oondenaer having an inductance
on both sides of it,i.e., any condenser in Fig. b except thoee a t the ends of
the network.
The network consista of 16 &ions, eaoh giving a delay of half a miorosecond. This may be calculated by making use of the relation that the
delay per m n d in micro-eeoonda ia equal to the iterative impedenoe of the
network in o h m multiplied by the value of the cepaaity C, used in caloulating
the cut-off frequency, in fareds. The iterative impedance is given
approximately by the formula

.-E

where R is in ohms and L and C have the mean*
given above. (This
formula is valuelese a t hquenaiea greater than half the cut-off frequency,
but, aa we have seen, we are not concerned with frequencies of that order.)
Alternatively the iterative impedaace can ~811&11ybe found by inspeating
the value of the terminating reeietance, which in Fig. 5 is the resistance
R, of 2,600 ohms.
The verione outputa are conneated to the appropriate poiqta on the
networks which will give the h i r e d delay through isolating regiefencee
R,, R,, R,, R, and R,, all of 10,000 ohms, which prevent the p u b generatam
fed by the network appmiably feeding baok into eaoh other.
The maater frequency delay unit illustrated in Fig. 6 is similar in every
when the degign of the line frequency
way and will eaeily be -U
delay unit of Fig. 6 haa been appreoiated.
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T H E T I M I N G PULSE D I S T R I B U T I O N D E L A Y . NETWORKSM A S T E R P U L S E D E L A Y , T Y P E la
Where one eet of timing pulse generators ia
required to feed more than one studio, and the

STUDIO

A.

MASTER FREQUENCY

length of line between the former and each of
the studios is, as is usually the case, different
for each studio, it becomes desirable to insert
delay into the lines carrying master frequency
and master line frequency to all etudios except
the most distant one. By this meana the propagation times are made equal, irrespective of
the distance to 8ny sbudio, for master and line
frequency pulses to paes through the delay

MASTER LW€
FREQUENCY OUTPUT
FROM LINE DLMDER

networb, the outgoing lines, the control pulse
generators and the incoming lines. Thus interstudio mixing can be mrried out if desired. An
example of such a layout ia shown in Fig. 1,
which illustrates a schematic for feeding four
studiw.
Since the frequency range of both mbafer end

I

MASTER FRAME
FREQUENCY OUTWT

line pulses is the mme, one type of delay network
wiU euffiae for bobh typee of p u b . (No dehy

r

D DELAY NETWRYS
SUDIO. 0. IS THE MOST OlSTAFJT STUDIO FROM
THE TIMING PULSE GENERATORS.
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is required for the master frame frequency.) The circuit of the delay network
employed is illustrated in Fig. 2. It consists of five groups of low pass
prototype filter sectione, G, to U,, each group having an iterative impedance
of 110 o h m and a cut-off frequency of 2.6 Mc/s. The number of sections
per group are graded to give various degrees of delay, and each group may

plug P,. The outgoing pulaes may be monitored by the jack J , .
The most convenient method of setting up the master frequency and
master line frequency networks for any one studio is as follows. Obtain
synchronising signals from the most distant studio, and synchronising signals
from the studio whose appropriate networlce are to be adjusted, and super-

112 U SEC.

Figure 2.

Timing Pulse Distribution Delay Network ('Qpe 1A) Circuit

be cut in or out by means of the five plugs P, to P,. The delays given by
the various groups are as follows :
.. 1 p sec.
Ua . . ) p - C .
U,
#,sec.
.. +pBeo.
6,
4 ~ 8 8 ~ .
Or
Each filter has an iterative impedance of 110 ohms, and a cut-off frequency
of 2.6 Mc/s, so that its phase response will be linear and its delay constant
for all frequencies from 0 to 1.26 Mcls. I€,for any reason, the outgoing
line to the studio is removed, the network must be terminated by the equivalent resistance R, of 110 o h m , which is inserfed by means of the further

-.

..

impose them on a Waveform Monitor. Adjust the delay of the master line
frequency network until exact coincidence between the synchronising signals
is obtained. Then set up the same delay on the corresponding master
frequency network. It is to be emphasised that m camera8 must be energi8ed
while this adjustment is being made, as when any plug is removed from the
delay panel to change the delay, the timing pulses from that panel ceme
until the plug has been reinserted in a new position, and if cameras were
energised their scanning would collapse, with consequent posaible damage.
The adjustment once made will not require alteration.
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T H E FOCUS

-

PANEL

first place, i t is essential t.hat should there be a failure of the scanning, the
beam current should immediately be switched off, as the continued incidence
of a stationary electron beam on the mosaic would damage the latter by
" burning " it. A spot on the mosaic which has been burnt in this way appears
as a black spot in the transmitted picture. To prevent this, the D.C. supplies
to the valve in the Focus Panel are automatically cut when the scanning
current flowing down the emitron cable is interrupted. The coil of the relay C
(Fig. 2, page 5) is energised by the D.C. anode current of the valve V, in the
Keystone Output Panel (Item 4.2, page 5). This anode current is entirely
dependent upon scanning current and ceases when the latter is interrupted.
Amuming, therefore, that sufficient scanning current is flowing, D.C. from the
Keystone Output Panel entere the Focus Panel by the terminals AB and
operates the relay C, closing the contacts D and E. The contacts D operate
the green lamp mounted on the Focus Panel from 12 volts supplied by the
transformer TRI, thus indicating that the scanning is in order. The contacts
E supply 110 volts from the Control Room supply to the push-button contactor. This contactor is of a type standard throughout the system, and haa
an On button coloured black and an Off button coloured red. Depression
of the On button energises the contactor coil, and an iron link attached to
the button is simultaneously depressed on to the pole pieces, thus completing
the magnetic circuit of the contactor, and the button accordingly remains
depressed. The Off button simply breaks the energising circuit, thus causing
the contactor to fall out and the On button to fly up under the influence of a
spring. This type of contactor really does no more than a multi-contaot
switch, except that i t falls out if the control supply is broken, and doea not
make again if the control circuit is reapplied. Thus, these contactors may
be used to build up a system of interlocks.
Assuming, therefore, that the relay C has closed contacts E, the pushbutton contactor may now be made by hand, thus closing the contacts
F, U, H and I. The circuit, Cl R, forms a spark quencher for the contacts E.
The circuit C, R, perform the same function for the operating buttons of
the push-button contactor. The voltage developed acr088~ISt,h~contactor
coil is also applied via the resistance R, to a relay in the H.Tkcircuit of the
appropriate Head Amplifier, which operates, and that amplifier is accordingly
energised. The confacts U, H and I make the supplies to the f i s t anode,
cathode and gridrespectively. It will be seen that should the scanning current
fail due to any cause, including the uncoupling of a cable without having
previously switched off, the relay C will open, thus allowing the push-button
to fall out and disconnecting all the emitron electrodes except the second
anode, which is earthed, and the heater which can safely remain on.
Them electrode supplies are derived from a separate rectifier contained

The Focus Panel is a unit whose function is to supply and control all
voltages and ourrent associated with the gun in an emitron. Each camera
therefore has one Focus Panel associated with it, and located on the vision
rmks.
The gun in the emitron camera contains four electrodes : the cathode,
the grid, the 6rat anode and the second anode. The cathode is indirectly
heated from A.C. at 4 V, a t 1.1, 1.2, or 1.3 amperes, depending upon the
particular type of emitron which is being used. The grid is given a bias of
about - 25 V, with respect to the cathode, and in addition is supplied with
what ia known as a black-out pulse, the function of which is to suppress
entirely the emission of the gun during the line and frame return times.
It is an essential condition for the correct operation of the emitron that
no element of the mosaic should be bombarded by the beam from the gun
between the time it is normally scanned and the time in which the scanning
beam comes round to it once again. Naturally, in the ordinary course of
scanning the beam returns from one side of the mosaic to the other between
lines, and traces a dg-zag path up the mosaic during the frame return time.
If the beam were not suppressed those elements which fall on the return path
of the gun beam would be bombarded and discharged additionally to the
normal bombardment applied during the normal scan, and their potentials
would differ from those which had not been so bombarded. This would,
of courae, result in the paths of the line and frame return strokes being seen
in the transmitted picture. The black-out pulse, therefore, is applied to the
emitron grid in such a sense that it rendem the latter strongly negative with
respect to the cathode during the period of the line and frame return atrokes,
thus cutting off the beam. It is the function of the valve V in the circuit
diagram (p. 5) to receive the black-out pulses, which have been separately
generated in the black-out pulse generator, and pam them to the emitron grid.
The h t and second 'anodes constitute (L normal electrostatic focusing
system, taking the form of 8 positive lens which focuses the gun beam to a
small spot on the mosaic. The sharpness of focus depends upon the ratio
of the first and second anode potentials, and in practice this ratio should be
approximately 2 : 5, the first anode having a potential of approximately
600 V, positive to the cathode, and the second anode some 1,600 V poaitive
to the cathode. I n view of the fact that the second anode forms a screen
around the greater part of the path of the beam it must be earthed, so that
the a d d pontentials of the electrodes are aa followa : the second anode,
tke W
?F
- anode, - 900 V ; the cathode, - 1,475 V, and the grid a t
1,600 V. The neceasllry adjustment of all these voltages and
currents is performed from the Focus Panel.
We can now consider the detailed arrangement of this unit. In the
1
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in the Camera H.T. Unit, the output of which arrives a t the Focus Panel
by the terminale JX,across which are connected the potentiometer formed
by the resistances R,, R,, R,, R,, R8, R, and R,,. The firet anode potential
of - 900 V is found on the resistance R,, which is made in the form of a
potentiometer manually adjustable from the front of the panel. This adjustment varies the first anode pontential, an& hence the ratio of the firet and
second anode potentials upon which the focal length of the equivalent
positive lens depends. This pofentiometer therefore enables the scanning
spot to be finely focused upon the mosaic, and it is accordingly designated
Focus.
AB already stated, the second anode is earthed, but as will be seen from
the diagram, the connection to earth is made via the mirror galvanometer M,,
which enables the beam current to be read. Ehch division on this instrument
corresponds to 1/100th of a micro-ampere. In order to prevent possible
damage to this delicate instrument, it b normally held short-circuited by
the button N, which must be depressed in order to take a reading. In
connection with this meter a control knob is provided designated Zero ADJ.,
which seta the zero by effecting a mechanical adjustment of the mimor, that
throws the spot of light from the galvanometer on to the screen.
A cathode potential of - 1,476 V is found on the resistance R,, and the
grid potential of - 1,600 V is found on the terminal K to which the grid is
conneded via the contact I of the push-button contactor and the anode
circuit of the valve V. The grid bias, or the negative potential between the
grid and the cathode must be variable, as by this means control of the beam
current, which must be set to a certain figure, is obtained. Grid biaa variation is obtained by means of the potentiometers R, and R,, of which the
former gives coarse adjustment and is designated Coarse Bias, and the
latter a h e control, and is correspondingly designated Fine Bias. The
potentiometer R, operatea by varying the positive potential of the cathode
with respect to the relatively negative and fixed potential of the grid, and R,,
makes a very slight adjustment to the current flowing through the complete
potentiometer R, to R,,, and so exercises a h e control upon the grid to
cathode pontmtial. The potentiometers R, and R,, obviously affect the
relative potentials not only of the grid and cathode, but of the first and
mend anodes, but their influence on the potentials of the two latter electrodes
is entirely negligible.
The condenser C, remove8 any ripple or vision frequency components
from the h a t anode potential, and the conderzser C, performs a similar
function for the grid-cathode potential. It is convenient to be able to read
the value of the first anode-catbie voltage, and this is done by means
of the 0-260 micro-ammeter, M,, which in combination with the eeries
resistance R,, reads 0-1,000 V. It will be seen that in practice the
meter is connected so aa to read the h t anode-grid voltage, which is bpproximately the same aa the h t anode-cathode voltage.

It will be seen from the circuit diagram that the connection from the
terminal K to the grid of the emitron includes the anode circuit of the valve V.
Any potentials which may be developed across this anode circuit will also
be impressed on the emitron grid in series with the grid biaa. It is arranged
that the black-out pulses, the function of which haa already been described,
are developed in this anode circuit in the negative sense and of sufficient
amplitude cts to extinguish the beam current during the periods of their
application. In order that the anode circuit may contain negative black-out

'

Figure 1. Line and Frame
Black-out Pul-

pulses, positive black-out pulsea which have been given an appropriate degree
of delay in the Camera Delay Unit are applied to the grid of V. The waveform of these pulsee is illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows aa an example two
line black-out pulses followed by a frame black-out pulse. The duration of
theae line and frame pulaes is just sufficient to cover the line and frame
return times of the emitron scanning beam. For the moment let us consider
that the elementg forming the anode circuit of V (Fig. 2), comprising R,, R,,
R,, C, TR,, are collectively equivalent to a pure resistance. Then during
the peaks of the pulses, shown a t P in Fig. 1, the valve V will paw anode
current and there will be a drop of potential across the equivalent anode
resistance of V, which will, for the duration of the pulse, greatly increase the
grid bias applied to the emitron grid, and the beam will be extinguished.
The detailed action of the circuit associated with the valve V is as follows.
An H.T. supply a t 260 V and derived from a separate rectifier, also
located in the Camera H.T. Unit, is applied between the terminah K and L.
The anode of V is connected via the external anode impedanoe RI, RI,
R,, TR, C, to the positive side of this supply, terminal K, while the cathode
of V is returned to the negative side, terminal L, via the decoupling circuit
R,, and C,. This decoupling circuit is quite atanaard except that it is
included in the negative side of the supply instead of the positive side.
Positive black-out puleea derived from the Camera Delay Unit are applied
to the control grid of V via the input condenser CS, and the grid leak R,,
is returned to a point on the potentiometer R,, R,, connected &0r0%8 the
260 V H.T. supply, a t which point there is a potential of approximately
+ 80 V. There is therefore no negative biaa on V, but rather a poaitive biaa
of 80 V. Restoration of D.C. is therefore strongly enoouraged, and the tips P
of the pulses will coincide with a grid-cathode potential on V of approximately
0 V, but the troughs of the pulses will make the control grid of V sufficiently
negative as to cut off the anode current. The principle of D.C. reetoration
is used here, aa in many casea, because since we are d d n g with a q u a r e
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pulee there is no need to adopt straightforward linear methctda of amplification
to achieve the desired result. We desire the tips P of the pulses to make V
draw a considerable anode current, and we also desire the troughs to extinguish the anode current ; the location of the pulses on the operating characteristic of the control grid of V in order to bring about this state of affaira
is automatically effected by allowing the valve to restore D.C. to the incoming
pulses. The connection of R,, to a potential of +80 V is of no great significance, and the circuit would look more orthodox if i t were returned, as i t
might well be, to the cathode of V ; but since the restoration of D.C. demands
that the grid shall attempt to draw grid current during the tips P of the
pubes, such grid ourrent will obviously be enhanced by returning the grid
leak R,, to a source of positive bias. Since the impedance of any gridcathode circuit always drops to a very low value when the grid is made
positive with respect to the cathode, the impedance of the grid-cathode path
of the valve V will be so low compared with the value of R,, during the
tips P of the pulses, that the grid will only be positive with respect to its
1 V or so, and not by $80 V, the potential to which R,, is
cathode by
returned.
The valve V is accordingly shut off during normal scanning times and
opened, so as to pass anode current, during the return times ; hence its
anode circuit contains negative black-out pulees of large amplitude.
We may now consider the function of the elements R,,, R,,, R14, C,
and TR,, which constitute the complex anode circuit of the valve V. The
black-out pulses must be transmitted to the emitron via the black-out line
in the emitron cable, which may have a length of anything up to 1,000 feet.
Aa usual, unless the transmission of these pulses is carried out under matched
impedance conditions, they will not proceed smoothly from the Focus Panel
to the emitron, but will be reflected backwards and forwards a number of
times along the cable. The pulse will therefore not ceam a t the end of its
prescribed duration, but will be followed by a series of further pulses each
of successively reduced amplitude owing, of course, to loss of energy a t each
reflection. It has been found that the time over which this succession of
subsidiary pulses can last will extend beyond the duration of the suppression
pulses, particularly in the case of the line suppression pulse. Therefore,
during the f i s t part of the line scan, the scanning beam, which should be of
constant intensity, will be modulated by the last few subsidiary pulses.
I n these circumstances there may be observed on the screen, aa would be
expected, a series of vertical black and white lines, which decrease in intensity
from left to right and disappear altogether about a quarter of the way across
the picture when the reflected subsidiary pulses have lost so much amplitude
that they cease to be effective.
To avoid this, the black-out line must be operated under matched
impedence conditions. It is not desirable to terminate it in its own characteristic impedence a t the receiving, or emitron, end since this would halve

+

the voltage of the p u h s available, and i t is found that the prolongation of
the black-out pulses by reflection can be avoided if the sending, or Focus
Panel, end is terminated with reasonable accuracy. The characteristic
impedance of the cable is 165 ohms, and i t might be thought that it would
be sufficient to include a simple resistance of 165 ohms in the anode circuit
of the valve V and connect the cable across this. Unfortunately, however,
the impedance presented to the anode circuit of V, being only 165 o h m ,
is insuficient to develop an adequate amplitude of black-out pulseu, and it
is necessary to seek a means of increasing the voltage which can be applied
to the cable, while still keeping the cable properly terminated. This function
is carried out by the elements R,,, R,,, R,,, C4 and TR,. Instead of a pure
resistance of 165 ohms, a resistance, R,,, of approximately 4 times this
value, is placed in the anode oircuit, and since the valve V, is a pentode,
the black-out amplitudc across R,, will be 4 timea the amplitude which
would be obtained were it only 165 ohms. Across R,, is connected the
transformer TR,, which has a turns ratio of 2 : 1. Theimpedance transformetion ratio of this transformer will be 2, : 1, or 4 :l , and theimpedance presented
650
to the line wiU be p ohms = 162 ohms which terminates the cable with
reasonable accuracy. The voltage ratio of the transformer will be the same
as its turns ratio, viz. 2 : 1, so that although it transforms down thc impedance
of R,, by 4 times, i t will transform down the voltage across R,, by only
twice. Since the available voltage across R,, is 4 times that available were
it given a value of 165 ohms, the arrangement will provide a net gain of
twice the black-out amplitude, while keeping the cable terminated.
The tramformer TR, is unfortunately not adequately efficient over the
whole of the frequency range of the black-out p u h , which, including botll
frame and line components, extends from 50 to some 300,000 cls, and in
order to avoid self capacity, which would be detrimental to the upper
frequencies, i t cannot be given an inductance which will adequately proserve
the lower frequencies. The inductance of the transformer therefore shunts
Rls at the lower frequencies, and an inadequate output is obtained. This
is corrected by the insertion of R,, which has a value approximlltelv half
of that of R,, ; a t low frequencies we may neglect the presence of R,, and
of the transformer TR,, and consider that the black-out line is connected
to the lower end of R,,, a t which there will exist an output equal to that
normally supplied to the line a t high frequencies by R,, and TR,. The
voltage output developed across R,, is, of course, half that developed across
R,,, but since this output is not being divided by 2 by the action of the
transformer TR,, as in the c m at the upper frequencies, the output actually
supplied to the line will be unchanged. Clearly, R18 must be eliminated
a t the upper frequencies. This is effected by shunting it with C,. I n order
that the transition between the transmission of the upper and lower frequencies may be correct, the value of C, is so chosen that the time constant
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C, R,, ia equal to the time constant of the inductance of the transformer
in conjunction with R,,. A small resistance R,, is inserted to compensate
for the effect of the resistance of the transformer winding. Obviously, a t
low frequencies the impedance in which the cable is terminated is 330 ohms,
i.e., the value of f he resistance R,,, but ae usual the maintenance of an exact
termination ia not important at the low frequency end of the range.
The 4 V A.C. supply to the emitron heater is provided by the transformer
TR,, and the cathode is returned as usual t o the electrical centre of the
secondary by means of the potentiometer R,,, which is designated Hum Adj.
It ia necessary to maintain a t a constant value the heater current of
the emitron, no matter what length of cable is being used between it and
the Control Room. As A.C. is employed, it is not necessary to adjust the
currant by means of a rheostat, but thia adjustment can be maintained
automatically by the use of what is known as a Bowherot constant current
network. This k formed essentially by the tranaformer TB, and one or
other of the capacities C,, C, or C,,.
Without going into mathematical
details, the principle is roughly as follows. If we imagine that the secondary
of the transformer TR, is short-circuited, the effective inductance of the
primary will be less than if the secondary is open circuited because current
induced in the short-circuited secondary will create fields in opposition to
those of the primary. The open and short circuit cases are extremes, and
the effective inductance of the primary will in fact vary with the resistance
placed a c r m the secondary. The connection of the emitron heater via
various lengths of cable across the secondary is, of course, in effect the
connection of various values of resistance across the secondary, and the
effective primary inductance consequently varies. As the length of emitron
cable used increases, the current in the heater which must be mdntained
constant decreases, and the effective inductance of the primary increases.
Accordingly a condenser (C,, C, or C,,) is inserted of such a value that when
the effective inductance of the primary increases, the series circuit formed
by this effective inductance and the condenser tend to approach resonenoe
with the frequency of the mains ; thus more current flows from the maim
into the transformer and in turn into the 6rmitron heater. For short lengths
of cable the resistance placed across the transformer secondary is reduced
and the emitron current tends to rim, but the effective primary induotanoe
is reduced and the resonant frequency of this and the condenser move away
from 60 c/s, thus cutting down the current. In this way exact and
automatic compensation can be eecured. The three values of capaoity
provided enable the current to be 6xed a t 1.1, 1.2 or 1.3 amperea.
It may be required to use with the Focus Panel an alternative type of
emitron which is provided with a magnetic focussing system additional to
the electrostatic focussing system already oonsidered. The current required
by such a sggtem is derived from the 110 V control voltage supply and ia

fed down a line in the emitron cable from t e r m i d W in the Fmua Panel.
It is convenient to switch this supply by means of the remaining conteots * F
on the push button contactor. The elements C,, and R,, form a epark
quenching circuit for these contacts.
The emitron heater is switched on by the switch S.

Operation
The method of operation of the Focue Panel in conjunotion with o long
gun tube is as follows.
The Focus Panel controls are in general the last to be operated in the
series of operatiom entailed in obtaining a picture on the system. The
remainder of the system, therefore, is switched on h t ; a t the same time
the emitron heater may be warmed up for a minute by oloaing the owitch S
on the Focua Panel.
In order to prevent possible underscan of the moeaic when the beam is
switched on, the operstor should a t this stage assure himself that the width
and height of the appropriate Keystone Output Unit are%& to maximum.
If everything is in order adequate scanning ourrent will be delivered from
the Keystone Output Unit and the relay C in the F'ocua Panel will operate.
Thia will cause the green lamp to light up indicating that it is safe to apply
beam current. At the same time the galvanometer lamp, which is fed in
parallel with the green lamp, will light.
The main H.T. push button contactor on the fish plate having been
closed, the pueh button contactor on the Focus Panel may also be closed.
Assuming that the bias controls have not been touched since the previoua
transmieeion, and are therefore ao set that they permit a normal beam
curreqt to flow, the mosaio will appear as an intense blaok patch of, in general,
trapedoidd shape surrounded by an intense white area. This white area
is the natural signal produoed by the emitron when, owing to excessive
manning amplitude, the beam a t the extremities of both scans shoots off
the edge of the mosaic. This signal, being abnormally large, will overload
certain parts of the vision chain, and at certsin points an i d v e r t e n t reetoretion of D.C. with reference to the positive peake of this signal occurs while
all signale of leaser amplitude, such as those from the area of the moeaic
itself, are forced down into the regions of b h k . This is the cause of the
appearance of the mosaio aa a blaok patoh in them oiroumtanoes.
The Keyetone Output amplitudee will now be restored to normal, whereupon the picture will appear normally.
The beam current ohould now be checked. For thia purpose the
Coarse and Fine Bias controla should be turned t o a maximum, thus
extinguishing the beam, and the button N should be depreesed eo as t o allow
the galvanometer M, to read. Although there b no beam current, the
meter will give a small indioation due to leakage in the a b l e . This reading
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should be taken as zero. The Coarse and Fine Bias controh should now
be adjusted until the reading increwea by approximately 8 divisions,
i.e. 0.08 microamperes. This figure will vary for different emitrons, but in
general is correct. Next the Focus control R, should be varied until the
beam is w finely focuseed at? possible, which may be seen by observing the
sharpness of the picture on the picture monitor. In these circumstances
the meter M, will read between 500 and 600 V.
The panel is now adjusted for use.
The adjustments provided on the Focus Panel are amongst those from
which assistance may be sought a t timee when the conditions for the transmission of a good picture are somewhat difficult. In particular, the adjustment
may be varied with the amount of light available on the scene.
When the scene is adequately lit the amount of correction which has
to be introduced by the tilt and bend apparatus is small, the operation of
the gear is generally satisfactory, and the normal beam current of 0.08 microampere may be employed. If the lighting is reduced, it will be found that
the error in illumination distribution of the ernitron, which is normally
corrected by the tilt and bend apparatus, can no longer be completely
compensated for in this way.
The tilt and bend apparatus provides a tilt waveform and a bend waveform in both the line and frame directione, because it is found that under
normal circuwtances the illumination error of the emitron has the form of
a tilt or bend. With poor lighting, however, the waveform which has to
be corrected is no longer purely a tilt (i.e., a saw-toothed waveform) or a bend,
but is a peculiar waveform with a pronounced uplift a t the edges of the
picture. Since the principle of tilt and bend correction consists of injecting
into the picture circuit a waveform precisely the inverse of that causing the
error, it is clearly no longer possible for the tilt and bend apparatus to effect
a remedy, and the picture is considerably spoilt by the flaws which occur
a t its edges. I t is found that under these circumstances, if the beam current
is reduced below 0.08 microampere by adjustment of the Coarse and Fine
Bias controls, then even with the reduced lighting the waveform of the
emitron illumination error is much nearer to that which can be properly
compensated for by the tilt and bend apparatus, i.e. it has returned by a
considerable extent to the saw-toothed and bend form.
Thus, the judicious adjustment of the beam current can be used to
improve the picture when the lighting is poor. The rule is, if the lighting
ie reduced, the beam current muet be reduced, and vice verea. Unfortunately,
this process cannot be carried too far, as the sensitivity of the emitron falls
with a decrease of beam current, and if the latter be reduced too far, then
t.he gain of the ' A ' Amplifier will have to be increased (in order to produce
enough modulation) to an extent which will bring up the mush level in the
picture to an undesirable extent,

240V U

Figure 2. Circuit Diagram
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T H E KEYSTONE O U T P U T PANEL
The deflection of the emitron beam necessary to produce the scanning
action is performed electromagnetically by means of two pairs of coils mounted
in appropriate positions round the neck of the emitron tube. This method
is preferred to the alternative of electrostatic scanning for a number of
reasons, the chief of which is that in magnetic scanning a certain current
amplitude is required a t a comparatively low voltage, but in eledroetatic
scanning large deflecting voltages are needed, and it is in practice easier to
develop the current required for magnetic scanning than the voltage neceaeary
for the alternative method. The emitron coils are connected to two separate
pairs of cables, forming the quad in the emitron cable, and it is the function
of the keystone output panel, one of which is provided for each camera,
to develop the required scanning currents and apply them to the emitron
cable.
It will be remembered that scanning currents of a particular wave
shape are required in order that the scanned patch on the emitron mosaic
may be rectangular when viewed from the optical axis, although scanned
a t an angle by the gun. It is not the function of the Keystone Output Panel
t o generate this special waveform ; this has already been done in the Keystone
Generator, which produces voltages of the required waveform. These voltages
are applied to the Keyetone Output Panel, which converts them into currents
of similar wevef orm.
Owing to irregularities in the construction of the emitron, if no precautions are taken, the scanned patch may not be properly centralised on the
mosaio but may be displaced horizontally or vertically. !Chis may be
corrected by passing through the emitron scanning coile a constant D.C.
current, which will effect a permanent displacement of the scanning in the
opposite directions, so aa to centralise the scanning. These are known as
the 8hift currents, and it is a further function of the Keystone Output Panel
to apply and regulate these currents.
As will be seen from the circuit diagram (page 6), the panel contains seven
valves, of which V,, V,, V, and V, are aseociated with the line scanning,
and Vs, V, and V, with the frame scanning. V,, V, and V, are paralleled
and form the output etage which supplies the line scanning current to the
camera. At firat sight it would eeem suf6cient that the input from the
Keystone Delay Unit should be applied directly to the three grids in parallel.
If this were done, however, a serioue state of affairs would develop if there
were an accidental interruption of the H.T. supply to those three valves,
or if the H.T.were off due to the associated camera not being required,
for in the event of this happening the three control grids would immediately
draw a large grid current which would place a heavy load on the Keystone
Delay Unit. Sin- this haa to supply scanning voltages to all the other
Keystone Output Panels, the amplitude delivered to the other channels would

be reduced and the amplitude ecanned on the m m i c of their associated
cameras would be reduced. Accordingly, it is considered advisable to
isolate these three grids from the Keystone Generator by means of the cathode
follower V,.
The grid of V,, therefore, receives line keystone input from the Keystone
Generator, but not directly ; it is necessary to interpose a delay circuit.
The general question of delays, as applied to pulses, is treated in a separate
technical note, but i t may be stated here that if a camera is being used at
the end of a long length of cable, an appreciable period of time will occur
before the line scanning impuhs reach the camera from the sending end,
and the scanning will be late with respect t o the scanning of any monitor
a t the sending end or any receiver used normally on the transmission. Since
it is impossible to advance the scanning, i t is necessary to delay the scanning
of all cameras to a standard figure corresponding to that delay which will
be produced by the longest length of emitron cable which the sptem is
designed t o use. Hence, the grid of V, takes its input not from the Keysfone
Generator, but from a unit termed the Camera Delay Panel, which in turn
receives the scanning impulses from the Keystone Generator.
It ie found that, although the grids of V,, V, and V, are isolated from
the Keysfone Generator by the cathode follower V,, if the H.T. is not on,
even the grid of V, will form an appreciable load on the Keyafone Generator,
and to offset this effect it is accordingly arranged that when the H.T. is
off a negative potential is applied to the grid. To effect this, half the
heater voltage, i.e. that existing between one side of the heater
and earth, is applied to the Westinghouse rectifiers D,, D, and the
condensers C, and C,, all of which form a voltage doubling circuit, and a t
the point A there appears an unsmoothed rectified potential of about 20 volts
negative with respect to earth. This is smoothed by the resistance R,,
and the condenser C,, and appears a t the point B as a smooth voltage. The
grid resistance R, of V, is returned not to earth, but to the point B and so
pich up this negative voltage in parallel with the line keystone input,
which is applied between the input terminal C and earth. The state of
affairs, therefore, when the H.T. is off is that V, is biased well back by the
negative voltage a t B and it cannot load the Keystone Generator. When
the H.T.is applied, a current paases via the high resistance R, and the further
resistanca R,, and imposes a positive voltage at the point B which cancels
that due to the rectifiers D,, D,, so that the valve V, is placed at its proper
operating point, and the keystone input takes effect.
V,, being a cathode follower, the anode circuit contains no impedance,
but merely the decoupling components R, and C,. The cathode resistance
R, is, of courae, unshunted, and takes the form of a potantiorneter by means
of which the amplitude delivered to the power amplifiers of V,, V, and V,
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may be regulated. This potentiometer therefore constitutes a control of
the width of the scanned patch on the mosaic. The cathodes of the valves
V, V, and V, contain the unshunted small resistances R, and R,, which,
having a low value, do not cause the valves to function particularly as
cathode followers, but provide a small amount of feed-back which lengthem
the grid charecteristic. The correct grid bias in each case is found by
returning the grid resistance R I to the junction of R, and R, in each case.
The anode circuit of these valves is somewhat complicated. The power
generated in the anodes must be fed to the appropriate pair in the emitron
cable, whose characteristic impedance is 100 o h m . I t should be noted
here that in order to avoid any possibility of reflection down the cable,
which would, of course, modify the frequency characteristic and consequently
the velocity of the manning, with the consequent introduction of bad positional distortion, the cable is terminated in its characteristic impedance
a t the camera end and so looh like an in5nite line. Its impedance at the
sending end must, of course, be transformed up in order to present a proper
load impedance to the anode circuit of the output valves, and a fairly high
ratio transformer is required. The range of frequencies with which this
transformer must deal faithfully is from about 10,000 to 600,000 c/s for
good scanning, and consequently such considerations as self-capacity and
leakage inductance, which must both be kept small, will limit the maximum
ratio obtainable. The particular tramformer fitted, TR, in the diagram,
has a ratio of 13 : 1. Its secondary feeds the line, and its primary presents
an impedance of 13, X 100, or 17,000 ohms. This transformer has to
have a mu-metal core and D.C, must therefore be held off from its primary.
It is therefore parallel fed by means of the inductance L, and the condenser
C,. Unfortunately L, has a self-capacity, shown dotted in the diagram a t
C,, having a value of 24 p p F F'urther, the transformer, although as well
designed as possible, has a leakage inductance of 40 pH all on the secondary
side, and lastly the transformer primary and aaaociated wiring has a selfcapacity of 60 ppF., and them three facts detract from the frequency
characteristic obtained. They am, however, eliminated by designing the
circuit in the form of three constant resistance networh.
Referring to Fig. 1, it will be remembered that if the values of
the four componente are so chosen that L = CRS, then the impedance
measured across the ends of the circuit will be equal to R a t all frequencies.
The same applies in the circuit of Fig. 2. If, therefore, in designing a circuit
for television an unwanted capacity is involved, it may be possible to annul
its effect by adding two resistasces and an inductance so that the capacity
combines with them three additional elements to form the circuit of either
Fig. 1 or Fig. 2, in which caae ite effect is annulled, as a circuit whose
impedance ia the same a6 d l frequencies oan have no effect on a frequenoy
characferiatic. This prinoiple ia applied three times in the anode circuit
of the valves V,, V, and V,. C, is an unwanted capacity. By the addition
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of the inductance L, and the resistances R,, and R,,, the capacity is made
to form part of the circuit of Fig. 1, and the impedance across the primary
of TR,, instead of decreasing with frequency, as it would if C, were present
alone, remains constant a t a value of 17,000 ohms, and the frequency
characteristic is unaffected. Since the transformer transforms up the tine
impedance of 100 ohms to a value of 17,000 ohms, this value is naturally
chosen as the impedance of the constant resistance circuit which is designed
around C, in order to secure impedance matched conditions.
The primary of TR, now has effectively across it a resismnce of 17,000
ohms a t all frequencies, but this is shunted by a capacity produced by the
valve anodes and wiring and a certain amount of self-capacity in the primary
of TR,. The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 3. This capacity is again
built out by inclusion in the constant resistance network in order that this
effect may be eliminated. This is, however, done on the secondary side.
By simple calculation the load resistance of 17,000 ohms and the capacity
of 60 ppF. becomes on the secondary side 100 ohms and 10,000 ppF. approx.
respectively, as shown in Fig. 4. By applying the rule L = CRa this may be
built out to form a constant impedance by the addition, as shown in Fig. 5,
of an inductance of 100 pH in parallel with a resistance of 100 ohms. In
order to keep the circuit symmetrical these values are halved, and half
inserted in each leg so that in practice two pairs of elements, each consisting
of 50 ohms, in parallel with 50 pH are added, and are shown as L,, L,, R,,
and R,, in the circuit diagram, and also in Fig. 6.
The elements in Fig. 6 then may be represented as a simple resistance
of 100 ohms rtcross the secondary of the transformer, but we have yet to
correct for the effect of the secondary leakage inductance of 40 pH, shown
in Fig. 7. By the addition of a condenser of 0.004 ppF. in series with a resistance of 100 ohms the circuit is made similar to that of Fig. 2, and the effect
of the leakage inductance is cancelled. In the circuit diagram, Fig. 8, p. 4,
these additional elements are shown a t C, and R,,. Thus,finally, the anode
circuit of V,, V, and V, shows a pure resistance of 100 ohms to the line.
The line shift voltage necessary for centralising the scanned patch on
the mosaic as regarda the horizontal plane is taken from a 6-volt supply,
and injected across the potentiometer R,,, and may be varied at will by this
potentiometer.
During the lining-up proceas it is considered advisable to expand the
scanning amplitude both in the line and frame directions. I n the line
direction this expansion is achieved by the switch S,, which in the Normal
position sets up the circuit arrangements which have been described above,
but which in the Condition position cuts out half of the secondary winding
L,, together with the shift voltage, lwving in operation only the other half,
L,. The ratio of the transformer is thus doubled and the scanning current
is correspondingly increased. Since the impedance matching arrangements

are upset by this amngement, the scanning waveform and return time are
both poor, but this, of course, does not matter.
We can now consider the operation of the valve circuits involving
V,, V, and V,, which are solely concerned with the frame scanning. For
reasons of design based on securing the correct amplitude, the keystone
generator delivers the frame scanning waveform in push pull and this is
applied to the grids of V, and V, which act in push pull. It will be noted
that no delay network is included, as the time of propagation down the cable
is so short compared with the frame scanning period that no appreciable
defect is produced by the delay, and no delay network is necessary.
In the cathode circuits of V, and V, are included unshunted redstances,
R,,, R,,, R,, and R,,, which are sufficiently high that we may regard the
valves as acting really as cathode followers, but they are not there for that
purpose. They are there to give these valves very lengthy grid characteristics
and produce considerable negative grid bias. The grid resistances are
returned not to earth, but to the point D on the potentiometer R,, R,, R,,
which, as has been described, is provided to generate positive grid bias for
the operation of the complex grid current of V,. Thus, in a similar manner,
the point D provides positive bias which, in conjunction with the automatic
bias of V, and V,, sets their grids a t the proper working point when the H.T.
is on, but allows them to become more negative when the H.T.is off, so that
similarly loading of the keystone generator is obviated. The gain of the
valves V, and V, is controlled by a somewhat novel method of volume control
consisting of the variable resistance R,, in series with the limiting resistance
R,,. As the valves are operating in push pull, the potentials existing a t
any moment on the cathodes of V, and V, are in phase opposition, and as
the valves are working as cathode followers, there is considerable feed-back
to their grids, which is reducing their gain. If the cathodes were shortcircuited their potentials would mutually cancel out, and there would be no
feed-back to their grids. The gain would therefore rise. The connection of the
resistances R,, and R,, provides a means of varying the mutual cancellation of
the potentials on the cathodes and so varies the feed-back to the grids and
therefore the gain of these valves. Clearly, as R,, is reduced the gain will
increase. The resistance R,, therefore constitutes the control for the height
of the scanned area on the mosaic.
The anode circuit feeds the transformer TR,, which in turn feeds the
transformer TR,, from which the output proceeds to the frame scanning
line in the quad. As the range of frequencies involved in this circuit is
very much less and extends only between 50 and less than 2000 cls., no
special precautions are required as regards building out of the circuit to
constant impedance. The frame shift voltage is similarly injected from a
6-volt D.C. supply rtcross the potentiometer R,,, variation of which consequently enables the scanned patch to be centralised on the mosaic in the
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vertical plane. As in the case of the line scanning, the Normal-Condition
switch S , in the Normal position places in circuit both sections L , and L,,
of the seconda,ry of the transformer TR,, but in the Condition position
removes L,, leaving only L,, thus doubling the scanning current. S, and S ,
are, of course, ganged.
It remains to describe the function of the valve V , . It is essential that
no beam current should be applied to the emitron mosaic until an adequate
supply of scanning current is flowing, for if this were not so, the beam would
be stationary, and the continuous bombardment of one spot on the mosaic
would photoelectrically burn it, and the burnt place would appear in
subsequent pictures as a dark spot. It is considered sufficient that an
adequate supply of frame scanning current only must exist, and it is accordingly arranged that in the absence of the latter it is impossible to turn on the
beam. This has the additional advantage that if the cable be uncoupled
a t any point without having previously turned off the apparatus, the cessation
of frame scanning current so produced will remove the beam current, and
with it the dangerously high potentials supplied to the emitron cable. It
will be remembered from my technical note on the Focus Panel that in the
latter a relay is provided which permits the application of the emitron gun
potentials only when it is operated by a supply of D.C. It is the function
of the valve V , to provide this supply of D.C. when there is sufficient frame
scanning current.
The voltage between one side of the heater A.C. supplied a t 13 volts
and earth (which is, of course, half the heater A.C. supply since the latter is
centre tapped) is applied via the resistance R,, to the Westinghouse rectifier
D,, and a voltage of nearly 10 volts is developed across the load resistance
R,,. This voltage is smoothed by a condenser C,. Since the grid resistance
R,, of V, is returned to the point E, this voltage biases the grid negatively
and cuts off the anode current. If sutficient scanning current is passing,
a voltage will be induced in the winding L ( of the transformer TR,, which
is applied across the load resistance R,,, and is rectified by the further
reotifier D,, and smoothed by the oondenaer C,, and the rectifier is so connected
as to provide a positive voltage a t the point F in opposition to the negative
voltage received from the point E. This cancels the negative grid bias and
permits V, to draw anode current, which ia sent to the Focus Panel where
it operates the relay and permits the application of the emitron gun potentials.
Clearly, if the cable is broken or if from any cause the frame scanning current
ceases, the positive voltage a t F is withdrawn and V , is biased back, the
anode current fails and the relay in the Focus Panel drops out, thus cutting
off the emitron beam.
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THE CAMERA
The Emitron
This note describes the camera, which incorporates the emitron tube
and its associated head amplifier, all of which are enclosed in an aluminium
casing mounted on a suitable stand.
As the complete theory of the operation of the emitron is very complex,
the explanation of its action which follows has been intentionally simplified
in the interests of brevity.
The emitron consists of an evacuated tube containing a mica plate,
upon one side of which has been deposited a large number of photoelectric
nodules, each of which is individually insulated from its neighbour. The
nodules are exceedingly small, there being in fact a very large number of
individual nodules in the small area occupied by one picture element. This
surface of photoelectric nodules is called the mosaic. Subsequent procesEes
involving treatment wit,h oxygen and the distillation of caesium into the tube
activate the nodules with caesium. On the back of the mica plate there is
deposited a homogeneous silver deposit (i.e. not gathered up into nodules)
known as the signal plate. The aseembly is made in such a way that the
scene to be transmitted can be optically focueed on the mosaic.
The tube is ale0 fitted with an electron gun, the function of which will
appear later, but the final anode of this gun is situated so that it can collect
any electrons which may be emitted from the photoelectric mosaic. When
an image is focused on the mosaic, photoelectric emission occurs, and those
ncdules situated in the bright parts of the image emit a proportionately
greater photoelectric current than do those in the darker parts. This current
is collected by the final a ~ o d eof the gun. As there is no direct electrical
c o ~ e c t i c nto the back of each nodule, the electrons lost cannot be replaced
from any source of potential, and the mosaic exhibite over ita area a deficiency
of electrons, i.e. its potential has become positive. The greater the light
falling upon a given part of the mosaic, the more positive after a given time
will be the potential of that area. Expressing this in another way, %h
ncdule f o r m with the common signal plate a condenser, the dielectric
of which is the mica plate, and, under theinfluence of Light and the fact
that one of the cordenser plates is capable of photoelectric emiwion, each
cor.de-r
loses electrona, and is therefore charged positively. After a time,
therefore, the various areas of the mosaic are charged to the various positive
potentiak, dependent upon the amount of light that has beon falling upon them.
If, now, we can provide some means, as it were, of measuring the various
positive potentials which have been taken up, we shall have a measure of
the light which is falling on each element, and this is the function of the
electron gun, the beam from which does not perform the same function as
the elcctron beam in a cathode ray tube, but which in this case is acting
like a weightlesa b r u ~ hmoving rapidly in the proper order of scanning over

the mosaic. AB it touchee each element of the momic in turn, i t restores
it to its original potential by supplying it with electrona to make good the
deficiency due to emission. Again, expressing this differently, we may say
that each little elemental condenser is in turn discharged, its positive charge
being annulled, and the charging
C
Figure 1
current must, of course, flow in any
circuit connected to the signal
plate. Since the capacities of all
R
the elemental condensers are the same,
the potential they have taken up
''X#
electronically will be proportional
ii
to the charge on them, and since
11
the velocity of the beam i~ constant,
the time of discharge is also
constant, and consequently the
current in the backplate will be proportional to the voltage of the element,
which is a t that moment being discharged by the beam. There is, of course,
simultaneously flowing in the backplate circuit, but in the opposite direction,
the photoelectric current drawn off by the second anode simultaneously from
all parts of the mosaic, which is, of course, proportional to the overall brightness of the complete picture. The resultant current flowing in the signal
plate circuit is the difference between these two currente, one the individual
irlstantaneous discharge current of an element, and the other the perpetual
current representing the overall brightnew. This eecond current merely
acts, therefore, as a type of bias and does not prevent the resultant c m n t
from representing a t any moment the brightneae of the scanned element.
By placing an impedance in the signal plate circuit, we shall therefore obtain
across it voltages a t any time representing the brightness of the element
then belng scanned. This is, of course, the emitron load impedance.
The action may be made clear by reference to Figure 1, in which C represents any elemental condenser in the mosaic, S is the signal plate, N is any
nodule, R is the emitron load impedance, A is the aeoond anode, B is the
cathode beam, and Q is the gun. I , is the inetantaneous discharge current
of the element, and I , is the photoelectric omission from the whole mosaio
proportional to the overall brightness. The current flowing througb R,
therefore, is the difference between I , and I,. It is, of oourse, the c l l ~ e nIl
t
which, though unidirectional, is composed of frequencies lying anywhere
between zero and some 3 Mcls. I , is of a different character, ita undulatiom
representing any change in the relative totals of white and blackin the picture.
It haa been found that the irregularities of illumination which are
inherent in the signal emerging from the emitron and which are oonntemcted,
as will be eeen later, by the introduction of tilt and bend waveforms, are
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materially reduced if a small amount of standiaq illumination is allowed to
itradiate the mosaic. Furthermore, the sensitivity of the emitron is thereby
somewhat enhanced.
Accordingly a small lamp, fed from the head mnplifier heater supply,
is placed inside the camera i11 such a position that it causes a permanent but
slight illumination of the mosaic. The strength of the illumination is
controlled by means of a series resistance. If the lamp is insufficiently
bright the improvement will be small, but if the brightness is excessive the
picture will exhibit characteristics similar to those produced by low-frequency
phase distortion. In practice the brightness is adjusted to a degree which
effecta the greatest reduction of the illumination distribution errors and
increase of sensitivity compatible with the avoidance of an amount of
apparent phase distortion that would be detrimental to the picture.

The Head Amplifier
The head amplifier maociat~dwith the emitron is located in the same
casing in order to give a preliminary gain to the signals before they are liable
to be mixed with interference. It is a Cvalve amplifier, the circuit of which
is shown in Fig. 2. The initial voltage, as has bean mentioned, is developed
across the emitron load impedance, which consists of the resistance R,,,.
l'he internal impedance of the emitron signal plate circuit is very high,
like a screened grid valve. Therefore, the voltage developed across the
emitron load impedance is, to all intents and purposes, proportional to the
value of that impedance, and it is consequently desirable to make this as
high as possible. Since, however, the output of the emitron contains very
high frequencies, there is a limit to the value of the load impedance, as
it must inevitably be shunted by capwitiea which will reduce its value
a t high frequencies. It is therefore imperative to reduce these capacities
to a minimum. With this end in view, the first valve V, is deaigned to
be a cathode follower, which is here uaed not so much for its virtue in
presenting a low output impedance as for its other and equally important
virtue of presenting a minimum capacity a t its input. (It will be
remembered that in a cathode follower there is no Miller effect; there is
scarcely any grid to cathode capacity, as the cathode is executing nea.rly the
same voltage excursions as is the grid, and there is only the grid to anode
capacity.) It is found that the load impedance a t high frequencies may be
made as high as 300,000 ohms, the value of R,,,, but even so the frequency
characteristic drops, and it is subsequently corrected in the cathode circuit
of the fimt valve of the ' A ' amplifier.
An additional scheme is incorporated to keep to a minimum the capacity
placed across the emitron load resistance. Normally there would be a
capacity betweon the signal plate and earth aa represented by the camera
cover. Round the emitron tube, however, is placed a screen, which is

connected to the cathode of V,. A capacity now exists between the signal
plate and the screen, but since the screen, being connected to the cathode
of V,, is approximately executing the same potential excursions M the signal
plate, the effective capacity between signal plate and screen is very small.
There is-now, of course, a considerable capacity between the screen and the
camera cover, but this now occurs across the cathode circuit of V,, which,
due to ita cathode following action, is presenting a very low impedance, so
that this capacity has little effect.
The cathode load resistance of V, is R,,,, which gives too much negative
bias for the correct operation of V,. This bias is therefore offset by a suitable
degree of positive bias introduced by passing H.T. current through R,,,,
which is shunted completely by C,,,.
and C,,,,
decouple V , ,
and no anode impedance is provided.
The output of V, is applied to V, by the R.F.filter F,. C,,, and R,,,
are the normal coupling resistance and condenser, and L, is added for
a purpose which is standard in the design of most television amplifiers.
The frequencies to be reproduced in a television amplifier are so high
that unless measures are taken to off& the effect of intervalve capacities,
linear amplification will be impossible. One excellent method of doing this,
which is largely standard in the M-E.M.I. system, is to design the intervalve
couplings as low-pass filters in the form of r-sections, in which case the output
cspacity of the valve preceding the coupling and the input oapacity of the
valve succeeding the coupling constitute the end condenser of such a m-section,
and the inductance constitutes the series element. If such sections are
designed with a cut-off frequency of not less than twice the frequency it is
desired to produce, then the coupling will be eatisfactory both from amplitude
and phase consideration. An approximate termination only is possible by
resistance, and so long as this is properly chosen it ie found to be satisfactory.
Such sections may be terminated, of course, a t either end so long as they
are terminated a t one end, and it is usual in the M-E.M.I.chain to terminate
a t the initial end. In this case the termination consists of the output
impedanoe shown by the cathode follower V,.
The second vdve ,V,, is followed by a somewhat more complex coupling
circuit. The inductance L, gives the coupling the configuration of a low-pass
filter as before and its phase li'nearity in the upper frequency range is improved
The filter is terminated by the anode resistance R,,, and the
by R,,.
,anode inductance L, acting jointly. The characteristic impedance of a lowpass filter set up in the form of a W-sectionincreases in value in the upperfrequency range, rising to infinity a t the cut-off frequency, and the termination
should have a similar characteristic. While this is not readily possible with
the simplest circuits, the addition of an inductance such aa L,, in series with
the terminating resistance, givea the termination a rising impedance with
frequency. The anode decoupling circuit is formed by R,,, and C,,,, but
between that and the anode resistance R,,, is interposed a further circuit

,,,

,,,
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comprising R,,,, C.,, and C,,,.
This circuit gives an increase of gain a t the
lower frequencies as compared with the middle and upper frequency band
and its object is to lift the gain a t these frequencies in advance so that they
may be cut down later in the ' B ' amplifier where such attenuation will also
act upon maim and other interference which is picked up in the camera and
earlier amplifier circuits.
V, and its associated circuit constitute the third stage of amplification
and its operation should now be clear. The final stage, V,, is a cathode
follower used here in order to provide a low impedance to match the line
back to the Control Room. The impedance of this line is 165 ohms, and the
output impedance of V, about 115 ohms. This is made up to 165 ohms by
the insertion of the resistance R,,,.
It should be noted that the filter F, conaiate of series elemente, selftuned to the vision carrier frequency, with a shunt series circuit also tuned
to this frequency, and the winding8 carrying the signal currente are amaU
coils tightly coupled to the self-tuned series elements, which are left floating.
This is because the inductances of the filter coih themmlvee are too great
to be allowed in the signal circuit.

The Gun
The gun, which provide8 the scanning beam to discharge the moeaic,
consists of a heater, a cathode, a grid, and first and second anodes. Ideally,
the optical axis and the gun should both be perpendicular to the mosaic,
but this is clearly not possible, and the optical axis is given preference, and
is perpendicular. The gun, therefore, is mounted a t an angle to the mosaic,
and aa has been explained in my note on the keystone generator, has to be
provided with scanning potentiale which are specially modulated. Them
scanning potentials are applied to two coile mounted a t right angles round
the neck of the emitron. The heater consumes 1.2 amperes a t 4 volts A.C.
The grid is given a biaa of about 8 volta and in addition is supplied with what
is known as black-out pulse. It would be obvious that the return path of
the cathode beam must not be allowed to influence the mosaic, otherwise
certain elements would be discharged before their correct time, and the
return path would be trammitted aa a signal. This is achieved by turning
oil the beam during the return time by heavily biuing back the grid of the
gun for an appropriate period by means of the black-out pulm. This pulse
is generated in the black-out generator described in another note. Since
the frequencie~involved in the black-out pulse will be very high, it is neceaaary
to eupply them to the camera down a concentric line, and there are therefore
two concentric lines in the emitron cable, one conveying the black-out pulse
to the grid of the emitron and the second taking the picture output from the
emitron to the Control Room. The first anode has a potential of approxi1500 volte to earth.
mately - 1000 volta to earth, and the cathode

-
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The electron beam in focused electroetatioally by adjustment of the ratio
of fir& and second anode potentirtle.

The Cable
The camera cable, which connects m h camera with the Control Room,
is of a composite type. In addition to the circuita by means of which the
various supplies necessary for the operation of the Camera are transmitted
from the Control Room, and the picture output conveyed to it, lines are
provided for certain other purposes.
Each camera ie provided with a pair of red cue lights operated from
the programme control poaition, which may be used either to inform the
studio that the camera ie energised, or to give normal programme cues,
These lights are fed via a circuit in tho cable from a 12 volt D.C. supply.
The camera operator must ale0 be in a position to receive instructions from
the programme control p i t i o n which shall not be audible in the studio. He
therefore weara a pair of telephones, which are fed from a talk-back eyetem
via a circuit in the camera cable. Of the remaining circuits, one enables the
galvanometer in the Focua Panel to read the beam current in the emitron,
and another supplies the moaeic irradiation lamp. One circuit ie remwed
for providing a supply a t 110 volts for the magnetic electron lens system
employed in an alternative type of camera of which the deaign ia different
from that of the emitron dosoribed in thia section. Finally there ia a e p a ~ e
pair which may be brought into service should any of the other circuits, with
the exception of the picture, black-out, and scanning liner, fail.

It is desirable that the inteuity of the mosaic irradiation lamp in the
of the ordinary emitron, and the intensity of the magnetic focueing
current in the caee of the alternative type, should both be capable of menual
adjustment from the Control Room, and accordingly the mosaic irradiation
lamp line and the el&-magnetic
focus line both terminate in the (;lontrol
Room on a panel a t which such manual control is obtained.
The cablea are connected together by specially deaigned couplings
incorporating concentric plugs and eockefs for the two conoentrio lines,
special 4pin plugs and aocketa for the eoanning lines, and individual pins
and eocketa for the fourteen other linea. The plugs and sockets are illuetrated xwpeotively in Figs. 3 and 4. Detaila of the various circuits together
with the arrangement of the connectione of the plugs and sockets are given
in the table.
The eocket is also shown in Fig. 4 with all its connections to the emitron
and camera oircuits ; the gun connections of the emitron are brought out to
a set of sockets on the end of the emitron gun envelope into which flexible
lea& in the camera may be plugged. This eocket ia alao shown in Fig. 2 slightly
eepmted from the emitron.
Each emitron ie fitted with its own scanning coila, flexible leads for which
are plugged into eocketa in the camem..
The neon lamp N indicates when the gun voltagea are on.
The phone jack is provided for operatore' talk-back, the level of which
may be adjueted by means of the key K. The cathode is rendered earthy
by the condenser Cll, and the resistance R,, serve8 to render thia condenser
aafe when the gun voltagea are mmoved.

SIGNAL PLATE

Figure 2. The Head Amplifier
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T H E 'A' AMPLIFIER AND T I L T MIXER
The picture aignale delivered from the emitron via its cable are applied
to the ' A ' Amplifier and Tilt Mixer in order that they may be raked in level,
and also mixed with the line and frame tilt and bend waveforms, which, ae
has been expbined in my note on the tilt and bend generatom, are injected
into the picture aignals in order to c o m t for certain e m r e of illumination
which are a t the moment inherent in the emitron.
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The incoming line from the emitron is terminated in its characteristic
impedance by the resistance R,, and the signals are applied to the grid of the
5mt valve V, for amplification. If the input impedance facing the grid
circuit of V, were high, it would be necessary to employ a pentode in order
to avoid loss of upper frequencies by throwing back a sizable capacity on to

cathode impedance of V, gradually as that frequenay is approached
Consequently, a t the upper frequencies there is no anti-phase feed-back
from the grid to the cathode, and the amplification is high, but a t low
frequencies the impedance of the circuit L, and C, is very high, and the
cathode impedance is therefore R,
R,, which produces anti-phase

+

Figure 1. 'A* Amplifier
the input impedance due to Miller effect. The grid, however, sees m impedance of 83 ohms, being the characteristic impedance of the line and of its
terminating &stance in:pase.Ilel.
It is therefore possible to use a triode
which we prefer to do here as the level of the signal is ndt high, and the triode,
whioh is quieter than a pentode, will introduce less noise. V 1 receives
automatic grid bias from R,, and R,, L, and C, form a cathode comction
circuit whiah lifta the upper frequencies to compemate for the loss occurring
in the coupling between the emitron and its head amplifier. The circuit
L, C, is made to resonate a t a high frequency, and thus short circuits the

feed-back from the cathode grid and the amplification is conseql~ently
reduced.
The valve V, is coupled to the second stage V, by a resistance capacity
coupling, involving also the elements L, and R,, the function of which wlut
explained in my note on the emitron head amplifier. Briefly L, and R,
cause the coupling to simulate a low-paea filter. It is now required to mix
the illumination correction pulse with the vision signals, and it will be
remembered that there am four of these pulses, the frame tilt, the frame bend,
the line tilt and the line bend. These four sets of pulses are supplied to the
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A ' amplifier and tilt mixer a t the terminals, 1, 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7 and 8, and are
introduced in the right proportions by the potentiometers P,, P,, P, and P,.
They themselves are mixed a t the grid of the valve V,, the four circuits being
kept separate by the resistances R,, R,, R, and R,.
We supply, then, vision signals to the grid of V,, and tilt signals to the
grid of V,. The anode circuit of these two valves is common, and a mixture
of vision and tilt signals therefore appears in the anode circuit. The anode
resistance is R,, and the elements L, and R,, are included for the usual
purpose of preserving amplification a t the upper frequencies. They are
placed between V g and V,, rather than between V, and V,, as it is only the
vision signals' which demand the services of L, and R,,. If these elements
were between V, and V, the capacity on the input side would be too large.
The anode circuit of V, also contains the elements R,, and C, whose values
differ from unit to unit. These elements are inserted to compensate for the
loss of gain and change of phase imposed on the vision signals by the blocking
condensers of the various intervalve coupling circuits of the vision-frequency
chain. Such a n effect, if uncorrected, leads to streaking in the picture, that is
to say, the presence of white horizontal streaks following a black picture detail,
and vice versa. The elements R,, and C, together give the anode load a rising
impedance as the frequency decreases and thus increases the gain in the lower
frequency range while at the same time approximately compensating for the
phase angle.
I t will be remembered that a deliberate increase in the lower frequencies
was given to the vision signals in the emitron to head amplifier coupling in
order that these lower frequencies, together with any microphonic interference
that might have been collected in the emitron and head amplifier, might be
suppressed later. As this suppression will be performed after the tilt and
bend signals have been added, clearly the lower frequency components of
these signals must be raised also, or otherwise they 'kill be eventually suppressed below normal. This is effected by the elements R,,, R,, and C,,
which form the complex grid leak of the valve V,.
Control of gain is also effected at the grids of the valves V, and V,.
I t is, of course, quite impossible to use potentiometers for this purpose, as

the capacities thrown across that section of any potentiometer between grid
and earth would, with the potentiometer, comtitute a circuit for reducing
top frequencies, and the amount of the upper frequencies present would vary
with the gain setting. This is a consideration which applies generally in
high definition television circuits, though with careful design it is possible
to make potentiometers work up to an upper frequency limit of about 1 Mcls.
(The four tilt and bend potentiometers are possible, because the frequency
range involved is not so large. If the tilt and bend impulse involved as
high an upper frequency limit as the vision signals, even this simple mixing
circuit would be impossible, as the isolating resistance would form with the
shunt capacity a circuit for cutting upper frequencies.) Accordingly the
variable-p principle is employed, and by means of a potentiometer P,,
which is, of course, the main gain control, a variable degree of negative bias
derived from a separate source is applied as well as the signals to the grids
of V, and V,.
The output from V, is applied to the valve V,, which is arranged as a
cathode correction stage, and its sole function is to correct for the attenuation
of upper frequencies which occurs in increasing amount as the length of cable
between the emitron and the Control Room is increased. Unlike the valve V,,
which is also a cathode correction stage, the output from V, is taken from the
cathode circuit, and the anode circuit therefore has no impedance, being
short-circuited at A.C. by the condensers C, and C,. It has the appearance,
therefore, of a cathode follower but is more correctly described as a cathode
correction stage with cathode output. V, is a cathode follower which is
followed by a n acceptor circuit L&,.
This circuit is tuned to resistances
a t about 3.5 Mc/s. At and near this frequency it produces considerable
voltage amplification dependent upon its effeotive Q. This is in turn effectively controlled by variation of total resistance by switching into circuit
an appropriate number of the resistors R,,-R,,.
The output of V, is then applied to V,, which is a pure cathode follower,
presenting at its output terminals a low impedance suitable for connection
to the output line. The condenser C, keeps D.C. off the line, and the inductance L, holds off the capacity of the output cable. F'rom the ' A ' amplifier
the output proceeds to the phase reverser.
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THE PHASE REVERSER
It is desirable to have available the facility of being able to transmit
negative or poeitive film at will as a positive picture. This may be done by
inserting in the film picture channels phase reversers, whose function 'is to
change the phase of the vision signals by 180•‹, so that a negative film will
be reproduced aa a positive picture. It waa decided, for the aake of uniformity and to permit of special effects, to have this equipment available
in the four etudio channels aa well.

Phase reversal of any of the eix channels at will is effected by a unit
which receives the outputs from the individual ' A ' amplifiers, and delivera
them reversed or not to the Fading and Monitoring Mixer. Phase reversal
is effected in each case by meam of a switch without alteration in gain.
From the circuit it will be seen that the principle employed is to insert in
the chain, a valve, the output of which may be taken either from the anode
circuit if phaae reversal is required, or from the cathode circuit if the phaee
is not required to be reversed. The gain is adjusted to be approximately
unity in both cases. Since each of the six valves in this unit perform the
same function for each vision channeI, it will suffice to consider in detail
the action of one valve only.
h i d e r the circuit of V,, the output from the ' A ' amplifier is applied
to the grid circuit. With the double switah SlS, in position B,the output
is taken from the anode circuit, which contains the very low anode resistance
R,. The cathode, for this condition of operation, contains the reeistanoe R,
unahnntd, and so there is anti-phase feed-btwk to the grid. We may regard
the behaviour of this valve stage from two pointa of view. Firstly, we may
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consider i t to be acting aa an ordinary resistance coupled amplifier with antiphltse feed-back to the grid to give a reduced gain with a straight characteristic. Alternatively, we may regard the stage aa a cathode follower, which,
unlike most cathode followers, haa an anode impedanoe ineerted so that
we may take our output from the anode, and thus obtain phase reversal.
Normally, we use the term cathode follower when the valve ie employed with

is inserted in the cathode circuit, and the output is removed from the anode
circuit and joined across this resistor. The valve is now functioning aa an
ordinary cathode follower, and there is no phaea reveraal. The valve, of
course, was functioning aa a cathode follower before, when only the reeistance
R, waa present in the cathode circuit, but the effioiency of cathode following
was not high. (To get high efficiency cathode following, i.e. to make the

CUlQlrn OUT TO fAMNC MIXCR
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Figure 1. Phase Reverser

anti-phase feed-back to the grid either to generate a very low input capecity
or a very low output impedance. I n this case, we may truly describe the
stage as a cathode follower because the excursions of cathode potential
follow those of the grid, due to the unshunted cathode impedance, the object
in this oaea not being a low cathode output impedance but a low stage gain,
a low input capecity and a straight characteristic. It would be possible,
of course, to shunt R, with a large condeneer, in which case R, would merely
provide automatic grid bias and the gain would be greater. To get a gain
of unity R, would have to be reduced, under which circumetancee the
ch-teriatic
would be more curved and the circuit would be more expensive
owing to the cost of the cathode condenser. The inductance L1 holds off
the capacity of the line.
When the double switch S, S, is thrown into position A, the rmistor R,

cathode potentiala follow the grid very closely and to be approximately equal to
them in value, the cathode impedance must be high.) The addition of R,
gives high efficiency cathode following, so that the output voltage is very
nearly equal to the input voltage, but the grid leak is returned to the junction
of R, and R, so that the correct value of grid bias is obtained. The value of
R, is, of course, so adjusted that the gain when the valve is operating as a
phase reversing resistance amplifier is the seme as when working as a high
efficiency cathode follower.
INf'UV
The capacities prment across the
when the circuit is adjusted
for pure cathode following (non p h m reversing) are somewhat less than they
were in the anode output condition, and in order to maintain the aame frequency characteristic in both c-,
the output capacity is inoreseed to the
appropriate value by adjustment of the small condenser C,.
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FADING A N D MONITORING MIXER
At the output of the phaee reverser unit there appear the six individual
picture signale produced by the six emitron camerae. Apparatus must be
provided whereby any single picture or combination of pictures may be faded
into the transmitter circuit. At the same time it is necessary to provide
an additional circuit which may be used to preview the picture which is,
aacordmg to the needs of presentation, next to be applied to the transmitter.
Theee two channels are described, respectively, aa the tranamitter and preview
channels. It is, of course, neceeeary to be able to apply any pioture or
combination of pictures to the preview channel, aa in the caae of the transmitter channel, but provision for fading the picture on to the preview channel
is not neceesary, and a simple switching operation is all that is required.
On the other hand, there is no objection to the picture input to the preview
channel being controlled by a fading operation, and in some installations
this is done. For instance, in the equipment associated with Studio 1 a t
the London Television Station, the preview channel is controlled by a switching operation, whereas in the equipment associated with Studio 2 and in the
mobile scanning equipment, fading is preferred. Where fading is employed
it is evident that the control of both channels is identical, and in the event
of a breakdown of the transmitter picture channel the preview channel may
be used ae a spare, the preview facility then being not available.
In order to avoid loee of the preview facility in the event of a picture
channel breaking down, a third picture channel may be provided, as is done,
for inetance, in the equipment associated with Studio 1 a t the London Television station. In this case it must be poeeible to apply any camera channel
or combination of camera channels to any of the three picture channele, and
the Fading and Monitoring Mixer becomes a more elaborate unit. The
principles of operation remain entirely the same, however, and i t will suffice
to deecribe only one type of Fading and Monitoring Mixer, namely, that
associated with the control of six camera channels and two picture channels.
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The unit contains 14 valves designated V, to V,,, ee shown in the
cimuit diagram, and the principle employed is as follom.
valves
V, to V, have their anodes connected in parallel, and have a common anode
impedance.
On the grid of
of these six
will appear in the anode circuit. The anode circuit is aonnected to one of the
two picture channels. The six valves V, to V,, oonetitute an identical arrange-

Thus, if the output from emitron channel 1 is required on picture channel 1,
the grid bias on V, will be reduced. If simultaneously a mixture of emitron
channels 2 and 3 are required on picture channel 2, then the grid biea on
valves V, and V,@ would be reduced, thus permitting both valvee to offer
the signal. on their gide to the common anode cimuit. It
be 8-n that
this arrangement p r m i b any emitron channel or
of
to be mixed a t will into either or both of the two picture channels.

r

I

A-Points to which VD&& Bias W oupplicd for & m o l e Stud Sun'ldus,for Camam Fading in TmMmission hand.
B-Points to which Fized Bdos W arpplkd or removed by Key 8wdAw on F b h Plate, for sJcering Camtnrs for
Prevkohq Uhannel.

ment, and feed the second picture channel. The picture output from any one of
the six channels of the phase reverser is connected to one valve in eaoh of
the above pairs of six. For example, emitron channel 1 is applied to the grid
of valves V, and V,, emitron channel 2 being connected to the grids of valves
V, and V, and so on. AU the valves V, to V, and V, to V,, are variable p
valves, and means are available to apply variable negative grid bias to their
grids, so that the amount of signal appearing in their anodes can be controlled.

The valve V, receives the common output from the valves V, to V,,
and conetitutee a cathode follower for feeding the output line to the firat
picture channel a t low impedance. The valve V,, is a similer stage for feeding
the second channel.
Coming now to detailed circuit coneiderations, the valvea V, to V,,
which we wiU assume to be c o ~ e o t e dto the transmission picture channel
and must therefore have fading facilities, are supplied with negative biaa
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a t the points A in the attached diagram, variable in 12 s t e p , each step
causing a 4 db. drop in level except in the final step which gives the neceseary
cut-off. The necessary stud switches ere on a remote control panel situated
on the deck occupied by the vision mixing operator. Thus, by varying the
position of the stud switches, the operator can introduce the six emitron
channels into the transmission channel in the desired proportions.
In the case of valves V, to V,,, which are assumed to be connected to
the previewing picture channel, fading facilities are not required, and the
bias is introduced a t the points B in the attached circuit diagram by means
of key switches, which either cut the camera channel out by application of
excessive bias or give the full gain by application of the minimum bias.
The negative bias is introduced in both channels via the resistances R,
and the large condensers C,. The combination C,R,has a long time constant,
and there is a slight delay from the time the stud switch is operated to the
time when the negative bias has taken up its final vdue on the grid of one
of the valves V, to V,. This delay is provided as the sudden removal of
bias caused by the swift operation of a stud switch would impose a very large
low frequenoy transient impulse on the picture channel, which would cause
overloading and general dislocation. However rapidly the operator rotates
his stud switch, the fade cannot be executed in less than about 2&econds,
thus ensuring that no transient can occur. At a later point in the chain a
certain amount of baee suppression is introduced in order to allow the fading
time to be as short as even R) eeconds, aa otherwise as much ee 10 seconds
might be required, a length of time which is inconvenient from the preeentation viewpoint. Otherwise the circuita associated with the valves V, to V,
and V, t o V,, are perfectly straight. The common anode circuit of the
valves V, to V, is coupled ta V, by a resistance coupling, the induttmce L,
being inserted as usual, so that the coupling hm the form of a
pass
filter.
As has been mentioned, the valve V, constitutes a cathode follower.
The cathode impedance of this valve consists of the two reeistancea R, and
R, in series. The valve is provided with correct grid bias by returning the
grid to the junction of R, and R, while the anti-phase voltage for the cathode
following action is developed acmes the whole of the impedance consisting
of R, and R, in series, and is fed back via the anode impedance of the valves
V, to V, i ~ pardel.
i
The inductance L, holds off the captwity of the cable.
V,, is an identical cathode follower stage for the other channel. If it ill
desired to change over the functions of the two picture channels, this can
be done by interchanging the grid conneotions of the output valves V, and V,,.
The output of this unit therefore constitutes the input of the two picture
chennela.
The maximum gain through any channel is about unity.
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T H E 'B' AMPLIFIER
The function of the ' B ' amplifier is to reoeive and amplify the vision
signals from the fading and monitoring mixer. E&h output of the fading and
monitoring mixer feeds a separate ' B.' The maximum gain of each ' B ' is
approximately 45 db f 1 db. a t all frequencies up to 4 Mc/s.
The ' B ' amplifier has four single-valve stages, the firat three of which are
used for amplification, and the fourth as a cathode follower presenting a low
impedance to line.
Gain control is effected a t the input stage which comprisea the variable120 volt supply, and
mu valve V, ; variable grid-bias is derived from a
applied across the potentiometer RI, which is in the form of a manual control
designated Gain. The grid-bias supply is decoupled by C,, R,: C, and R, and
the anode of V, by C,, R,, C, and R,.
The valves V, and V, are coupled by the u u a l low-pass filter, comprising
the inductance L, ; the filter is terminated by the anode reaiatance R,. This
termination is made more exact by the inclusion of a further inductance L,
which gives the termination R,L1 a rising characteristic, corresponding in
magnitude (though not in angle) more closely to the impedance characteristic
of the intervalve filter which also rises with frequency.
It is shown in the section on ' The Camera' that in order to be able to
suppress microphony introduced in these units owing to their mobile nature,
a low-frequency lift is applied in the emitron-head amplifier coupling, so that
if, later, low-frequency suppression is applied, microphony, which occum
moatly a t very low frequencies, will be removed together with excessive low
frequencies. I n addition, the various anode decoupling cimuits in the whole
vision chain between the camera and distribution amplifier tend to give
collectively a certain amount of unwanted low-frequency lift, together with
an incorrect phase angle. This effect, if uncorrected, l d to prevalence of
atmaking in the reproduced picture. Low-frequency suppreesion, together
with an associated modification of phase angle which approximately oovera
the above two conditions, is introduced by the elements C,, R,, and R,, R, and
R, reduce the level a t all frequencies by normal potentiomefer aotion ; the
oondenser C, bypasses the middle and upper frequencies to the grid of V,.
The second and third amplifying stages function on lines ~imilarto the
firet, but in the oaae of V, feedback is applied by the unshant,ed resintanco R , ,
in order to lengthen the valve characteristic.

-

V, ia a cathode-follower output stage, strong feedbaok being derived from
the unshunted resistanoe R,,, while correct grid-bias is seoured by returning
the grid leak R,, to the junction of R,, with the further cathode resistance R,,.
Valve feeds are measured by the meter M in conjunotion with the
meamring points M,, M,, M, and M,.
ResietlLnces in the circuit diagram having no specified valuea are given
values differing from amplifier to amplifier. The induotanae values are not
precise, but again are adjuted to suit each amplifier. However, it may be
said that the average value of the filter inductance L,, L, and L, lies between
60 and 110 pH, and the value of the terminating inductances L,, Laand L,
are approximately 30 to M) pH. The sense of the incoming signale is that
w h i h act positively ; the sense of the emergent signals is that whites act
negatively. This is indicated by the ~ y m b o P
l ~+ (picture positive) and P(picture negatiw)
In the intervals between lines and frames, the emergent signals are
accompanied by spurious p u h which are in the white direction and have an
amplitude about twice as great ae that of the normal vision signale. The
spurious signals are produced by the emitron as a result of the abrupt cut-off
of its beam by the black-out pulses in the intervale between linee and frames.
They are dmlt with quite normally in the ' B ' amplifier and oauee no special
problem.

.

Maintenance Data
The following voltages, c~irrents,and gaina may be expeoted .at appropriate point^ with the main control set to maximum :-

Figure 1. 'B' Amplifier
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T H E 'C' A M P L I F I E R
The output from the ' B ' amplifier, in each picture channel, is further
amplified by meane of the ' C ' amplifier which has three single-valve stages.
The first two are amplifying stages and the last a cathode-follower output
stage. The maximum gain is 26 db. for all frequencies up to 4 Mcls.
The input is applied to the grid of the valve V, whoee grid leak R, hae a
low value in order to suppms tranaienta produoed by camera fading. The
input coneista of negative picture signale accompanied in the blaok-out
intervale by a h g e negative spurious signal in the negative sense. The
operating point of V, is set low down on the characterietic so that much of the
negative spurious s i g d is loat around the bottom bend of the valve characteristic. The comparatively large range of linear valve characteristia in the
positive sense will accommodate the vision signal satisfactorily.
At the grid of V,, white signals are positive and are accompanied by
positive spurious signals of comparatively large amplitude. AB with V,, the
operating point of V, is 8et low down on the chtmwteriatic, but this time for
quite a different reclson. The spurious sigml is now acting positively and
therefore cannot be reduced by the bottom bead of the valve characteristic
and it must therefore be normally amplified. The operating charaateristic
must be long enough so that the spurious signale and the vision signals are
all linearly amplified, which implies that no part of the input a i m must
fall on the bottom bend of the valve characteristic. The o v e d signal amplitude has now reached a magnitude of 20 volts and this cannot be accommodated a t the grid of V, without feedback of a greater degree than normal
to give the required length of valve chmacteristic. This feedback is provided
by means of the unshunted cathode reaistancea R, and R,.
M i s p h m e n t of the operating point on the characteristic of V, due to
a fault condition has such important effects on the system that it is neaeseery
to diecuss this condition a t some length. If the operating point on the
characteristic is set too low down then the negative vision signals corresponding to the lower tonal values in the picture, i.e. black to mid-grey, will
be placed on the bottom bend of the valve characteristic and gradation in
this region of picture tonality will be reetdcted and the reproduction of these
tones will be very poor. The effect is that there is little gradation in tone
between black and mid-grey ; black will be reproduced and so will the medium
greys, but there will be little in between.
If the operating point on the characteristio is set too high up (i.e. with
the grid biae too small) then the poaitive t i p of the spurious signal will came
grid current and there will be inadvertent restoration of D.C. During flyback
periods the grid side of the coupling oondenser C, will receive a negative
charge which will incretlee the bias of V, SO that the scanning of the subsequent
line will start with V, biaaed somewhat excessively. This bias will seep away
during the scanning of the line and the resulting change of anode current will

impose the equivalent of a spurious line tilt on the picture. No ill effect will
be noticed, however, since thia tilt will automatically be cancelled when the
operator shadea the picture by means of his tilt adjustment and it is immaterial
whether this tilt originates in the emitron or in the ' C ' amplifier.
Now, although the operating point of V, is normally fixed by the constants
of the cirauit, the actual operating point may vary for the following reaaon.
The amplitude of the spurious signal will be constant for a given emitron
beam current and the amplitude of the vision signala will be constant if so
controlled in the ' A ' amplifier, but as the camera f t u w changing scenes the
D.C. component of the picture will change and although this component has,
for the time being, been lost by the various A.C. couplings the waveform will
constantly readjust itself about the datum line to preserve its A.C. characteristic in the absence of the D.C. component. At the grid of V,, therefore,
the whole vision waveform will be moving a little up and down with reference
to the datum line which a t this point is the standing grid-bias. The operating
characteristic mmt be large enough to accommodate this movement without
the t i p of the spurioua signal ever driving the valve into grid current.
Let us suppose, however, that this ie not so and that, on viewing a certain
scene, the whole waveform moves bodily in the positive direction causing
grid current and D.C. reatoration a t thoee instances when the spurious signal
is exciting the grid. Then during this scene artificial line tilt will be introduced
as already explained, but there will be no other ill effect, always assuming that
the chartlderietia is long enough to accommodateall the signal in ita operating
position on the characteristic ae set by the D.C. reatoration.
LSuppose now that the scene changes once more so that the waveform a t
the grid of V, moves down and the spurious signal ceases to produoe grid
ourrent. There is now no spurious line tilt, and since that which m intmduced in the previous scene was corrected by suitable shading adjustment a
new shading adjustment must now be sought.
The important point to notice is that the presence of this condition gives
rise to an unneoeseclry number of shading operations and is responsible for
poorly-shaded pictures.
If, for example, a camera is being panned from scene to scene, a condition
in which previewing and adjustment of shading before tranemieeion of the
new scene produced by panning is impossible, then it is almost impoesible to
radiate perfectly shaded pictures. If, however, the characteristic can accommodate all the signal linearly and without D.C. reatoration deepite any
movement due to change in the D.C. component, then changes of shading
adjustment for a given camera are a t a minimum. This is because, basically,
the amount of tilt and bend waveforms which must be injected depenh
mostly on such factors as emiton beam current and emitron mosaic irradiation.
The intervalve coupling between V, and V, must now be considered. It
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win be noticed that no aerious inductance is inferposed between the two
valves, but inetead there are two inductances in series and coupled together
in the anode circuit of V,. Disregarding for the moment the fact that the
inductanwe are coupled we can see from the arrangement of the circuit that
L, constitutae the inductive element of a Bedion low-peea filter between
V, and V, co-operating with the anode-earth capacity of V 1 on the input
side and with the grid-earth capaoity of V, on the output side. This Blter
is terminated a t the output or grid end by meane of the resistance R, (which
ale0 forms the mode r e s h n w of V,) together with the inductance L, which
gives the termination a rising frequency chamaterbtic, the termination then
being a better matah than if the reaiatance R, were ueed alone.
The provision of ooupling between L, and L, hae the effmt of modifying
the values of these inductancee. If the coila are coupled their inductance is
increased or decreased depending upon whether the coupling is in the aiding
or oppoaing sense ; the maximum increc~eeor decreese according to ftmda:
mental theory being equal to twice the mutual inductance of the coupling.
In this coupling therefm, we have a reedy meane of adjusting the inductance
valuea and hence the frequency chareateristic. The coupling between V, and
V, is similar to that between V, and V,.
V, b l l y delivers an amplified signal with whitee in the negative mnee
a t an amplitude of 16 volte and blaoks in the positive m m with 20 volt
amplitude, together with 70 volt negative spurious signale.
RwMancee in the circuit diagram having no specified vduee are given
valuea differing from amplifier to amplifier. The inductance valuea are
adjusted by the coupling to give a linear frequency chenrcteristic and to
show no low up to 4 Mole.

Maintenance Data
The following vdtagee, currents, and gains may be expeated a t appropriafe points with the main control set to maximum :-
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Figure 1. 'C' Amplifier
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T H E SUPPRESSION MIXER
!I%e euppreasion mixer ie a unit inserted in each of the two picture
ch-ennels a t a point immediately followipg the ' C ' amplifier. It will be
recollected that the output of the ' C ' ampmer conaiete of picture e i p l
having an amplitude of some l 6 volte for a white picture, the eense of the
picture aignale being negative, and that in the intervals both Between lines
and between h m e e when the emitron beam ia retuning to commence another
scan, there are spurious and entirely meaninglesa and unwanted eignale which
are generated in the emitron and which are filling up the space finally intended
for the eynchronieing eignal. Born my technical notee on the ' B ' and ' C '

of the pulse labelled A ie, of courae, the same as the number of lines per
mond, i.e. 10,126, and the frequency of the pulse labelled B ie correspondingly
that of the number of frames per second, i.e. M), and the composite waveform
of Fig. 2 has clearly been produced by mixing a continuous supply of A
pulses with a eupply of B pulses. If the purpose of the suppression p u b s
were solely to euppreee the spurious signals, it would be sufficient for their
duration to be equal to tha* of the spurious signale, which ie in turn equal
t o the duration of the black-out puleee, but the euppreseion p u b are
required for other purpoeaa, which are dealt with in my note on the Suppree-

/LINE

Figure 1
Line Signal Emerging
from " C " Amplifier

Amplifiers it will be seen that a certain amount of limitation of the somewhat
large amplitudes of theee epurious e i w l s has been e h f e d in them amplifiers,
but it is now necwmry to adopt measures which will entirely clear the
These
intervals between lines and between frames of these epurioua ei@.
intervals must be left abeolutely eilent, i.e. black, so that the correct
eynchroniaing eignal of proper amplitude m y be later injected. Thia
important function ie performed by the suppremion mixer. At the output
of the ' C ' amplifier the spurious signals have an amplitude of eome 70 volte
in the negative direction, and abo6t 20 volte in the positive direction.
Fig. 1 ie a representation of the nature of the composite eigne.1
leaving the ' C ' amplifier and applied to the input of the euppreesion
mixer. There has meanwhile been generated in a unit known ae the euppreasion generator a aet of puleae known aa the euppwssion pulees. Them
are of the form ahown in Fig. 2. AS will be aeen, they oomiet of square
hopped puleea appmpriatdy synchroriieed with the rest of the eyetem, and
such that ehort pulse8 of the type shown a t A A areourring during the line
return stroke of the emitron, and also longer p u h of the type shown a t B
are occurring during the frame return etroke of the emitron. The frequency

SUPPRESSION PULSES

Figure 2. Negative Suppreeeion Prrleee

Figure 3. Positive Suppreesion Puleee

don Pulse Generator (Item 2.4) &t will be remembered that the duration
of the line euppreeeion pulse is% p aeca and that of the frame euppmion
pulse 2,000 p eece or 1,400 p eecs ae required.
From the euppreaeion generator there ie aho available an output of
euppression pulses identical with thoae in Fig. 2, but revereed in sense and
appearing, therefore, ae in Fig. 3. The pulses in Fig. 2 are known ae negative
euppresaion pulsee and those in Fig. 3 positive. The negative p u b are
a d j u w to a fixed amplitude of 6 volte, and the poeitive p u h 44 volte.
The general principle of spurious eignal euppreaeion, aa camed out in
the Suppreaaion Mixer, can now be explained. Refemng to Fig. 14, pioture
eignals axe applied to the grid of the valve V, in mch a aenee as to make the
grid negative on whitea. At the eame time poeitive euppreeeion p u h are
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applied to the grid of V,. The anode circuita of V, and V, are common, and
t h w constitute a mixing circuit in which there appear amplified picture and
spuriow sign& reveraed in aenee, i.e. eo that the picture sig4sls are now
twting poaitively on whitee and the spurious signals largely positively. Mixed
with them are, of conrse, suppression signals, alao reversed so as to appeclr as
in Fig. 2, i.e. negative suppmsion sign&. Under them circumstances fhe
signal has an apPB&rance,very roughly, as shown in Fig. 4, where the spurious
Signale 8 are SsttiW a t the M t o m of the S u ~ ~ r e ~pi ou nb P during both
the line and frame perioda. Consequently, by cutting neatly through the
suppression pulses along the line XY, the spurious signal, together with any
remaining unwanted suppression p u h , will be electrically chopped off,
and the suppression period consequently left clear. The line XY may be
made to coincide with the level repregented by black, so that the intervals
inetaad of being filled with spurious signal, are now intervals of black. This
electrical chopping action is achieved a t the grid circuit of V,, to which the
mixture of picture and suppression signals is applied, the valve characteristic
being so adjusted that a sharp cut-off may be obtained along the line XY
of Fig. 4. Thus, at the anode circuit of V,, there appear clean picture signals
which are applied to V,, a cathode following output stage.
Conaidering the circuit in detail, it will be seen that the broad principle
outlined above is somewhat elaborated in practice. In order that the circuit
will work properly it is neaessery to effeci a restoration of D.C. in both the
picture and suppression signals. If we wish to annihilate the spurious
signal by cutting neatly and specifically along the line XY in Fig. 4, then the
line XY must always bear the same relationahip to every part of the eignal.
If we attempt to do this without effecting a reatoration of D.C. to the signals
which are to be so cut along XY, then, owing to variations in the picture and
spurious signals, the datum line, which we wish to coincide alwaye with the
line of cut XY, would be constantly moving about in order to pmerve the
true chamteristic of an A.C., viz. that the area of a repetitive cycle must
be equal on both sides of the datum line. For instance, if the amplitude of
the signal increamd generally over a cycle owing to a line or frame containing
a high proportion of white, then the areu of the signal on the upper eide of
the line XY in Fig. 4 would inc~resee,end the datum line would move upwanle
to restore equality of areas. This would mean that the line of cut XY now
coincided with the different reference level in the signal. I n thie speoific oarre
the line of cut XY would move up to a position somewhere in the greys,
instead of remaining a t bla~k. The mmlt would, of coume, be that the greys
would be rendered bleok, and all detail in them would be loet, and thue the
pictue would be spoilt.
It is clearly eesenfiel, therefore, to hold the position of the line of cut
XY c o ~ t no, matter what the varistione in the picture may be. It is
for this reaaon that the restoration of D.C. to the picture mgnala L effeoted.
It is necessary, however, to arrange the circuit for D.C. reetoration to the
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Figure 4. Mixture of Picture and Spurious Sign& with Suppression
Pulses

,
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Figure 5. Lfne Signaka at
Grid of V, having D.C.
component

M

Figure 6. Line Signals at
Anode of V,

Pigure 7. Suppression Pulses at Anode of V,
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picture with some care, as the datum line of the restored D.C, must be
prevented from varying in response to variations of the amount of spurious
signal. If thia were allowed to happen, then the line of cut XY would
vary and the reault would be as bad as if we had not restored D.C. a t all.
In other words, D.C. must be restored with reference to the picture signal,
and the picture signal alone, and must not be affected by the amount of
spurious signal. What is required, therefore, is that the D.C. should be
reetored, but the restoring action suspended during the spurious noise period.
This is effected by the circuit involving V,. The compoeite picture signal,
with picture aating negatively and the spurious signal largely negatively,
i~ applied to the anode of V,, which, during the period of picture signals,
a&
as a diode. I n conjunction with the output condenser of the ' C '
amplifier the effect, of courae, is that no positive amplitude can exceed that
voltage a t which V, dram anode current, as under these circumstances a
negative oharge equal to the excess will be p l d on the output condenser
of the ' C ' Amplifier. Thus, the whole of the voltage exoursion of the pioture
signal will be measured negatively from the t i p of the black signals, which
are tending to drive V, positive. h will be seen, V, is not a simple diode,
but a pentode so conneated that its control grid receives negative suppression
puIaea M shown in Fig. 2. AB these pulses coincide with the spurious signal
period, they make the control grid sufficiently negative during this period
to derrtroy the oonductivity of the valve V,. Thus, it cannot act aa a diode
during the spurious signal period and the reatoration of D.C. is suspended.
The c o m p l t e signal a t the grid of V, now appeara roughly as m Fig. 6.
In order to make sure that the diode V, does conduct properly during the
pioture signal period, ita suppressor grid is given aB alight potential by
connecting it to the junction of the cathode resistance8 R, R,.
At the grid of V,, therefore, which irc conneoted to the anode of V,,
we have D.C. signals ~ppearingaa in Fig. 6. These are amplified and
reversed by V,, so that the picture and spurious signals are both acting
positively, as shown in Fig. 6. The anode inductance L, is provided for
the preservation of the upper frequencies The cathode inductance
is added fo provide a correction, which comista eeeentially in reducing
slightly the upper frequencies. At firet sight this may seem rather
strange, when every effort is being made in the amplification chain to
preserve such frequencies. It will, however, be noticed that the cathode
cimuit of V, contains the unshuntad resiafence R,,. This is provided to
give autometio grid biaa to V,. R18 being urnhunted by a large capacity, there
is feed-back to the grid, which, by lengthening the characteristic, enables V,
to accept without overloading the full amplitude of the picture and spurious
signals. Such overloading would otherwise interfere with the restoration
of D.C. There are, of course, shunt c a p a c i t i ~across Rla, the impedance of
which a t the higheat frequencies would be negligible if R,, were of a lower
value, but for the purpose of straightening the characterisfic, 4, hae t o be

aa high as 1000 ohms Consequently, the shunt capacities form with R,,
a cathode oormtion circuit, which tends to increase the amplification of the
highest frequenciee. To preeerve linearity, therefore, this incweee must be
counteracted, and L, is imwtd for this purpose. Ita aation is to incrsaee
the impedanoe of the cathode circuit a t the higher frequencies, with the
reault that the anti-phase feed-back is increllsed, and the amplification of
these frequencies out down.
Meanwhile, the positive suppreeeion pulses, i.e. thoee in Fig. 3 ase
applied to the grid of V,, and in view of the fact that an input condenser Cl
is fitted, and that the grid leak is returned direot to the cathode, themby
giving the valve no grid bias, it is in a poeition to draw grid current. Thm D.C.
is restored along the datum line MA7 of Fig. 3. In order to limit exceesive
flow of grid current, the seriea grid resistance R,, is given a much higher
value than is usual when it is required for anti-parasite purpoee~alone.
These signala are amplified and reversed by V,, and in the anode constitute
negative suppreaeion signala having the appearance shown in Fig. 7. Sime
the anode circuita of V, and V, are common, the negative suppression and
composite pidure and epurioua signals are mixed, and have thus the form
of Fig. 4. As the D.C. component muat not be lost a t this juncture, the
oommon anode cirouit is D.C.coupled to the grid circuit of V,. Whereas
the amplitude of the signals is suitable for application to the grid of V,,
the standing anode potential of V, and V, is much too high to be similarly
applied, and would, of course, eet the grid of V, strongly positive. This
oondition might be o 5 e t by additional automatic biaa derived from the
cathode circuit of V,, but this is inconvenient, so the potentiometer formed
by the resistancea R,, R, and R, is fitted suitably to cut down the standing
, V
anode potential- of V,
The usual elementa L, R,
are added ao that the intervalve coupling may take the form of a low paee
filter.
The working point of V, ie adjusted by means of the automatic biaa
provided by the h e d resistance R,, and the variable resirrtantx R,, so that
it is on the lower bend of the characteristic. The anode c m n t is therefore
netlsly cut off, and haa a value of between 0.6 and 1.0 mA when no input
is applied. Consequently, any spurious signale, together with moet of the
snppreasion p u b , conetituting in fact all those signals lying below the
line XY in Fig. 4, a m cut off or suppreaeed by the bend of the characteristic
of V,. Clearly, by variation of the resistance R,, the position of the line XY
can be so adjnsted that the suppression occura a t black level aa in Fig. 8,
above black level aa in Fig. 9, or below black level as in Fig. 10. The
intervals between linw and frames are now, aa was desired, quite clean and
ready for the injection of the synchronising p h . These clean signals,
amplified, appear in the anode of V,, which is direct coupled to the grid of
V,, the umal elementa L, and R, beilig introduced so that the coupling
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constitutes a low-paas filter. The excessive positive anode potential is
reduced, aa before, by the potentiometer R,, R,,, the whole of the picture
signals being applied via the condenser C,.
The valve V, is a oathode follower. The elementa C, and R,,am added
for the preservation of the upper frequencies. The line is, of course, fed a t
low impexhoe by V,, the condenser C, holding off the unwanted poaitive
potential across the cathode circuit. The inductance L,holds off the capacity
of the line. It will be noticed that the D.C. component is lost by thk
condenser C, ; it is admittedly required in the next piece of apparatus to
which the signal is fed, but it would be accompanied by the full positive
cathode potential of V,, which is undesirable. Accordingly, the imrtion
of C, loses both the wanted D.C. component and the unwanted cathode
-potential, but the former can, of course, be redored as required.
It will be noticed that the lower end of the cathode reaifance R,, i
returned, not to earth, but to the upper end of the variable reaiatanoe R,.
Thie is done for the following reason. The adjustment of R, to mure the
correct level for suppression alters the position of the operating point on the
characteristic of the valve V,. This, being direct coupled to the grid circuit
of V,, resulta in the operating point of 7, varging as well, but invereely,
whereas there is no reason to require the operating point of V, to vary. It
would, in fact, be detrimental if the operating point did vary, beoauee we
require V, to deal linearly with its input. The connection of the lower end
of R,, to the junction of R, and R, provides, however, that this movement
can be corrected. If R, iri increased and V, is biased back, the operating
point will move downwards. The anode potential of V, increaaea, and a
proportion of this increase is communicated viaR,, and R,, to the grid of V,,
thus moving the operating point upwards. The increase of R,, however, due
to the method of connection employed, inserts extra residance into the
complete anode circuit of V,, thus moving the operating point downwards
once more.
Apart from the question of noise suppreesion, the picture may often be
improved in quality by the judicious adjustment of the resistance R,, which
is termed the lift control. It may happen that a picture, or more particularly
a fflm, aa seen by the emitron may consist largely of whites and light greys,
and the received picture will therefore be in general too light and somewhat
' waahy.' Under these circumstances, it will be found that the waveform
of the piotnre signal will appear to be somewhat aa in Fig. 11, where W
represents the white level and B the black level. By adjwting the ' lift '
control so that the level of the suppression, i.e. the paition of the line X Y
in Fig. 4, is lifted towards the whites as in Fig. 9. The picture may be
oonaiderably improved, ae the points P in Fig. 11 are made to produce very
little signal a t a11 in the anode circuit of V,. Since this condition oorreaponds
to the trammiesion of black, the colour of the pinta P in Fig. 11 is reduced
from grey to blauk. I n faot the whole of the waveform of Fig. 11 has been

moved down towards the black level B. The picture waveform now appears
as in Fig. 12, and by inoreasing the gain in the ' A ' Amplifier, may be
expanded so as to take up the full amplitude range of the system, thue
producing the normal picture waveform of Fig. 13.
In practice the term lifl is used to signify that the picture is lifted with
reference to the suppreesion, and not the suppression with reference to the
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picture. That is to my, if the mistsnce R, is adjueted so aa to produce
lift the greys in the picture tend to become whites, and the blach greys,
i.e. the picture is being lifted above the level of the suppression pulses, an
effect which may clearly be seen by examining the output of the Suppression
Mixer on a cathode ray tube monitor. For the purpose of such examinetiona
the jacks J, and J, are provided. As will be eeen from the circuit diagram,
J, provides a point of examination for signala appearing on the grid of V,,
i.e. picture, spurious and supprewion signale, before suppression has taken
place, and J, for the examination of the final output after suppression.
The output, of course, is in the negative sense, i.e. black in the poaitive
direotion and white in the negative direction, and the amplitude is 16 volts
for a white signal.
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T H E GAMMA CORRECTOR
Definition of Gamma
The quantity denoted by the symbol y is one which has arisen in the
development of film technique. It ie clearly necessary to have some mesaure
of the density of a film produced by a givon exposure so that ite density
can be expressed in figuree. Firet of all, however, we must define the density
of a film, and the most obvious way ie to aay that the term demity exprosees
the ratio of a beam of light directed on to a film and that intensity whioh
the film allows to be passed through. I n order to allow densities to be added,
the logarithm to the base 10 of this ratio is used just as in electricel technique
decibels are used. If L, is the light tranemitted by the film, and L, the
light incident on the film, and D the optical density, then

Now i t ie found that the optical density D of a 5lm is proportional to
the logarithm to tho base 10 of the intensity of the light to which the point
was exposed at the time the pioture wm taken. Let Lt be the intensity of
the light a t the exposure, then
D a h310 L,
therefore
D = K loglo L,
It is oustornary to denote the conatant K by the special symbol
we have
D = y loglo L,
(2)
From (1) and (2)

from varioue pointa a t the time of expoaure would be reprodnced by light
values L, having only a small mutual range of variatioll, whel-s if y is large
differences between the L, componding to various points of a picture will
come out as mutually greatly magnified differences of L,, the light transmitted
through the film. Thus, a high y means a high contrmt ratio; a low y
on the othor hand meana a low contrast ratio.

Figure 1

..................

Li

D = loglo-

L,

y loglo

L,

..........

(3)

Li as cm or&1, and aonsequently expressing the ratio Putting Li
5,
nary number we have
log,.

i

-&- = Y

log10 L.

Teking anti.logarithms, we get
L, = L* -r
Thb, of course, applies to a negative print, and eo for a positive we have
the reletion
L, = L,Y
(4)
T& equation is a measure of the faithfulness of tonal reproduction
given by a film since i t expresser, the ratio between the light acting on a point
a t tho expoeure and the light trammitted through the film for projeotion
on the screen, and c l w l y the aonstent y is a measure of the o o n t w t ratio
of the film, for if y hae a low velue then various degrees of light L, received

....................

The Gamma of a Television System
Applied to televbion, gamma haa just as muoh meaning exoept that
the actual quantities are physically slightly different. L, as before meam
the degree of tight from any point in the ecene being toleviaed, and L, meam
the light from corresponding pointa of the reproduced ecene, and there is
naturally a similar relationship between the contrast in the eoene end the
contrclst in the received picture, which may be conveniently expressed in
the same way by equation (4). It is themfore quite reasonable to speak
of the gamma of e televised picture.
In theory tho overall gamma between scene and rewived pioture should
be 1, so that a strict proportionality will exist between the light a t eny point
in the scene and that in the correeponding pinta of the reoeived picture.
It ie, however, a property of the M.-E.M.I. television ayatem as a whole,
partioularly on film transmission, that the overall gamma is low, i.e. the
contrast ratio is poor. The exmt state of affaim is indicated in Fig. 1, which
is a graph representing roughly the relationship between light values a t
the scene and light values a t the receiver. I t will be seen that the whim
tend to fall off in intensity and do not booome aa bright 88 thoy should.
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Figs. 2, 3 and 4 reepectively show the relationship between L, and L,
for valum of gamma lese than, equal to, and greater than 1, from which it
will be seen that we can justly describe the state of affairs in Fig. 1 as being
due to a low gamma, with the exception that the gamma changes more or

The &mma Corrector, Figure 7, is a unit containing five valves, inaerted
between the Suppmion Mixer and the Picture and Sync Mixor in eaoh pictum
channel, and its function is to straighten tho characteristic of Fig. 1 without,
however, increasing the final amplitude of thc white e i g d s indicated by
QA in Fig. 1. Thus, the m u l t will appear ae in Fig. B, with the proviso
that Q'A' = QA of Fig. 1.
Originally it was n moot point whotlier this unit would be r e q u i d or
not, and eo i t is designed so that it makm no difference to the frequency
charnctoriatic or ovorall amplitude of the aignala ; it hae no gain, and the
signals come out in the same senso and with the same relative voltages ss
they entor, eo that if necessary the unit need not be used and the Suppression
Mixer can bo linked directly to tho Picture and Sync Mixer.

Figure 2

Figure 3
~igdre4
lea8 suddenly a t the point P. Thoee graph oxpreaa the relationahip between
the light values a t the transmitting and receiving ends.
The firet step in the television chain is to convert tha light values into
electric currente proportional to them, so that the graphs of Figs. 1-43 in
t e r m of electrio currents represent amplitudo characteristics. We may
therefore expreas the matter in the familiar phraseology of aound transmission

L.L.

Figure 5

L .L.

Figure 6

technique, and my that the television syetem as a whole suffers from
amplitude distortion, or, as it ia often known, top-bcnding. Thk amplitude
dietortion ocom partly in the amplification chain, and partly in the emitron
and the receiving cathode ray tube. Clearly, then, if we can devise some
form of distorting amplifier which will introduce into the chain a degree of
amplitude diatortion dosigned to ofhet all that ooourring naturally in the
chain, we shall be able to effect correction, and ooneequently the contrast
ratio of the received pioture, on the bash of Fig, 1, will be improved and
made more brilliant and striking.

Tlie prinoiple of operation ie that signals are applied to the valve V,,

D.C.being metored by the valve V,, and over a range from black to the
middle greys V, is a straight amplifier pearring its output to V,, which ia
inserted purely as a reversing valve to fulfil the condition mentioned in the
provious paragraph, viz. that the eignab should leave the unit in the same
eemo that they enter it. V, in turn foods the output via the usual cathode
follower V&, and V * over thie low intensity range of black to the middle
greye (represented by the point P) is inoperative. Over the range PQ from
the middle greye to the whites, however, it is arranged that V, draws anode
curront whioli is made to react back on the anode current of V,. The
application of a white signal to the grid of V, tends to reduce the anode
curront of V,, and this reduction ia enhncod by the action of V,,
but only for intendties greater than those corresponding to the point P in
Fig. 1.
The dotailed operation is as follows. The signal ie applied to the grid
of V, in such a seme that w h i b are tending to make it negative. The
diode V,, oo-operating with the output condenser of the Suppression Mixer
and the grid resistance R,, forms a D.C. restoring circuit, which aligns all
pulses corresponding to black a t a certain fixed level. D.C.coupliug exiata
from the anode of the valve V, through the reet of the picture channel, and
eo the operating points, and consequently the black levels, of the valves of all
subsequent amplifiers in the picture chain, viz. the Picture and Sync Mixer
and the Distribution. Amplifier, will be determined by the grid potential of
V*, which muat therefore be aet accurately to the required value which will
give the correct black level in it and all subsequent valves. Since the
cathode oirouit of V, containa comparatively high cathode resistancea for
another reason, the grid will be heavily biassed, and eo this ie offset by
applying positive biaa from the potentiometer P,. The final grid potential
of V, therefore, corrcaponding to bbck level, is the differonce between the
positive bias due to P, and the automatic negative bias due to its own
oathode circuit. The oorreot blaolc level therefore may be found by the
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adjustment of P,, which is consequently labelled black level. The connection of the grid resistance R, from the grid of V, to its own cathode requires
epeaial explanation.
Since it ie the load resistance of the D.C.reetoring circuit, it should be
in paraUe1 with the diode, i.e. connected between the grid of V, and earth.
If this were done, however, it would have to have a very high value, such
88 10 megohms, in order to keep the time constant of the D.C.restoring
circuit to a eufficiently high value.
I t is found in practice that if valves of the type used for V, are operated
in circuit with their grids only connected to earth by very high resistancee,
then spurious electronic currents within the valvo tand to wake the anode
current waver. This would cause a variation in black level and bumping
of the picture. I n this cme, however, the valvo contains a fairly high cathodo
impedance and ie thornfore acting as a cathode follower in that the cathode
potentials approximately follow those of tho grid. Consoqucntly the
connection of R, betweon the grid of V, and its own cathode is equivalent to
the connection of a very much higher resistance between the grid and earth.
This is a particular artifiae which may frequently be employed with succese
in conjunction with the cathode follower. I t is obvioue that if a reeistance
is connected between two points, one of wluch ia varying in potential and the
other is fixed, it will have a cortain value, but we cnn artificidly make this
value seem different by causing the second point to make excursions of
potential similar to those of the first. From the point of viow, however,
of the unwanted sporadic electronic currents in the valve, the grid is anchored
to the cathode through the r e d ohmic value of R, only, whioh is sufficiently
low to annul apurioue effects. The condensor C, forms an easy path for the
A.C. input so that it doea not have to p w through any resistames.
The valve V, is a straight amplifier, the output being taken from the
anode, and the cathode containing a high impedance in order that the
resulting feed-back shall reduco the stage gain. It will be remembered that
no gain is wanted in this unit. The high cathode impedance R, is sufficient
to be comparable a t the uppor frcquencios with the shunt capncities, and
there is a tendoncy to raise the gain a t theae upper frequencies. This is
offeet by the insertion of the inductance L,,which mdntains the response
level. L, ie givon a grectter value than necemry, and the stray capacity
augmented by the trimming capacity C,, by adjustment of which therefore
a level frequency charactarietic may be obtained. Tho anode of V, is D.C.
coupled t o the grid of V,, via the usual elementa L,, R, whioh give the
ooupling the form of a low-pass Blter. The unwanted high positive potential
from the anode of V, is reduoed to a more remonablo figure by the potontiometer R, B,. The viaion frequency components, however, are by-passed
to the grid of V, by the condenser C,.
V, is a similar stage to V,, the cathode resistance R, being high a8 in
the c m of R,,and the inductanoe L, fulfillrng the same purpose M L,. V, is
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inserted purely as a reveraer. Ite anode is D.C. coupled to the grid of V6
through the elements L, RI, which as ueual give the coupling the form of
a low-pass filter. Aa before, the unwanted atanding anode potential of V,
is reduced by the potentiometer R. R,, and the vision frequency componenb
are b y - p ~ m dto the grid of V, by the condenser C,. The valve V6 is a
oathode follower output stage, and therefore condim the urnhunted cathode
resistor R,, to generate the necessary feed-back.
The alteration of amplitude characteristic and the consequent modification of gamma is performed entirely by V,. It will be seen that the
cathode of V,, except for the small resistance R,,,
is connected to that of V,,
and therefore the grid of V, rocoivea automatic grid bim. The grid of V,
is returned to the potentiomotor P,, upon which i t finds a positive potential
whioh ia ndjustod to be somewhat lees than the negative potential ~roduced
by the automatic grid bias of the cathode circuit, so that under condition8
of black V, is entirely cut out. When the signal rises to an intensity corresponding to e tone in the *ddle greys, the grid and cathode of V, become
more negative. Tho cathode potential of V, aLo beoomes, by dit.ect
connection, more negative, and the difference between this potential and
that derived from the potentiometer P,, which previously has been sufficient
to bias V, out of action, is reduced, so that V, begins to draw anode current.
This anode current passes down R,, the cathode resistance of V,, and therefore
by ordinary automatic grid bias action makes the grid of V, more negative,
i.e. the grid of V, is driven further in the way it already wishes to go, so that
abovo a point somewhore in the middle greys any increase in amplitude,
i.e. an increnso in negative volts, applied to V, is exaggerated. Thus, the
amplitude characteristic of V,, with tho co-oporation of V,, tends to appear
roughly as indicated in Fig. 5, which naturally offsets the general amplitude
characteristic of the system as illustrated in Fig. 1, and results in approximate
linearity and m improvement of gamma. Clearly, the point a t which the
influence of V sbegins to take effect, i.e. the point B of Fig. 5, may be adjusted
by tho potentiometer P,, which is accordingly labelled Gamma, and may
be adjusted to coincide with the point P of Fig. 1.
It h essential that the action of Vs should not be interfered with by
any amplitude limitation due to bad regulation of ita anode Gwent supply,
so that its supply ie spccidy stabilised by the stabiliser valves V, and V,,
which am supplied aa ueual from the eerie8 resistance R,,. As clearly two
neona in series will not strike automatically, tho resietance R,, ie p r o d e d
purely for striking purposes, and its effcctis to cau8e the whole of the applied
V, then etrikea a ~ l dthe whole
voltage to be initially doveloped across V
of the applied volts are then placed across V and R,,, causing V, to strike,
aftor which, during normal operation the effect of R,, is negligible. ~t is
found, however, that these stabilisers tend to appear as a reeistance in series
with an induotance. Thb may readily be understood if it be remembered
that all gas filled valves, if operated a t high frequencies, ehow a lag, or inertia,

,.
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which is preciaoly whet is shown by an inductive circuit. Therefore they
may be represented by a circuit containing induotance. Since this has an
adverse effoct on the frequency characteristio, it L built out to a oonatant
resistance by meam of the additional elements R,,, C,.
Tho reaistor R14 is coiu~ectodto elovato the potential8 of the cathodes
of V, and V, for convenience in deeign, and its effect is eliminated a t vision
frequancim by the panrllel condenson, C, and C,. If the Gamma Panel
is not required it is turned off by the ganged ewitches S, S,. The action of
the switch member Ssis to earth the lower end of tho grid rwistance of V,,
thus removing the piitive bias formerly supplied from the poto~ltiometer
P,, and aUowing the grid to be biassed woll beyond the cut-oiT by the
autornatio bias developed ocross the oommon oathode impodance R,. Thu
action of the switch member S, in the off p i t i o n roquires special explanation.
It will be remembered that it is desired that the maximum amplitude of the
whites without the Gamma Panel inserted (QA in Fig. 1 ) must be the mme
as their amplitude with the Gamma Panel inserted (Q' A ' in Fig. 6). If the
amplitude characterietio of the Gamma Panel is to have s h ~ p eas in Fig. B,
then clearly its standing gain, to which the modifying action of V, is applied,
must be less when the panel is on than when it is off. Accotdingly, the switch
momber 8, in the off position conneata the cathode of V, to a p i n t on tho
potentiometer composed of the resistances R,,, R,, and R,,. Thie has two
effects, firstly the cathode of V, is connected to earth ay regards vision
H,,.
froquenciee by the resistance R,, in parallel with the mistence R,,
Thua, R, h- now two additional resLtances in perellcl with it, the feed-bmk
to V S ie lesu and the g@inis greater. Without this prooaution i t would be
impossible to arrange that Q' A' = QA. From the point of view of tho above
requirement, tho same m u l t could be obtained if a single reeistanco wore
placed betweon the oathodo of V , and earth, but this would altor the blmk
level, and i t is eimilarly deaired that the black level should be the mmo
whether the unit is switched on or off. By arranging, however, that the
reeistalrce placed between the cathode of V, aid earth, from the point of view
of modifying the standing gain, takes the form of the potentiometer R,,-R,,,
it is impossible to apply, from the anode supply to V,, a positive voltage via
R,, and R,, to the cathode of V,, whioh will maintain the black level. Thus,
the black level in the off position is fixed by the valuea of t b specially
chose^ re&bnces R,,, R,, and R,,, and the blaok levol in the on position
ie adjueted to correspond by mCalU3 of the potentiometer Pt.
The adjuetment for gamma may conveniently be made by applying to
the picture chaiu a plain tilt waveform accompaniod*by picture. If this
be emmjno<i on the monitor, the flattoning effect indicated in Fig. 1 can
be men. When the Gamma Pawl ie switched off i t will bo obeerved that, tw
in to be expect&, .the curve OPQ beuomes -straight. The beet bnearity is
now obtained by adjustment of the gamma potentiometer Pp,which, m has
been explained, enablee the point B in Fig. li to be made to uoincide with the

+

point P in Fig. 1. This adjustment may also be carried out in another way.
The unit ia so designod thnt Q' A' = QA accurately when QA = 16 volte as
mea~urcdon the modulation meter fod from the Picture and Sync Mixer.
To effect this adjustment a plain tilt wavoform may be applied, adjusted
to give 15 volts, on the modulation moter with S, S, in the off ponition,
then, turning S, S, into the on position P, may be adjusted so that the
modnlation meter also read8 15 voltu (it is now reading the value of Q' A').
Under these circumstancoe i t should, of course, be found that the tilt waveform, ae examined on the monitor, is lineer.
I t has boen pointed out that there ia D.C.coupling from the anode of
far as the transmitter modulator, and einco the potentiometer P,
V,
adjusts thc black leval of tho grid of V,, then P, will adjust the black level
throughout the Gamma Panol, tho Picture and Sync,Mixor, the Distribution
Amplifier and parts of the Modulator. It is not, however, desired that the
potentiorneter P, on the Gamma Pnnol should be the specific means by which
the black level in these various units is adjusted. Aa will be emu from my
technical note on the Picture and Sync Mixor, a black love1 adjustment ia
provided on thie unit. The function of the potentiometer P, on the Gamma
Panel ie rather to adjuet the black level in this unit eo that i t is the tame
whether the unit is operative or not, the absolute value of black level sent to
thc transmitter being adjusted by moans of the black level control on the
Picture and Sync Mixer. Furthermore, the Gamma Panel is redly an
accmsory to thc vision chain and is not fundamentally neoeasary. The
apparatus must themfore be designed so that the blaok level oan be adjusted
even if there were no Gamma Panel in the chain. Hence the provision of
the adjustment in the Picture and Sync Mixer. The potentiometer P,
on the Gamma Panel is adjusted so that there is no change in the black level
when tho Gamma Panol is switched in and out, and the blaok level control
on the Picture end Sync Mixer is then adjusted ao that the absolute value
of blaok level sent to the transmitter is correct.

It will be seen that in the off p i t i o n the switch S, conneots the oathode
of V, to the junction of the resistancm R,, and R,,. This connection is
removed when the switch is moved into the on or test positions. Sincc the
black level will be influenced by any change of the cathode potential of V,,
it is essential that thie should not alter when the switch S, is moved to the
off position. Consequently the positive potential of the cathode of V,
muet be adjusted to be equal to that obtaining a t the junction of the reaistancm R,, and R,,when 9, is in the on or test position. When them potentiah are so equalised there will be no change in the current down the potentiometer R,, R,, R,, when the switoh S1 ie in any position. Consequently a
metering position ie provided a t the bottom of thie potentiometer by means
of which the current through it may be wcerteined, the partioular key b e i i
that marked +2.
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The adjustment p r ~ e d u r eis therefore that, holding thie key p r d ,
tho potentiometer P, ie djuated so that the meter reading, i.e. the current
in the potentiometer R,, R,, R,,, is the same whether 5, ie in tho off or test
poeition.
It should bo notod that when the Gamma Panel ia on, the output oirouit
of V,, whioh contains no blocking oondensor, ia D.C. ooupld to the grid of
the &8t stage of the Pioture and Syno Mixer so that undor these ciroumstances the f h t valvo of the latter unit does not need to function ae a D.C.
restorer as the signal is already in the form of D.C.,and this valve ie therefore
idle.
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THE PICTURE AND SYNC MIXER
The Picture and Sync Mixer is a unit inserted in each of the picture
channels after the suppression mixer and, as its name implies, its function
is to mix with the picture signals the synchronising signals which have been
specially prepared in the synchronising signal generator. For some transmissions it is desimble t o interpose between the suppression mixer and the
picture and sync mixer another unit known as the Gamma panel, the function
of which is described in a separate note, but as this does not materially alter
the general type of the signals emerging from the suppression mixer, it wiU
be considered for the purposes of this note that the picture and sync mixer
receives its input from the Suppression Mixer. A further function of the
Picture and Sync Mixer is to derive from the h 1 signals a proportionate
D.C. voltage, which may be applied to a remote moving coil instrument
for measurement of signal level.
For the purpose of preliminary adjustments to the transmitter, it is
desirable to have available some form of artificially generated signal which
can be switched into circuit and radiated. Such a signal should enable the
picture to be examined for high and low frequency performance and phase
distortion and geometrical distortion. Thus, it should contain straight and
sharp lines of demarcation between white. and black and large areae of white
and blmk. A satisfactory form of signal is a large black cross on a white
background, and has the advantage that it is comparatively easy to generate
eleatrically. This signal is generated in a unit known as the Bar Generator,
and ie referred to as artificial bare, abbreviated art bar8. In the Picture and
Syno Bfixer unit is mounted a selector switch, enabling it to take either
normal picture, art bars, or be switched off.
I n order that the mixing may be properly effected, it is necessary that
D.C. should be restored in both the picture and synchronising signals. In
the present case both the picture and synchronising signals arrive from their
mpective sources in the form of alternating currents, but it is desired that
they should ultimately both be direat currents, the picture signal acting
only in the positive direction from a given base line, and the synchronbing
signal acting only in the other direction from the same base line. This point
may be made clear by reference to the diagrame, in which Fig. 1 represents
the pioture signal during a line emerging from the Buppression Mixer.
It is an alternating current. Fig. 2 represents a line synchronising signal
as supplied to the Picture and Sync mixer. This is also an alternating
current. The datum line XY of Fig. 1 and AB of Fig. 2 have eo djuated
themselves that over one cycle the area of the curve on top of the line is
equal to that underneath.
The h a 1 mixed picture and synchronising signal which is required is
shown in Fig. 3, from which it wiU be seen that the pioture signals are sofing
only on the positive side of the common datum line CD. Clearly, in order

to aohieve the proper mixture as in Fig. 3, we must first see that the picture
waveform of Fig. 1 eperates entirely on the positive side of its datum line BF
as in Fig. 4. Similarly, the synohronieing signal of Fig. 2 must be made to
operate only on the negative side of the datum line QH, aa in Fig. 4. Then,
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Fig. 1

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

by melring the datum lines EF and QH coincide we shall produoe the correct
mixture aa in Fig. 3. The matter is a11 the more important as the position
of the datum line XY in Fig. 1 will be continually varying in response to
changes in the picture, and unless we fixed it permanently along the tips of
the lower peaks of the picture signals as in Fig. 4, the line of demamation
between picture and synchronising signals would vary, with the result that
it would be impossible to mainfain what is a prime necessity in television,
a rock steady transmission of synchronising signal at, oonstant amplitude.
Whatever ohangee may occur in the pioture, the synohroniaing signal must
go steadily on and be absolutely invariable. Furthermore, the picture itself
would be effeoted, and the voltage oorreeponding to black at the receiver
would vary with changes in the total amount of b h k and white. This
would, of course, spoil the picture.
For these reasons, therefore, it is neceseary to reetore D.C. to the
picture and synchronising signals.
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Conaidering the oimuit diagram, the eelector ewitah 16 appliee picture
or art bars in the negative sense, via the input condenser C, to the anode
of the vdve V, which acte ae a diode. The effect, of courae, ia that no
positive amplitude can ex& that voltage at which V, draws anode current,
ae under these circumatanwa a negative cherge equal to the exoeas would
be placed on the input condenser C,. Thus, the whole of the voltage e x d o n

of V,, which receivea automatic grid biaa from the cathode resistor R,.
This resietance ie unahunted by capacity in order that feed-back may be
applied which will lengthen the characteristic of V,, ao that it oan accept
linearly the pictare signals. At the anode of V, the pioture signale have
been reversed by normal valve d o n , whites tending to make the anode more
poaitive. Due to the reatoration of D.C., a black aignal ie now alwaye

GENE-R

Flgnre 6. Circuit Diagram
of the pictum eignal will be m
d negatively from the tip of the blauk
eignele, which are tending to drive V, poeitive. That ia to my, the grid
of the valve V, whioh reoeivea the aigaale from the anode of V, will be only
elightly negative during a black aignal and much more negative during a
white signal.
The reeistance R, cosetitutm the load mabtwm of the diode V,, and,
es hae been d d b e d , the rdgaale from V1 are applied direatly to the^ grid

repmmnted by a certain fixed voltqp at the anode of P,. Thie voltage is
speoifically
known aa the bZa& letrel. Tbe term black level does not, of CO-,
refer always to this particular voltege, but the blaok level at any point in
the circuit ie that voltage whioh in that circuit oorreeponde to a faU. b h k
in the picture. It ie, of oanree, a feature of eignala in whioh D.C. hae been
restored that the blaok level, i.e. the volta oorresponding to b h k in the
picture, remain conetant, no matter what ohangee there may be in the picture.
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The valve V, has restored D.C. for the last time in the Control Room
apparatus ; the D.C. component will not be lost in any of this apparatus and
the signal will be sent to the trammitter in the form shown in Fig. 3. Thus,
a t the output of the Control Room apparatus, the black level datum line CD
of Fig. 3 will correspond to a certain voltage, and i t is necessary, for the
requhrnenta of the transmitter, that thia voltage be adjusted to a certain
particular figure, viz. 10 volts.
Since all subsequent valve stages are D.C. coupled from the anode of V,,
thia final adjustment of black level must be made by adjusting the particular
voltage representing the black level a t the anode of V,. It is in fact necessary
to be able to adjust the D.C. potential of the anode of V, without interfering
with the operating point and characteristic of the valve. It is found that
this may be satisfactorily done by returning the suppressor grid of V, not
to ita cathode, but to a point of positive potential variable a t will. A
potentiometer, therefore, formed by the reaistances R,, R,, R, and R, is
connected across the 200 volt H.T. supply, and the suppressor grid connected
to the junction of R, and R,. Variation of the positive potential of the
suppressor grid, and hence of the anode, is performed by the variable resistance R,. If there were not any provieion for compensation, this would
change the working point of the valve V,. m e n R, is increased, the
suppressor grid and anode potentials increw, more current flows through the
valve, and a greater automatio grid bias is developed across the cathode
resistor R,, thus moving the operating point downwards. To counteract
this, the grid is returned, not to earth, but to the junction of the resistances
R, and R,, and thus the normal grid potential existing between grid and
cathode ia the difference between the negative automatic bias potential
developed across the cathode resistance R, and the positive potential existing
across R, and R,. When R, ia increased therefore pushing the operating
point downwards, the positive potential across R, and R, is increased, thus
moving the point upwards again, and the circuit values are so adjusted that
compensation is obtained.
Positive synchronising signals, i.e. signals with their p e a b acting in
the positive direction, are applied to the grid of the valve V, via the condenser
C,. The grid leak is returned to the cathode so that the valve has no grid
biaa, and is in a position to draw grid current. Consequently D.C. is
restored with reference to a datum line coinciding with the tips of the
synchronising signals, which appear in the anode circuit of V, reversed, and
with the tips therefore mting downwards. Thus, the anode circuit of V,
containe vision signals as represented in Fig. 4, and the anode circuit of V,
contains synchronising signals as represented in Fig. 5. Them two anode
circuits are common except that the elements L, and R, are added so that
the circuit simulates a low-peas filter, and the upper frequenciesare preserved.
At the common anode circuit, therefore, appear the mixed synchronising
and picture signala as represented in Fig. 3.
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These are applied t o the grid of the valve V,, the elements L, and R,
being again added 80 that the coupling takes the form of a low-pass filter.
The valve V, is a oathode follower output stage and therefore containe no
anode impedance, but has an urnhunted cathode resistance R,. Since the
common anode circuit of V, and V, is direct coupled to the grid of V, the
standing positive potential would normally be applied as well, but this is
reduced by the potentiometer R,,,R,,. The pressure of C, across R,, produces
a potentiometer circuit which has grid attenuation a t low rather than a t
high frequencies. However, the anode load resistance, decoupling resistance
and decoupling capacitors of the V,, V, anode circuit are so proportioned
that the voltage input to this potentiometer is increased a t the low frequencies
in order to counteract the increased attenuation a t these frequencies.
The valves V, and V, are solely concerned with the operation of the
modulation meter. The cathode of V, is connected to the anode and grid
of V,, which acts as a diode, R,,, being a stopper. Across the diode load
resistance of R,,, in conjunction with the large condenser C,, are developed
voltages corresponding to the peaks of the amplitudes applied to V,. The
circuit involving V,, Ca and R,, is in fact a peak voltmeter. The load
resistance R,, is returned to the junction of the resistances R,, and R,, on
the potentiometer R,,, R16, R16 and R,,, thus giving V, a slightly positive
potential, and improving the rectification chhracteristic. Ordinarily, if
the voltage to be measured were much greater, it would suffice to read it
on an electrostatic voltmeter placed across R,,, but since the value is' not
in excess of 20 volts it is impossible to make an electrostatic voltmeter do
this and the valve V, is fitted in order to enable a moving coil milliammeber
to be used instead. The rectified envelope appearing across R,, is therefore
applied to the grid of V,, and a proportionate current flows in the cathode
circuit of this valve. The modulation meter is connected between the
terminals X and Y, Y being returned to the junction of the resistances
R,, and R,,, a point of positive potential, in order to minimise the no load
current flowing through the meter.

Adjustment
The Picture and Sync Mixer is a unit, the adjustment of which may be
preset, and provided everything remains constant, will not require alteration
over a period, that is to say, it is not continually adjusted during a transmission. The procedure for adjustment is as follows. The jack J, across
the cathode resistance of V, should be plugged into the D.C. position of the
calibmted Signal Monitor, from which the volts causing any deflection may
be measured against a scale. The selector switch S should be turned to the
off position, and the Sync Amplitude potentiometer should also be turned
to zero. The Black Level potentiometer R, should now be adjusted so
that the voltage across R, and J , is 33, as read on the calibrated oacillograph.
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As a check, the anode current of V,, tie read on the anode meter by pressing
meter button 3, will be about 22 rnilliamps. The Mod Meter Zero Adj
should now be adjusted until the Modulation Meter reads zero. Findy,
the Sync Amplitude should be turned up, when the synchronising sign&
will appear on the Signal Monitor, and should be adjusted until they have
an amplitude of 174 volts, that is to toy, their tops will be along the 33 volt
level on the Signal Monitor, and their peaks will descend to a level of l#
volts. The mixer is now fully adjusted. A check can always be p l d on
the black level by connecting a b h resistance voltmeter across J,. This
ahould then read 33 volts.
When a picture signal is applied to the Picture and Sync Mixer, the
modulation meter will begin to read. It reads, of course, the number of
volts by which the cathode of V, rises above
33 due to a signal. The
maximum voltage by which the cathode should rise for a full white signal is
16+ = 49+. Under these
M+, its potential above earth then being 33
circumstances, 16f volts will be read on the Modulation Meter ; this is full
modulation, and must not be exceeded.
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THE DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER
The function of the Dietribution Amplifier is to receive from the Picture
and Sync Mixer the complete vision waveform consisting of mixed pioture
and synchronising eignals and to supply this to a number of receiving points.
One such receiving point may be the transmitter itself, and the others will
usually be various picture monitors. The Distribution Amplifier will be
conneuted to the receiving points by means of concentric lines, which in
general have an impedance of either 110 or 140 ohms, and in order to prevent
undesirable reflections of energy forwards and backwarda along these lines
which would result in distortion of the vision waveform, euch lines must be
terminated in their oharacteristic impedance a t both ends. The Dietribution
Amplifier is accordingly designed so that the output impedance which it
presents to any line can be made equal to the characteristic impedance of
that line.
A further requirement is that the input of the Distribution Amplifier
must not apply more than a certain amount of capacity to the output of the
Pictuw and Sync Mixer unit, since this would result in a loss of upper frequencies of the vision signals.
The Distribution Amplifier consists fundamentally of seven valves all
connected as cathode followers. The lest six valves are output stages which
feed receiving points, and their circuits can be suitably designed to have a
specific output impedance which can be made equal to the characteristic
impedance of the outgoing lines. The inputs of these six valves are connected together, but even though they are cathode followers their colleutive
input capacity would be somewhat greater than is desirable, and the first
valve of the unit therefore consists of a further cathode follower which feeds
the six output valves and ieolates their input capacity from the Picture and
Sync Mixer. The six output stages are not always designed and connected
up in the same manner, but they can be set up in various ways aucording to
the requirements of the outgoing circuits. For instance, they may all be
connected as individual 140 ohm output stages for feeding 140 ohm lines.
Alternatively, since i t is generally found when feeding 110 ohm lines that an
adequate linear excursion cannot be obtained unless two output valvee are
used in parallel, the amplifier can be arranged to f e d three 110 ohm lines
by connecting the six output valves as three p i r e and designing the cathode
circuits of each pair to provide an output impedance of 110 ohms. In
general, a line impedance, and consequently a sending impedance, of 110
ohms is used for distribution to the transmitter, and an impedance of 140
ohms for distribution to picture monitors, but where a picture monitor is to

be fed from a considerable length of line, it is usually desirable to use an
impedance of 110 ohms.
It follows from these considerations that the Distribution Amplifiers in a
vision system will not all be connected in precisely the same manner. While
they are all of the same general design, and contain an isolation cathode
follower followed by six output valves, and have the same hold-off and
frequency correction arrangements (to be described later), the connection
of the last six valves will vary with local circumstances. This description
will accordingly be con6ned to a typical arrangement in which the amplifier
is required to feed one transmitter line a t l10 ohms and four monitor lines
a t 140 ohm. In this case two of the six output stages would be combined
by parallel connection to feed the 110 ohm lines, while the four 140 ohm lines
will each be fed by one output valve.
The circuit is illustrated in Fig. 7. The isolation cathode follower is V,
and the six output stages are V, to V, inclusive. In the arrangement to be
described, V, and V, are parallel-oonnected and are arranged to feed a 110
ohm output line, and V, to V, each feed a 140 ohm line. The input is applied
to the control grid of V, and the cathode circuit of this valve feeds the
control grid circuits of the Bix output valves. The black level on the oontrol
grid of V, is 33V, and a t the cathode
37V with respect to earth.
If the control grids of the valves V, to V, were directly connected to
37V, and in order that
the cathode of V,, they would receive a black level of
they may be biaaed negatively with reepect to their cathodes over the
amplitude of the vision signals, it would be necessary to give each valve an
automatic grid bias in excess of the maximum amplitude a t white level
WV). The value of t b cathode resistancea
(which will be of the order of
of them valves would therefore be determined from this consideration. It
is, however, not possible to do this since the values of the cathode mistances
must be chosen SO that each valve generates the correct output impedance
in amordance with the principles described in my technical note on the
Cathode Follower (Item 1.3). The values of cathode circuit resiatancea
derived from this impedance consideration would be considerably lower than
ere required for the neceaaary degree of automatic grid bias, and insufficient
bias would be generated. The difference therefore muat be made up by means
of a negative grid bias or hold-off voltage generated by a separate source
and inserted between the cathode of V, and the control grids of V, to V,.
I n addition it will be remembered that the charaateristics of the signal whioh
are eent to the tranemitter are not the same as those sent to monitors. The
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transmitter requirea a signal having the following charauteriatiaa, which are
expreeeed in voltagee with respect to easth.
,ss
HWV
White level .
10V
B h k level
Sync level

. +
.. +
. . + +FSV

7

1

Figure 1

Figure 2

however provide a t their oathode outputs eignele of the eecond type, with
3.W. The valves V, to V, will therefore require more
a black level of
negative hold-off voltage than V, and V,, and the hold-off genemtor muat
provide two separate hold-off voltagea, both preferably adjuetable.
Referring t o Fig. 7, the negative hold-iff vol& ia generated by the
reatifier comprising the transformer TR, the Westinghouse rectifiere W1
and W,, and the condensera Cl and C,, which together form a reotifier of
standard type. The output ie emoothed by the condenser C, and applied
to two potentiometers R,, R,, R, and R,, R,, R,. From the variable portiose
of these two potentiometere R, and R,, two separate negative voltagee may
be taken off, a further smoothing effect being obtained by the reeietances
R, and R, in conjunotion with the condensers C, and C,.
Fundamentally, all that ie now necessary is to conneot the positive end
of the rectifier, denoted by the point C, to the cathode of V,, to conaeot one
of the negative vohgea (the point A) to the grids of V, and V,, and to
connect the other negative voltage (the point B) to the control grids of V,
t o V,. Unfortunately thie arrangement results in a low of the upper frequenoiea since the general capctcity of the reotifier oirouit t o earth aoting
a c r m the cathode reaiatance of V, ehunte away a portion of euoh frequencies.
It is impoarrible to eliminate thie capacity, and oonsequently it muet be
counteracted. 'l'hia is done by making it a part of a constant impedance
circuit of the type ehown in Fig. 1. It will be remembered that in W e type
of cirouit, if the element values are eo chosen that L = CRs, then the oircuit
will present an impedance whioh is equal to R a t a11 frequenoiea.
Returning to Fig. 7, the cathode of V, would normally be provided
with a eingle oathode reaietance of 1,600 o h m , as ehown in Fig. 3, eoroee
which would be the oapacity of the hold-off generator. This oircuit a t once
ehowe a mmmblenoe to the lower portion RC of Fig. 1, but clearly ita impedance will dearease a t the upper frequenoiea. If between the cathode of the
valve and ite mistame we add an inductanoe in parallel with a resistance,
the circuit will now have been built out to appear exactly ee in Fig. 1, and, if
L
the relationship = R' ie followed, the impedance between the oathode of
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Figure 3
The monitors are in general fed with a signal having the following
B
characterietice.
white level
+ IBV
Black level . . +ysV
0
Sync level
Since the valvee V, and Vs are supplying a signal to the trammitter, their
cathode output circuit muet generate signals of the 5rat type with blaak
10V. The valves Vs to V,, for eupplying local monitore, mu&,
level a t

..
..

+

the valve and earth will be conetant a t all frequenciee, a t 1,600 o h m . Returning t o Fig. 7, the resemblance between the cathode oircuit of V, and the
oircuit of Fig. 1 can now be eeen. The inductarm L of Fig. 1 ie represented
by the oolleotive induotan08 of the ooils L,, L, and L,, all coupled, ee e h o m
in Fig. 7. The two 1,600 ohm wsietancea of Fig. 1 are represented in Fig. 7
by R, and R,, and auroaa RI is the effeative oapaoity to earth of the hold-off
generator.
It will be eeen that though we have euwsfnlly held off the capacity C
of Fig 1from influencing the frequency oharacterietic of the cathode oirouit,
we have been obliged to c o m t the hold-off generator not to the cathode
but to the oentre point of the circuit. At low frequenoies, L ehorts R, and the
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impedance of C is high compared with R,, so that the cat'node impedance of
V, consists entirely of R, ; the vision frequency potentials will be
developed a c m e thia reeistance and will be transferred to the grids of V,
to V, via the hold-off generator which is connected between the top of this
resistance and them grids. At the upper frequencies, however, C shorte R,

(a).

Figure 5

rs equivalent to
FiQure 4

(b)

Figure 6

and the impedance of L is high compared with R,, so that the cathode impedance of V, consists entirely of R, and the vision frequency potentials will
be developed acroae thia resistance. Its lower end, however, is effectively
earthed by the capacity C, comequently none of the upper frequencies can
be transferred via the hold-off generator to the grids of V, to V,.
Since the use of the constant resistance circuit prevents us from obtaining
access to the cathode of V,, some other connection must be provided for
transferring the potent.ia1s existing a t this point to the grids of the subsequent
valves. Such a connection is provided by the inductance L, in the caae of
the grids of V, and V,, and L, in the case of the grids of V, to V,. From
the point of view of the conatant resistance circuit, L,, L, and L, collectively
behave aa one inductance L connected across R,, but, being tightly coupled,
the excureions of potential a t the top ends of L, and L, are the same as those
a t the top end of L,, and the upper vision frequencies are therefore successfully transferred to the subsequent grids. The D.C.component and lower
frequencies are developed, as haa been shown, across R, and C, and are passed
to the output from the junction of R, and R,. At the intermediate frequencies a gradual changeover from one method of transference to the other
takes place.

In prmtioe the circuit cannot yet be regarded ae satisfactory. The
coupling between L,, L, and L, is not ideal, since there are leakage inductances
effecMvely in series with L, and L,. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 in which,
for example, the effect in the circuit involving L, only is considered. The
non-ideal transformer L,, L, may be re-written aa an ideal transformer
L',, L',, with a small leakage inductance La in series with the mondary.
L', and L', now constitute an ideal 1 : 1 transformer, and may be replaced
by one inductance L, aa shown in Flg, 6. The existence of the leakage
inductance L prevents the circuit from having a conatant impedance a t
all frequencies, and to get over this, certain other elements are added so
that with L, they form a further constant impedance circuit of the type
shown in Fig. 2. By adding in series with L, a resistance R,, and connecting
asrose them the capacity C, and the resistance R,, the impedance of the
circuit involving them four elements is constant if L, = CSa'. This is
shown in Fig. 6.
We can now see how this is applied in the Distribution Amplifier. In
mriea with L, there is a leakage inductance not shown. L, also has an
ohmic mistance of 26 o h m . The leakage inductance and this ohmic
reeistance respeotively constitute the elements L, and R, in Fig. 6. The
condenser C, and the resiutance R, are added in Fig. 7, and corree.pond to
the components C, and R, of Fig. 6, thus completing the conetant resistance
circuit. The values of C, and R, are chosen so that the value of the leakage
inductance in L, divided by the capacity of C, is equal to the square of the
resistance R,. The elements C, and R,, perform the same function in
connection with the inductance L,. Note particularly that the condensers
C, and C, are not connected to the top of L, and L,, for such a connection
would not, aa it were, get outside the leakage inductance and include it in
the constant mistance circuit. It is difficult to visualise the arrangement
&B a conatant mistance circuit becauae C, and C, appear to be connected
back to the separate inductance L,. This connection is, however, possible
owing to the equivalence of Figs. 4 and 6, and is made ee being the only
connection which will not exclude the leakage inductance L,.
Turning to the remainder of the circuit, the valve V,, the hold-off
rectifier and the hold-off network provide a t D an output of vision signals
having a black level suitable for the requirements of the parallel connected
valves V, and V,. At E there similarly exists an output of vision signals
with a lower value of black level suitable for the grids of V, to V,. These
two points are therefore directly connected to the appropriate grids.
The anode circuite of all Beven valves contain a negligible impedance,
namely, M) ohm anti-parasitic resistancee and 10 ohm resistances used in
connection with the meter M, by which the individual anode currents are
measured. Pentodes, with the anode suppressor grid and screened grid
connected together, are used instead of triodes, aa they behave under these
conditions as very good triodm having a high value of mutual conductance.
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The actual impedance generated by the valves V,, V,, V, and V,, by
virtue of cathode following action, is some 90 ohms, which is too low. The
output jacks J, are therefore connected so as to include in series the M ) ohms
resistance RI,, which raises the impedance to 140 ohms. Similarly, the
impedance generated by the valves V, and V, is parallel to

and the series resistors R,, and R,,, in parallel total 77.6 ohms, raising
thie value 114.5 ohms. The presence of R,, reduces the total to 112 ohms.
Each cathode circuit is provided with two jacka, one for the outgoing line,
and the other for waveform monitoring purposes. It is desirable that the
cathode should be returned to earth when the outgoing line is disconnected,
and the 5,000 ohm resistance8 (R,,, R,,, etc.) are provided for this purpose.
The amplitudes of the signals a t the various jacks have the values given
a t the beginning of this description only when the appropriate outgoing line
is plugged in, and moreover, when the line is terminated at its distant end
in its characteristic impedance. That is to say, if the signal a t J1is to have
16.6 V, a black level of
10 V, and a sync level of +3.6 V,
a white level of
a 110 ohm line terminated in 110 ohms a t its distant end must be plugged
into J,. The same consideration applies to the 140 ohm circuits.

+

+

Adjustment and Operation.
To adjust the Distortion Amplifier, the Sync Amplitude control
on the Picture and Sync Mixer should be turned to zero, when, if the black
level on this unit hae been properly adjusted, the anode current passed by V,
of the Distribution Amplifier should be 25 mA. The cathode resistance
of V, being fixed, it is not possible to adjust its anode c m n t by meana of
any control on the Distribution Amplifier, but provided the apparatus irr

working normally, correct adjustment of the Picture and Sync Mixer should
reeult in thh figure of anode current being obtained in V,. The following
anode current should be obtained in the valves V* to V, under the above
black level conditions without sync :
v,
47 mA.
V,
47 mA.
V
, 25 mA.
V
26 mA.
V , 26 mA.
V
26 mA.
Should these values not be obtained, the potentiometer R, should be adjusted
in the case of v, and V,, and the potentiometer R, in the case of V, to v,.
It is frequently convenielit to examine the readinge of the Distribution
Amplifier when the Picture and Sync Mixer is sending normal black level
and synchronising signals. The corresponding anode currents will be :
V
, 23 mA.
v,
44 mA.
V,
44 mA.
V , 23 mA.
V
23 mA.
V,
23 mA.
V,
23 mA.
All the above measurements should, of conrse, be made with a line of appropriate impedance, or a teating mistance of the appropriate value, plugged
into the jack of the valve which is being examined. It will be appreciated
that if no impedance whatever is plugged into the output jacks, then the
output valvea are each subjected to automatic biaa derived from the 6,000
ohm cathode resistance8 which are now in circuit, and very low anode current
readings will be obtained.
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T H E WAVEFORM

MONITOR

I t is essential to be able to check the ehepee and amplitudes of the
various waveforms enaountered in different parts of the vieion circuits, and
thie may most conveniently be done by obeerving them upon a cathode ray
oacillograph. The Waveform Monitor is a cathode ray oecillograph especially
deaigned to examine the pulses and other vision waveform, having regard
to the frequencies involved.
The monitor provides for other facilities than the eimple examination
of the waveforme. It haa been deaigned t o enable, for instance, two waveforms to be obsewed a t the same time, and therefore directly compred,
and aleo the amplitude in volta of any waveform to be meeeured. Laetly
the waveforme oan be examined with their b.C. component either eliminated
or retained. The unit oontaina its own mti0era to enpply the necessery
electrode potentials.
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Figure 1. Circuit Diagram of
Wavedonn Monitor

Figure 2. Circuit Diagram of
Associated Power Unit
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oonetituting the fly-back period. Due to the presence of the anode resistance
The oimuit diagram ia ehown in Fige. 1 and 2, of whioh Fig. 1 gives
R*, the anode potential of V, f a h , thue driving the control grid of V, strongly
the oirouita eeeociated with the oeaillograph itself and Fig. 2 shorn the
negative via C,. V, ie therefore rendered non-conductive, and its ecreened
power auppliee. Considering the oircuit diagram of Fig. 1, 0 is a 3.) in.
grid potential rieee, thie inorease of potential being communicated to the
cathode ray tube with a green ecreen, having a heeter, a cathode, a aoreen,
control grid of V, via the condenser C6. The action is therefore of the cumulaa pair of z plates, a pair of y plates, a h t anode and a eecoud anode. The
tive type, of which once V, hae started to be oonduotive, it ie driven by the
tube ie of a type in which the eeoond anode ie earthed, and therefore the
multivibrator action of V, and V, together to its maximum conductivity.
cathode is at a potential of nearly -1000 volte to earth. Thie potential
The condemer C, is therefore charged in the ehortest poseible time, because
ie generated by the recti6ez VRl ehown in Fig. 2, and emoothed by the circuit
the maximum emiseion of V, is ueed for thie purpose, and the fly-back time
Cl R, C,. It is then applied to the potentiometer coneieting of the resietances
is
consequently very ehort. When the condeneer C, is fully charged, the
R,, R,, R,, and R, of Fig. 2, together with R, and R, in parallel, of Fig. 1.
anode
current of V, oeeeee, there is no longer any voltage drop acroee R,,
The ecreen of the cathode ray tube receives a fixed negative biae with respect
the
pulee
through C, therefore reverses, and the control grid of V, returns
to the cathode due to the voltage drop acroea R, of Fig. 2. and the epot is
to
its
normal
potential. The potential of the ecreened grid of V, follows
fooueed by adjustment of the ratio of the firet and second anode potentials
euit
thus
reversing
the p u b through C&,and lowering the control grid of V,
by meane of the potentiometer R, of Fig. 2, thie control coneequently being
to
the
potential
determined
by R,, eo that the etate of affaire is now that
deeignated Focus.
which
obtaim
at
the
beginning
of the eweep period, in which the potential
I t is neceesary t o apply to the z plates of the tube a linear tsw-toothed
V,
is
much
greater
than that of ite grid, and V, ie nonof
the
cathode
of
eweep voltage whom frequency can be varied from 25 c.p.e. for examining
conductive. The cycle accordingly repeats itself.
frame waveforme to at leaet 20260 c.p.0. for examining twice line frequency
The frequency ie dependent in part upon the value of C,, and so a
waveforme, but actually the circuits are deeigned to develop a frequency as
convenient coarse frequenoy adjustment ie obtained by a selector ewitch
high aa 1 Mc/e in ordm to examine very high frequency components of the
which varies the value of C, by connecting in a number of individual convision waveform if desired. Referring to Fig. 1, the requieite saw-toothed
deneere. The frequency is, of oouree, also dependent upon the value of the
eweep voltage is genereted by the valves V, and V,, which therefore constitute
a time beee, and applied to the plate X,, the plate X , being connected to d~schargingresistance aeeociated with C,, thie reeistanoe being the anode cathode
path of V,. Thie is conveniently variable by imposing an adjustable negative
earth.
potential on the euppreeeor grid. This potential is oontrolled by the
The oircuit aeeooiated with V, and V, is eomewhat unusual in that it
potentiometer R,, which ie coneequently designated Frequency. The
is in effect a relaxation osoillator in which the condenser is gradually diepotential is derived from a 1000 volt rectifier, the output of which is, es hae
charged during the time of the eweep, and rapidly charged to execute the
been explained, negative to earth.
fly-back. It will be remembered that it ie more usual to charge the condenser
The amplitude of the sweep 'is clearly dependent upon the value of the
during the eweep period and diecharge it during the fly-back period.
grid potential of V, and the potentiometer R, ie accordingly designated
The action of the circuit is ae follows. At the commencement of the
Amplitude.
o
eweep the spot, which wane from left to right, is fully deflected to the left
The waveform t o be examined ia applied via the jack J, to the valve V&
aa viewed by the operator due to the existence of a positive potential on the
which is a single video frequency amplifying etage having the usual frequency
condenser C* The upper eide of the condeneer C, ie connected to the anode
comection circuits in the anode involving the inductancee L, and L,. The
of the pentode V,, and eleo by a contact on the jack J, to the cathode of the
output is applied to the plate y,, the plate y, being normally earthed via
triode V,. The grid of V, ie given a positive potential from the potelitiooontacte
on the jack J,. A eecond waveform may be eimultanoouely
meter R,, the value of which is much lees than that eristing on the cathode of
examined
by being applied to the jack J,, w h e ~it is amplified by the valve
V,, so that a t thie time the grid of V, ie negatively biassed with respect to
V,. The anode oircuita of V, end v6 are common and 80 both waveforms
ita cathode and V, ie, non-oonductive. Its anode potential is conseque~tly
appear on y,. The gain of both V, and V&may be adjusted to have a value
high, being equal to the H.T. The pentode V, is, however, conductive and
of 1,4 or 10, by means of individual eelector ewitcbee S, S,, which vary the
therefore the potential on C, diechargea via V, linearly, ita diecharge convalue of the cathode reeistancee of these valves and therefore the feed-back.
stituting the eweep period. As the anode potential of V, f a b , 80 doee the
It will be eeen that when the waveform to be examined ie applied via J1
cathode potential of V,, and eventually the latter falls to a value approaching
or J,, the D.C. component will be lost due to the presence of C, or C,.
that of the grid of V,, when thie valve becomes oonductive. Anode current
In order to examine the waveform without losing the D.C. component.,
therefore flowa in V,, and thie chargee up the condenser C,, thie charge
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it is applied not to J, or J,, but to J,, when the plate y, b removed from earth
and receives the waveform. In these ciroumetances there will be no plugs
in the jacks J1and J,, and these jacks then earth the control gride of V, and
V, via the condensers Cl, or Cl,, thus preventing any extraneous signal
reaching y,, which is effectively earthed.
In order to synchronise the frequency of the time b e with that d the
waveform to be examined, the letter is applied to the control grid of the
valve V,. When the waveform is .being applied via J, or J, the input of V,
is derived from a tapping on the anode resistance R,, R,, of the amplifiers
V, V,, and proceeds via the condenser C,, which holds off the H.T. and the
frequency correotion circuit C, RIL, to the grid potentiometer B18 of V,,
this potentiometer being consequently designated Hold. This ie done for
two reasons.
In the firat place, if a succession of waveforms is being examined via
J, or J, which require various degmea of amplification from V, or V,, then
similar variations in amplification should be provided in the output to be
wed for holding the time base. Secondly, where a waveform conabting of
mixed vision and sync signale is being examined via J, or J8,it is desirable
that the hold should not be upset by variations in the nature of the vision
component of the waveform. In general these waveforms are applied to
J, and Jain such a sense that the vision component ie in the positive direction
and the sync component in the negative direction. I n the anode circuit
of V, V I , therefore, they are reversed, and if Vl ie normally over-bieeaed the
vieion componente will be largely euppreeeed. This over-biassing ia provided
by meam of the somewhat high value of the total cathode mistance R,, + R,,
normally employed.
When it is d&ed to examine auoh signale without loeing the D.C.
component, the waveform must be applied via the D.C. jack J,. In this
cam V, and V, w i l l be out of action end an input to the synchronising valve
V, is provided via the condenser C,,, which holds off the D.C. component
and the very high resistawe R,, which gives the input an appropriately
high impedance. I n these circumtancee the synchronieing signals will be
in the negative mnse at the control grid of V, and they would be eliminated
or weakened by the over-bieaaed operating condition. It is therefore
arranged that when a plug is inserted in the jack J, the back contecta short
circuit a portion, RI,, of the cathode resistance of the valve V,, thus bieea~ng
the valve to the centre of its characteristic. When no plug ie inserted in J,
this short is removed and ale0 the plate y, ie earthed, thue preventing the

entry of extraneous signale via this p h when the plate yl is being wed via
the ampWew V, or V,.
The synchronising voltage is developed a t the anode of V, due to the
presence of the anode resietance R, which is common to V, and V,, and the
synchronising pulse is accordingly applied to the grid of Va. Provision is
made by means of the jack J, for use of the external sweep generator if
required. In the ordinary way when no plug is in J,, the time base V, Vs
As will be seen
suppliee the sweep voltage to the plete X , via Cl, and R,,.
from the diagram, J, permite of the connection of an external source to C,,,
a t the same time isolating it from the time beee V, V*, and suspending the
action of them valves by isolating the cathode of V, from the condenser C$,
which accordingly remaim discharged.
The high tension supply for the valves V, to V, is derived from the
separate rectifier V, shown in Fig. 2, and has a value of 400 volte.

Operation and Adjustment
The use of the Waveform Monitor will be in general clear from the
foregoing text.
It is essential when examining a wavedorm derived from the jack J,
in the Line Divider or the jacks J, and J, of the Frame Divider Panel 1,
or the jack J1of the Frame Divider Panel 2, to apply them to the D.C.jack
J,, aa otherwise the impedance of the input oircnite of the valves V, and V,
will disturb the action of the Line and Prame Dividere.
The cathode ray tube may be calibrated by applying known volte from
a battery to the jaok J, i n d marking the poaition of a spot on a scale.

For the purpoee of teating a table of the various electrode potential8
which should be found is given below.
Vdm
VI

v,

Vs
V4
V,

E'-#

231

L30
231

N.34
H34

396
360
240
240

E,-E

E=-E

-

l80
0
220
220

L

5.4
5.4

1

1

Measured on loweet
freq. range.
Freq.
and amp. controls a t
max.
Measured with gain
a t 10: 1
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THE POWER SUPPLY STABILISATION SYSTEM
It haa been emphaeiaed that the circuita aesociated with the vision
system require anode and screen suppliee of a very high standard of excellence
in respect of stability of voltage and freedom from electrical disturbances,
since any inetability or disturbance in the voltage of these supplies manifests
itself in unsteadiness and flicker in the picture. The importance of eliminating any such effects will be readily appreciated if it is remembered that a
number of the circuita are operating under D.C. conditions, and that the
picture itself is finally produced by a direot current.
These supplies are generated from the maim by rectifiers, followed by
smoothing circuita, which follow more or less standard practice, but i t is
found that the voltagee so generated cannot then be directly applied to the
vision circuita without further treatment, which resolves iteelf conveniently
into two processes.
(1) The internal impedance of the source is in general too high, and it
must be given a low impedance so that the ultimate output voltage
will not fluctuate due to variation in the current required by the
vision circuits.
(2) The mains themselves from which these voltages are derived are
found to be subject to disturbances and to various spurious changes
of voltage, a11 of which must be smoothed out so that no effect is
produced upon the voltages to be used ae anode and screen supplies.
It will be remembered from my technical note on the Cathode Follower
that both of the above requirements can be simultaneously carried out
by the insertion of such a circuit between the source of H.T.and the load.
A cathode follower so ueed is known a8 a Stabiliser. The term btabilieath
however, is generally applied to any process which contributes toward8 the
atability of anode and screen supplies, whether they specifically employ a
cathode follower or not.
Considerable use is made of stabilisers in the high temion supply systems
for the vision apparatus, and two syetems of stabilisation are used, which we
will designate A and B. 8 y & m A, the original design, is largely satisfactory,
but has been found to have certain alight disadvantages, which have been
overcome in By& B which waa deaigned later.
The theoretical aspect of the Stabiliser hae already been treated in my
technical note on the Cathode Follower, and on the wumption that this
hee been r e d , the circuita of the two syetems will now be considered.
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Figure 1. H.T. Stabiliser for All Vision Units except Head Amplifier
Power Supply Stabillsation System ' A '
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POWER SUPPLY STABILISATION -SYSTEM
The apparatus comprised in this system may conveniently be divided
into three sections.
(1) The H.T. Stabiliser. This unit contains a number of cathode
followers working under D.C. conditions, which effect the main
proceaa of stabiliaation.
(2) The Maine Stabilieer Unit. This is an auxiliary which enhances
the smoothing effect of the H.T. Stabiliser upon mains fluctuations.
(3) The Control Voltage Panel. This supplies the necessary steady
source of poeitive grid voltage which the H.T. Stabiliser requires.
The number of H.T. and Mains Stabilisers provided depends, of course,
upon the number of supplies to be stabibed, but it will be seen that only
one control voltage panel is necessary. Further, the H.T. Stabilisers themselves are of two different types, one type being suitable for all vision units
except the Head Amplifiers, and the other being designed for the Head
Amplifiers. The various units apertaining to System ' A ' will now be
described.

H.T. Stabiliser for All Vision Units except Head
Amplifiers
The circuit of this type of stabiliser is given in Fig. 1. It is designed
to give two separate H.T. outputs, No. 1 being of the order of 300 V, and
suitable for the anode supplies of much of the vision apparatus, and supply
No. 2 being intended t o be of lower voltage suitable for the screened grid
supplies of such apparatus.
The valves V,, V,, V, and V, are four cathode followere in parallel,
their anode8 being supplied from the source of H.T. power via the input
terminal A. Their cathodes are, of course, connected to the load via the
output terminal B. The valves V, and V, are another pair of cathode
followers in parallel, their anodes being supplied from the main power input,
and their cathodes feeding the eecond output via the output terminal C.
The uae of cathode followers in psrallel is, of courae, due to the fact
that the currents which it is required that the outputs B and C shall deliver
are greater than can be d e l y paaeed by one valve. The controlling factor
is, of course, the maximum diesipation which each valve will stand. Ae an
example, in certain instances the stabiliaere are adjusted to deliver an output
voltage from termind B of 300 V. The input a t terminal A is 430 V., so
that acrose eech valve there is a drop of 130 V. The maximum dissipation
for the type of valve used is 10 watta, so that the maximum permiesible
current per valve ie 80 mA. Consequently with four valves in parallel,
the etabiliaer will deliver 320 mA from terminal B.

'A'

The output voltage is, of courae, determined by the v i t i v e grid bias
applied to the stabiliser valves. This bias is supplied from a unit known as
the Control Voltage Panel. This bias will, from stabiliser theory, be always
a few volts greater than the desired output volts. The stabiliser valves in
operation therefore draw grid current. It is desired to isolate this grid
current from the control voltage panel, as if this were not done the value of
the biaa would vary with the amount of apparatus, and consequently with
the number of stabilisers in use, due, of course, to differences in the grid
current which the Control Voltage Panel would be required to deliver. For
this purpose the valve V, is provided, which is a cathode follower or stabiliser
working on exactly the eame principles aa the rest of the valves in the unit,
but provided for the purpose of isolating the grids of V,, V,, V,, V,, V,
and V, from the Control Voltage Panel and supplying them a t low impedance.
In operation the control voltage, or positive grid bias, entering via tarminal D,
is applied to the grid of V, via the decoupling circuit R, .C,. The anode of
V, is similarly connected to the main H.T. supply, and the cathode contains
the unshunted resistance R,. Across R, therefore there exists a positive
voltage which is now applied to the grids of V,, V,, V, and V,, and constitutes
the positive bias which will determine the value of their output voltage.
The grids of V, and V, alao require a positive voltage, but since they
are intended to deliver a lower output voltage, the effective grid current is
leaa serious, and no intermediate grid biaa stabiliser similar to V, is provided,
the grids being fed directly from the control voltage panel via an input
terminal E, and the decoupling circuit R, C,.
The stabiliser can be adapted for use in circumstances where no separate
second output (tarminal C) is required, but poaaibly a greater current is
required from the firat output (terminal B). In this cam the switch S is
thrown to the position designated Common, and the valves V, and V,
are thrown in parallel with the valves V,, V,, V, and V,, and the stabiliser
should then deliver some 480 mA a t 300 V.
When V, and V, are in use to generate an output voltage of 160, the
diesipation will be very heavy and the maximum current per valve, since
there is a drop of nearly 300 V. between anode and cathode, will be only
36 mA. The resistance R, is therefore included in the anode circuit of V,
and V, in order that the dissipation may occur in i t rather than in the valves.
The internal impedance, or apparent regulation of the main H.T. supply
to V, and V, is, of course, increased by the amount of R,, but this is of little
account ee this increaee will appear a t the output (terminal C) to have been
divided by the magnification factor of the stabilieer valves V, and V,.
It should be noted that the stabiliser is in no way restricted to the
particular output voltages and currenta mentioned above, which are, however,
typical of the conditions under which it is usually required to operate.
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Figure 2. H.T. Stabiliser for Head Amplifiers
Power Supply Stabillsation System 'A'
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H.T. Stabiliser for all Vision Unite except Head Amplifiers (Contd)
The valuea of the output voltagea delivered are entirely controlled by the
value of the positive grid bias applied a t the terminals D and E, and if it were
required that the stabiliser should deliver, for instance, 365 V. from terminal
B, at, of course, a correspondingly reduced current, and a y , 100 V. from
terminal C, in which case the permieeible current consumption would be
greater, this could eaaily be arranged by appropriately adjusting the voltages
supplied to terminale D and E.
The Studio vision equipment is provided with eight stabilisers of the
above type which are connected in the following manner :
lyoe. 1 & 2 These supply anode and screen voltegea to the Pulse Generators,
and the outputa of both stabilimra are paralleled, that is to say,
the terminal B of Stabiliser No. 1 is connected to the terminal B
of Stabiliser No. 2, and a similar connection applies to the
terminals C. The output voltage a t terminal B is 286 V., and
that a t terminal C ia 136 V.
No. 3 This supplies the Distribution Amplifier of Picture Channel 2
(Bay 6). In this caae the switch S is in the Common poaition
as no screen voltage is required, but instead, a somewhat heavy
current from one output. The output is a t 300 V.
No. 4 This suppliea the Distribution Amplifier of Picture Channel 1
(Bay 6), and is connected similarly to No. 3.
No. 5 This suppliea anode and screen potentials for the ' C ' Amplifier,
the Suppreaaion Mixer and the Picture and Sync Mixer of Picture
Channel 2 (Bay 6). The output voltage a t terminal B is 360 V.,
and that a t terminal C, 200 V.
No. 6 This suppliea the ' C ' Amplifier, the Suppression Mixer and the
Picture and Sync Mixer of Picture Channel 1 (Bay 6) and is
connected as in the case of No. 6.
No. 7 This suppliea anode and screen voltages for the ' B ' Amplifiers
of Picture Channele 1 and 2 (Bays 5 and 6). The output voltage
a t terminal B is 350, and a t terminal C is U)().
No. 8 This supplies anode voltage only to all the ' A ' Amplifiem, the
Fading and Monitoring Mixer and the Phase Reverser. I n
this case, of course, the switch S is in the Common position,
and the output voltage is 350.

H.T. Stabiliser for Head Amplifiers
The circuit of this unit is shown in Fig. 2. It will be seen that there are
in all 7 valves, of which V, to V, inclusive are separate stabilisers which
feed H.T. individually to each of the six Head Amplifiers. The necessary
control voltage for theae valvea is derived primarily from the Control Voltage
Panel via the valve V,, which acta aa an iaolation cathode follower and
suppliea the grid current drawn by the stabiliser valvea.
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The unit also contains the necessary means for switching the H.T.
suppliea to each Head Amplifier, and it is preferred to perform this operation
by switching the control voltage to the stabiliser valvea rather than the H.T.
outputa, aa in the former case there is negligible current a t the relay contacts.
It is desired that the H.T. should be applied or removed gradually, as otherwise the switching of one Head Amplifier during a transmission would produce
a sharp transient in the H.T. suppliea to the other Head Amplifiers, the effect
of which would be noticeable in the picture. This is carried out in the
following manner, which will be described in connection with the valve V,
since the circuits of each of the six stabiliser valves are identical.
When the contacts of the relay R are open, the control voltage from the
cathode circuit of V, is applied across C,, R, and R, in series. C, is thus
fully charged, and there is no voltage acrose R, and R,. The grid of V,
is therefore a t earth potential and the cathode voltage of this valve which is,
of course, the stabilised H.T. supply for the head amplifier is negligible.
It w i l l be evident from cathode follower theory that the stabilised output
cannot be reduced to zero by this means. This output constitutes an
automatic grid biaa for the stabiliser valve, and if it were zero the valve
would be in a condition of maximum conductivity. In operation the output
voltage takea up a value such that the stabiliser valve is mlf-biased to a
condition in which it passes only that current which, paasing through the
output impedance, generates the required self-bias voltage. This point is
of importance becauee, although the Head Amplifier H.T. ,is ostsnaibly
switched off by the action of the relay R, it will still be possible to draw a
heavy current from the stabiliser output if this should be accidentally short
circuited, since, there being now no cathode impedance, there can be no
self-biaa, and the stabiliser valve is in a fully conductive condition.
When an operating voltage is applied to the relay R, the contacts close,
and the condenser C, discharges though the resistance R, so that the junction
of C, and R, takes up the a m e potential aa the cathode of V,. The grid
of V,, which ia connected to the junction of C, and R,, therefore receives
the p i t i v e control voltage from the cathode of V,. V, L now fully conductive, and a value of H.T. nearly equal to the applied control voltage is
developed a t ita cathode and is pawed to the Head Amplifier. The values
of C, and R, are 2 pF and 1 megohm reapectively, eo that the discharge of C,
and consequently the application of control voltage to the grid of V,, is
under the control of the time constant of 2 seconde. This voltage and the
stabilised output therefore develop gradually.
When the relay contacts are opened, the condenser C, chargee slowly
through R, and R,, and the H.T. is similarly reduced gradually under the
control of the time constant C,(R, + R,) whiah has a value of 3 seconde.
No particular significance attachea to the difference in the two time constants,
which only arisea becauae the presence of R, is an easential of the circuit.
Without R%the relay wouM short circuit the control voltage supply from V,.
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H.T. Stabiliser for Head Amplifiers (Contd)
As will be eeen from my note on the Focus Panel, the operating voltage for
the relay R is derived from the push-button contactor in the appropriate Focus
Panel. This arrangement is provided so that the single operation of opening
the push-button contactor will remove the emitron gun potentials and theHead
Amplifier H.T., and thus remove from the camera cable all dangerous voltages.

The Control Voltage Panel
The necessary positive grid voltage required by the H.T. Stabiliser is
generated by a unit known as the Control Voltage Panel, the circuit of which
is given in Fig. 3. It consists of a valve rectifier, the output of which is
smoothed by the circuit Cl L, C,, and applied through the resistanoe R,
to the seriea of neons N,, N,, N,. The function of the neon lamps in conjunction with the resistance R, is to give a certain degree of preliminary
stabilieation to the control voltage before it is applied to the stabiliser grids,
even though it is isolated from these grids by an additional cathode follower
( V b of Fig. 1). It may seem that exaggerated precautions are taken to
stabilise the control voltage, but it must be remembered that it is thia voltage
which determines the value of the final output-anode and screen voltages.
The neon l a m p operate in the following manner.
A certain minimum voltage must be applied to a neon lamp before any
discharge occurs. This having happened, however, the voltage required
to maintain the discharge f a h , because the current flowing is mainly due to
ionisation of the neon molecules by collision with the stream of electrons
constituting the striking current. A very slight increase of e.m.f. across a
neon will greatly increase the current flowing through it owing to the cumulative effect of the increased number of collisions which are engendered.
Conversely, a large change of current can take place without the voltage
acroes the neom being much altered. A resistance (R, in fig. 2) is necessary
to limit the current, as if it were not present the cumulative effect would
produce a current of suficient magnitude as to destroy the neon.
It is clear therefore that if a neon or a series of neom be fed through a
resistance from a eupply, current may be taken from the junction of the
resistance with the neons, since such current will pass from the supply t o
the output insteed of passing through the neone, and, as we have eeen, there
will be little change of voltage acroea the neon due to this c a m . The uee
of a number of neom in series enables a number of output voltagea to be
obtained, all stabilised, as the system is equivalent t o a single tapped neon.
It will be seen that in the circuit of Fig. 3 the three neons ere associated
with a potentiometer R, to R,,, in such a way that any voltage between M )
and 360 in 50 V. s t e p can be obtained. These voltages are available for
connection as required to the grid^ of the valvea Vs, V6and V, in the stabiliser
of Fig. 1, eo that the latter can be made to deliver voltagea approximating
to any of those delivered by the Control Voltage Panel.

NI.
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Mains Stabilising Panel
An H.T. supply system consieting of (a) a rectifier, (b) a stabiliser, and
(c) a control voltage generator for the stabiliser, is all that is fundamentally
required to deliver etabilieed H.T. to the viaion apparatue. It is found,
however, that even with the above the degree of stabilieation provided by
euch a eystem is not quite adequate, and effects of unsteadiness in the picture
due to fluctuations in the mains supply can be observed, and it ie desirable
that they should be neutralised. I n order to effect this, an additional unit
known aa the Mains Stabilising Panel is provided, the circuit of which ie
shown in Fig. 4. It will be seen that the unit contains six individual valve
circuita which are all identical in principle, end it will therefore suffice to
describe one, the circuit eseociated with V,.
The voltage from a given eliminator output ie applied to the potentiometer R,, R,, R,. A tapping on the potentiometer R, is connected via
the condenser C, to the grid of V,. C, holde off the steady D.C., and any
disturbances in the supply will reach the grid. They are amplified and
reversed by V, and, by meam of the condeneer C, and the resistance R,,
are added in series with the control voltage on its way to the appropriate
stabiliser. Here, being in anti-phase, they will energiae the gride of the
stabiliser valvee in the inverse manner to the original diaturbancee which are
entering the stabiliser from the H.T. supply. Clearly, by seeking the correct
adjuetment of the potentiometer R , these fluctuations can be neutralieed.
It will be seen that the values of R, have been individually adjusted in the
cam of each of the six circuite. Thie waa found to be necessary in order to
bring the point of neutralisation properly within the range of adjuetment
of the potentiometer R, in each caee. It is found to be unnecessary t o apply
this procees of neutralisetion to all the high teneion supplies, and the six
circuita provided in the Mains Stabilising Panel are allocated as follows :

No. 1 Control voltage supply to the valves V, to V, in stabiliaere Nos. 1
and 2, providing 300 V. output t o Pulse Generator anodes.
No. 2 Control voltage supply to the valves V, and V, in stabilisere Nos. 1
and 2, providing 160 V. output to Pulse Generator scmns.
No. 3 Control voltage supply to the valves V, t o V, in etabiliaer No. 7,
providing 360 V. output to ' B ' Amplifier anodes.
No. 4 Control voltage supply to the valves V, and V, in stabiliser No. 7,
providing 200 V. output to ' B ' Amplifier screens.
No. 6 Control voltage supply to the valves Vl to V,, V, and V, in stabiliser
No. 8, providing 360 V. output to all ' A ' Amplifiem, Fading and
Monitoring Mixer and Phase Reverser.
No. 6 Control voltage supply to the Head Amplifier etabiliser panel.

L

Fiewe 4.
Maine Stabilisatlon
Panel--System 'A'
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POWER SUPPLY STABILISATION-SYSTEM
The stabilising system dmcribed above, though satisfactory from the
point of view of providing a low output impedance for the H.T. supply, is
not completely effective in removing fluctuations originating in the mains,
especially those of low periodicity. It has been found desirable so to design
the stabilising system that there is effectively a D.C.coupling in the mains

H.T. Stabiliser-Type

'B'

4c

The oircuit of this unit is shown in Fig. 6. As before, it is capable of
providing two separate outputs. The H.T. eupply enters via terminal A,
and passes to output No. 1 via the four oathode followem Vs, V,, V, and V,
in parallel. The stabiliaed output appears a t terminal B. In the case of

1'29v+

Figure 5. H.T. Stabiliser, Type 4C
fluctuation neutralitation circuit. It has also been considered that the
design might be improved by incorporating in one panel the stabilising and
fluctuation neutralisation features, which in the above system are located
in separate panels. AB a further contribution to complete steadineaa of
output, the control voltage in the new system is provided by a battery.
Thia later design of stabilising equipment is incorporated in two units :
(1) The H.T. Stabilising Unit, which, as indicated above, incorporatee the
functions carried out in the older syatem by the Mains Stebilisation Panel.
(2) A battery panel, which substitutes for the Control Voltage Panel.
AB before, there are several types of stabilieers for different purpoeee,
and these various typecl, together with the Battery Panel, will now be
described.

A
rct
INPUT

3

output No. 2, the H.T. from terminal A paeam through the cathode follower
V,, whose output finally appears a t terminal C. It may be, however, that
a single output is required having a rather larger value of permissible output
current. In this case V, may be joined in parallel with V,, V,, V, and V,
by means of a switching operation to be deecribed later.
The valves V, and V, are provided to introduce the necessary neutralhation of mains fluctuations, and also to provide the control voltage for the
valves V, to V,, while simultaneously isolating it from the battery. The
control voltage is applied to the grid of V,, which valve therefore effectively
isolatea the stabiliser from the control voltage battery. The elementa R,
and C, are added as a refinement to suppress any fluctuations which might
arise from the battery. V, and V, have a common cathode weietanco
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R, R, R, R,, acroas which, since V, is a cathode follower, a shady positive
voltage will be developed of the same order as the voltage applied by the
battery to the grid of V,, viz. 120 V. The incoming high tension supply
from terminal A , which may be presumed to carry fluctuations, is applied
to the potentiometer R, R,, so that a t the point D there will exist a fraction
of the standing H.T. voltage, amounting to approximately 100 V., together
with fluctuations of proportionately reduced amplitude. The potential
at D is applied to the further potentiometer R,, the slider of which is connected
to the grid of V ,, so that the fluctuations at D are applied to the grid. The
lower end of the potentiometer R, is returned to a point on the cathode
resistance R, R, R, R,, which is dependent upon the position of the link L,
but so calculated that a t any of the three positions in which the link may be
fixed, the standing potential found there is approximately equal to that
at D, that is to say 100 V.
The anode circuit of V, contains the anode resistance R,, and therefore
any fluctuations applied t o the control grid appear magnified and reversed
a t the anode, whose steady potential, apart from any fluctuations, is proportional to the steady component of its grid voltage, and constitutes the
actual control voltage for the valves V, to V,. Clearly, by selecting the
correct point on the potentiometer R,, the amount of reversed fluctuations
generated at the anode of V, may be so adjusted ae exactly to cancel the
fluctuations which would pass from the incoming H.T. through the cathode
followers V, to V, to the output. The incoming fluctuations also appear
a t the anode of V,, since it derives ita H.T. from the common source, and these
are also included in the cancellation.
It is to be noted that the form of circuit adopted gives a D.C. coupling
between the incoming fluctuations and the grid of V,, so that fluctuations
having very low periodicity are removed. Even a permanent change in
the value of the incoming H.T., such as, for instance, from 475 V. to 460 V.,
will be completely neutralised.
The valve V, is a D.C. amplifier, and requires the usual grid bias in order
that it may work upon the linear portion of its amplification characteristic.
This grid bias is provided automatically from the drop of voltage occurring
across R, R, and that portion of R, which is in circuit between the cathode
and grid of V,. Further, the ultimate output voltage of the stabiliser depends
upon the control voltage applied to the valves V, to V,, and this is, as has
been seen, the standing anode potential of V,. This is in turn dependent
upon the standing automatic grid bias of V,, and therefore the stabiliser
output voltage may be set to any desired figure within the limits of design
by adjusting the automatic grid biae. It has been arranged that three
output voltages shall be available, viz. 260, 300 or 360 V. To obtain 360 V.,
the link L is so placed as to allow R, and R, to remain in circuit. To obtain
300 V., the link is placed so aa to short circuit R,. The standing grid biae of

V, is thereby reduced, so that its anode current inoreaees and ita anode
voltage decreases from 360 to 300 V. Similarly by placing the link L eo as to
short circuit R, and R,, the output is reduced to 260 V. Owing to the fact
that the control voltage for the valves V, to V, is derived from the anode
of V,, it has the c o m ~ t i v e l yhigh value which is deeired, whereas the
initial control voltage from which the whole stabiliser ia controlled only
needs to be 120 V. In effect, therefore, the circuit seaociated with V, and
V, magnifies the initial battery control voltage by 3 : 1. The oonetanta of
thecircuit~ociatedwith V, are so chosen that the amplification charrtcterietic
is linear in whichever of its three positions the link L may be pleoed.
The object of returning the lower end of the potentiometer R, to a point
on the common cathode resistance is to enable the balance adjustment to
be made without affecting the standing automatic grid biae of V,, and
consequently the output voltage. The potentiometer R, operatea ih effect
with reference to the fluctuations only and cannot affect the atancling bias,
since the potential a t each end is approximately the aame and there is a
negligible flow of D.C. through it. Actually, thie statement is only strictly
true in the case of the 300 V. setting ; it clearly cannot be true in the caee
of all three settings, but the divergence in the case of the 260 V. and 360 V.
settings is insignificant. The potentiometer R, gives a fine control of the
output voltage, and is consequently designated Voltage Control.
When the ganged selector switch S, S, S, in the position designated 4,
the valve V, is in parallel with V, V, V, and V,, and ita grid receives the
control voltage provided by the anode of V,, ae in the case of the other
valves. The valve V,, however, can be used separately to provide a stabilised
voltage of lower value than that provided by VI to V,. For this purpose
the switch S, S, Ssis thrown to the position designated 3, when the following
operations are performed by the various sections of the switch. The section
Lgl reconnects the anode of V, so that it takes ita H.T. supply from the
cathodes of V, to V, instead of from the main incoming supply a t terminal A.
This is done for two reasons. In the first place, the cathode of V, L required
to deliver a stabilised output a t a much lower voltage than when thevalve
is used in parallel with V, to V,, and unlw means are provided to reduce
the initial unstabilised voltage applied to ita anode, the dissipation in V,
will be excessive. Secondly, the stabilised output required from V, is
suficiently below the stabilised output from V, to V, for the latter to be
used conveniently as an anode supply to V,. The supply to V, has thus
aheady had any fluctuations neutralised and no separate cancellation
arrangements are necesetbry when V, is used to give a separate output.
The section S, changes over the grid of V, so that it receives a control
voltage, not from the anode of V,, but from the potentiometer R,, to R,,
which is across the stabilised output from V, to V,. This forms a convenient
method of applying a reduced control voltage to the grid of V,, whioh is
necessary in view of the lower value of output required from this valve,
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H.T. Stabiliser-Type 4c (Contd)
and because, the anode supply to V, having already had any fluctuations
in it cancelled, the control voltage to the grid is not required to carry antiphaee fluctuations.
The section Ss of the ~818ctorswitch removes the filament centre point
of V, from its parallel connection with those of V, to V,, and connects it
to the terminal C, a t which the reduced output provided by V, will therefore
be obtained.

R,,, R,, and R,,, a corresponding adjustment to which is made whenever L
is altered, and the current through the potentiometer R,, to R,, is thereby
maintained constant and the calibration of the upper links L, is maintained.
The permissible output currents for the various output voltagee, assuming
the range of input voltage is from 434 V. to about 486 V., are given in Tables
1 and 2.
The adjustment of this stabiliser will be largely clear from the description
already given. The required number of outputs and values of these outputs

Figure 6. H.T. Stabiliser, Type 5C
The link associated with the resistancm R,,, R,, and Rla enables three
values of control voltage to be applied to the grid of V,, so as to enable three
values of stabilised output to be obtained. The settings of the link are
designated 100 V.d., 150 V.d. and 200 V.d., which means 100, 160 and 200
volts down with respect to the stabilised output from terminal B. It will
be notioed that the difference between these voltages is in 60 V, steps, a
convenient round figure. This calibration, however, cannot apply in the
case of all the three values of stabilised output provided by the link L
easociated with R, and R,, and to enable this convenient calibration in 60 V.
steps to be maintained, the additional link L, is provided associated with

will be set by means of the switch 8,8, 8,, and the links L, L,, L,, and the
fine adjustment of voltage carried out on the potentiometer R,. The jack J ,
should be plugged to a signal monitor, and any fluctuatiom present in the
main output terminal B will be seen. The Balance potentiometer R, should
now be adjusted until these disappear. A slight readjustment of R, may
now be nmessary, followed possibly by a slight further adjustment of R,.
Thia type of stabiliser ia fitted with directly heated valves in order
to enable the unit to give the largmt possible output per valve. The use
of this type of valve, however, makes i t impossible for this stabiliser to be
of universal use, and as there is a vestige of residual hum it is therefore used for
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TABLE 1. H.T. STABILISER, TYPE 4C, MAIN OUTPUT. (Terminal B)
Output
Outpu current
Total output
Total outpd current
volts
per valve
current for
for 4 ualvm, including
6 vaivea
any output a t C
at B
m ~ .

TABLE 2.

H.T. STABILISER, TYPE 4C, SUBSIDIARY OUTPUT.
(Terminal C)
Difference between
Current to
outputs B and C
volts
100
150
200

TABLE 3. H.T. STABILISER, TYPE SC, MAIN OUTPUT. (Terminal B)
Output
Output current
Tdal output
TolaE output current
for 4 valves including
volts
per valve
current for
at B
mA.
5 ualva
any output a t C
mA.
mA.
260
f34
320
266
405
324
300
81
360
*95
*475
*380
TABLE 4.

H.T. STABILISER, TYPE 5C, SUBSIDIARY OUTPUT.
(Terminal C)
Difference between
C u w d to
outputs B and C
C
Volta
mA.
*l00
116
160
100
76
200

N.B.-The w e n t to T e r m i d C muet be irrJudrd in the total pmmWuible
euwent from output B.
C w & in -8
of the abow&urea arc liable bitlrcr to run the hcodrrcs
in& grid cuwenl, which W&! cffaL the oubpui d & g e and the h u m balance,
or to carcsd the hc dwsipdion.
TJn limits mmkcd
are Uwue a# which grid went commmm, and for
uafe41 LnM limit dhould not be a g p v a d d d i n 10% unlcsu i! W known W
the e
y trdUlqc W alum18 highet than 434 vdta.

*

supplying stabilised H.T. to those units of the vision chain where the signal
level is already high, such ss Suppreeaion Mixers, Pictureand Sync Mixers, etc.

H.T. Stabiliser-Type

5c

This type of stabiliser is designed for use with those units of the vision
chain where the signal level ie low, aa for example in ' A ' and ' B ' Amplifiers.
The circuit which is given in Fig. 6 is almost identical with that of stabiliser
Type 4c, except that indirectly heated valves are used, with the result that
ths hum level is negligible. he permissible values of output, however,
lower than in the c m of T~~~k, and are given in
3 and 4.

H.T. Stabiliser-Type

6c

This unit is designed to provide six individual stabilised H.T. suppliee
for application to the Head Amplifiers. Eauh of these supplies is required
to be remotely switched by operation of the push button contactor in the
Focus Panel of the appropriate camera, and, as in the case of stabilisers
Typea 4c and Sc, the unit must contain ita own mains stabilieation features.
The circuit is shown in Fig. 7, and it will be seen that it is a combination
of the circuit arrangement of the Head Amplifier Stabiliser of System ' A '
with the method of stabilieetion control employed in stabilisers Types 4c
and 60. The circuit is, however, so arranged that the operation of switching
off the H.T. supply to a camera ensurea a definite suppreseion on the supply
in all circumstancee, so that unlike the Head Amplifier Stabiliser in System
' A,' it ia not possible to draw any current from the stabiliser when the circuit
is in the Off condition, due to a short circuit of a stabilised output.
The circuit contains 9 valves, of which those designated V, to V, are
separate stabilisers which feed H.T. individually to m h o f six Head Amplifiers.
They therefore correspond to the valves V, to V, in the Head Amplifier
Stabiliser of System ' A.' The valve V, is a cathode follower which supplies
the control voltage to the grids of V, to V,, and it is provided so as to isolate
from the control voltage supply any grid current which may be drawn by
them valves. Its function therefore cornponds to that of the valve Vl
in the Head Amplifier Stabilieer of System ' A.' The valves Vl and Vs
are provided to introduce the necessary neutralisation of maim fluctuations,
and to amplify the control voltage which is derived from the Battery Panel.
They therefore corraspond in their functions to the valves V, and V, of
stabilisers Typea 4c and b.
The functione of the various valves in this unit will therefore be clear
if the operation of those typea of stabilisers which have already been deaaribed
is understood. For convenience, however, the action of thb c h u i t will
be dascribed ss far ss ooncerns the valves V1, Vs and V, together with V,,
the action of the latter being, of course, representative of that of ell of the
six individual stabiliser valves V, to V,, the circuits of whioh are identioal.
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H.T. Stabiliser-Type 6c (Conld)
The control voltage from the Battery Panel a t 120 V. is applied t o the
grid of V, via the elements R, and C,, which smooth out any induction which
may have been picked up by the wiring. The cathode circuit of V, contains
the resistances R, and R,, across which, since V , is a cathode follower, a
steady positive voltage will be developed. The unstabilised H.T. supply
enters via terminal A, and carries the fluctuations which it is desired to
suppress. It is applied to the potentiometer R, R,, and a t the point D
there will exist a fraction of the standing H.T. voltage together with fluctuations of proportionately reduced amplitude. To the point D is connected
the potentiometer R7, the other side of which is returned to the point E,
which is a tapping on the cathode resistance R, R, such that the standing
potential8 of the points D and E are the same. Acroes the potentiometer R,
are developed therefore the fluctuations but no D.C. potential.
The anode circuit of V, contains the anode resistance R,, and therefore
any fluctuations applied to the control grid appear magnified and reversed
a t the anode, whose steady potential apart from any fluctuations is proportional to the stesdy component of its grid voltage, and constitutes the
actual control voltage which will be supplied via V, to the stabiliser valves
V, to V,. Clearly, by selecting the correct point on the potentiometer R,,
the amount of reversed fluctuations generated a t the anode of V, may be so
adjusted 8s exactly to cancel the fluctuations which would pass from the
incoming H.T. through the stabiliser valves V, to V, to the output. The
incoming fluctuations also appear a t the anode of V, since it derives its H.T.
from the common source, and these are also included in the cancellation.
As in the cam of.stabilisers Types 4c and 6c, the form of circuit adopted gives
a D.C. coupling between the incoming fluctuations and the grid of V,, so
that the fluctuations of the lowest periodicity are removed. The valve V,
is a D.C. amplifier, and requires the usual grid bias in order that i t may
work upon the linear portion of its amplification characteristic. Thia grid
bias is provided automatically by means of the drop of voltage a c r m R,.
The standing potential a t the anode of V,, which is devoid of fluctuations
when R7 is properly set, is applied to the grid of V,, which is a cathode
follower. At its cathode is developed therefore a standing positive voltage
which constitutes the actual control voltage for the grids of the valves
V, to V,. Should these valves take any grid current, the low output
impedance of V, will enable this to be supplied without interference with the
circuit conditions.
The action of V,, which is representative of that of all six stabiliser
valves V, to V,, may now be described. The relay R is energised by means
of the D.C. supply from the push button contactor on the appropriate Focus
Panel. T h i ~relay is shown in the circuit diagram in the energised position,

in which the stabilised H.T. supply to the Head Amplifier is switched on.
In thiu conditio? the control voltage derived from the cathode circuit of V,
is applied via the lower contact of the relay through the resistance R, to
the grid of V,, and the condenser C, is discharged, both sidee of it being a t
as
the potential of the control voltage. When the relay R si-dso
to switch off the Head Amplifier supply, the centre contact moves so as to
connect the grid of V,, via R, and R,,, to a source of negative voltage a t
- 130 V., and it will be seen that the condenser C, slowly discharges to a
potential which is the sum of the control voltage and that of the negative
supply, that is t o say, approximately 500 V. The charging of thie condenser
is, however, controlled by the time constant given by C, (R, R,,), which
has a value of 1.6 seconds. When the relsy R is operated, therefore, the grid
of V, takes up an ultimate value of - 130 V. a t a rate determined by this
time constant, and the H.T. to the appropriate Head Amplifier is gradually
suppressed. The object of this is to avoid introducing into the H.T. supply
a sharp transient which, despite the action of the stabilisers, might cause a
pulse in the H.T. supply to any other Head Amplifiers which may be switched
on. This precaution is desirable as the Head Amplifier is, of course, the
earliest amplifier in the viaion chain. Since the grid of V, is now receiving
a strong negative biaa from an independent sunply, an accidental short
circuit of the stabilised output which might be caused by the failure of
cable cannot result in any flow of current.
When the relay R is energised so aa to switch the supply on, the centre
contact restores the circuit condition to that shown in the diagram. The
grid of V, is connected to the control voltage via R,, and this resistance is
placed across the condenser Ca. The control voltage therefore builds up
on the grid a t a rate determined by the time constant C, R,, which is 1 second,
and similarly a transient when switching on is avoided. There is no significance in the difference of the value of the two time constants, which merely
ariaes owing to circuit necessities. The normal output for each of the six
stabiliser valves is 60 mA a t 350 V.

+

The Battery Panel
The circuit of this is shown in Fig. 8, and is self explanatory. A main
battery of 336 V. is provided which can be tapped in five places, so that
five different values of output can be obtained. In series with each tapping
is a small subsidiary battery for fine regulation of the voltage. The voltmeter may be connected to any of the five tappings in order to r e d the
voltage. The &h connection is aLo made in the form of a tap, so
that if necegsary some or all of the tappings can be made to give negative
voltagea.
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Figure 7. H.T. Stabiliser, Type 6C

Figure 8. Batte~yPanel, System B
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WAVEFORM MONITOR
This type of Waveform Monitor haa been designed so m to enable
measurements of the amplitudes of waveforms to be made with a high degree
of accuracy. It ie therefore particularly useful for measuring the white,
black and sync levels which are delivered by the Distribution Amplifiers in
various parts of the system, it being important that these levels should be
maintained with some precision.
The principle employed is aa follows. The waveform to be examined
is applied to the Y plates of a cathode ray oscillograph, to the X plates of
which ie applied the usual eaw-toothed sweep voltage, which is held in
synchronism with the predominant frequency of the applied waveform.
The oecillographis provided with a fixed cursor, the position of which coincidea
with the horizontal diameter or X axis of the fluorescent screen. The poeition
of the waveform on the fluorescent screen can be adjusted with reepect to
the position of the fixed cursor by meane of a vertical shift voltage, which
is applied to the Y platea, and which can be accurately meesnred by mean8
of a high grade voltmeter. It is arranged that when the applied shift voltage
is a t zero with mpect to earth, the time baae, that is say, the line drawn
by the sweep voltage in the abaence of any applied waveform, is coincident
with the oursor. It follows that upon a waveform being applied to the Y
plafes, if the various parb of it are in succmion &placed so aa to coincide
with the cursor by the application of suitable shift voltages, then the value
of shift voltage employed in eech cam will be the absolute value in volte of
the componding part of the waveform whioh is coineident with the oursor.
Aa an example, suppose that it is deaired to measure a mixed picture and
sync waveform having the following values : white level + lOV, black level
+3.6V, and sync level OV. This wiU be recognised aa the c o m t waveform
which should be delivered by a Distribution Amplifier for application to a
Picture Monitor. If the shift voltage is zero with respect to earth, and if
the sync level is truly zero with respect to earth aa it should be, then the
waveform would appear upon the screen, aa shown in Fig. 1. If now the
shift voltage be readjusted so aa to d i a p h e the whole waveform vertically,
and bring the black level instead of the sync level in coincidence with the
cursor, aa shown in Fig. 2, it will be found, if the incoming b h k level ie
correct, that 3.6V of shift voltage have been required for this operation.
If, for instance, 4V are neceaaary, it follows that the incoming black level
hes an absolute level of +4V, and is therefore too high. The eame operation
can be repeated for white level.

TYPE

It will be evident that this method of memurement, being of the ' null '
type, is capable of great accuracy, thie being largely dependent upon the
excellence of the voltmeter employed to measure the shift voltage.
The monitor provides other facilities which have been found desirable.
Waveforms may be examined under D.C. conditions or with the D.C.
component removed. Two waveforms may be observed simultaneously by

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

superimposition, and therefore directly comptmd. The apparatus is aho
designed to provide eficient synchronism between the incoming waveform
and the time base, whether the predominant recurrent frequency in the
incoming waveform be in the positive or negative sense. To facilitate
exact mrnurement, a number of ranges of shift voltage are available, theae
being 6,10,20, 60,100,200 and 500 volts, so that a range of input waveform
amplitudes corresponding to these figurea may therefore be meaeured.
Lastly, the apparatus is entirely self-contained,all the necwary electrode
potentiale being generated by a rectifier, an incoming supply at 230V A.C.
being all that is required.
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The Oscilloacope

of approximately 1,000V from the junction of R,, R, and R,. The f i s t
anode receives its potential of approxi~mtely200V from the reeietance R,,
and since, as usual, the spot is focussed by the adjustment of this potential,
this resistance takes the form of s potentiometer, which is brought out to a
manual control designated Focus. The range of voltage variation provided

The oscilloscope, which is illustrated in Fig. 3, is an eleotmtatically
deflected cathode ray tube, the gun of which may be described as a tetrode.
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by i t extende between 140 end 4mV. The cathode is supplied from the
junction of R, and R,, and the grid is connected to H.T.negative through
the reaistance R,. The voltage drop across R, provides automatic grid bias
of - 9V for the grid. It will be seen later that in addition to the fixed
bias of - 9V, the grid receives a negative black-out pulae during the fly-back
period to extinguish the return trace which would otherwise obscure clear
observation of the waveform, and that thie could not be applied to the grid
if the latter were connecfed directly to H.T. negative in order t o piok up
its negative biaa. The grid is therefore returned to H.T. negative via the
reaistance R,. There is thus a direct D.C. connection to H.T. negative to
provide the negative biaa, while the black-out pulses are developed across
thia resistance. If the oathode resistance R, were not shunted by a condenser,
it would apply anti-phaae feed back to the black-out pulaee which are applied
to the grid, and their effective amplitude would be reduced. The rmistance
R, ie therefore shunted by the condenser C, to remove this effeot.
It is as u s d neceeasry to apply the waveform which is to be examined
to the Y plates of the oscilloecope in push-pull, in order to avoid defocussing
the-spot. The incoming waveform is usually asymmetrical and the valves
V, and V, are accordingly provided to transform this input into one having
push-pull characteristics, as well as to provide a neceseary degree of amplification when waveform of small amplitude are being examined. The latter
may be applied to the monitor by any one of the four jacke designated
DC,, AC,, DC, or AC,. When applied to either of the jacks DC1 or AC,,
the input appeara upon the grid of the valve V,, and the sense of this connection is such that a positive waveform will appear on the screen as an upward
trace and a negative waveform as a downward trace. When the jacks DC,
or AC, are used, thia ie reversed. It will be seen therefore that whatever
the sense of the incoming waveform, it may be observed upon the screen the
right way up. The two jacks labelled DC, and DC, enable waveforms having
D.C. characteristics to be examined with their D.C. component retained,

It contains the following electrodes :
(1) A heater, rated to take 1.3A a t 4V A.C.
(2) A cathode
(3) A cathode screen, which receives a negative bias of - 9V with
respect to the cathode
(4) A first anode, requiring a potential of + 200V
(5) A second anode, requiring a potential of + 1,000V
(6) A pair of horizontal deflection plates
(7) A pair of vertical deflection plates
AU these electrodes, with the exception of the vertical deflection plates,
are conneoted to a number of pins in the base of the cap. The relation
between the various electrodes and these pins is illustrated in Fig. 4, which
is a view looking down upon the base of the tube. The vertioal deflection
platee, which should have a minimum of capacity to earth, are brought out
to a pair of studs located on the glrres envelope itself.

The Amplifier and Shift Circuit
The circuit is illustrated in Fig. 97.
An H.T. supply at 1,000V is generated by the power unit, comprising
a transformer TR, the rectifiers V, and V,, and the smoothing circuit C,,
L,, C,, LP It should be noted that neither the positive nor the negative
of the H.T. supply is earthed, an important point the significance of which
will appear later. The H.T. is applied to the potentiometer comprising the
resishnces R,,R,, R,, R,, R,, R,. The second anode reoeives its potential

t Figure 9 attached

to
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but if the jacks AC, or AC, are used, then the D.C. component is eliminated.
Considering the circuit details associated with the control grid of V,,
the input, when applied to the jack DC,, proceeds direct to the grid through
the elements C,, R, and R,. The resistance R, is inserted to limit the flow
of grid current which might occur if a high positive potential is associated
with the incoming waveform, as such a potential might be damaging to the
valve. This high resistance would, however, in conjunction with the input
grid capacity of V,, considerably reduce the upper frequencies present in the
waveform, and the resulting trace on the tube screen would not be repreaentafive. It is therefore shunted by the condenser C,, which by-paseee such upper
frequencies, and in fact the A.C. waveform aa a whole. R, is the usual antiparasitic resistance. When the jack DC, is not in use, the grid is earthed
m regards static charges by the resistance R,,.
When the input is applied
to the jack AC,, the D.C. component is eliminated by the condenser C,,
It may be that both jacks DC,
in conjunction with the resistance R,,.
and AC, are not in use (if the waveform is being examined on DC, or AC,),
and in this case it is desirable to eliminate stray potentials picked up by
AC, and C,. This is done by earthing the input spring of AC, to D.C. and
A.C. respectively, by means of the elements C, and R,,.
The jacks DC,
and AC, are designed so that it should be possible to insert the plug carrying
the input waveform no matter what may be the standing potential of that
waveform, that is to say, it is unnecessary to remember to insert the input
plug in the monitor jack first and into the source of the waveform to be
examined last. Considering the jack DC,, the outer is not eaxthed, but if
the input cord is connected to a concentric cable, t b n the shank must be
earthed when the jack is pushed home. This earth is provided by the spring
S,. This cannot, however, be earthed directly, as otherwise any standing
potential on the inner of the plug would be momentarily short circuited
during the insertion of the jack, with possible damage to the apparatus
originating the waveform. The spring S, is therefore earthed to D.C. by
R,+nd t o A.C. by C,. C, and R,, perform the same function for the jack AC,
Similar detailed circuit arrangements will be seen aesociated with the
control grid of V,, except that wherees the point A in the circuit associated
with V, is directly earthed, the point B is not directly earthed for reaeons
which will appear later, but is effectively earthed by the condenser C,.
The valves V, and V, transform the aeyrnmetrical input into a push-pull
output in the following manner. Let us aaaume that the input is being
applied to the control grid of V,, and that the grid of V,, as we have seen,
is earthed. When the input tends to drive the grid of V, positive, the cathode,
which contains the unshunted resistances R,,, R,, and R,,, will follow the
grid and similarly become more positive, but the increase of its potential is
less than that of the control grid (in accordance with ordinary cathode

follower theory), so that there is a net increase of potential between the
control grid and the cathode of V,. The increased csthode earth potential
is communicated to the cathode of Vs via the path comprising R,,, R,,
and R,, (and by R,,, R,, and R,,, which latter resistances, however, are
not there for this specific purpose), so that the cathode of V, also becomes
more positive. The grid of Vs is, however, held at a fixed potential to earth,
so that there is a net decrease of potential between the grid and cathode of V,.
We might express this loosely by saying that whereas the grid of V, becomes
more positive with respect to its cathode, the grid of V, becomes more
negative with respect to its cathode. The potentials on the two control
grids are therefore in push-pull. Magnified push-pull potentials are therefore
developed a t the two anodes by virtue of the inclusion of the anode resistances
R,, and R,,, and the vertical deflection plates Y, and Y,, being directly
connected to these anodes, the vertical excursion appears upon the screen.
A convenient form of gain control is provided by the connection of the
three resistances R,,, R,, and R,, between the two cathodes. Their junctions
are brought out to the stud switch P,, which enables the total resistance to
be varied between zero and 2,950 ohms. If the total resistance between
the two cathodee is zero, the cathodes are feeding each other with mutually
reversed potentials. They cannot therefore follow the potentials of their
corresponding grids so closely as they would if there were no such mutual
interaction, and in each case the grid-cathode potential is comparatively
great. The anode excursion is therefore correspondingly great and the gain
of the stage high. On the other hand, when a resistance is inserted between
the two cathodes, the magnitude of the revereed potentials which they
mutually apply to each other is reduced, and they are now in a position to
follow more closely their corresponding grid potentials. The grid-cathode
potentials and the corresponding anode excursions, are now relatively less
and the gain of the stage is reduced. The stud switch P, is brought out as a
manual control designated Gain, and its several positions enable gaim of
1, 2, 4 and 8 to be obtained.
Since V, V, is a push-pull D.C. amplifier, it follows that if no input is
applied to either control grid, the two anode potentials should be equal.
This is obviously desirable, since the cursor is situated on the central horizontal
axis of the tube. and in the absence of any input the spot should be exactly
central or underneath the cursor. Due to slight differences between the
valves, however, this may not be the case, and there may be some slight
standing difference of potential between the two anodes reeulting in a vertical
zero error of the spot. This is corrected by the provision of the variable
resistance R,,, but an alternative method would be to replace R,, by two
individual reaistances connected in series with R,, and R,,. It will be seen
that variation of R,, in one direction. or the other will increase the amount
of the cathode resistance which is effectively in series with the cathode of
one valve, and correspondingly decrease the amount in the case of the other
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valve. This changes the balance of the current through each valve, and
by choosing a suitable position of R,, the two anode currents, and coneequently the two anode potentiale, may be made equal. The resistance R,,
is brought out ae a preset screw-adjusted control.
We may now consider the application of the shift voltage, which, aa
we have seen, is the baeis of our method of measurement of the amplitude
of the incoming waveform. The shift voltage must ultimately act upon the
A circuit could obviously be designed
vertical deflection plates Y and Y
which would apply a shift voltage in push-pull to these two plates, but the
design would be awkward and cumbersome, and it is clearly rational to
apply the shift voltage to the control grid of either V, or V,, when it will
automatically act on the deflection plates in push-pull by virtue of the action
of the amplifier V, V,. An accompanying advantage will be that the absolute
value of the shift voltage will be equal to the absolute value of the amplitude
of the incoming signal, since they are both acting upon the grids of identical
amplifiers. In practice the shift voltage is applied between the control
grid of V, and earth. The acbion is then aa follows.
Supposing an input waveform hee a maximum amplitude of 10V with
respect to earth, and it is applied to the control grid of V,, then this grid
potential will rise by lOV,and the potentiale of the plates Y, and Y, will
rise and fall respectively by a number of volts, depending upon the gain
setting of the potentiometer P,. The spot will therefore be deflected away
from its initial position opposite the cursor to a new position in the upper
hemisphere of the tube screen. If now a shift voltage having an amplitude
10V is applied to the control grid of V,, the potential of this grid will
of
rise by 10V, and the potentials of the plstea Y, and Y, will rise and fall
respectively by the same amoant ae occurred due to the action of the input
waveform on the grid of V,, but in the opposite senee. During the occasions
when the incoming waveform is developing its maximum amplitude, there
will be no relative difference in potential between the two defleotion plates
Y, and Y,, as would be the caae if the incoming waveform and the shift
voltage were both removed from the control grids of V, and V,. On these
occasions therefore the spot will take up its original position coincident
with the cursor and in other words there is no deflection. It can easily
be seen therefore that by adjusting the shift voltage so that any part of the
waveform is brought into alignment with the cursor, then the value of shift
voltage obtaining a t that time is the value of the amplitude of that part of
the incoming waveform which is opposite the cursor. It will be appreciated
that we are concerned here only with the relative potentiah between Y, and
Y,. Clearly if a positive incoming waveform and a positive shift voltage are
being applied to the respective control grids of V, and V,, the standing
potentiale of Y, and Yf will both be lower than they were in the absence
of any inputs to the control grids. This point is of no importance except

as regards the linearity of V, and V,, ae we are purely concerned for the
purposes of deflection with relative amplitudes.
We have now established the necessity of developing between the
control grid of V, and earth a variable shift voltage. Since the incoming
waveforms may be either positive or negative with reapect to earth, the
shift voltage must similarly be available in either sense. The principle
adopted is illustrated in Figs. 6, 6, 7 and 8.
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Figure 5

Figure 6

Referring to Fig. 5, the control grid of V, is fixed a t a potential of
approximately
SOOV relative to H.T. - by means of the H.T. potentiometer R, Rb. A second potentiometer R, is also connected across the H.T.
supply. The control grid is c o ~ e c t e dthrough the meter M to the slider
of the potentiometer R, through a further potentiometer R,, the slidar
of which is joined to earth. Let us suppose that, an illustrated in Fig. *,S
the potentiometer R, is set a t the extreme positive end of its range, and the
potentiometer Rd is set a t that end of its range which adjoins the slider of
the potentiometer R$ The following potential differences now apply :Between grid and H.T. negative
.. .
+SOOV
Between remote end of R, and H.T. negative
.
1,000V
Between grid and R, slider
.
.. .
. -6OOV
Between grid and earth
.
. -MW)V
Referring now to Fig. 6, R, is set ae before, but R, is mt to the other,
or most negative, end of its range. The following differemcee now apply :Between grid and H.T. negative
.
.. +600V
Between remote end of R, and H.T. negative
OV
..
Between grid and R, slider
. . .. .
.. +500V
Between grid and earth ..
.. . . .. .
+M)oV
It will be seen that by leaving R, set as illustrated, and varying R, over the
whole of its range, a shift voltage between the grid and earth varying between
+ MW) and - W V hae been made available.
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Referring now to Fig. 7, R, has been reset to the moat positive end
of its range, and R, hae been adjusted to be a t 1110th of the range between
the grid and the slider of R,. The following differences now apply :Between grid and H.T. negative
.. .. +MW)V
Between remote end of R, and H.T. negative
+l,OOOV
Between grid and R, slider
. .
..
-M)V
.
..
-6oV
Between grid and earth

..

..

..
..

.
..

.
.

..

of earth and vary the potential of the grid, or vice versa, as is done in this
case.
The potentiometer R, is brought out as a manual control designated
Volt Range, and in practice is tapped so ss to give ranges of 5, 10, 20, 50,
100, 200 and 600V. The potentiometer R, is also brought out to a manual
control unlabelled.
Returning to Fig. 9, the equivalence between the simplified circuit
diagrams of Figs. 6, 6, 7 and 8 and the actual apparatus may now be seen.
The resistance R, is formed by the resistances R,,, R,, and R,, of Fig. 9,
and the resistance Rb by the resistances R,,, R,,, R,, and R,,.
The potentiometer R, is represented in F i g s by the resistance8 R,, to R,, inclusive,
while the potentiometer R, is formed from the resistances R,, to R,, inclusive.
The three potentiometers R,,, R,, and
are in effect only one simple
potentiometer, but are actually constituted in the form shown for practical
convenience. The condensers C,, and C,, provide further smoothing of the
H.T.supply with mpect to A.C. potentials developed between H.T. and
H.T. -, but smoothing of the supply with respect to earth, which is, of course,
essential, is obtained by meana of the element6 R,,, C, and Cl,' The shift
voltage finally appears across C,, the upper side of which is connected to the
control grid of V , via the complex input circuit which has alretbdy been
described.

+

Figure 7

Fieure 8

Turning now to Fig. 8, Bd is still l/lOth of the way between the control
grid and the R, slider, but the latter has been eet to the moat negative end
of its range. The following differencee now apply :
Between grid and H.T. negative
.. .
+MWIV
Between remote end of R, and H.T. negative
OV
.
+6oV
Between grid and R, slider
Between grid and earth
.
..
+MIV
It will be seen that maintaining R, in the setting shown in Figs. 7 and 8,
variation of R, haa enabled a variable shift voltage between grid and earth,
ranging from +MIV to -MIV, to be obtained.
The significance of the fact mentioned earlier, that the H.T. negative
is not earthed, will now be appreciated. The potentiometer R, furnishes
our control of the shift voltage over a range controlled by the lsetting of R,.
The scheme doee not necessitate any arrangements to alter the range of the
meter M, becauae the current flowing through it always variea over the =me
range. The virtue of the arrangement lies in the fact that by fixing the
value of the standing voltage of the control grid with mpect to H.T. negetive,
thie doe8 not change with respect to the standing voltage% of the cathode,
screen and anode, which are aho fixed, so that the working conditions of the
valve are not primarily affected by the adjuetment of the circuit. It will
be realieed that in developing a variable shift voltage between the control
grid and earth, it is fundamentally immaterial whether we fix the potentid

.
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The Sweep Circuit
This section of the circuit is formed by the valves V,, V,, V, and V,
and their associated components. The forward stroke of the saw-toothed
sweep voltage is generated by the charging of the condensers C,, to C,,
inolnsive through the high resistance R,, from the H.T. supply. During
the forward stroke the anode-cathode path of the valve V, is non-conductive,
but a t an appropriate moment this path becoma conductive and rapidly
diecharges the condensers C,, to C,,. The spot therefore flies back, the valve
V, then becomes non-conductive, and the cycle of operatiom repeats itself
indefinitely. The means by which the valve V, becomes alternately nonconductive and conductive is m follows. At the beginning of the forward
stroke the condensers C,, to C,, inclusive are holding a strong negative
charge for reasons which will appear later, and the control grid of V, is
biassed back well beyond the cut-off, so that the valve is non-conductive.
During the forward stroke, that is to say, w-hile the condensers C,, to C,,
are being charged, the condeneem Caoto C,, are being discharged through the
high resistance R,, and the winding 3 4 of the transformer TRI. Actually
the condensem C,, to C,, and the reaiatance R,, are forming a second relaxation oscillator of precisely similar characfer fo the other one formed from
C,, to C,, and R,,, the only difference being that while C,, to C,, are being
charged positively from a potential whioh wcaa initially that of H.T. negative,
the condensem C,, to C,, are also b e i i charged in the poeitive sense but

-
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started from a potential which waa much more negative than that of the
H.T. negative Line, and may therefore be rationally said to be discharging.
This process proceeds until the grid-cathode potential to V, haa become
sufficiently less negative than originally as to permit the valve to conduct
between screen and cathode. Current now starts to flow in the winding
2 1 of the transformer TR, and a voltage is induced in the winding 3 - 4 of
such a sense aa to accelerate the movement of the control grid potential
in the positive direction. This in turn engenders more screen current and
accordingly a greater positive control grid potential, and the cumulative
action in practice drives the control grid strongly positive in a very few
micro-seconds. Apart from the conductivity between screen and cathode,
the valve is, of course, now conductive between anode and cathode, and this
path discharges the condensers C,, to C,,.
The amplitude of the positive pulse delivered to the control grid from
the secondary of the transformer TR, is sufficiently great as to attempt to
drive the grid strongly positive, but restoration of D.C. occurs and the
control grid does not succeed in becoming more positive than zero potential.
Therefore a t the moment during the return stroke when the maximum
screen current is being drawn, and the maximum positive potential is being
applied to the control grid, there CO-existson the control grid, due to D.C.
restoration, a negative charge equal in value to the amplitude of the induced
positive pulse. When the positive pulse has driven the grid as far positive
as the restoration of D.C. will permit, the screen current can increase no
further, and it is for the moment stationary. There is now no flux in the
transformer, and the poaitive pulse is withdrawn, leaving a negative charge
due to D.C. restoration on the grid, which crccordingly cute off screen and
anode current. The screen current in falling will induce a flux in the opposite
direction to the transformer TR,, which will momentarily drive the grid
more negative than the potential due only to D.C. restoration. But when
the screen current finally ceeaes the flux in the transformer TR, will again
be zero. The negative pulse will therefore cease, and the negative potential
of the grid becomes that due to D.C. restoration alone. This last effect,
involving a negative pulse on the control grid, however, haa no bearing on
the action of the circuit since the valve is already cut off by the potential
due to D.C. restoration, and is a purely subsidiary effect which must result
from the action of the transformer TR,. The cycle of operations has now
amved a t our original starting point, a t which time the condensers C,,
to C,, are discharged, but the condensers CB, to C,, are holding a strong
negative charge and biassing V, well beyond the cut-off.
The frequency may be given a coarse variation by means of the ganged
switches S, and S,, which control respectively the capacity included in the
grid and anode circuite of V,. Fundamentally only the grid capacity need

-

be changed, since it is the time constant of the grid circuit of V, which
determinee when this valve becomes alternately conductive and non.
conductive, and consequently when the anode capacity is discharged. If
the anode capacity were not varied as well, there would be corniderable
variation in the amplitude of the sweep as between different frequencies.
If we imagine the condensers C,, to C,, to be replaced by a single oondenser C,
then a variation of S, alone would admittedly give a coarse adjustment of
frequency, but when set to give a comparatively low frequency, the condenser
C would have time to charge up to a greater amplitude before being discharged
than if S, were set to give a higher frequency. To maintain the sweep
amplitude constant with frequency, which is a desirable feature, the anode
capacity must be reduced or i n c r e d a t the same time as the grid capacity
is reduced or increased. With this provision, when S, is set to give a comparatively low frequency, a certain amplitude will be generated across the
comparatively large anode capacity. When S, is set to give a higher
frequency, and the anode capacity is replaced by a smaller value, the latter
will charge up more rapidly, and it can be arranged that the same amplitude
is reached in the smaller charging period permitted by the higher sweep
frequency. This is the reason for the presence of the several condensers
C,, to C,, which are selected by the switch S,, the latter being, of course,
ganged with St.
A h e control of frequency is available from the potentiometer R,,.
This firstly controls the potential applied to R,,, and therefore the rate of
discharge of the condensers C,, to C,,.
Again, without any further provision,
this alone would result in some change in the sweep amplitude with variation
of frequency, and to avoid this the potential applied to R,, is also taken
from R,,.
Thus, when the slider of R,, is brought nearer to the H.T.+
line to increase the frequency, the shorter charging period of C,, to C,,
is compensated by the additional potential applied to them via R,,, and
they therefore charge up more quickly.
The ganged switches S, 8, and the potentiometer R,, are brought out
as manual controls and are colleotively designated Frequency.
The saw-toothed sweep voltage on the upper side of the condensem
C,, to C,, must now be transformed into the push-pull form for application
to the two horizontal deflecting plates X, X, of the oscillograph. It is
therefore applied to the grid of the valve V,, which, with the valve V,,
forms a push-pull amplifier operating on similar principles to the previously
described amplifier V, V,. A limited range of amplitude control is available
by means of the potentiometer R,,, which is brought out aa a manual control
designated Amplitude.
It might be thought that the operation of this amplifier is different
from the amplifier V, V,, aa there is apparently no common cathode resistance
corresponding to R,, and R,, in the latter amplifier. I n this case separate
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cathode resiatancea R,, R,, R,, and R,, R,, R,, are provided, but the
operation of the amplifier is the =me. The eseential feature in procuring
a push-pull output from two valves such as V, and V, when only one control
grid is energised is the provision of a comparatively low resistance path
between the cathodes. This ie provided by R,, R,, R,,.
It will be noticed that the grid leak R,, of V, is returned to a point on
the cathode resistance of V, instead of t o its own cathode cirouit, and
similarly the grid leek R,, of V, is returned to the cathode circuit of V,.
This is a refinement which is added to minimise the difference in balance
which might occur when a pair of valves which have not been specially
chosen to have exactly similar characterbtics are employed in these two
positions. If the valves are dissimilar, there will be a permanent out of
balance between the two standing anode potentiak. This ia not of great
importance in the horizontal scanning direction, but i t is minimised by the
circuit design employed. If such an out of balance exists, there will be a
difference between the two potentials a t the two pointe C and D. By
returning the grid leak of V, to C, and the grid leak of V, to D, these potentiala
are communicated to the grids of the opposite valves, where their action is
such as to endeavour to restore the balance, which is in effect reduced to
half the amount which would otherwiee obtain. Clearly only the D.C.
potentials a t C and D are required, and it would interfere with the operation
of the circuit if the A.C. potentiala were also fed back. The feed back from D
t o the grid of V, is therefore decoupled by the insertion of the elements
R,, and C,,, while that from C to the grid of V, is similarly smoothod by
the elements R6, and C,,. The anode circuits are provided with the usual
anode resistances R,, and R,,, and the anodes are directly connected to the
oscilloscope X p l a h .
The valve V, is provided to enable synchronism to be maintained
between the sweep voltage generated by V, and the predominant recurrent
frequency in the waveform which is being examined. Thia predominant
frequency, which may for example be the synchronising signal, may be in
either sense, dependent upon the source of the incoming waveform, but it
must always be applied to the valve V, in the positive sense, as will be seen
later. It follows that some means must be provided for obtaining an input
of the incoming waveform in which the sense of the predominant frequency
is always positive. To effect this, the anode circuita of V, and V, are
provided with two additional mode resistances, R,, and R,,, so that potentials corresponding to the incoming waveform will be developed at the
points E and F. Since V1 and V, are, however, in push-pull, the potentials
a t E and F will be mutually in opposite phase. A simple potentiometer
connected between E and P will therefore provide a t one extreme of its range
the incoming waveform in one sense, and a t the other extreme in the other

sense, while in the central position there will be no potential. Such a
potentiometer is provided, and is shown ae R,,. Its slider is connected to
the grid of V, via the condenser C,,, which holds off the standing potential
of the anode circuit of V, V,. R,, is brought out aa a manual control
deeignated Hold.

A break jack designated External Hold is provided, which enables
some extraneous frequency to be injected if it is not desired to hold the
sweep voltage in synchronism with the incoming waveform. The incoming
waveform appears amplified and reversed a t the anode of V,, and is developed
8crose the parallel fed load resistance R,,. It will be seen that this resistance
is included between the lower end of the condensers C,, to C,, and H.T.
negative, so that the signal across R,, will be applied to the control grid
of V,. It is a t this point that the signal must alwaya be in the positive
sense, as V, trips when its control grid has leaked sufficiently in the positive
sense. The inclusion of R,,, however, in series with the condensers C,,
to C,, has the unfortunate effect of slowing up the fly-back, since the speed
of the latter depends upon the rapidity with which these condensers can
discharge, and it is evident that they must dischkrge through R,,.
To
improve this situation there is connected in parallel with R,, a condenser
C,,, which by-paaes R,, t o a certain extent a t the recurrent frequency.
The value is, however, so chosen that it is not great enough to spoil unduly
the sharpness of the wave-front of the potential of the predominant frequency
by removal of the upper frequencies, as this would result in an indefinite
hold. The potentiak on the anode of V, are parallel fed to R,, by means
of the high anode resistance R,, and the condenser C,* The latter is
specifically placed between R,, and H.T. negative instead of in the more
usual position between the anode of V, and R,,, as by so doing it increases
the impedance of the load a t the frame frequency, and strengthens the hold,
which is otherwise liable to be a little weak.
The D.C. potential of the screen grid of V, is provided from the H.T.
potentiometer R,, R,, R,, R,, R,,. It will be noted that the resistances
R,, and R,, are not shunted by condensers, aa might be expected. This is
specifically done for the following reason. During each fly-back period the
screen grid-cathode path becomes highly conductive. Since R,, and R,,
are not shunted by condensers, the pulses of current drawn from their junction
during each fly-back period by the screen grid will considerably lower the
potential of this junction (the point a in Fig9h). Now it hae already been
stated that it is desirable to cut off the oecillograph beam current by biasing
back the grid during the fly-back period so that the return trace will not
obscure the waveform, and for this purpose we require strong negative
pulses. I t is evident that the omission of condensers between the point
B and H.T. or H.T.- has resulted in such negative pukea being found
at this point, and they are therefore communicated to the oscilloscope grid

+
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via the blocking condenser C,,,
potential.

which holds off the standing D.C.

As the valve V, is a e'traight amplifier, it is unnecessary for it to be
provided with the exceedingly high H.T.value of 1,000V. The H.T. could
be reduced by inserting a large dropping or decoupling resistance in series
with the anode resistance together with the usual decoupling condenser.
The cathode, however, would then be almost a t the potential of H.T. negative,
and since this is usually a t approximately -SOOV to earth, unneceswry
strain would be put on the heater-cathode insulation and on the insulation
of the heater winding of V,. It is desirable, therefore, in the interesta of
clean deaign, to set the cathode a t a potential which will usually be near
earth potential, that is to say, at about + 500V with respect to H.T.
A dropping resistance is therefore inserted in the cathode circuit, and is
shown in Fig.?& as R,0. It has the same value as the anode resistance
R,,, 80 that the valve is at approximately +600V with respect to H.T. The decoupling condenser which prevents R,, from creating strong feedback is connected between cathode and H.T. +, and is shown aa C,,.

-.

.

Operation
The apparatus is firet switched on by means of the maim switch, and
allowed to warm up for a few minutes. The Focus control should be
adjusted until the trace is aa h e as possible, and the Amplitude control
is also set to give a convenient width of scan.
The next operation is to equalise the potentiala of the Y platm under
the conditions when the grid-earth potentiale of V, and V, are both zero.
Since no plug hm aa yet been inserted in any of the input jacka, the gridearth potential of V, is zero by direct connection. The grid-earth potential
of V, is controlled, however, by the ehift voltage. The main shift potentiometer should therefore be set so that the shift voltmeter reads zero. The
grid-earth potentials of V, and V, are now zero, but unle~sthe two cathode
potentiala are equal there will be a difference in the anode potentials. If
we were to vary the gain of this amplifying stage, the difference in anode
potential would correspondingly vary, and the horizontal trace would move
up and down. The next operation is therefore to rotate the Gain control
forwards and backwards, when in all probability the horizontal trace will
move up and down. The preaet potentiometer R,,, which appears on the
front panel, ehould be adjusted until rotation of the gain control backwards
and forwarda makes no difference in the vertical position of the horizontal
trace.

Having fixed the poeition of the horizontal trace when the grid-eerth
potentials are zero, it is necesmry to bring the cursor, which i~ capable of
mechanical adjustment in the vertical plane by means of a screw into line,
with the trace. The apparatus is now ready for the measurement of a
waveform. The latter should be connected in general to either the jack
AC, or DC,, and usually DC, will be preferred. The use of DC, is, of course,
eeaential when a D.C. waveform, such aa the output of a Distribution Amplifier
is to be measured. Having applied the waveform, the coarse and h e
frequency controla and the Hold control should be adjusted until the waveform is synchronised. It must be borne in mind that, aa explained in the
preceding text, the zero p i t i o n on the whole potentiometer is in the centre,
the maximum hold in either sense being obtained in the fully anti-clockwise
and fully clockwise positions respectively. It follows that to hold a given
waveform, the Hold control should be tried in either of the extreme positions,
and whereas in the incorrect position an indistinct trace will be obtained
due to lack of synchronism, in the correct position a clear bold reproduction
of the waveform will be secured. The Gain control ehould be set to give a
convenient vertical amplitude, and the Voltage Range control to give a
convenient range on the main shift potentiometer. The latter may now
be adjusted to bring white level, black level and sync level in turn into line
with the curaor, when in each case the precise voltage of these levela with
respect to earth may be read off on the voltmeter.
No attempt should be made to measure A.C. potentiala whose amplitudes
exceed l00V double amplitude peak, as otherwise the amplifier V, V, will
be overloaded. In the case of D.C. waveforms, this limitation does not
apply, the limit being now set by the maximum shift voltage available,
which is f 600V.
One important point in the operation of these monitors requires to be
streeeed for the benefit of operators accustomed to working with other designs.
It is unnecessary to make any allowance for the setting of the Gain control
of the monitor in computing the amplitude of a waveform which ie being
examined. Supposing that a waveform is applied to one of the input jacks,
and ita vertical amplitude is too small to be clearly seen, so that in consequence
the Gain control is set to give a gain of 8, for example. Let us further
suppose that the difference in the two ahift voltagea which are required to
bring f i s t one side and then the other aide of the waveform to the cursor ia,
for example, 16 V. It might now be thought that the actual amplitude of
the incoming waveform is 16/8 = 2V, because it has been magnified 8 times
in the monitor. Thie is not so, however, since the monitor amplifier also
ampli6ee the ahift voltage. Accordingly, the aetting of the Gain control
may be ignored, and in the example quoted the actual amplitude of the
incoming waveform will be 16V, i.e. the actual shift voltage difference
used in its measurement.

Maintenance
With the monitor set up in aoaocdance with the above procedure, ao
and the apparatus is ready for the
that the shift voltmeter ie m d h g m,
neasurement of the waveform, the Coarse Frequency and Fine Frequency
controla should be set to a minimum. In them oircumetences the following
readinge should be obtained on external instrumente connected to various
parts of the circuit.
C
W
lsoreena*id
Cdliode
C0nh.d W
Value
Current
V-e
Vdtage
Vdtage
604V
699V
18.6mA
8ooV
v1
604V
699V
8ooV
18.6mA
va
44Ov
440V
vs
4.4mA
90v
ov
v,
67777
67477
v,
2.7mA
677V
674V
v,
2.7d
All the above voltages are measured with reapeet to H.T.-.
Total H.T.feed
. ..
. . 60mA
H.T. voltage
.. .
.. .
1,OOOV
The input capacity a t DC, or DC, ia M)ppF, and a t AC, or AC,, 60ppF.
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WAVEFORM MONITOR, TYPE 3a
Technical Description

M-E.M.I.System of Television
Item 6.3. ApriI, 1939

Figure 9. Circuit of Waveform Monitor, Type 3a.
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THE MODULATORS
The design of this apparatus is very complex as the problems to be faced
are technically severe. The function of the modulator is to receive a
vision input with a swing of about 15 volts and deliver to the modulated
amplifier a magnified vision signal having a swing of about 2000 volts. The
output power required in view of the grid dissipation of the modulated
amplifier will be between 2 and 3 kW. Lastly, the greatest problem of all
is that the modulator must show a linear frequency and phaae characteristic
between 0 and 3 mcls. A further requirement is that apparatus must be
provided by which the D.C. may finally be restored. Although the problem
of maintaining a level frequency and phase characteristic does not present
undue difliculty a t low power, it ia altogether a different matter when high
power and consequently large valves and apparatus generally are required.
Nevertheless in this modulator the above requirements have been satisfied.
The modulator consists fundamentally of four stages of amplification
known respectively as the Line Amplifier, the Sub-Sub-Modulator, the
Sub-Modulator and the Modulator. The Line Amplifier receive^ the input
a t a swing of about 16 volts and delivers it to the Sub-Sub-Modulator with a
swing of about 60 volts. The Sub-Sub-Moduletor raises thia level to about
200 volts, the Sub-Moduletor to about 600 volts and finally the Modulator
delivem the required 2000 volts.
Before deecribing the modulator in detail it would be as well to survey
the general principles involved in building amplifiers of wide band width
as m a t of the known principles are simultaneously employed in this
modulator in an effort to produce the required response.

Method 1. Inductances are placed in anode circuits in order to offset the
rise in capacitative sweptance. (This method ia generally known aa
Robiwon correction.)
Method 2. An inductance is ineerted between the anode of one stage and
the grid of the next stage in order that the intervalve coupling inclusive
of valve capacities may simulate a low-pass filter.
Method 3. An appropriate reactance is placed across the cathode impedance
of a valve stage, thereby modifying the cathode-grid reaction and consequently the response characteristic.

Method 4. A cathode follower is connected between two amplifying stages,
thereby preserving the response at the upper frequencies, because the cathode
follower presents a minimum of capacity to the previous amplifying stage
and a t the same time presents a low impedance to face the inevitable input
capacity of the succeeding amplifier stage.
The modulator consists of four stages, each of which comprises an
amplifying stage followed by a cathode follower, thus making use of the
fourth principle enumerated above. In addition the anode circuits of the
amplifying stages are made inductive where necessary, applying method 1,
while anode to grid couplings simulating low-pass filters, as covered in
methd 2, are also used. We shall now consider the stages in order.
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THE LINE AMPLIFIER
The line amplifier consists of two stages, the first an amplifier and the
second a cathode follower, eaoh comprising two pentodes in parallel.
The mixed picture and sync waveforms, both in the form of D.C. operating
mutually on the opposite sides of a fixed black level datum line, are delivered
from the Control Room down a line of characteristic impedance 110 ohme.
This line feeds the grid of the 6rat stage V, V,, and there is ale0 provided a
connection t o the transmitter waveform monitor, by means of which the
waveform incoming from the Control Room line may be examined. It is
arranged that the impedance presented by the complex circuit aesociated
with the grida of V, and V,, in pardel with that leading to the waveform
monitor via the resistance R,, shall have the value of 110 ohma, and so
terminate the line correctly in its characteristic impedance.
An input potentiometer R, is provided so that the correct level can be
applied to the grids of the amplifying stage V, V,. Unfortunately the
D.C. input, if adjusted in amplitude straightforwardly by the potentiometer
R,, will take up various positions upon the working characteristic of the
valvee V, V,, whereas it is required that the point on the characteristio
corresponding to the black level should remain fixed, and that the potentiometer R, should adjust the vieion and synchronising amplitudes extending
from either eide of the black level point without disturbing the point itself.
The blaok level voltage, aa delivered from the Control Room, is about 10
volts above earth, and i t is consequently necessary to connect the lower
end of the potentiometer R, to a point whioh ie 10 volts positive above
earth. By this meana D.C. coupling and economy of valve characteriatic
will be obtained and the black level operating point of V, V, will not be
disturbed by adjustment of the potentiometer R,. The simplest way, of
c o m e , would be to me a battery, but this is undeairable.
It ie also neoeaaary to develop automatic grid bias for the valvea V, V,.
Cathode resistancee R,, R, and R, are therefore provided, such that the
drop of volts a o m R, and R, will be approximately 10, aa required to
offset the Control Room D.C. component. The drop across R, will give the
correot biaa required for V, V,. There will now be signal feed-back from the
cathode circuit of V, V, to the grid circuit, which will result in low of gain
and the large condenser C, is provided to shunt the signal components and
reduce the feed-back. Aa wual, the condenser C,, being of large capacity,
po%mes eome inductance a t high frequenciee, and the additional condeneer
C, of small capacity is oonnected in parallel. The condensera Cl and C,
are not, however, oonnected so aa to shunt the whole of the oathode impedance
of the valvee V, and V, ; they shunt only R, and R,, leaving unshunted the
resistances R, and R16 in para3le1, and the small degree of feed-back produced
by thew unshunted resistances results in the charaoteristic of the valves V,
and V I being rendered more straight.

Unfortunately the ehunting effect of C, C, is incomplete on the lowest
frequencies, and there is a consequent increase in feed-baok and decrease
in gain as the frequency becomea lower. This effect ie corrected in the output
circuit of V, V, by the elements R, R, and C,, whioh raise the gain a t low
frequencies in the inverse proportion to the losa occasioned by C,, C,, R,
and R,. The resistances R, and R,, are fitted to improve the linearity of
control of the potentiometer R,.

Turning to the output circuit of V, V,, the anode earth capacities of
them valvee, together with the input capacity of valves V, and V ,
co-operate with the inductance L, to form a low-pass flter ae indicated
above in method 2. This filter may clearly be terminated a t either end and
an attempt is made to terminate i t as correctly aa possible a t the input end.
Since the filter is a *-section, this characteristic impedance will not be
constant, but will riae es the frequency increases. The inductance L, is
therefore inserted aa a half-section series-arm in order to maintain the
oharaoteristic impedance more oonstant, and although L, ia not M-derived,
the characteristic impedance will be satisfactory up to half the cut-off
frequency. To obtain an adequate freqllency response, the cut-off frequency
must be so situated that a charaderietic impedance no greater than 1000
ohms can be obtained. We require therefore to terminate the input end
of the filter, i.e. to connect the top end of L, to earth with 1000 ohms. The
connedion will actually be made to H.T.+ eo that the terminating resistance
may serve as the anode resistance of the valves V, V,. However, the
operating conditions of them valvea require that with the H.T. value provided
the anode resistance should be 2000 ohms. Aocordingly an anode resistance
R,,, of 2000 o h m ia provided, but the elements R,, C, are provided so that
over the greater part of the band of signal frequenoiea the terminating
impedance oonsista of R,, and R,, in parallel giving 1000 ohma. Be in the
aam of C,, however, the circuit R,, C, fails to comply with the conditions,
the impedance being greater than 2000 ohms a t low frequencies, giving an
exceaeive gain. Tbk is corrected for by the elements R,, C,, which tend to
diminish the gain a t low frequenoiee.
The reeietance R,,, which is oarrying nearly the whole of the dissipation
of the anode circuit of V, V,, has to be of such a s h that it poseeases selfoapacity and appears tberefore a t a lower value than 2000 ohms a t the
upper frequenciee, whereas it ie eesential that tbis value ehould remain
constant. 'I'his is achieved by the addition of the elements L, and R,,,
which co-operate with R,, and ifs self-oapacity to form a constant impedance
circuit. In order that the circuit will require a suitable praotical value of
L,, the self o a p i t y of R,, is brought up to a higher value by the addition
of the small capaoity C,.
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We can now consider the circuite aeaociated with the valves of the second
stage, V, V,. The anodes of V, and V, are D.C. coupled to the grids of
V, V,, and unlees precautions are taken, the operating conditions of the
grids of V, V, would be unworkable owing to the high positive voltage
placed on them by direct connection to the anodes of V, and V,. The
coupling involves the elements C,, C6,R,, R, and R,,, the frequency corrective
functions of which have already been described, but in addition the elements
R,, and R, form a potentiometer which reducee somewhat the standing
positive voltage applied to the grids of V, V,, the full A.C. component being,
however, paesed on by C,. The remainder of the standing positive voltage
is automatically offset by the high value of standing positive voltage also
obtaining a t the cathodes of the stage V, V,, which is operating ae a cathode
follower. It would clearly be rarely neceesary to provide a grid biaa supply
for a cathode follower following an amplifier stage.
The cathode follower etage V, V, ia D.C. coupled to the SubSub-Modulator, and in this c m there must be provieion for a grid negative
supply for the h t stage of the sub-sub-modulator, ae this valve will have
an anode mistance and it will be impoeaible to develop sufficient self-bias.
Such a voltage, provided in this ceee by the battery B, ia termed a hold-off
voltage ee it holds off the positive voltage ecroee the cathode circuit of V, V,
from influencing the first grid of the Bub-Bub-Modulator. The battery B,
being connected to the cathodes of V, V,, will have a capacity to earth
acroea the cath0de impedance, which will cause a 1068 of upper frequencies,
in other words, the cathode load of V, V, ie a circuit whose impedance
decreases ae the frequency increasee, whereae it should be a constant impedance over the whole band. It is poseible, however, to eliminate the effect
of thia capacity by introdu*
the elementa R,, end L,, R,, being regarded
ee a cathode resistor proper, ae looking e c r m the cathode and earth we see
a circuit consisting of R,,, B,,, L, and the capaoity to earth of the battery
which have the configuretion of a constant reaiatance circuit. We now
require to take the hold-off voltage from the negafive end of the battery B
and yet to take the signel voltage effectively from the top end of R,,, i.e.
the cathode. This clearly neceasiteh the insertion of the coil L, inductively
coupled to L,. The eignal frequenciea will then be paseed out via the
inductive coupling between L, L, and the hold-off voltage by direct connection

a t the beee of L,. In practice the upper and middle frequenciee proceed
via inductive coupling and the hold-off voltage plus signal components as
high ae about 50,000 cycles proceed via the direat connection. The coile
L, and L, are termed hold-off coila.
Actually it is not considered adviaable that the low frequency components
B, and so it is by-paaaed
up to 50,000 cycles should peas through the bat*
by the condenser C,, and kept out of the battery by means of the reeiatancee
R,, and R,,. Thus, the h
1 position is that the fixed hold-off voltage is
applied from the negative end of the battery B, the low frequency components
up to 50,000 cycles proceeding via the capacity C,, and the componente
from 50,000 cycles or so to 34 Mc/s being transferred by the inductive
coupling between L, and L,.
Ae in the case of all transformers, the coefiicient of coupling between
L, and L, is not unity, and in consequence there appears in mries with L,
a leakage inductance, the existence of which prevents the circuit from having
a constant impedance a t all frequencies. It is poesible, however, to eliminate
thia by the addition of the elements C, and R,,, which form, in co-operation
with the leakage inductance and the seriee reaiatance of L,, a constant
impedence circuit. It will be noted that the resistance R,, ia not connected
to the top of L,, for thie would not get outside, es i t were, the leakage
inductance. It may be found difiicult to visualise the arrangement aa a
constant impedance circuit, because R,, appears to be connected back to
the separate inductance L,. The top of this inducteace, however, is executing
the Bame potentiels as the top of L, and the connection of R,, to L, is the
only one which willinclude the leakage inductance which it is deeired to build
out. This circuit is also uaed in the Control Room Distribution Amplifier,
and is more fully deeoribed there.
The two stages of the line amplifier are fed from a W l e H.T.supply.
It will be noted that, the valve6 being identical and the anode reeietance
of the first stage having the same value as the cathode resiafence of the second,
and further the sccond stage having no gain, the excursions of the two
anode currents upon application of the signal frequencies will be equal but
opposite in direction, thus giving a balanced state in which the signal
components in the common H.T. supply are small.
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T H E SUB-SUB MODULATOR
This also conaiats of two stagea, the first an amplifier coxmisting of
one D.A.100 valve, and the second a cathode follower employing two
D.A.lOO valvea. The 6hments of all three valves aw lit from MW) cycle A.C.
rectified in the rectifiers WR and smoothed by the condensers C,. The anode

of the cathode followeu stage of the Line Amplifier except that a modificetion has to be made, because the valves V, and V, are directly-heated.
The rectifiers and wmoiated gear would wpreeent a capacity acroae the
cathode impedance of valves V, V,, and this capacity must be held off.

circuit of the amplifier valve V, contains the elements R,, L, and R,, which
function more or less according to method 1 above. The amplifier is D.C.
coupled to the cathode follower valvea V, and V,, the elements L, and R,
2 above. The resietancea R,,
functioning roughly aoaording t o &hod
R,, R, and RI are for anti-parasitic purposes. The cathode circuit of the
valvas V, V* opemtm on the general principle already described in the erase

In each valve, therefore, inatead of a single inductance a pair of coupled
inductences L, L, are used, through which the heater currents may be fed.
From the point of view of the constant reeietanw circuit, however,
they represent one inductance and, together with the reaistancea R,
and R, and the capacity of the reotifiers, form a constant reaiatance
circuit.
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No hold-off voltage is required for the sub-modulator, and the output is
therefore taken from the centre point of the resistances R, R,,. No hold-off
voltage is required because there is placed between the sub-sub-modulator
and the sub-modulator a final D.C. restoration circuit, which itself provides
the necessary bias for the first stege of the sub-modulator, the positive
cathode voltage of the sub-sub-modulator final stage being held off by the
condenser C,.
No reference will be made a t this juncture to the h a 1 D.C. restoring
circuit known aa a clamp, which is connected to the end of the Sub-SubModulator. Thie will be described later.
The high tension arrangements of the Sub-Sub-Modulatorare interesting.
It will be observed that the stages are balanced, and in general there wiU be
little residual signal current in the common supply. Neverthelees it has
h e n deemed advisable to build out the high tension supply circuits to a
constent resistance in order that there shall be no resonance8 which would
feed back from V , V , to V , excegsive voltages a t one particular frequency.
Thie will be largely dealt with in later descriptions of H.T. supply apparatus,
but it must be mentioned now in order to explain the function of the elements
L,, R,, and C,. The high tension supply represents, looking back into it,
a constant resistance over the working range, but is shunted by the capacity
of the high tension positive lead, so that it cease0 to represent a constant
resistance. This is corrected by the elements L, R,,, the condenser C , being
inserted to build up the capacity to be corrected to a convenient value.
The function of the capacity C , is of special interest. In view of the
fact that the constant resistance cathode circuit of the valves V, V , feeds
the Sub-Modulator input, the latter throws a capacity acroes t h b cathode
impedance, with the result that the cathode following action of V , and V ,
a t high frequencies is disturbed, the cathode grid feed-back is reduced, the
stage takes more current than it should do, and the balance of the anode
circuit which, as has been mentioned, is sought after is disturbed. Although
the anode supply circuits have built up a constant resistance eo that no
frequency discrimination will be incurred in any out of balance currents
occurring in the anode circuit, it is not desirable that such currents ehould
be allowed to be there, ea they will give rise to back voltages which will create
amplitude distortion, and accordingly the impedance of the anode circuit
is made low a t the high frequencies a t which such out of balance i liable to
occur by the insertion of the capacity C,.
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THE SUB-MODULATOR
This comista of two stages, the fht an amplifier co&ting
of
one D.E.M.3 valve and the second a cathode follower employing two
D.E.M.3 valves. It will be remembered that between the output of the SubSub-Modulator and the input of the Sub-Modulator, D.C. hee been finally
reatored in the combined vision and synchronising signal, and in addition
appropriate grid bias has been provided for the first stage of the SubModulator. The D.C. signal and grid bias are therefore applied to the grid of
the valve V,, the filament of which L lit directly from the 600 cycle A.C.
supply via the Westinghouse mtifier WR, the 6lement current being smoothed
by the condenser C,. The filament centre point is found by the mistances
R, and R,. The anode is fitted an anti-parasitic reeistance R,.
It ie desired that the anode circuit of this stage should conaist of an
inductance in series with e resistance so as to provide correction according
t o &hod 1. It was found that a resistance of the size and type necessary
for the power to be used had considerable self-capacity and also capacity
to its screen, and did not therefore appear to be a pure resistance a t all
frequencies. It was found necessary to correct this state of effaire by two
operations. R w t the eelf-capacity of the resistance (R, in the diagram)
is swamped by the connection of the capacity C,, and these two elements
C, R, are now built out to constant resistance by means of the elements
L, R,. R, is, of course, equal to R, and the anode circuit of V, therefore
consists of the inductance L, in series with a pure resistance equal to R,
or R,, formed by the elements R,, R,, L,, C,.
The anode circuit of V, is direct coupled to the grid circuit of the valves
V, V, by the elements L, R, which provide correction according to &hod 2.
R, R, and R,, are anti-parasitic resistances. The cathode impedance of the
valve V, V, is, as before, such as to render their grids negative with respect
to their filaments by the desired amount of grid bias. The filaments of
V, and V, are lit from raw A.C. a t M) cycles, this special method of heating
having been found to be moet effective in reducing hum. The filament
heating transformer throws a capacity acroas the cathode impedance which
would, as usual, upc~etthe cathode following action a t high frequencies, and
this capacity must be held off by the creation of a constant resistance circuit.
The action of the circuit provided in this case will be more readily underetood
if the circuits provided in the c a m of the Line Amplifier and the Sub-SubModulator have been mastered as it is a combination of the two.
Instead of one cathode resistance there are provided as usuaJ two
resietances R,] and R,, of equal value in series. The centre point of the
transformer is consequently found by the mistancee R,, and R,, and is
connected to the junction of R,, and R,,, thereby placing the capacity to
earth of the filament heating transformer across R,,. There must therefore

be placed acnwu, R,, an appropriate value of inductance. This inductance
is provided by three individual inductances L,, L, and L,, which are tightly
coupled and conetitute one inductance acroas R,,.
The inductances L,
and L, are provided so that a path may be allowed for the filament current,
as in the cam of the Sub-Sub-Modulator, end as in the cam of the Line
Amplifier it is neceaaary to provide a hold-off voltage for the first stage of
the Modulator as this will be a triode, and it will be impowible to provide
suficient automatic grid bias. The hold-off generator will have a capacity
to earth, and it is therefore undesirable to place it in series between the top
end of the cathode impedance of the valve V, Va and the grid of the first
stage of the Modulator, as if we did so this capaoity would spoil the constant
resistance circuit which we have created for the cathode impedance of V, V,.
It must therefore be connected between the junction of R,, and R,, and the
grid of the fir& stage of the Modulator, so that ite capacity to earth w i l l now
augment that due to the filament heating tramformer and may be cancelled
by choosing appropriate values for the constant resistance elements. We
require, however, that the viaion frequencih which must also be appliod to
the grid of tbe first stage of the modulator should be taken from the top of
the constant impedance circuit. This is effected by transferring them by
magnetic coupling provided by the inductance L,. AB before, the high and
middle frequencies are paaeed acrosa by magnetic coupling and the lower
frequencies and the hold-off voltage by direct connection from the junction
of R,, and R,*
The hold-off generator is a rectifier incorporating two E.680 valves,
V, and V,, the output of which is smoothed by L, and C,, and appears
acroee the load resistance R,,.

It was found in practice that the capaaity to earth from the point A,
which had to be cancelled by the constant resistance circuit, was somewhat
high, and as a preliminary measure it was reduced by cancelling all
capacity exieting from the point B acroea R,, to earth, by means of the
elemente L, and R,,.
The coupling between the inductances L, and L, and the inductance L,
is not perfect, end there therefore appears in series with L, a leakage inductance, which has the effect of reducing the output a t high frequencies. This
is corrected by the elements R,, C,, which give an increased output a t high
frequencies. I n fact the leakage inductance and the series resistance found
in series with it, together with the elementa R,, and C,, form another constant
resistance circuit. It might be thought that mistances R,, and R,, ehould
be returned to the centre point of the filament circuit instead of to either
leg. The method of conneation adopted however is simpler and is found
Civcuit Dicrg*am aitachcd
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in practice to result in negligible induction from the filament heating supply
into the output. Admittedly half the secondary voltage of the filament
tramformer ie applied acroes L, and R,, in series, but the current is very
small and since L, ie an sir-cored inductance the flux in it ie insignificant.
Further the amplitude of the vieion output a t this point is fairly high, of the
order of 600 volts. The output finally proceeds via the soreened lead XY
to the Modulator.
The anode supply circuit very much resembles that of the Sub-Sub-

Modulator. The capacity to earth of the positive H.T.lead, which would
upset the constant mistance nature of the smoothing circuite, is written off
with the elements L, R,,, having been raised to a convenient value by the
capacity C,. Lastly, the capacity C, ia provided aa before to lower the
impedance of the anode supply circuit a t the high frequencies a t which there
will be an out of balance condition, due to the disturbance of the cathode
following action of the valves V, V, by the input capacity of the Modulator
acting acroes the cathode impedance of V, V,.
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THE

MODULATOR

Ae has been mentioned, the ewing applied to the Modulator ia of the order
of 600 volta and the output ia about 2000 volte, eo that the powera are
sufficient to call for the use of water-cooled valves. Accordingly the
Modulator coneiste of two etagee in which, aa before, the first operates as a
triode amplifier employing a C.A.M. 3 valve (V,), and the second operatee
as a cathode follower and employe a C.A.T.6 valve (V,).
The grid of V, receives by direct coupling the D.C. viaion and eynchronieing eignal, together with appropriate hold-off voltage from the output of
the Sub-Modulator. Ite filament is lit from a filament generator, the centre
being found by the miatances R, R,. Having read the description of tbe
Sub-Modulator, the function of the elementa in the anode cimuit of V, will
be clear. However, recapitulating, the anode reeistance R, hae capacity to
earth. or in practice owing to the action of the ecreening, to the H.T. eupply.
This ia, as before, ewamped by the capacity C, and built-out to conetant
resistance by mean8 of the elementa R, L,. Tbe element L•÷in eeries with a
conetant reeistance formed by the elemente, L,, C,,@, and R, givee the
correction aocording to nacthod 1. The anode circuit of V, is coupled by
direot conneation to the grid cimuit ot V,, the element L, giving correotion
according to method 2. The reeietance R, is anti-parasitic. As ueual the
correct grid potential for the grid of V, ia obtained by automatic grid biaa
from the cathode impedance of V,.
The cathode circuit of V, ia very complicated owing t o the lerge number
of eimultaneoualy occurring effeote which have to be corrected. P i r l y ,
the filament heating eupply muet be above earth potential by the drop of
volte across the cathode impedance and m imulated filament generator is
accordingly employed. The capacity of thia to earth acroee tbe cathode
impedance mnat be cancelled. SecondIy, we must provide a hold-off voltage
in order to hold off the poeitive voltage appearing across the cathode
impedance of V, from affecting the gride of the Modulated Amplifier to which
the output of V, will be applied, as these grids canrtot well be given adequate
automatic grid bias. Thirdly, a new problem, peculiar to thie atage only,
ariees in that the internal impedance of the hold-off generator muet be low,
as coneiderable grid current will be drawn by the input cirouite of the
Modulated Amplifier. Thia will vary with the potentiaI of the vieion input,

and amplitude dietortion would be created if the hold-off voltage varied as
would be the cam if it had a high internal impedance, i.e. a bsd regulation.
This problem, of course, is not new, being well known in eound tranemitters,
but it is more acute in thie caae owing to the D.C.working employed. Fourthly,
the corrected elemente employed have now become so large in some ceees
that they do not behave as they are designed to behave and themeelvee have
to be corrected. Bearing these four coneidetatione in mind it ia easy to see
the reason for the complexity of thh cirouit.
The hold-off voltage ia generated by a reoti5er employing two M.R.7.A.
valves, V, and V,. The voltage L amoothed by the elemente L, and C,
and given a conetant resiatence by the elemente C,, R,, L, and R,. The holdoff voltage ia now applied to a pair ot etabiliser valve8 V, and V,, a pair of
D.E.T.38, which behave as cathode followera acting under D.C. conditione.
A cathode follower will behave as euch a t any frequency including zero
frequency which ia D.C., and juet ae it ia used in many caaem eleewhere to
provide low output impedencaa for vieion eignele, it ia here used to provide
low output impedance for the hold-off source. The output from the dabiliaer,
of course, conetitutea a high value of automatic grid biaa for itself, which
muet be o h t by an appropriate poaitive grid voltage of fixed value. This
is generated in the eeparate rectifier V, employing an M.R.l valve, and is
applied to the gride of V, and V,.
The a t a b W hold-off voltage therefore now appeare across the load
h t a n c e R,, but the effective impedance looking towards this after etabilisation is 200 ohma.
The hold-off apparatue aa a whole has a capacity to earth which muat
be cancelled. If we were to proceed to do thie in the seme way aa has been
done in previoue etagee, we would apply the hold-off voltage between the
output and the point E in the diagram, so that its capacity would augment
that due to the ineulatecl tilament generator. In thie cam, however, due to
the magnitude of the apparatue the capacity ao produced would give
unmanageable circuit valuee. I t is therefore neceaeery to make arrangements
to oancel the capacity of the hold-off apperatua aa a separate matter and
not to lump it in with that due to the insulated filament generator.
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In order to understand how thie is done, it ie neoeeeery to digtese, and
to coneider a constant resistance circuit of the type shown in Fig. 1.
Here, if R, = R, = R, then the cimuit will behave as a oonstant mistan08
if L,/Ca = R,. Clearly, the action of the circuit will not be upeet if we remove

the resistance R, which, being an ohmic resietance, is a conetant resistance

Figure 1
For Conetant W i n e

Fieure 2
For Constant Reeietenae

and eubetitute for it another conutant resistance circuit, as ehown
in Fig. 2, euch that tb/Cb= Rb2=, of course, R*. The circuit of Fig. 2 ie in
fact the theoretical diagram of the cathode circuit of the valve V,, and the
following equivalences hold. C, is the capacity to earth of the hold-off
apparatue and L, ie the hold-off ooil which cancels thie oepacity eo that it does
not augment the capaoity to earth of the insulated 6lament generator.
C, represents this latter capacity and L, ie the hold-off ooil which cancele

thie capacity. The constant registance of the whole circuit will, of course,
have the value R.
Returning to the modulator circuit diagram, R,, R,, and R,, are the
three reeietancee called for by the double conetant reeistance circuit which
has been deecribecl and illustrated in Fig. 2. The capacity to earth of the
hold-off apparatue exist6 to earth rather vaguely from the points A and B,
and it is desirable that it ehould be located a t B. Tbie is effected by the
condenser C,. But the connection of C,, in parallel with the constant
impedance hold-off apparatm connected a c r w AB, causee the hold-off
eource no longer to preeent a constant impedance. The elemenfs L, and R,,
have therefore been added to reetore the constant impedance condition
which will now obtain acroae the pointa CD. It muet be remembered that
we are dealing with two oonstant inpedancee eimultaneouely ; tbat of the
cathode circuit as a whole, seen between the filament of V, and earth,
which ehould be 1000 o h m over the working range, and deo that of the
hold-off eoum, seen acroae euch pair8 of points as AB, CD, EF and GH,
which ehould not e x 4 200 ohms over the working range. The lower
conetant reaietance circuit, which cancels the hold-off eouroe capaoity, ie now
completed by the inductances L, and L,, which are tightly coupled. As
before, the hold-off voltage and lower frequencies paee to the output by
direct conneation from the point A, and the upper frequencies are transferred
by magnetic coupling between L, and L,.
Unfortunately it wae found that a t the higher frequencies the
inductancee L, and L, did not behave as pure lumped inductances. Them
inductances posses8 considerable self-capacity between each turn and also
leakage inductance, so that a t the higher frequencies their lumped inductance
ia entirely ewamped and they behave in fact like a ahort line heving a
characteristic impedance of 700 ohme. At one particular frequency in the
middle of the upper band the inductances appear like a quarter wave line of
this characteristic impedance, which ie, of come, incorrectly terminated a t
the lower end, i.e. acroae the points CD, by the hold-offimpedance of 200 ohms.
At this frequency therefore a high impedance is thrown up to the points EF,
while a t frequencies on either aide of it the impedance thrown up ale0
contains reactance. In other worde the behaviour of the inductances L,
and L, ae a ehort line entirely upeets the impedance of the hold-off source aa
viewed from the pointa EF. This effect cannot be eliminated eo it hee to
be accommodeted, the first step being to terminate the ehort line correctly
ineteed of incorreotly a t the lower end. It will be clear that it is nece8aary
to raise the impedance a t the pointe CD to 700 o h m a t the higher frequencies,
while leaving it a t 200 o h m a t the lower frequenciee. Thie is done by the
inclusion of the elemente R,, and L,, whioh, although looking like a typical
pair of elements introduced to create a constant impedance, have nothing to
do with the creation of a constant impedance, but form a terminating eection.
It will be seen that L, ehort circuit8 R,, a t the lower frequencies, so that the
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impedance presented to the lower end of L, L, is 200 ohms, but a t the upper
frequencies L, presente a high impedance and R,, is now added in series with
the 200 ohms impedance, placing 700 ohms across L, L,. The position is
now that we have successfully held off the capacity of the hold-off apparatus,
but in doing so have made its internal impedance vary from 200 o h m a t
low frequencies to 700 ohms a t high frequencies, as measured across the
points EF. This impedance is once more corrected to look like 200 ohms
a t all frequencies by the connection of a condenser in aeriea with the resistance
ecroas the pointa EF. Further reference will be made to this correction
later.
We can now proceed to cornider the upper constant resistance circuit,
whose function is to cancel the capacity of the insulated filament generafor.
For this purpose, to allow for the supply of filament current to the valve V,
the inductances L,, and L,, are connected, as in previous stages, and the third
inductance L,, is fitted so as to allow the output to be taken off a t high
frequencies by magnetic transference between L,,, L,, and L,,.

It w,as again found that the circuit involving L,,, L,, and L,, behaved
as a line a t the upper frequencies, this time having a characteristic impedance
of 155 ohms. This line is therefore incorrectly terminated at the lower
end by the impedance of 200 ohms presented to it across the points EF,
and, as before, very widely varying and complex impedances are presented
a t the points QH. It wea therefore similarly necessary to terminate
correctly the inadvertently crmted line. The impedance required for this purpose ia one which is 155 ohms a t high frequencies, rising to 200 ohms a t low
frequencies. To this end the impedance of 200 ohms a t EF is reduced to
155 a t high frequencies by means of a reeistance and condenser. At EF,
therefore, two capacity resistance groups are required, viz. a 4 element
network. There are, of course, numerous equivalent 4-element networks,
all possessing the same characteristics, and in order to obtain convenient
values an equivalent was chosen having the constitution shown in the diagram
and incorporating C,, C,, R,, and R,,.
The impedance is now correctly matched, and viewed downwards
from the points Q and H is 200 ohms a t low frequencies and 155 ohms a t high
frequencies. A final correction must therefore be applied to raise the

impedance a t high frequencies by 46 ohms so that the impedance will be
uniform over the w o r m range a t 200 ohms. This is done by the elements
R,, and L,,, which, ea can be eeen a t a glance, look like 46 ohms a t high
frequencies when the impedance of L,, is very big, and appear to be zero a t
low frequenciee when R,, ia short-cirouited by L,,. At last looking down from
UH,the impedance of the hold-off source is 200 ohms a t working frequencies.
The cathode impedance of V, is 1000 ohms over the working frequencies. At
H we have the vision and synchronising signals with D.C.restored, together
with the appropriate hold-off voltage, and the point H may thererore be
connected to the grids of the modulated amplifier.
We have yet one final correction to perform arising from the fact that
the modulated amplifier grids present a capacity acroea the cathode impedance
of V,. Inclusion of the capacity C, gives the circuit the constitution of a
capacity resistance potentiometer, and corrects for this factor.
The high tension supply circuit is treated as in previous stages. The
elements L14and R,, restore to constant resistance the high tension smoothing
circuits which have been disturbed by the capacity to earth of the high tension
positive lead, and lastly the elements C,, C, and R,, are provided as before
to lower the impedance of the anode supply circuit a t the high frequencies,
a t which there will be an out of balance condition due t o the disturbance of
the cathode following action of the valve V, by the input capacity of the
modulated amplifier acting across the cathode impedance of V,.
It should be noted that the cathode impedance of 1000 ohms referred
to in the above description ie the deliberate load placed in the cathode circuit
in order that the valve may behave like a cathode follower. The impedance
presented a t the output, owing to this cathode following action, is much
lower, and is l00 ohms. The resultant impedance shown, i.e. 100 in parallel
with 1000, is some 90 ohms, and in series with this is added the impedance
of the hold-off source which a t low frequencies is 200 ohms, but at the high
frequencies being largely short-circuited by C, is zero. Therefore the
impedance finally presented to the grid circuit of the modulated amplifier is
about 290 ohms a t low frequencies and 90 at high frequencies. This is an
excellent result, and ensures good performance of the set in transmitting
the brighter parts of the picture in their correct tonal relationship to the
darker parts.
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T H E BLACK LEVEL PULSE GENERATOR
I n my technical note on the Restoration of D.C. (which it is essential
should be read and understood before reading this note) i t is pointed out
(Item 1.2, page 6) that there are imperfections in the simpler method of D.C.
restoration rts used in the Control Room apparatus, and that although the
signal arriving a t the transmitter has D.C. restored, i t is considered advisable
t o lose the D.C. and immediately restore it in a more perfect manner. This
loss and restoration occurs a t the input grid of the Sub-Modulator, and
after this point D.C. is not lost again, there being D.C. coupling to the grids
of the Modulated Amplifier. This h a 1 restoration of D.C. is performed by
a unit known as the Black Level Clamp, the essential theoretical circuit of
which is given, Item 1.2, Fig. 20, and which requires for its operation a series
of pulses a t line frequency, as illustrated in Item 1.2, Fig. 21. It is the
function of the Black Level Pulse Generator t o provide these pulses. They
are required t o be square-topped pulses a t line frequency of some 4 microseconds duration.
The straightforward manner of doing this would be to employ a multivibrator followed by suitable shaping circuits to generate the required
pulses, the multivibrator being timed from the synchronising signals. This
has not been done, however, mainly because the time taken to perform the
above operations would result in the finished pulse arriving a t the clamp
unit too late. Accordingly the pulse genewtor generates the pulses by taking
the synchronising signals, separating them from the associated vision signals,
and so manipulating the separated sync signals that they are converted
without undue delay into pulses of the required shape. Accordingly, the
first step is to provide the pulse generator with sync signals free from
admixed vision signals.
Considering the circuit diagram, the grid of the valve V, is supplied
with mixed picture and sync signals so arranged that the vision components
are acting in the negative direction below the black level datum line and the
synchronising components in the positive direction. Since the grid of the
Sub-Sub-Modulator is a point where signals acting in these senses can be
found, the input to V, is taken from this point. It must be noted that the
signals so supplied already have D.C. restored. This was done in the Control
Room with reference to black level and it has not been lost in the Line
Amplifier.

The grid of V, is provided with the condenser C,, which immediately
loses the D.C. component of the incoming signals. The grid resistance R,
is, however, returned to the cathode and so V, has no grid bias. V,, C, and
R, therefore form a circuit in which D.C. is restored to the input signals
about a datum line coinciding with the peaks of the synchronising signals.
In other WO&, the grid circuit of V, causes a loss of the D.C. which was
restored in the Control Room but immediately restores it, but with reference
t o a new datum line. The only object of this is to ensure that the input
signals always act upon the eame part of the grid characteristic of V,. The
characteristic of V, is arranged to be short in length and the applied amplitude
is such that the valve is seriously overloaded. The vision components are thus
lost around the bottom bend of the characteristic so that in the anode and
cathode circuit of V, there appear pure sync signals.
The cathode circuit of V, contains the resistance R, of 2,500 ohms.
There is vigorous feed-back to the grid, and the valve behaves as a cathode
follower. Its cathode circuit therefore has a very low impedance, and feeds
the filter composed of the inductances L,, L,.
.L,, and C,, C,. . . . . C,,
inclusive. This filter has an iterative impedance of 2,600 ohms, and is
properly terminated in this iterative impedance by the termination resistance
R,. The filter is designed to pass all the component frequencies of the sync
pulse and not in fact to act as a filter but as a delay network. It must not
impose any phase distortion on the sync pulses and its phase characteristic
must be linear up to the highest frequency which it is worth while to reproduce
to form a sync pulse. The sync pulse would be well reproduced if 30
harmonics of its fundamental frequency were taken, and the fundamental
frequency being 10,126 i t is desirable that the filter should exercise no phase
distortion up to a frequency of about 300,000 c.p.8. From the well known
properties of low-pass filters, the cut-off frequency must not be less than about
double this figure, and the filter in this circuit has a cut-off frequency of
640,000 c.p.s. The filter is composed of 10 sections, each of which imposes a
delay of half a micro-second on the sync pulse, which a t the terminals of R,
therefore has a total delay of 6 micro-seconds.

. ...

.

An output is also taken from the anode circuit of V,, the load resistance
consisting of the iterative impedance of the filter formed by the elements
L,,, L,,, C,,, C,, and C,,. This impedanee is, as before, 2,500 ohms and the
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filter is properly terminated by the resistance R, of 2,600 ohms. The filter
has two sections, each of which gives a delay of half a micro-second, and a t
the terminals of R, a total delay of 1 micro-second has been imposed. The
sync pulses across R, are therefore 4 micro-seconds late with respect to
those across R,. The relative placing in time of these pulses is shown in
Fig. 1 attached. Note that the pulse across R, is reversed by the normal
valve action of V,.
The pulse across R qis applied to the first grid of V,, which is a triode
hexode, via the condenser C,,. The grid resistance R, is connected to the
cathode. D.C. restoration therefore occurs with reference to the datum
line situated at A B in Fig. 1. This pulse therefore operates so as to make
the first grid of V, positive. The pulse across R, is applied to the third grid
of V, via the condenser C,,. The grid resistance R, is connected directly
to the cathode so that as far aa the circuit is concerned the conditions are
set for D.C. restoration. Unfortunately, however, the third grid, being
isolated from the cathode by the first and second grids cannot draw grid
current for the purposes of D.C. restoration, and to enable the latter to take
place the third grid is connected to the small subsidiary anode and grid
The use of
forming the triode section of the triode hexode V,.
these subsidiary electrodes in this manner, to form collectively a
grid adjacent to the cathode, enables grid current to be drawn as if the
t.hird grid were situated adjacent to the cathode, and D.C. restoration is
accordingly effected about a datum line shown in Fig. 1 a t CD. The
potentials of the various electrodes of V, are so arranged that anode current
can be drawn if the first and third grids are both a t zero potential, but that
no anode current can be drawn if either or both of these grids are negative
by the amount of amplitude of the applied pulses. The datum line A B
corresponds to zero potential upon the first grid, and the datum line CD
to zero potential on the third grid. During the time of a line therefore the
first grid is negative as the long lower part of the sync pulse of Fig. l b is
applied to it and no anode current can be drawn, notwithstanding the fact
that during most of this same time the potential of the third grid is zero.
We shall now consider in detail what happens after the time commenced
by the line OY in Fig. 1, which is the time of the commencing of the sync
signal as applied to the grid of V,. For the first micro-second afterwards
still no anode current can be drawn, owing to the continued action of the
pulse of Fig. lb. At this time the pulse of Fig. lc appears on the third grid
in a negative direction, and makes it even more impossible for anode current
to be drawn. 5 micro-seconds after OY the pulse of Fig. l b drives the first
grid to zero potential, but owing to the previously applied pulse of Fig. lc
on the third grid, even now no anode current can be drawn. 11 microseconds after OY the pulse of Fig. l c ceases and the third grid returns to

(a) Original Sync Pulse at Grid of V,

(b)

Sync Pulse across R, applied to
First Grid V,

(c)

Sync Pulse across R, applied to
Third Grid of V,

(d) Pulse in Anode Circuit of V,
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zero potential. The b t grid, owing to the continued action of the pulse
of Fig. lb, is still a t zero potential, and this is the position for the drawing
of anode current, which starts as indicated in Fig. Id. It goes on until
16 micro-seconds after OY, when the pulse of Fig. l b retreats from the firet
grid, leaving it strongly negative, and anode current ceases as indicated in
Fig. Id. Anode current is drawn for the time between 11 and 15 microseconds after OY, and therefore consists of a pulse 4 micro-seconds wide,
and occurring 1 micro-second after the termination of the radiated line sync
pulse indicated in Fig. la. The line suppression period extends 15 microseconds from OY, and the anode pulse of V, therefore occupies the l a d
4 micro-eeconds of the line suppression pulse, and it is during this period that
the final D.C. restoration is effected a t the grids of the Sub-Modulator.
The anode circuit of V, contains the resistance R,, and the 4 microsecond pulse is applied to V, and V,, which are a pair of parallel-connected
valves forming a stage of amplication. The elementA R, and L,, are
connected to correct the frequency characterietic of the amplifying stage
involving V, by means of Method 1, and accordingly to preserve the upper
harmonics of the pulses. No grid bias is applied to the valves V, V,, as, owing
to the presence of the condenser C , , and the grid resistance R8 connected
to the cathode, D.C. is restored to the pulses and no grid bias is consequently
necessary. The pulse at the anode of V, is, of course, negative in senso
and in the anode circuit of V, V, it is positive in eense, m is required by the
black level clamp, and the output is consequently taken from the anode
circuit of V, V,. This anode circuit must contain the high wattage resistance
R,, which has appreciable self-capacity. This would mar the shape of the
pulse, and, as is the usual practice, is eliminated by building it out to
constant impedance by means of the additional elements RI,, L,,, the original
self-capacity being augmented to a convenient value by means of the
condenser C , ,. The inductance L,, holds off the capacity of the output line.

Figure 2. Circuit Diagram attached

Figure 2.
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THE BLACK LEVEL CLAMP UNIT
The theoretical working of the Black Level Clamp unit hm already been
described in my technical note on D.C. Restoration (Item 1.2 page 5), in
which it was explained that this unit effects D.C. restoration for the last time
and in the most perfect manner yet known at the input grid of the
Sub-Modulator, and that the D.C. so restored is not lost again as there is
subsequently D.C. coupling up to the grids of the Modulated Amplifier.

will take up a potential dependent upon the relative values, on the one hand
of R, plus the anode impedance of V, plus R, and on the other hand of the
anode impedance of V, plus R, plus R,. The elements R,, V,, R,, Vs, R, and
R, really form a single potentiometer across the supply YZ, the point X taking
up a potential part of the way along the potentiometer. But two parts of the
potentiometer, to wit, V, and V,, take the form of resistances, with which

C2

I n brief, the method is that during that portion of the line suppression pulse
which extends after the termination of the line sync pulse the Black Level
Clamp unit impupon the input grid of the Sub-Modulator a certain
potential, afferwmde disconnecting itself completely from the grid until the
corresponding period oomea round again. If the aforementioned theoretical
description haa been understood, it will be very m y to follow the action
of the circuit diagram of the clamp unit.
h will be m n , a t Y and E ie provided a source of potential of 300 volts,
and Beenming that the valves V1 and V s are in a conductive state, current
will flow via the p t h R,, V,, R,, V,, R, and R,. The point X therefore

are incorporated what may be described aa electronic knife switches. That
is to say, by taking V, and V, off by means of a heavy negative grid potential,
the potentiometer can be open-circuited, and being open-circuited in two
places, one on either side of the point X, this point together with the SubModulator grid is completely isolated during such time as V, and V,
are so backed off. The relative potential of the point X to earth, however,
will be dependent upon where we earth the source YZ. The point X is
connected to the grid of the Sub-Modulator, and by choosing the correct
point to earth the source YZ, we can determine the operating potential of the
Sub-Modulator grid. This working point is largely fixed by the values of
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the resistances R, and R,, but may be finally adjusted by the potentiometer
P, which is brought out to the control desk in the form of a control labelled
black level.
During the whole of the vision period of a line, and during the sync
period the valves V, V, are biassed back and are not in a conductive state,
and the Black Level Clamp unit is in effect entirely disconnected from the
Sub-Modulator grid. During the last 4 micro-seconds of the line suppression
pulse, a separate pulse of the same duration, the generation of which has
just been described, is applied to the control grids of V, and V, so that it
drives them both positive, and it is in this short period that they become
conductive and the point X takes up a potential determined by the setting
of P,.
Since the line suppression pulse is a period of black, we have established
a fixed potential on the grid of the Sub-Modulator corresponding to black,
and all subsequent excursions during the vision time af a line must be on
the positive side of this level, and therefore D.C. restoration has been effected.
The unit, in fact, firmly c l a m p the Sub-Modulator grid at the chosen black
level potential during every 4 micro-second pulse.
It will now be evident that the clamp unit must fail to work if the
control room sends a line suppression pulse of ineufficient duration, since
if any vision signals were applied while the Black Level Clamp was endeavouring to determine the potential of the point X, the actual potential would be
modified by the superimposition of the vision signal which is incorrectly
coming through, and the correct black level would not be established.
The valves V, and V,, then, are made conductive by application of the
4 micro-second pulse from the pulse generator. A difficulty, however,
arises in applying an effective pulee to the control grids of V, and V, a t the
same time, and it is the function of the third valve V, to remove this difficulty.
In order to make this difficulty clear, the essential parta of the circuit have
been redrawn in Fig. 2. The cathode of V, is, apart from the negligib~e.
resistance R,, earthed by the condeneer C,, and since the pulse L
generated with respect to earth it oan satisfactorily be applied to the control
grid of V, by direct connection. Since, however, V, and V, are in eeries,
it will be found that V, is acting as a cathode load for V,, and if we attempt
to apply the pulse also to V, without special precautions, V, will behave to
the pulse ae a cathode follower, using V, as its cathode impedance. Now
the grid of a cathode follower receives considerable feed-back from its cathode
impedance, and the effective amplitude of any signal applied thereto is much
reduced. In this case, therefore, whereas there would be no difEiculty in
applying a pulse to the grid of V, we should scarcely develop an appreciable
amplitude on the grid of V,. V, accordingly would not conduct, and the
whole principle of the unit would be negatived. The valve V8 is therefore

inserted so to speak to short-circuit, from the point of view of the pulse,
the valve V,, so that it ceases to act as a cathode impedance to V,.
Referring again to Figure 1, the pulse is applied to Vs via the condenser
C,, and the cathode of V, is returned to a point on the potentiometer R7, RE,

Figure 2
the values of which are so chosen that the point A will always be positive
to earth no matter what the setting of the potentiometer P,. The valve V,
acts ae a diode, its grid and anode being strapped together, and also connected to the control grid of V,, which therefore haa a path to earth via the
diode V, and the condenser C,. Thus, the control grid of V, receives the
full amplitude of the 4 micro-second pulse.
In accordance with the usual technique D.C. is restored a t the grids of
V, and V,. In the case of V, this is effected by the condenser C, and the
resistance R,, and in the case of Vl by the condenser C, and the resistance
R,. The small resistances R,, R,, REand R, are for anti-parasitic purposes.
The condenser C,, in co-operation with C,, decouples the potentiometer
P, from the pulses.
Finally, the whole of the black level clamp unit may be simply, but
not incorrectly, described as a single grid leak which connects the grid of
the Sub-Modulator with its source of grid bias during the 4 micro-seoond
periods, but which is otherwise disconnected.
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T H E T R A N S M I T T E R WAVEFORM M O N I T O R I N G SYSTEM
It is eseential to be able to obeerve the waveform on a cathode ray
oscilloscope as it passee through the Modulator and finally emergee in radio
frequency form from the Modulated Amplifier. Arrangementa have been
made by meens of which the waveform may be observed at the following
six pointa, which are termed namit4win.g pints.

The line input from the Control Room to the Line Amplifier ;
The output of the Line Amplifier ;
The output of the Sub-Sub-Modulator ;
The output of the Sub-Modulator ;
The output of the Modulator ;
The output of the Modulated Amplifier.

It will be evident that the monitoring system must fuW a number of
apeoial requirements, amongst which may be named the following :l . The o b m a t i o n should not be mtule by meam of a number
of individual monitors, but by a single monitor, preferably
located on the control d d , whioh may be connected to any
one of the above six pointa.
2. The monitor must be capable of being held in synohronism by
meam of a d g d in either senee, because the d p l will be
reversed by -h
stage of the modulator.
3. Special arrangements muet be incorporated to eneble the
widely varying amplitude which will be experienced a t the
various monitoring pointa to be adjusted to a constant amplitude before application to the ormloacope. For instance,
whereae the amplitude between white level and sync level
a t the input to the modulator ie 13 V the corresponding
amplitude a t the end of the Modulator ie 1,600 V.
4. The connection of the Waveform Monitor to the above six
pointa muat not influence the frequency or phase characteristic
of the Modulator.

The system of waveform monitoring which haa been applied t o the
Modulators meeta the above requirements in the following manner. At
each of the six monitoring p i n t a arrangements are made by meam of which
the amplitude of the vision signale experienced a t that point is reduced by a
potential divider to a standard figure of approximately 7 V. In the cam
of the input to the Line Amplifier a aimple potentiometer is all that is
neoeseary, but in the oaee of the other pointa more elaborate capacity-

reaistance potentiometers are required, and in the case of the 6th, or radio
frequency, point, a rectifier ie incorporated so that this point will deliver
vision frequency signals to the monitor. In addition, all the monitoring
points except that aesociated with the input to the Line Amplifier incorporates
a cathode follower, which isolates the monitor from the modulator circuits
so as to avoid any interference with the frequency or pham characteristics.
The Waveform Monitor itself takes the form of a cathode ray oscilloscope
mounted in the control desk, and with it is aaaociated a time base adjustable
for line or frame frequency, a D.C. amplifier and the necessary H.T. and L.T.
supply units, and a selector switch by meam of which the output from any
of the monitoring points may be applied to the oscilloscope for observation.
The oacilloacope is of the electroetetically deflected type, and the output
of the time b e is applied to the horizontal deflection plates. The output
from the various monitoring points is applied via a D.C. amplifier to the
vertical deflection points. The time bsse ale0 receivee an input of vision
signals from the monitoring point which is being examined, and it is capable
of being held in synchronism by signals in either mme. It will be seen,
therefore, that in the system to be deecribed the four requirements detailed
above are met.
The waveform monitoring eyatem comprise8 the following apparatus :

1. A potential divider associated with the monitoring point a t
the input to the Line Amplifier
2. A monitor box associated with the output of the Line Amplifier

3. A monitor box amwiated with the output of the Sub-SubModulator
4. A monitor box associated with the output of the Sub-

Modulator

6. A monitor box saaociated with the output of the Modulator
6. A monitor box associated with the output of the Modulated
Amplifier
7. A power supply for the above monitor boxee

8. A monitoring D.C. amplifier
9. A time base
10. An oscilloscope

11. Power supply units for the tube, amplifier and time bmw

These various pieces of apparatus will now be described in order.
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Line Amplifier Input Potential Divider for Monitor

The Line Amplifier Monitor Box

Thia ia a eimple resistance potentiometer, the circuit of which is
illustrated in Fig. 1. The resiatanm R, and R, are located in the Line
Amplifier, but R,, R,, R, and R, are located in the monitor cubicle in the
control desk. At the point z appmm the requisite voltage and the requisite

Figure 1.
Waveform Monitoring Point at
Line Input to the Line Amplifier.

The mohitor box a t thie point incorporetea the apparatus shown in
Fig. 2, the whole of which ia encloeed by a acreen, hence the use of the term
monitor h. The vieion eignala a t the output of the Line Amplifier are
applied to the potentiometer R, R,, which r e d u w them to approximately
the value required by the input of the monitoring amplifier. The input of
this amplifier might be connected to the point A at the junction of R, and R,,
but the total stray capacity from this point to earth, i.e. across R,, would,
in conjunction with R, and R,, attenuate the upper frequencies, and the
waveform ae illuetrated on the monitor o~oilloacopewould not be repreeentative of that existing at the output of the Line Amplifier. This could be
c o m t e d by the connection of a oomponding oapacity acroaa R,, but then
the total capacity from the Line Amplifier output to earth would render it
impossible to obtain a satisfactory frequency characteristic a t the Line
Amplifier output. Measures must therefore be applied which will reduce
the capacity between the point A and earth. Thh is achieved by connecting
a cathode follower V to the point A by once more making use of the low
input capacity which is a property of the cathode follower. The input of
the monitor amplifier is taken from the point G in the cathode circuit of the
cathode follower. Even so, the input capacity of the cathode follower is
sufEioient, in conjunction with R, and R,, to attenuate the upper bquenuiee,
so that t h m will be lacking in the waveform aa observed on the osoilloeoope.
This is corrected, as already suggeeted, by the ddition of a condenser C,,
but owing to the fact that the capacity acroea R, has been greatly reduced
by the uee of the cathode follower V, the fotal capacity existing from the
Line Amplifier output to earth, when the correoting condenser C, hae been
added, is not now sufficient to influence adversely the frequency characteristic
of the Line Amplifier. The valuea are in faat such that it is poeaible t o add
the capeoity C, across R,, which is done in order that C, may be of a value
which can be conveniently provided by an aopual variable condeneer. The
circuit valuea ere so adjueted that C, R, equale the product of R, and the
total oapacity between A and earth, that is to say, C,, together with all
etray capacities in parallel with it.

amplitude of approximately 7 V, which will be applied via the monitoring
D.C. amplifier to the vertical platea of the oscilloscope. The reaietancer,
R, to R, are so choeen that together with the remainder of the input circuit
to the Line Amplifier the total resultant resistance, as eeen by the line from
the Control Room, ia 110 o h m , m that the line is terminated correctly.
I n view of the faot that the reeietannea R, to R, are all of low value, the
capacity a t the point X will not influence the frequency characteristic, and
this point may be directly c o ~ e o t e dt o the monitoring amplifier.

Shoe the output of the Line AmpMer is a cathode follower, the vieion
eignala a t thie point will be situated with reference t o a datum line which is
positive with r e a p t to eerth, consequently a negative biaa or hold-off
voltage must be applied between the point A and the grid of V in order to
overcome the etanding positive potential existing a t the output of the Line
Amplifier and further t o provide the control grid of V with a correot negative
bias with reapeat to ifs cathode. Thia Maa is generebed by means of the
transformer TR in conjunction with the rmtifiers W, and the emoothing
circuit involving the elements CD,C,, RI, C(. The reeietances R, and R,
form the load resistance of the hold-off rectifier, R, being made in the form
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of a potentiometer by meene of which the biaa may be adjusted. The grid
oondewr C, by-paaaes the viaion eigrrels, whioh, aa usual, ehodd not be
allowed to flow in the recti5er ohnit. The resiefenoee R,R, are normal
cathode reelatancea in the cathode follower V.

Be will be seen later, the amodhing cirouit of the H.T. unit whioh euppliea
H.T. to the oathode follower V ie built oat to a coaetant impedmoe of 160
ohms, but this impedanae ia eomewhat reduced a t the upper viaion frequenciea
by the mpsaity to &h of the H.T. lead. The impedance ie once more
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Figure 2. Waveform Monitoring Point at the Output of the
Line Amplifier
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Figure 3. Waveform Mopitoring Point at the Output of the
Sub-Sub-Modulator
restored to a conatant value a t all frequenciea by the addition of the inductance L and the reaiatance R,.

The Sub-Sub-Modulator Monitor Box
The circuit of thia apparatue ia illustrated in Fig. 3, and is identioal
with that of the Line Amplifier monitor box with the exoeption of the valuee
These have new
of the capaoity-reeietance potantiometer CIR,, C&,.
valuee auitable for reducing the further amplified vision eignele a t the output
of the Sub-Sub-Modulator to the value required by the monitor amplifier.
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Figure 4. Waveform Monitoring Point at the Output of the
Sub-Modulator

Fieme 5. Waveform Monitoring Point at the Output of the
Modulator
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The Sub-Modulator Monitor Box
Thia is illustrated in Fig. 4, and ie substantially eimilar to the previous
boxes. The resistance-capacity potentiometer han, of course, value8 appropriate to the amplitudeof the viaion signal a t the output of the 8ub-Modulator.
It will be noticed that €he upper part of t h b potentiometer above the point A
is divided into two eeotions, C,B, and C&. This is rendered neceeeary by
the fact that although in theory R, and R, can be combined an one reaietence
and C, and C, as one oapaoity, the arrangement would not be aatiefaotory
in practice. It ia well known that when reaietanoee of certain types are
subjected to a fairly high voltage, the value of mistan08 may not remain
etable owing to the development of slight negstive reeistanoe charaoteristics.
Accordingly, if the whole of the voltage of the vision output a t the end af the
Sub-Sub-Modulator is developed sorow a single resistance a t &R,, the
value of thie reaiatance is liable to change with the value of the applied
voltage, whereas for the purposes of the circuit it must remain conetant.
The resistance at thie point therefore haa been subdivided into two parts
so that only half of the voltage is developed soroes each pert.
The only other difference between this monitor box and those previouely
deecribed is that a somewhat lower value of hold-off voltage ie required, and
in order to retain the same type of hold-off rectifier transformer TR in all the
monitor boxes, the rectifier circuit on Fig. 4 is arranged to be of the double
wave type instead of the voltage doubler type need in the previously described
boxea.

The Modulator Monitor Box
This unit is illustrated in Fig. 6, and is substantially identical with the
Sub-Modulator box of Fig. 4.

The Radio Monitor Box
This is located in the Modulated Amplifier a t a point adjacent to the
aerial feeder, and the circuit is illustrated in Fig. 6. The condemer C,
permits a small amount of H.F. energy to be withdrawn from the cterial
feeder and applied to the tuned circuit L, C,. This circuit is damped by the
reaistances R, R, in order that i t s responue may be uniform over the frequency
range occupied by both seta of sidebanda. The H.F. voltage across the
tuned circuit is applied to the push-pull reotifier V, V,, and a t the point A
appear vision signals of the normal kind, which will, of oourae, have a radio
PIS ratio of 70130 instead of the ratio 111, which will be shown in the output
from all the other monitoring points. The cathode follower V, is provided
as before but, since the output from V, V, is negative, ita control grid must
receive a positive hold-off bias instead of the negative bias employed in the
other monitor boxes. This bias is generated in the usual way by meam of
the transformer TR and the reotifiera WM,,,the load reeistance and control

-,
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potentiomekm being the resistance R,. The biaa is then smoothed by the
resiatanoea R, R, and the oondeneer C,. The reaietancee R, R, are provided
to hold off the capacity of the rectifier and smoothing circuit from the grid
of the oathode follower.

Figure 6. Waveform Monitoring Point on the H.F. Feeder
from the Radio Transmitter
The push-pull mtifier V, V, requires an output impedance of 6,000
ohms, which will remain conetant over the vision frequency range, but the
output capacity of V, and V, and the input capacity of the circuit associated
with V, will be in shunt to any load resistance conneoted between the point A
and earth, and the impedance and consequently the output will become
reduced at the upper vision frequenciee. This is corrected by the circuit,
involving the elements R,, L , R, and L,. The elements R, and L, form
with the input capacity of the valve V,, a very broadly tuned network
whose impedance will remain a t 2,000 o h m from zero frequency up to the
cut-off frequency which is located a t a suitably high value. The equivalent
mietance of this arrangement may now be considered as added to the
resistance R,, giving a figure of 8,000 o h m , which, in combination with the
inductance L, and the output capacity of V, and V,, form a further broadly
tuned network, whose impedance will remain a t 6,000 ohms from zero
frequency up to an appropriately located cut-off frequency. In this way
V ssees an impedance of 6,000 ohms over
it is arranged that the rectifier
the working range of frequencies. The elements L, R, , as before, maintain
the impedance of the H.T. supply a t a constant impedance of 150 ohms, and
the output of the unit is taken from the point X.

v,
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The Monitoring D.C. Amplifier

The Power Supply Unit for the Monitor Boxes

The function of the monitoring D.C. amplifier is to receive the six outpute
from the monitoring pointa, amp& them under D.C.conditione, and eventually apply them to the vertical deflection plates of the oscilloscope. It is
of the greatest importance that the frequency chsrecteristio of this amplifier
ehould be good so that the waveform &own on the w i l l w o p e will faithfully
repremnt that a t the monitoring point under examination. The oirouit
of this amplifier is illuetrated in Fig. 17.t
The outputs from the various monimng pointe are applied to the input
terminals aa shown, and any one of these waveforms may be seleoted for
examination by means of the selector switch 8, the wiper of which applies
the waveform to the grid of V,. In the w e of inputs 2 to 6 inclusive, the
input amplituder, sre somewhat reduced by the potentiometers R, R,, R, R,,
R I R,, R, R,, and R, R,,, but the Line Amplifier input waveform arrives a t
the correct amplitude. The viaion signals on the wiper of the selector switch
8 are applied to the control grid of the valve V,, which, together with the
valve V,, forms a stage of push-pull amplification. The valves Vg V, and
V6 V, form two pairs of parallel connected valves operating in push-pull
to form a second stage of amplifioation, the output to the vertical deflection
platea of the oathode ray tube being taken from the anodes of these valves.
The input is not of push-pull form, but the circuit associated with V,
and V, is designed to give the push-pull operation from a normal or asymmetriad input. To achieve this, V, and V, have a common cathode resistanoe R,,.
Let us now suppose that the input which is applied between
the control grid of V, and earth tends a t a certain moment to make the
grid positive. Due to R14 the cathode of this valve becomes more positive
but the increaee of potential is lese than that on the control grid so there is a
net increase of potential between the control grid and cathode of V,. The
cathode of V,, being directly conneoted to the cathode of V, also rises in
potential, but the grid of this valve is earthed with reapect to vision frequency
potantiale by the condeneer C,. There is therefore a net decrease in the gridcathode potential of V,. A change of potential in one direction therefore
between the grid and cathode of V, is accompanied by an almost equal
change of potential in the opposite direction between the grid and cathode
of V,, and these two valves are therefore in a state of push-pull operation
The value of the resietance R,, is determined from the consideration
of obtaining push-pull operation, and this entails that the value should be
comparatively high. Although the amplitude of the input vision signals is
a t all times positive with respect to earth, and consequently it will be necessary
to provide an automatic grid biae for V, and V, so that these grids will not
run into grid current on any part of the signalamplitude, the negative biae
provided by R,, will be much p t e r than is required, and it becomes necmeary to offeet a part of this by adding in series with each grid a certain value
of positive bicre. In the case of V, this is effected by returning the lower end

The H.T. supply for the monitor boxes is generated by the rectifier
illurrtrated in Fig. 7a. The H.T.is generated by the transformer TR,, and
the parallel connected rectifiers V,, V,, V, and V,, which are followed by a
constant impedance smoothing circuit. The rectifier impedanoe is approxi-

Figure 7. Power Supply Unit for the Monitor Boxes

mately 150 ohms, and L, constitutes the fir&smoothing inductance. Aocordingly the ~dditionof the elementa R, and C, will restore the circuit looking
into the rectifier from the points A B to a constant impedance of 160 ohms.
The output i~ now further smoothed by the condenser C,, so that looking
into the rectifier from the point8 CD, the circuit appeara to consist of the
resistance previously appearing a t AB in parallel with the condenaer C,.
The circuit is once more restored to conetant impedance when mesaured
into the rectifier from the pointa EF, by the addition of the elements L, R,.
A further smoothing condenser C, follows, the circuit being once more restored
to constant impedance by the elementa L, R,. This is in turn followed by a
final stage of smoothing involving C,, L, and R,.
The L.T. upp ply is derived from the transformer TR,, illustrated in
Fig. 7b.
6
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The Monitoring D.C. Amplifier ( C o d . )
of the grid leak R,, and the lower end of the input circuit to the junction of
the resistances R,, and R,, i11~teaaof to the negative of the H.T.supply.
Thus, between the grid and cathode of V, there are three potentials in series,
namely, (1) the negative potential across R,, (together with feed-back
potentials scrotw this resistance) ;
(2) a standing positive voltage across R,,, and
(3) the input vision signals.
The sum of all these three potentials is such that the range of grid-cathode
potentials a t vision frequency is that which the valve requires for normal
linear amplification.
The control grid of V, is given a corresponding series positive bias by
returning it to the slider of the potentiometer R,,. The object of making
this potential variable is to provide a vertical shift control for the waveform
on the vertical deflection plates of the cathode ray tube, SO that the waveform
can a t all timea be centralised and exact readings taken always over the
same portion of the tube screen. We must therefore be able to vary the
standing voltage (which will also be in push-pull) on the deflection plates.
This in turn meam that the standing anode potentiah in push-pull of the
valves V, V, a d V, V, must be capable of variation, but since the amplifier
is a D.C. amplifier it is quite possible to do this by applying an appropriately
smaller adjustment to the standing potentiab of the grids of V, and V,.
The potentiometer R,, will vary the standing potential a t the grid of V,,
but by virtue of the push-pull action just described, this will result in a
corregponding variation in the opposite direction of the standing potential
of the control grid of V,. Adjustment of the potentiometer R,, therefore
will vary the position of the waveform on the tube screen, and this potentiometer is therefore brought out to a manual control designated Position.
The anode circuita of V, and V, are normal, and contain the demoupling
reaistences R,, and R,,, the decoupling condensers C, and C,, the anode
reeistenoes R,, and R,,, and the anti-parasitic resistancee R,, and R,,. The
anode output of V, is applied to the control grih of the valves V, and V,,
and that from V, to the control grids of V, and V,. l"he standing positive
potential on these outputs is higher than can be accommodated at the g r i h
of V, to V, and would require to o h t i t more automatic grid biae from the
cathode circuit of these valves than can be provided from other circuit
comideratione. The standing potential is therefore reduced by the potentiometer R,, R,, in the case of the output from V,, and similarly by the
potentiometer R,, R,, in the case of V,, the control grids of V, V, and of
V, V, being connected to the junotione of these potentiometers. The full
vision frequency potentials, however, 81%by-paseed by the condensers C,
and C,. Since the impedance of them condensers risea a t low frequencies,
and is, of course, i d n i t e under D.C. conditions, this arrangement will result
in a lose of gain a t D.C. with respect to A.C., but this is correoted by the

decoupling circuits R,, C, and RI, C,, for it will be r e a l i d that the condeneera
C, and C, similarly rise in impedanm a t low frequencies end in the limit,
that is to aay under D.C. conditions, the decoupling resistance8 R,, and R,,
are in effeot added to the anode resistances R,, and R,, with a consequent
increaae of gain
I n view of the fact that the design of the circuit requires that the values
of the anode weistancee R,, and R,, shall be no greater than approximately
200 ohms, the effects of shunt capacity, even a t the highest vision frequenciee,
are negligible, and the usual inductances either in series with the anodes or
between them anodes and the control grids of V to V, are absent.
It will be noticed that there are certain small discrepanciea between the
valuea of the elementa in the circuits associated with V, and those of V,.
This arises from the fact that the method already described of obtaining
push-pull operation is not quite perfect in that the grid of V, doee not reoeive
exactly the aame, but a slightly lees, input amplitude than doea that of V,.
Owing to the cathode following action of V, V,, the input received by V, will

be

R,,

R,,

+

1

of the input applied t o V,, where rS, is the mutual wnductance

of the identical valves V, and V,. It is further desired to present an exactly
balanced input to the second stage V8 to V,. Assuming that the circuits
of V, and V, have been designed to be identioal, the required balanced output
will be obtained by the following series of modifications. Firstly R,, is
made greater than R,, in order to incream the effective gain of V, and eo
make up for its comparatively smaller input. It would now be possible
to obtain equal and opposite inputa into the second stage by making R,,,
C, and R,, equal mpectively to R,,, C, and R,,, but the net result would
be that there would be an unbalance a9 regarde vision currenta in the common
H.T. supply, and it is desired if at all poaaible to avoid this, aa o t h d e e
the impedance of the H.T. supply will influence the performance of the
amplifier. To avoid this therefore, the decoupling resistancee are modified,
R,, being made greater than R,,. The alteration of decoupling, however,
u p t a the equivalence of the output under D.C. conditions, but this may
be corrected by making a corresponding modification to the valuea of the
potentiometers R,,, R,, and R,, R,,.
R,, and R,, are retained equal, but
R,, is made greater than the paralleled R,, and R,, . The input to the eeoond
atage under D.C. conditione will now be correct, but there will be a leck of
equivalenoe under A.C. conditions, which is finally corrected by the modifioation of C, and C,, C, being made somewhat greater than C,.
The grids of V, V, and of V, V, therefore r m i v e vision input in pushpull, that is to say, the currents in the oathode circuite of the^ two paira
of valves will be in mutual oppoeition, and there w i l l be no resultant vision
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The Monitoring D.C. Amplifier (Conlrl)
frequency current. All four cathodes may therefore be joined together,
and automatic bias to all four valvee provided by a common resietance,
R,, to R,,. The portion R,, is made variable in order that the automatic
bim, and coneequently the tanode feed, may be set to the correct value.
The anode circuits feed the vertical deflection plates of the cathode ray
tube in push-pull. The deflection plates constitute a capacity, and arrangements must as usual be provided to incorporate this capacity in some form
of low-pass filter in order that no loss at the upper vision frequencies will
be experienced. The arrangements adopted in these particular anode
circuits, however, are more complicated than usual and constitute an
extension of the simpler low-pass filter technique employed in appratue
of earlier design.
In the 6rst place, the usual type of prototype low-paae filter employed
requires thaf the two end capacities should be more or less equal, but in this
case they are unequal. Referring to Fig. 8, C , represente the capacity of
the vertical deflection plates of the cathode ray tube, acroae which we mu&
develop the vision frequency waveform without attenuation of the upper
frequency components. C , represents the anode-earth capadty of one side
of the output stage, for example V, V,, and in the normal way we would
arrange for them capacities to form part of a prototype low-pass filter section
by inserting the inductance L1 of Fig. 8. This is in fact done, this inductance
being represented by L, in Fig. 17. Unfortunately the capacity C , is greatec
than C,, and the section is asymmetrical. I t would be possible to ronder
the section symmetrical by increasing artificially the capacity of the deflection
plates, but in that case, either the iterative impedance of the section .would
necessarily be lower for the same cut-off frequency, or, for the same iterative
impedance we should have to be content w t h a lower cut-off frequency.
Neither of these courses is desirable since the first would result in a lower
voltage gain being obtained from the output stage, and the second would
result in the reproduction of the waveform on the monitor tube screen being
deficient in upper frequencies and consequently not a faithful representation
of the original waveform. I t is therefore desirable to find some means of
reducing C,, and it is found that this can be done with sufficient accuracy
by the introduction of a negative inductance in series with it, ae shown in
Fig. 9, and designated - L. h e negative inductance - L, together with
the condenser C,, will collectively simulate a condenser of lower capacity
than C , up to a certain limiting frequency, but to a rough approximation
only, since the impedance characteristic of the combination will be not
precisely that of a pure condenser. The performance of the circuit is, however,
effectively improved by the insertion of the negative inductance. It i ~ of,
course, not possible to make such an inductance physically, but it can be
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I'he Monitoring D.C. Amplifier (Contd)
simulated by adding to the cirouit of Fig. 8 the further induotanoe L,, aa
shown in Fig. 10, and arranging for a aertain amount of coupling
between L, and L,. If thie coupling is in the right direation, the oimnit of
Fig. 10 is equivalent to that of Fig. 11.
Before conaidering the oircuit further, i t will be a simplification if we
can regard L and C, of Fig. 11 aa behaving, as in praatioe they do, be one
condenser. Fig. 12, therefore, showe Fig. 11 redrawn with this substitution
made, the equivalent condenser in Fig. 12 being C,.
The modifiaation to
the original circuit of Fig. 8 in order t o reduce the capacity C, has, i t will
bo eeen, reaulted in the introduotion of the extra inductance L,. The oirouit
of Fig. 12 is still a low-paw filter, but i t is no longer purely a wseotion,
rather it bee the form of a ladder seation whioh has been interrupted on the
right-hand aide, or receiving end, in mid-shunt, but on the left-hand aide,
or eending end, in mid-serieg. This filter must aa usual be terminated,
prefembly a t the sending end.
6ince this amplifier forms part of a eef of metrewing equipment, it is
obviously desirable that ite frequenoy and phase reaponse should be, if
possible, superior to that of the apparatus w h m performance i t would be
used to measure. The mmewhat high aapaoitiea of the defleotion platee
and of the anodes of the two parallel valves V, and V,, together with the
voltage gain required from the stage, set a limit to the cut-off frequency
of the filter, but it is clearly desirable that the filter ahould transmit to the
cathode ray tube a frequency range whioh extends a t the upper end ee near
as can possibly be managed to the cut-off frequency. The relationahip
between the effective p band, that is to say, the page band over which the
frequency and phaso characteristics are linear, is determined by the preaise
nature of the termination. Where the oircumtancea are less dificult, sueh
filters may be terminated in a pure reghtance, which is usually the anode
resistance of the valve, or by a resistance in seriee with an inductance. I n
tho former cam the paea band of the filter will only extend up to half the
cut-off frequency, and in the second case to an arbitrary figure someuhat
greater than half the cut-off frequency. It is evident that neither of them
typaa of termination are quite suitable for the present case,and it is necessary
to resort to an m-derived termination.
Returning to Fig. 12, i t has already been obsewed that the original
a-eeotion (L,, C, and C, of Fig. 8) haa been converted aa far aa the sending
end is concerned into a T-section by the addition of L,. This is of importance
as the m-derived termination which we must apply to the new oircuit (Fig. 12)
will not be the same for a T-section as for a m-section. The appropriate
m-derived motion is illustrated in Fig. 13, and the two ooupled together are
shown in Fig. 14. The complete filter of Fig. 14 will, of couree, require to be
finally terminated by a pure resistance, which may as usual be the anode
resistance, and the complete filter including the terminating residnce iu

-

shown in Fig. 16. Clearly we^ may d d L, and L, of Fig. 16 tngether to form
one induotance. We may mordingly redraw Fig. l 6 aa in Fig. 16, where
L, of Fig. l 6 equals L, t L8 of Fig. 16. L,, bemuse i t incorporates L, of
Fig. 16, will be ooupled to L, in order to obtain the negative induotanae
effect described above, and thie coupling ia &own for convenienoe in Fig. 16.
The circuit of Flg. 16 is therefore complete, and ia that actually employed
in the amplifier. It is applied individually to the anode oircuite of each pair
of output valves.
Comparing Figs. 17 and 16, all the elementa illwtrated in the letter @ u e
will be found in the oircuit, the equivalence between the two @urea being
shown in the following table :-

E k n t e in Fig. 16

c1
L1

ca
L6
L4

c*
R

E h & in A d
Circuit of v8 V,
Capecity of P,
L1
Modified capaoity
of V, V, anodes
L,

L,

c, c,

Conetant resistance

Elenrelets in Anode
cima of V, V,
Capacity of P,
L,
Modified oepeoity
of V, V, anodes
L,
L,
C8
Constant resistance
aircuit comprieing
Bar, Rsr, Cio, LI

As a further refinement towarda the attainment of a good frequency
characteristic the 6nal push-pull stages V, V, and V, V, am cross-neutralieed
by the small condensers C,, and C,,. There ia, of course, a t no time any
theoretical objection to the use of neutralising to remove effeative shunt
capaoity in low-frequenoy oircuits, but there are uaually oertain praofiaal
diffioultiea which prevent neutralised low-frequenoy aironitin from funotioning
normally, and neutralisetion is more commonly seen in high-frequenoy
circuite. The difficulty ordinarily is that neutralisation requires that the
voltagea a t oppoeite enda of the neutrdieing condeneer shell be 180 degrees
out of phase, but the usual impedances found in low- or vieion-frequenoy
circuite are not such ae to preaent such e m t p h m oppoeition in pneh-pull
cirouita a t the upper end of the frequency range. I n the monifaring amplifier,
however, the presenae of the elaborate m-derived a t e r syafem in the anode
cirouife of the push-pd output stage modifiea the anode impedanw m that
voltagea a t the anodea of V, V, will approach much more cloeely an exaat
out of phaae relationship with the voltagea on the grids of the other atege,
V, V,. A similar relationahip, of course, applies between the anode voltagw
of V, and V, and the grid voltages of V, V,. It beoomw potmible, therefore,
to effect a degree of rieutraliscrtion by conneding the condensers C,, Cl,,
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The Monitorhe D.C. Amplifier (C+
and their effect is to reduce the effective anode c a y i t y for which the
m-derived filter is to be designed. The effective anode-earth oapacity of
this stage is therefore artificially reduced by two methode. Rretly the
negative inductance effect already deecribed, and eecondly by the neutralking
condeneers C,, C,,.
The anode reeistances of the two atagcm are properly R,, and R,,, but
thew reeietances have to carry conaiderable diaeiption and are of compratively large phy~icalsize. Their shunt oapacity therefore is sufficiently high
to prevent them behaving aa pure reeistences a t the upper frequenciee, and
they are built out to a constant resiatcrnce in the uaual manner by the addition
of the elements R,,, L, and C, in the cam of R,,, and R,,, L, and C,, in the
cam of R,,.
The functions of the remaining components in the amplifier wilI be
eaaily recognised. The ucreen grida are fed normally. The mppreseor grida
are operated a t the Aame D.C. potentiala aa their eeeociated cathodee. Thie
is effected by connecting each suppreeaor grid to ita appropriate cathode
through a high resistance. The cathodes are rendered earthy by the nddition
of a small condeneer connected directly to earth.

The Time Base
I n order that the waveform of the vieion signala which are being applied
to the vertical platee of the oecillomope may be observed, it is neceeeurry
that the spot ehould be deflected horizontally in a linear manner by means of
a esw-toothed voltage applied to the horizontal deflection plafee. I n the
generation of thie ecanning voltage the following condition8 muet be
observed :
(1) The scanning voltage must be delivered aa usual in pueh-pull
to the two horizontal deflection platee.
(2) The frequency of the scanning voltage muat be oapable of
being adjusted to line or frame frequenoy so that the line or
frame waveforms can be examined a t will.
(3) The scanning voltage must be synohronieed with the vision
waveform either a t line or frame frequency.
The manning voltage is generated by a separate unit known aa the Time h,
the circuit of which ie illustrated in Fig. 18.
It will be aeen that the circuit oomprieee five valves. The ecwlnning
voltage is generated by V, and is applied to V,, whioh b a pheee mveming
etage!. The anode output from V, is applied to V, and a oathode output
from V, is applied to V,, so that the inputa to V, and V, will be mutually
in pham opposition. The anode outputs of V, and V, are delivered to the
two horizontal deflection platen of the o~cillo~cope. Aninput of vision
waveform is applied to V,, which delivera it to V, to effect synchronisation.

The scanning waveform is generatad primarily aa a voltage by the
relaxation oscillator formed by the condensers C, (with C, in parallel when
the switch 8, L closed) and the resistance8 R,, R, and R,. At the commencement of the scanning stroke, the upper plate of the condenser C, is a t a
large negative potential with respect to earth, and since the control grid
of V, is connected to this point, this grid is heavily biased back, and no
The condenser C, now commences to charge
anode current is flowing.
slowly, the rate of charging being governed by the time constant C, (R, +
R, R,). The potential of the upper plate of Cl, and consequently that
of the control grid of V,, rises until after a time the control grid of V, will
have beoome sufficiently less negative with respect to its cathode aa to permit
the commencement of a flow of anode current. This anode current passing
through the primary P of the transformer TR generates a voltage in the
eecondary winding 8. This voltage is applied to the control grid in eeriee
with the voltage from the top plate of C,. The winding8 of the transformer
TR are so coupled that the sense of the eecondary voltage is such as to make
the grid more poeitive. It follows that increased anode current will flow,
which in turn will increase the positive voltage delivered to the grid by the
eecondary 8, and in a very short time this cumulative effect builda up until
the secondary voltage is very large and is endeavouring to drive the control
grid strongly positive. By this time considerable grid current is flowing,
and in view of the high value of the resistances R,, R,, and R,, this can only
be derived from the discharge of the condenser C,.
The voltage therefore
on the upper plate of C,, having slowly risen, rapidly falls with the advent
of the cumulative effect following upon the commencement of anode current
in V,. The slow rise of the voltage on C, in the positive direction constitutes
the forward, or scanning, stroke of the time beee saw-tooth, and the rapid
fall constitutes the fly-back. During the flyback an important operation
is taking place a t the control grid, which will result in its being left strongly
negative a t the conclusion of the flyback. The growth of anode current in
the primary P is very rapid, and the voltage generated in the primary and
Mi
proportionately in the mcondary, being cte usual proportional to -, will be

+

dt

of considerable magnitude. The secondary voltage is sufficiently great
to attempt to drive the grid strongly positive, but restoration of D.C. occurs
and the control grid does not succeed in becoming more positive than zero
potential with respect to thg cathode. Therefore a t the moment during the
return stroke when the maximum anode current is being d r a m and the
maximum poeitive potential is being applied to the grid, there coexists on
the Iatter, due to D.C. restoration, a negative charge equal in value to the
amplitude of the induced positive pulse. When the pulse has driven the
grid as far poeitive aa the restoration of D.C. will permit, the anode current
oan increase no further and is for the moment stationary. There is now no
change of flux in the transformer, and the positive pulse is withdrawn leaving

a negative charge due to D.C. restoration on the grid, which accordingly
cute off the anode current. The anode currenb in falling will induce a flux
in the opposite direction in the transformer TR, which will momentarily
drive the grid more negative than the potential due only to D.C. restoration ;
but when the anode current finally ceases, the flux in the transformer TR
will again be zero and the negative pulse will cease, the negative potential
of the grid being now that due to D.C. restoration alone. This last effect,
however, involving the negative pulse on the grid, has no bearing on the action
of the circuit, since the valve is already cut off by the potential due to D.C.
restoration, and is a purely subsidiary effect which must result from the
action of the transformer TR. The cycle of operations has now reached the
point from which we started, the grid potential and that of the upper plate
of the condenser C, being once more strongly negative, and the next forward
stroke now commences.

A saw-toothed waveform will therefore exist across the condenser C,.
The time constant of the combination C, (R, + R, + R,) is approximately
that required to generate the saw tooth a t line frequency, but when frame
frequency is required, the switch S , is closed, thus adding C, in parallel with
C, and greatly increasing the time constant. In both c a m a fine control
of the frequency is obtained by the reeistmce R,. The switch S, and the
resistance R, are jointly brought out to a single manual control designated
Time Base : Line-Frame.
The amplitude of the scan is controlled by varying the anode voltage
of V,. This voltage is taken from the potentiometer R,, R,, R,, the aection
R, being made variable and being fitted as a preset control behind the panel.
The elements R, and CS provide decoupling.
The aaw-toothed output from the upper plate of C, is applied to the grid
of V, via the condenser C, end the grid leak R,. V, is not required to provide
much gain, but should be as linear as possible, and accordingly its cathode
circuit is provided with the unshunted resistance R,, across which a considerable degree of feed-back is developed, which reduces the gain and improves
the linearity. The cathode resistance R,, provides automatic grid bias,
the grid leak R, being returned to the junction of R, and R,,.
The anode circuit of V, is normal and the anode output is applied via
the usual coupling condenser C, and the grid reaistance R,, to the control
grid of the valve V,. The cathode output from V, is taken from the upper
side of R, via the coupling condenser C,, and the grid resistance B,, to the
control grid of V,. The valvea V, and V, are straightforward push-pull
amplifiers having a small amount of feed-back provided by the unehuntsd
oathode mistances R,, and R,,, whioh has the usual effeut of rendering

the valve characteristics more linear. The anode circuits contain the anode
resistances R,, and R,, so that a voltage output in pueh-pull is generated a t
the anodes. These are directly c o ~ e c t e dto the two horizontal or X plates
of the willoecope.
In order to hold the frequency of the saw-toothed oscillations generated
by V, in synchronism with the vision input being examined, an input of
vision signals is applied to the control grid of V, via the blocking condenser
C, and the potentiometer R,, R,,. The section R,, is made adjuetable in
order that the firmness of the synchronism may be controlled, and this
variable resistance is brought out as a manual control designated Hold.
The valve V, is a straightforward amplifying stage having an anode resistance
R,,, the anode output being coupled via the blocking condenser C, to the
cathode of the oscillator V,. Normal automatic grid bias is provided for
V, via the elements R,, and C,,.

It will be noticed that a departure from normal practice is made in that
the completa vision frequency waveform is applied to V, for the purpose of
synchronising rather than synchronising signals only, which would be a
preferable courae. It will, however, be appreciated that the latter arrangement is not powible, since the vieion waveform may be in either sense and
it would be difficult to design a circuit for separating out the synchronising
signals which would operate equally well for a vision input in either sense.
Consequently no attempt is made to neparate the synchronising signals from
the complete waveform, the latter being applied unchanged except for
amplification by V, to the control grid of V,. Due to the presence of the
picture components, the firmness of hold is not ae good ae would obtain
had the picture oomponents been eliminated, but the circuit is satisfactory
in practice provided the frequency control R, is finely adjusted.
In order to ensure that the frequency generated by V, and the hold
exercised by V, both remain constant, it is desirablo to guard against any
poeaible variations in the H.T. supply to these two valves. Accordingly
the stabilising neon N, is connected acrons the potentiometer R, R,, from
which thew two H.T. supplies are derived.
It will be remembered that an H.T. supply a t 270 V for the screens
of the output stage of the monitoring D.C.amplifier is required. This should
also be stabilieed, and it was found convenient to mount a simple neon
stabiliser for this purpoae in the Time Base unit. This stabiliser comprises
the parallel resistancm R,,, R,, and R,, and the two ileons N, and N,, the
270 V output being delivered from the upper side of the neon N,, as shown
in Fig. 18. In order to ensure that the two neons will strike they are shunted
by the high resistancea R,, and R,,.
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The Oscilloscope
The oscilloscope is illustrated in Fig. 19. It is, aa has been mentioned,
an electroetatically deflected cathode ray tube, and contains the following
electrodes.
1. A heater, rated to take 1.3 amperes a t 4 V A.C.
2. A cathode.
3. A cathode screen, normally connected to the cathode.
4. An accelerator, requiring a positive potential of 260 V.
5. A grid.
6. A first anode, requiring a standing positive potential of 400 V.
7. A second anode, requiring a standing positive potential of
2,000 v.
8. A pair of horizontal deflection plates.
9. A pair of vertical deflection plates.
All these electrodes, with the exception of the vertical deflection plates,
are connected to a number of sockets arranged round the base of the cap.
The vertical deflection plates, which should have a minimum of capacity
to earth, are brought out to a pair of studs located on the glase envelope
itself. The cap sockets are colour coded in the following manner.
Brown
Heater connections
..
.
.
. White
Cathode
Cathode screen
..
..
. . . . Yellow
..
..
..
. . .. Blue
Accelerator
.. ..
,.
. . . . Green
Grid
. . . . . . . . .. Red
First anode
Second anode . .
. . . . . . . . Pink
Horizontal deflection plates
.. . . Black

..
.

..
.

..
..

..
.

2-

CONNECTING STUB
FOR VERTICAL
DEFLECTION PIA=

ANODE

CONNECTING STWB

row

VERTICAL
DEFLECTION PLATE

HORIZONTAL

CATHObE

\

Figure 19.
The Oscilloscope
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Power Supply Units to the Tube, Amplifier and Time Base
H.T. and L.T. supplies for the D.C. Amplifier and the Time Beae, and
the L.T. supply for the tube heater, are all obtained from a power unit
illustrated in Fig. 20. The H.T. is generated by the transformer TR,, the
primary of which is connected to the 500 c/s supply, in conjunction with the
four parallel connected double wave rectifier valvea V,, V*, VI and V,.
This unsmoothed supply is then smoothed by a constant resistance smoothing
system. The first stage of smoothing consists of the inductance L,, so that
looking into the rectifier from the point A, there will be an impedance consisting of L, in series with the internal resistance of a rectifier, which is
130 ohms. This impedance is transformed into a pure resistance by the
addition of the elements B , and C,. The output is further smoothed by the
condenser C,, eo that the imqpedancelooking into the rectifier from the point A
and taking into account the addition of C, now appears to be a resistance
of 130 ohms in parallel with the condenser C,. This impedance is restored

10

CO?4NECllNCS SOCKETS

Figure 20.
H.T. and L.T. Supply Unit
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to a pure resistance by the addition of the elements L, and R,, so that looking
back into the rectifier from the point B, the impedance is once more a pure
reeistance of 130 ohms. A further smoothing condenser C* is now added,
the impedance being corrected as before by. the addition of the elements
L, and RI. A similar final stage of smoothing follows comprising t h ~
elements C4, L, and R,.

Fig. 21.

2000V H.T. Supply Unit

The L.T. supplies are provided by the transformer TR2, the primary being
connected to the 600 c/s supply. The secondary S, provides 3 A at 13 V
for the D.C.Amplifier filaments. The secondary S, provides 2.1 A at 13 V
for the time base filaments. The secondary S, provides 10 A at 4 V for the
filaments of the rectifiers V,, V,, V, and V4. The secondary S4provides
1.3 A a t 4 v for the oscilloscope heater.
A further unit illustrated in Fig. 21 provides the 2,000 V H.T.supply
for the oscilloscope gun electrodes. The H.T. is generated by the transformer TR, and the single +wave rectifier V1, and is smoothed by the simple
network comprising the condensers C, and C,, and the resistance R,. This
H.T. supply is then fed to the potentiometer, comprising the resistances
R2 to R,, from the appropriate junctions of which the various gun electrodes
derive their correct potentials. The focussing of the spot is dependent upon
the ratio of the &at and second anode potentials. Since this should be
mctnually variable, the first anode potential is controlled by the variable
potentiometer R,, which is brought out to a manual control designated
Focus.

Adjustments
There are no adjustments of the type which require to be specially set
up before a transmiesion, but there are a small number of permanently
preset controls. These comprise the negat.ive grid bias potentiometers of
the five monitor boxes illustrated in Figures 2 to 6, and the automatic grid
bias resistance in the cathode circuit of the valves V, to V, in the monitor
amplifier illustrated in Fig. 17.
Considering firstly the monitor boxes, the object in all cases is to arrange
that a t black level the cathode follower of a monitor box will pass 45 mA.
I n the case of the Line Amplifier and Sub-Sub-Modulator, black level can
be obtained by simply turning the input potentiometer to zero, but in the
Sub-Modulator, Modulator and Modulated Amplifier, true black level cannot
be obtained unless the clamp is working, which entails the presence of
synchronising signals. Before attempting, therefore, to set the grid bias
potentiometere of the monitor boxes, the transmitter should be completely
run up and black level and syncs radiated a t normal level. True black level
will now obtain in all circuits, but owing to the presence of synchronising
signals the reading of a milliammeter in any given circuit for a given black
level will depend upon the amplitude, duration and sense of the synchronising
signals. The amplitude and duration will be standard, but the sense of the
synchronising signals will vary with the particular monitor box being
examined. I n the boxes associated with the output of the Line Amplifier,
the output of the Sub-Modulator and the aerial feeder, the synchronising
signals are in the positive sense, whereas in the monitor boxes associated
with the output of the Sub-Sub-Modulator and of the Modulator, the
synchronising signals are in the negative sense. The integrated duration
of the synchronising signals may be assumed to be 10 per cent., so that if a
black level of 45 mA is required in all monitor box cathode followers, those
in which the synchronising signal is positive must be set to give a reading
of M) mA under black level and sync conditions, while those in which the
synchronising signal is negative should be set to show a reading of 40 mA.
The transmitter having been normally run up under black level and
sync conditions, therefore, a milliammeter should be inserted in the anode
circuit of each monitor box cathode follower in turn, and the grid bias
potentiometers adjusted for the following readings :
Line Amplifier monitor box
.
50 mA
Sub-sub-modulator monitor box
40 mA
.. M) mA
Sub-modulator monitor box
Modulator monitor box
.
.. 40 mA
..
.. 60 mA
Aerial Feeder monitor box
With the transmitter still operatingvnder black level and sync conditions,
the automatic grid bias resistance (R2, in Figlm) may be set so that the
combined anode current of the four valves V, to V, is 200 mA. Since this
is a push-pull stage, there will be no synchronising signals in the common

.
..

.
..
..
..

..
..
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anode current and no correction is required. Each valve should then be
taking 50 mA and will be operating over the middle of the linear portion of
its characteristic.

Operation
All the power supplies to the monitor are switched on automatically
by means of the Sub-Sub-Modulator H.T. push button contactor. The
waveform should be brought into synchronism by meam of the controls
designated T i m e Base and Hold. The position of the controls should be
adjusted until black level appeara in the centre of the screen.
The Focus cont.rol should be adjusted until the waveform is as sharply
defined as possible.

A calibrated scale enables the amplitude in volts of any part of the
waveform to be measured, but owing to the potentiometer action of the
monitor boxes the relation between scale divisiom and actual volta a t the
point being examined will be different in each case. For normal working it
is only necessary to have exact calibmtions as regards line input and modulator output, and these are aa follows :
Line input
. 0.66 V per division
.
. 110 V per division
Modulator output

..

..
.

.
.
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THE TRANSMITTING AERIALS
The Vision Aerial
The design of the aerial and feeder system is very complex. What is
required is that the transmitter should feed ita power into an impedance
which is a pure resistance over the range comprising the carrier and both
sidebanda. In addition it is necesssry that the aerial itself should not waste
power by radiation in an upward direction or by induction into the mrtet,
and furthermore that the radiation of power should be uniform in all directiom.
Very careful deaign ie necessary to achieve ell them reaulte.
In consideration of the method adopted a t the London Television Station,
i t will be best to start with the aerial. In order to get a uniform distribution
of power in all direotions, it waa decided to have eight eeriala uniformly

spaced round the meet. I n order to prevent upward radiation and induction
into the mast, eight reflectors are provided between the aerials and the mast.
Each aerial consists of a pair of push-pull end-fed dipoles. Push-pull deaign
was adopted in order to obtain the best symmetry, and to prevent radiation
through the short lengtha of wire feeding the dipoles. Each dipole comiets
of three wires arranged in the form of a triangle on a 16 in. base, and this is
done in order to simulate a dipole of considerably greater diameter than that
of a wire, i.e. to form a cylinder. Although the dipole will be in tune a t the
carrier frequency, i t will have reactance on the sideband frequencies, and the
variation of this with frequency must be kept to a minimum if phase distortion of the picture is to be avoided. The reactance dependa upon the product
of the characteristic impedance of the dipole and the tangent of an angle,
which angle is a function of the length of the dipole and of the frequency.
For a minimum value of reactance, however, the tangent and the characteristic impedance should both be a minimum, and since the characteristic
impedance of the cylindrical dipole is leaa khan that of a wire dipole, the
cylindrical construction is adopted. The length is also adjusted to be somewhat less then half the wavelength.
With regard to the reflectom the beet compromise between their interference upon the aeriale and the production of optimum field strength diagram
indicates that they should be somewhat greater than half the wavelength
long.
The h t transformation whioh is neoeeearg ie to proceed from the
puah-pull condition to the aaymmetricd condition neceaaary to euit the
concentric feeder. The eight p ~ h - p u l lamiala are, therefore, all joined in
parallel and the push-pull reflectore are energieed from the aerial feeders
a t a ) wavelength behind the aerial. One side of the push-pull aerial-reflector
system ie now joined to s # wavelength aection of ooncentrio feeder, the other

end of which is joined to the other side of the system. One end of the half
wavelength section of conoentric feeder thue becomes the common input
to all the individual aeriale and refleotors, since the insertion of the half
wavelength section of concentric feeder into one aide only of the push-pull
aerial system creates the neaeeary phase difference of 180". The push-pull
aerial-reflector system can therefore now be fed from an asymmetric or
concentric feeder. The impedance of this system so joined is complex,
cowisting of 20 ohms resistance plus eome reactance.
Unfortunately, however, the value of U)ohms only applies to the carrier
and is a maximum a t that frequency, falling off on either side. The charecteristic impedance of the feeder is 78.6 ohms without any reactance, and that is
what is shown to the transmitter. It is therefore necessary to transform
the variable resistive impedance of 20 ohms plus areactance into a fixed
impedance of 78.6 ohma with no reactance. This is brought about by a
number of tramformem. The junotion box for the aerials is termed the
trunk, and the first operation is that a length of concentric feeder is connected to the trunk about 75" long and having an inner tube of 2-9/16 in.
diameter. This constitutes a concentric transformer which changes the
complex impedance of the aerials, consisting of 20 resistive ohms variable
over the band width plus a reactance, into a resistive impedance of 78.5 ohms
also variable over the band width plus no reactance. This new resistive
impedance is inverted, being now a mimimum a t the carrier frequency.

It is possible to calculate that a t a certain distance from the point of
commencement of the feeder proper in the direction of the transmitter
there will be a point at which the nature of the impedmce has changed.
I n a t d of exhibiting the characteristics of a resistance variable over the
required band width but devoid of reactance, the impedance a t this point
becomea (I misfance conatant over the band width but combined with a
resofenoe. By breaking in a t this point and introducing a parallel
tuned circuit from the inner to the outer conductor i t will be poaaible to
remove this reactance leaving what ie desired, an impedance composed of a
reeistance steady over the band width. The tuned circuit introduced does
not, of conrere, coneist of a ooil and condenser, but of a certain length of shortcimuited and ako of open-oircuited feeder axed to the sidee of the main feeder
forming a crose.
In the ceee of the vision trammitter it waa found advisable that the
transmitter should look into an impedance of M) o h m . Accordingly final
transformation ie e h @ from 78.5 ohma to M) ohms in the last vertical
seotion of the feeder where it entera the modulated amplifier in the Transmitter
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Hall. A monitor is incorporated in this tranaformer eo that the outgoing
waveform may be observed on the control table oscillograph.
The above is concerned solely with the creation of the correct aerial
impedance for presentation to the transmitter, but the feeder itself must
be prevented from introducing irregularities, which it will naturally do if
uncomted. Examples of such irregularities are that when going round a
corner the inductance of the feeder increases became the number of flux
linkages of the magnetic field is greater. I n addition, if it is necessary for
mechanical considerations to put in additional internal supports a t any
point the capacity will increase. Then again the impedance of the feeder
when horizontal may not be the same as when it is vertical, as in the latter
case the inner conductor is truly central but in the former it sags. There is
also the problem of the support of the inner conductor within the outer
tube, ee the supports must inevitably represent capacitiee. A solution to
the latter problem haa been found by spacing the supports at intervals of a
) wavelength, as the capacity produced by a support will appear a f wavelength down the feeder as an inductance which will be tuned out by the
similar capacity of an identical support placed a t this point. In the feedera
for this station the supports are spaced 4 wavelength apart and every alternate
support tunes out the inductance produced by the capacity of the support
next but one down the feeder.

A feeder of this kind, therefore, cannot be erected straightforwardly, but
erection must be stopped frequently for measurement. As each section is
added, and particularly when going round corners, it is neoegeary to measure
the impedance-frequency characteristic, and if the inductance has been
incregsed by a corner then it must be counteracted by the introduction of a

small capaoity a t this point, or on the other hand if additional supports have
raised the capacity then inductance must be added by reducing the size of
the inner conductor. In practice both factora are present and the situation
is met by fitting a large junction box a t cornem, in order to reduce the
capacity a t such points autually to less than the normal value, and by
providing a small variable condenser by meana of which the value of the
total capacity can be adjusted aa required in order to correct for the
increased inductance. Lastly, a useful formula may be quoted :
If an iwegulatily is d i c e d in the im#nce-frequency
characteristic
over the band width a4 a frequency F M G / ~thie
, un't?l be c a d by a feeder
L feet dong the feeder from the tranemitter, where P and L are
irr-ty

mncdedbyF=-
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The Sound Aerial
In this caae the problem is comparatively simple. The aerial system is
similar to that provided for vision and, like it, is fitted with reflectors and with
a transformation to the asymmetrical condition that enables the complete
system to be fed from a common ooncentria feeder. The impedance then
shown is a few ohms plus some reactance. In this caae, since the bend width
to be covered is trifling, i t suffices to tune out the reactance a t the carrier
frequency by means of a small length of feeder representing a condenser
A tiansf&m&ion comparable to that employed in the vision akial is effected
to change the impedance to approximately 80 ohms, but the small correction
to 78.5 ohms provided for the vision syetem is not required. No further
transformers are provided and the impedance shown to the sound transmitter
is approximately 80 ohms.
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O.B. RADIO LINK RECEIVER
General Principles

P b u f i

I n order to carry out an outside television broadcast from a site at
which there exists no connection by mectns of a vision frequency cable to
the London Television Station, the vision signals, having been generated
by appropriate camera and scanning apparatus provided in a large van,
are fed to a mobile transmitter situated in the second van. This operates
upon a frequency of 64 Mcls. The waveform radiated conforms to the eame
that radiated by the Lond
ekndards
diffe nce between the two transmissions
~lwsrorJ.g To receive these transmissions an elaborate receiver htui been
~ ~ ~ s ~
installed at the London Television Station.
It will a t once be realised that this receiver has to operate under
conditions of exceptional severity. It is required to operate upon a wavelength of approximately 6 metres and t o work with an input as low as
400 p-V peak carrier. At the same time it must exclude the radiations
from the sound and vision tranemittere of the London Television Station
operating on frequenciee of 41.6 Mc/s and 46 Mc/s, respectively. It is
clearly desirable to have the receiving aerial as high as possible above earth
and as it would be expensive and uneconomic to erect a mperate mast for
this aerial alone the receiving aerial has been placed a t the top of the mast
which carriee the sound and vision tranemitting aerials. Precautions are
necessary to ensure that the receiver shall not deliver any output derived
from these local transmissions, as otherwiee the picture would be hopeleesly
mutilated and the complete circuit involving the 6-metre receiver and the
two transmitters would develop the well-known phenomenon of ' howl back '.
It has, however, been possible to eliminate all such effects.
It ie considered desirable for the meiver to be fitfed with automatic
gain control, since although it is not expected that there will be any serious
fluctuations of level during a transmieeion yet circumstances might arim
which would influence the propagation on the 6-metre channel and necessitate
a certain amount of manual adjustment of gain during a trenamission. It
will be realised, however, that automatic gain control of the type usually
applied to sound transmiseion systems cannot be employed with a television
signal conforming to the standard waveform, because such systems depend
upon the existence of a steady value of carrier which in a television transmission operating under D.C. conditions ie not available. A.G.C., however,
can be applied to the aignal provided it is controlled from aome component
of the signal which is intended always to remain constant. I n a television
transmission, although the picture component of the modulated radio
frequency wave varies in amplitude, the synchronising signals remain constant
and it is therefore poeaible to use these as a basis of control of an A.G.C.
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General Principles (Cmtd)
system. This receiver ia oonsequently fitted with an A.G.C. syafem controlled by the level of the incoming eynchronising signals. It should be
emphasised here that the syetem differs fundamentally from a normal A.O.C.
system in that the control is provided not by the portion of the radio frequency waveform which repreaents the synchronising signals but by the
synchronising signals themselves obtained after demodulation.
The general schematic of the apparatus is ae follows. The signals
derived from the receiving aerial are passed through a network of filters
to eliminate all radio frequency signals from the transmitting eerials, and
are then applied to a superheterodyne receiver which provides an output
consisting of mixed picture and sync impulsee of normal D.C. characteristics.
This signal is delivered to a further unit known as a Receiving Amplifier
which performs certain operations on the signals and establishes certain
conditions enabling the signal to be passed to three units. These comprise
a Distribution Amplifier of normal type from which the signals may be fed
to the transmitter and local picture monitors, a Peak Level Indicator, and
apparatus for Automatic Gain Control.
The Receiver is provided with its own maim power units for H.T. and
L.T., together with the usual stabilisers. There is also a rectifier known as
a negative rectifier for generating a potential negative to earth and a dry
battery.
The apparatus ia built up in the form of two racks containing the
following individual units :Aerial filters,
Picture and sync peak amplitude mefers,
Receiver and A.G.C. amplifiers,
Receiving Amplifier,
Distribution Amplifier and Plug Panel,
Peak Indicator,
H.T. Stabiliser,
H.T. Stabiliser.
Battery Panel,
Waveform Monitor,
H.T. Power Unit,
L.T. Power Unit,
Negative Rectifier.
Of these various pieces of apparatus, the Distribution Amplifier, the
H.T. Stabilisers and the Waveform Monitor are standard units which are
described elsewhere. The H.T. and L.T. power units and the Negative
Rectifier are of straightforward design, and do not warrant detailed treatment.
Only the following apparatus, therefore, is described, namely, the
Aerial, the Aerial Filters, the Receiver, the Receiving Amplifier, the A.G.C.
Amplifier, and the Peak Level Indicator.

+Fhh4d&

the most satisfaofory that could be found, for since the latter are
them will be comparatively low in the ' end on ' direction.

of the feeder would require a transformer the design of
dificulties in reepect of maintenance of band width.

cylinder has an electrical length mug
diameter, while in practice ita electrica
waver, along it. The end impede

proximately 100 ohms.

feeder of small diameter, ha

because the end im
ent. It ia potlsible,
a quarter and half

quarter wave transformer is inadmissible
00 ohms quoted above is only approximate
y band, and there is also a reactive componfind a length of transforming feeder between
long and of a certain value of charauteriatic

reactance.

Such a transformer is fitted, and the

mitting aerial, this in practice consists of a certain
el to the main feeder, physically in tbe form of a cross.
length of wire between the upper end of the transforming
lower end of the eerie1 has an appreciable inductance, which
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ideratiom there must be
between the two boxes is

The receiving dipole must, of course, be end-fed with

some explanation.

the aerial as having an end capaci

a t it simulates a seriev
understood by regarding
which ie series resonating with

arter wave aerials in parallel a t their
e directions, we have constructed a
centre fed dipole. It

to the physical layout of the two quarter
e therefore cancels that of the other, and the
ch it aufomatically tollows that the radiation
e also is zero.
int therefore constitutes an admirable earth for a system
therefore is effectively earthed by

The Aerial Filters
The signala from the aerial feeder are applied to the input of the aerial
filter panel, which contains three filters in caacade. The function of thie
unit, as has been explained, is to remove from the incoming signal any
components other than those belonging to the mobile trammitter operating
on 64 Mcls, and notably to exclude signals from the London Television
Station tmmmittera and their harmonics. Since the receiver ie a euperheterodyne with an I.F. of 7 Mc/e it will bedpen bo second channel interference, which will comist of a band of frequencies centred about 78 Mc/s,
and the filter must accordingly exclude incoming frequencies in this band.
Network 1 ie a band-elimination filter whose attenuating band extend8
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The Aerlal Filters (Contd)
from 41.5 Mc/s to 47 Mc/s approximately. This therefore removea radio
frequencies due to the main sound and viaion transmitters.
Network 2 is a band-elimination filter having an attenuation band
extending from 75 Mc/s to 88 Mc/s. This filter therefore increases the
existing attenuation applied to second channel interference and to the
second harmonic of the main sound trammitter.

Network 3 i a band-paas filter having a paas band from 60 Mc/s to
68 Mc/s which therefore passes the signals from the mobile transmitter
together with sidebands having a width of 4 Mc/s on either side of the carrier.

The sidebanda actually do not extend to more than about 2+ Mc/e on either
side of the carrier, but the filter must not introduce any phaae diatortion
over the range of effective sidebands of the mobile transmission, and must
therefore have cut-off frequencies located well away from the sidebands
corresponding to the highest effective modulation frequency. Thie filter
clearly attenuates severely frequencies corresponding to the w o n d channel
and harmonics of the main transmitters.

I t hes been found pwible for frequencies centred round a band of
86.5 Mc/s to enter the receiver. These are due to the fact that radio hquencies from the main visbn k a l e can be ~ i c k e dup by the main sound

aerials and pass via the sound feeder down to the moduleted amplifier of the
sound transmitter. Since this amplifier hsa a non-linear characteristic, sum
and difference frequencies will be formed by inter-modulation of the vision
and eound radio frequencies. The difference frequencies are of little impor-

tance, but the sum frequencies being located around a central frequency of
86.5 Mcls, can be picked up by the receiving aerial, and have been observed
to cause interference patterm in the received picture. Such frequencies
may also be produced by a similar inter-modulation in the modulated
amplifier of the main vision trammitter due to signals picked up by the main
vision aeriala from the main sound aerials. Such frequencies are clearly
attenuated by networks 2 and 3.
Theae networks are illustrated in Figure 2. The output from network 3
is applied to the receiver.
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The Receiver
The radio receiver is an elaborate unit, the circuit of which is shown
in Fig. 8.. The radio frequency output from the filter panel centred around
64 Mc/s is applied to the grid of the valve V, via terminal A and the circuit
L, C,. This circuit effectively aimulafes a perfect tramdormer in which the
two halves of L, are the primary and secondary windinp and the condenser
C, tunes out the leakage inductance.
The valves V, and V, together constitute a frequency changer, V, being
a separate oscillator and V, a mixer. The valve V, is c o ~ e c t e dto form a
Hart~eyoscillator having a frequency range of from 62 Mc/s to 82 Mcls.
The intermediate frequency is fixed a t 7 Mcls so that the frequency range
of the oscillator enables a carrier frequency of between 55 Mc/s and 76 Mc/s
to be received. I n the ordinary way, of course, to mceive the mobile
transmission which is on a frequency of 64 Mc/s the oscillator frequency
will be adjusted to 71 Mcls.
The oscillations generated by the circuit associated with V, are tapped
off from the main inductance L, and applied to the grid of V, via the condenser C,. They are therefore applied effectively in parallel with the signal
frequencies. The intermediate frequency appears in the anode circuit of V,,
and is applied to the grid of V,. The valves V, to V,, form a 10-stage
intermediate frequency amplifier, which is designed in a somewhat unusual
manner. The orthodox manner of designing an intermediate frequency
amplifier is, of course, to couple the constituent valves together by bandpass filters uauelly consbting of over-coupled tuned circuits damped by
resistances. Such circuits, however, have fairly sharp cut-off frequencies
and are liable to introduce phase distortion into the signal, and it has been
found preferable to seek some form of coupling which avoids the use of
resonant circuits. In this receiver therefore the necessary I.F. band width
is obtained in the following manner. The valve couplings are designed on
principles normally employed for vision frequency amplifiers, that is to say,
they have the form of low-pass filters. Their cut-off frequency is located a t
a much higher figure, viz., 10 Mcls, it having been found possible to reach
this frequency by the use of low-pass filter technique. Arrangements are
incorporated to suppress all frequencies below 4 Mc/s .so that the effective
band width of the amplifier is from 4 Mc/s to 10 Mcls, that is to say a band
width of 3 Mc/s on either side of the central intermediate frequency of 7 Mc/s.
Thus, an intermediate frequency amplifier is effectively created by taking
a vision frequency amplifier, extending its band width to include the highest
modulation component of the intermediate frequency which it is desired
to reproduce, and introducing bass suppression to prevent any response
a t frequencies lower than the lowest modulation component of the desired
intermediate frequency band.

Referring to Fig. 8, it will be seen that all the I.F. couplinga are practically identical, and it will therefore suffice to describe one of them. Considering the coupling between the valves V, and V,, the inductance L, form,
in conjunction with the anode-earth capacity of V, and the grid-earth
capacity of V,, a prototype low-pass filter. As I have point4 out in my
technical note on the ' A ' Amplifier and Tilt Mixer, such a coupling must
be properly terminated, but it is impossible to do so by the use of an
M-derived half-section, and it is necessary in the ordinary way to design a
coupling to have a cut-off frequency of about twice the value of the highest
frequency that it is desired to reproduce, and to terminate it in a resistance
equal to its iterative impedance, which is approximately conetant from a
frequency of 0 to half the cut-off frequency. I n this case, however, the
desired upper frequency of 10 Mcls is already so high that it would be very
difficult to deaign a filter to have a cut-off frequency as high as 20 Mc/s and
still obtain any gain. If, however, the filter can be properly terminated at
frequencies higher than half its cut-off frequency it will be possible to place
the latter a t a lower figure. The iterative impedance rises reaching an
infinite value a t the cut-off frequency and since the nature of the circuit
will not permit of the use of an M-derived section, the best that can be
done is to make use of a termination whose impedance, though sensibly
constant over the lower end of the pass-band, has a rising characteristic a t
the upper end. Such a circuit is, of course, an inductance in series with
a resistance. It will be seen that the filter is terminated a t its output end
by the inductance L, in seriea with the anode resistance R,, the upper end
of the latter being effectively earthed by the capacity C,. The grid resistance
R,, which is essential to the proper working of the valve V,, does not disturb
the action of the coupling, m this resistance is much higher than the iterative
impedance over the pass range. Similarly the couplin condenser C,, being
large compared with the grid to earth capacity of Wf has no influence on
the coupling. The elementa R,, C, and R,, C, form an effective double
decoupling circuit.
The necessary degree of bass suppression referred to above is provided
bp two methods. In the first place the cathode circuit of V, is provided
with a minimum value of automatic bias by means of the resistance R,,
which is shunted by the condenser C,, and this, instead of being made very
large so as to exercise no frequency discrimination, is made small enough
to create anti-phase feed back to the grid a t lower frequencies. Secondly,
the inductance L, associated with the grid of V, contributes a further
amount of bass cut.
It was considered in the course of design that whilst it would no doubt
be satisfactory to make the intervalve coupling of all the I.F. stages identical,
it would nevertheless be of value to include possibly one coupling having
its characteristics variable so that the response of the I.F. amplifier as a
whole could be finely adjusted. Accordingly, whilst the couplings between
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the valves V, to V,, are fixed and identical, that between V, and V, is
designed on entirely different lines, and is adjustable. The circuita associated
with the anode of V, form a band-pass filter, the output of which is applied
to the grid of V, via the condenser C,, which does not form part of the bandpass coupling, but, together with the inductance L,, supplies a certain amount
of bass suppression, as described above.
The fundamental idea from which the anode circuit of V, is built up
may be understood by reference to Fig. 3. Fig. 3a ~howsa valve between
whose anode and earth there is a parallel-tuned circuit which may be assumed
to be parallel fed. If this circuit is rather flat the response of the anode
circuit will be ;LB indicated in Fig. 3b. If now a series resonant circuit is

that is to Say, at the junction of the actual induotances L, and L, L,. Due
to imperfect coupling between L, and L, L,, there is a residual leakage
inductance which appears effectively in series with C, C,, and this leakage
inductance is used as the practical equivalent of the inductance L, of Fig. 3c,
end it is unnecessary deliberately to insert a coil to represent L,. The
condenser C, of Fig. 3c is represented by the condensers C, and C,, and
the resistance R, by the resistances R, and R,. The complete circuit therefore represents a band-pass tilter having the following three variable
characteristics :(l) By varying the mutual inductance between L, and L, by means
of the variable coupling provided, the location in the frequency spectrum
of the band-pass region as a whole is changed.
(2) By varying the condenser.
C,, the position of the dip imposed
by the series circuit L, C, R, upon
?
the response of the parallel circuit
2Sov.W~
L, C, is changed.
(3) By varying the resistance
R, R, the amplitude of the dip is
.f
varied.
The vision signals therefore a t
intermediate frequency proceed
'ztI*?ptcnnc*
through the various stages of I.F.
amplification mentioned above, and
appear in the anode circuit of V,,,
Figure 4
from which they are applied via the
transformer TR, to the double diode reotifier V,,. The load resistance of this
rectifier ie R,, and across this is developed the vision frequency output. I n
view of the position of R, in the circuit the vision signals will appear with
picture in the negative sense and the synchronising signale acting positively.
The small condenser C, shunts away any unwanted products of rectification
such as the second harmonic of the intermediate frequency which will be
generated by the rectifier. From the top of the load resistance R, the
vision output is applied to the grid of V,, via the usual correction circuit
L, R,,. The valve V,, constitutes a cathode follower output stage, and
its cathode circuit consequently includes the resistance R,,. If the lower
end of R,, were returned to earth, the vision signals across it would operate
negatively from a standing high positive potential, which is an unsatisfactory
condition from the point of view of the apparatus to which the output will
be delivered, and it is desired to reduce the standing cathode potential of V,,.
To achieve this, a separate voltage, negative with respect to earth, ie provided
from a unit known as the ' Negative Rectifier', and the lower end of Rll
is returned to this supply. The m n t i a l s of the H.T. circuit of V14 are
therefore as shown in Fig. 4, from which it will be seen that although the

-7-
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Figure 3
connected across the parallel circuit of Fig. 3a and tuned to resonate a t
the same frequency as the circuit of Fig. 3a, then a dip will be imposed on
the peak of Fig. 3b, and the resulting characteristic will be of the shape
shown in Fig. 3d. The circuit of Fig. 3c ie the basis of the anode circuit
of the valve V,, though the actual prectical circuit is somewhat different.
L,
L, in the anode circuit of V, collectively corThe inductances L,
respond to the inductance L, of Fig. 312, and resonate flatly with the total
capacity due to that between the anode of V, and earth and that between
the grid of V, and earth. The effective value of the latter component
across the anode inductance is somewhat reduced by tapping the condenser
C,, that is to say, the output, up the anode coil. This is done to flatten the
response and increase the total anode impedance so as to obtain greater gain.
The total effective parallel capacity therefore corresponds to the capacity
C, of Fig. 3c.
The series acceptor circuit is not in practice connected across the whole
of the parallel circuit, as the practical equivalent of C, whioh it is desired
to make variable would be too small for convenience, and inatead it is connected to approximately the centre point of the parallel inductance L,,

+

+
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normal H.T. supply of 2M) V. to this valve is augmented to 490 by the
addition of 240 V. from the negative rectifier, the standing potential of its
cathode will be greatly reduced, and should have a value of 9.2 V. when no
I.F. is being delivered to V,,. The valve V,,, k i n g a cathode follower,
does not revem the sense of the signals applied to its grid, which is negative.
Therefore the above figure of t 9 . 2 V. represents the voltage corresponding
to the troughs of the synchronising signals, and the whole of the vision
waveform will be negative with respect to this value. Under normal conditions this value will descend to -0.5 V. for a peak white signal. The
meter M,,designated Signal Level, is provided to read the standing value
of cathode potential when setting up the receiver and before applying I.F.
Its reading will be modified by the application of the vision signal, but will
have no particular meaning since it will merely read the mean value of the
output voltage.
It is important from the point of view of the correct operation of the
receiving equipment as a whole that the datum level of 9.2 V. corresponding
to the troughs of the synchronising signals at the cathode of V,, should be
capable of exact adjustment. The operating conditions of V,, have therefore
been arranged so that if the control grid of t h b valve is earthed the cathode
takes up a potential of about 2.6 V. The control grid ia returned not to
earth, however, but to the slider of the potentiometer R,,, which enables a
smell variable positive potential to be applied to the grid. Since V14 is a
cathode follower its cathode potential will become more positive if a positive
potential is applied to the control grid, and the desired cathode potential
of 9.2 V. may be found by correctly adjusting the potentiometer RlS. Thia
does not interfere with the rectifying action of V,,, as the rectification circuit
ia a closed circuit on its own comprising the secondary of the transformer
TR,, the valve V,, and the load elements R, and C,. The condenser Clo
removes all A.C. components of the vieion signals from the potentiometer R,,.
The output is available for monitoring at the jack J,.
Gain control is effected by varying the grid bias of the valves V, to V,.
The gain of V, and of V, is arranged to vary only half aa much for a given
change of gain control as the gain of V,, V, or V7 in order, in the case of V,
to minimise valve noise, and in the case of v8 to avoid possible overloading.
The necessary bias voltage, which may be manually or automatically controlled, is developed in a section of the receiving unit known as the A.G.C.
Amplifier, which will not, however, be deecribed at thie juncture, ea before
admission to the A.G.C. Amplifier the signals are p a w d through the separate
unit mentioned above as the Receiving Amplifier.
For certain valves in the Receiver and A.G.C. Amplifier an H.T. supply
of 360 V. is required. The majority, however, including the valves V,, V,,
V,, V49 V,, V,, V79 V,, V,, Vlo, V,, and V14 require the supply to be a t
250 V. This is produced by the valve V,,, which acts as a stabiliser. Its

anode is supplied with H.T. at 360 V., and the necessary positive grid voltage
of about 250 V. is supplied from a potentiometer comprising the rcsistances
R,, to R,, inclusive. I n addition a supply at 105 V. is required for the
This is
screened grids of the valvea V,, V,, V,, V,, V,, V,, V, and V,,.
provided by the socond stabiliser V,,, whose anode is again connected to
the 350 V. H.T. line, its positive grid bias being supplied from a suitable
point on the potentiometer R,,-R,,.

The Receiving Amplifier
The output from the cathode of the valve V,, in the Receiver is applied
to the input of the Receiving Amplifier, which performs several functions.
We have seen that the output from the Receiver is in the form of vision
signals in the negative seme, in which a voltage of - 0.5 V. corresponds to
a white element, and one of 9.2 V. corresponds to the troughs of the synchronising signals. The picture/sync ratio being, of course, 70130, the black
level a t thia point will be +5.9 V., all these voltages being measured with
respect to earth potential. It is, however, desired that the receiving equipment as a whole should terminate in a standard Distribution Amplifier, so
that the transmitter and various local monitors may be fed with signals in
the same manner as in the cam of studio or other sources. The Distribution
Amplifier requires an input in which the picture/sync ratio is not 70130,
but 60/50, and in which a white element is represented by $50.5 V., black
level by +33 V., and troughs of the sync signals by +15.5 V. The first
function of the Receiving Amplifier therefore is to change the input derived
from the Receiver into the form required by the Distribution Amplifier.
It is also desired to measure the levels of both picture and synchronising
signals at the receiver, and a Peak Level Indicator is provided for the purpose,
which requiree an input of its own. The second function of the Receiving
Amplifier is to provide this input.
The third function of this unit is to provide a suitable output for application to the A.G.C. Amplifier, which will effect the necessary automatic
control of gain, and for this purpose it is necessary to effect a fundamental
change in the nature of the output aa provided by the Receiver. I t has
been explained in the previous note dealing with the Receiver that this
output consists of the complete vision waveform acting in a negative sense
from a fixed datum line corresponding with the peaks of the synchronising
signals. It followe therefore that should there be a change in the strength
of the radio frequency signal as received, the corresponding change in the
vision frequency output delivered from the receiver will take place with
reference to the peaks of the synchronising signals, the voltage of which
will remain comtant. Thus, the black level delivered from the Receiver will
vary if the receiver signal strength changes.
Bs will be seen later from the description of the A.G.C. Amplifier,
the operation of automatic volume control is effected by means of the
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synchronisingaignals,whichin that unit have to be aeparatad from thecomplete
waveform. The process of separation is carried out by applying the waveform to a valve circuit in auch a way that the black level coincides with the
voltage corresponding to the cut-off of the valve characteristic. It is clear
that the separation circuit, and therefore the whole system of automatic
gain control, must fail to operate if the black level of the input waveform
is subject to variation. It is therefore necessary to arrange that in the
waveform applied to the A.G.C. Amplifier the fixed datum, about which the
picture and synchronising excuraiona are executed, corresponda with the
black level, and not with the pealw of the synchronising signale. This
operation is performed in the Receiving Amplifier by losing the existing D.C.
component, the datum of which corresponds, as ha8 been seen, with the
peak of the synchronhing signals, and re-establishing it with a datum
corresponding to the black level. It will be evident that thie operation,
which is primarily necessitated by the requirements of the A.O.C. Amplifier,
may be arranged to suit the requirements of the Distribution Amplifier,
already outlined, by correctly chooaing the datum a t which the black level
is restored.
The circuit is shown in Fig. g*, and it will be seen that i t comprises six
valves and their associated circuits. The vision signals derived from the
cathode output of the valve V,, in the receiver are applied to the control
grid of the valve V, in the Receiving Amplifier. Thh valve acts m a straightforward amplifier. Its cathode circuit contains the small reaiatance R,,
which provides the minimum automatic bias, and being unshunted straightens
the valve characteristic. The valve V, is direot coupled to V,, the ooupling
including the usual inductance L,, giving the coupling the configuration of
a low-pass filter and the elements L, and R, which form the termination
for the filter. The standing D.C. potential on the anode of V, is reduoed
before application to the grid of V, by the potentiometer action of the
reaistences R, and R,, the vision frequency oomponents being by-peesed
by the condenser C,. In order, however, that there shall be no low of
amplification of the lowest vision frequenciee, including the D.C. component
which will arise owing to the action of C, and R,, the decoupling componenta
C, R, are given the same time constant as C, and R,, so that the amplification
at the lowest frequencies and a t D.C. will be linear. The sense of the signals
on the control grid of V, is reversed so that white signale are acting poeitively.
The valves Vs, V, and V, constitute a D.C. Reahration circuit of the
type which effec& &toration by determining what potential shall exist
a t a given point in the circuit to correspond with black aignals, instead
of the more simple form of circuit which determines the potential which
shall cornpond to either the troughs of the synchronising eignale or white
elements. In t b respect therefore thia circuit differa from that used in
certain other placea, such aa the Suppreaeion, and Picture end Sync Mixem.

Line Sync Signal as
applied to Anode of V,

Line Sync Signal a8
applied to Grid of V,

t=

0

5

DURATION
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15

20
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Figure S
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The circuit, however, although acting in respect of black signals, as does
the circuit employed in the transmitter modulator, differa from the latter
in that no provision is made to avoid the fall of the D.C. component along
a line. Since the sign& paaeing through the Receiving Amplifier will
eventually have their D.C. component removed and restored with almost
complete perfection in the modulator restoring circuit, it is unnecessary to
provide such elaboration a t this stage.
Clearly, if it can be arranged that a t frequent intervals, aay once per
line, a standard period of black signal occnrs and that in this period a predetermined potential is established a t some point in the circuit, then the
D.C. component will have been restored, since the excursion of the viaion
signal can only be in the positive direction with respect to the potential
established to comapond with the blaok interval. The circuits associated with
V, and V, are arranged to carry this out by impoeing upon the grid of V, a
cerfein predetermined potential during the last 4 micro-aecondsof the line suppreeeion puhe, which constitute a period of black signal recurring once per line.
We have seen that amplified vision signals are applied to the grid of V,
in the positive sense. The anode of V, feeds a delay network comprising
the inductances L, to L,, and the capacities C, to C,, inclusive. The network
ie terminated a t ifs distant end by the resistance R,, and a t the sending
end by the reeiefance R,, both of them being equal to the iterative impedance
of the network, which is 2,600 ohms. This is therefore the value of the
anode impedance of V,. The network has a cut-off frequency of about
640,000 c.p.s., and will therefore reproduce well ae regards both amplitude
and phase frequencies up to some 300,000c.p.8. It is intended to act mostly
upon the synchronising signals, and its action on the vision signals is of no
importance. In fact it is obvious that a large portion of the upper frequency
range is entirely suppressed. The total delay of the network ie 4 microseconds, so that across the resistance R, there appear synchronising signals
acting poaitively owing to having been once more reversed by V,, and
delayed by 4 micro-seconds with respect to the instant of their appearance
in V,. The relative disposition of this pulee is shown in Fig. 5.
An output is also taken from the cathode of V,, the cathode resistancea
R, and R, being provided for this purpose. This output is, of course, in
the poeitive aense with synchronising signals acting negatively. It is applied
to the control grid of V, and this connection constitutes a portion of the
path of the vision signels through the Receiving Amplifier. The condenser
C,,, however, loam the D.C. component, and the eignala on the grid of V,,
being an A.C., can now have their D.C. component re-established with
reference to any convenient datum line.
The cathode of V, is also applied to the anode of V,, a t which point
we are interested largely in the synchronieing signals, which are acting
negatively. The output across R, is simultaneously applied to the control

grid of V,, and in this case the synchronieing signals, ae we have seen, are
acting positively and are delayed 4 micro-seconb with respect to those on
the anode. The operating conditions of V, are so adjusted that it iu nonconductive unlees the anode is energised by a positive potential and the
grid is not more negative than a certain potential. During that portion of
the time of a line devoted t o vision signals V, is non-conductive, b e c a m
even though its anode is energised positively its grid is energised negatively.
Referring now to Fig.5, a t a time t = 0 the synchronising signal energises
the anode negatively, and vision signals are still aoting negatively et the
grid, so that the valve is not conductive. At a time t = 4 micro-seconds,
the grid is energised positively by the synchronking signals, but the anode
is still held negative by them, so that the valve is still non-conductive.
This state of affair8 holds until a time 1 = 10 micro-seconds, when the
synchronising s i g d applied to the anode ceases, but that acting on the grid
(positively) is still present owing to its having been delayed by the delay
network. The valve is now conductive therefore, and remains so between
this time and a time equal to t = 14 micro-seconds, when the positive
synchronising signal acting on the grid ceeees. There is then no further
conductivity until the above cycle repeats itself a t the end of the next line.
It will be seen therefore that during the period extending between the 10th
and the 14th micro-second of the line suppression pulse (which is, of course,
a recurring period of black signal a t the end of each line) the valve V, becomes
conductive, and during that time connects the point X on the potentiometer
formed by the resistancm R,,, R,,, R,, and R,, to the control grid of V,.
This potential, therefore, is the black level a t thecontrol grid of V,, and is
adjustable by m m of the resistance R,,, which control is therefore designated Black Level.
The valve V, contains no anode impedance and constitutea a cathode
follower, the necessary feed-back being generated by the cathode resistance
R . At its cathode the sense of the signals is positive, and the picturelsync
ratio which hes so far not been influenced by any of the previous operations,
is 70130, and it is now desired to change it into the SO/M) ratio required
by the Distribution Amplifier. This is performed in the following manner.
The output from the cathode of V, is applied to the diode V,, whose cathode
is connected to a, point on the potentiometer R,, R,, R,, R,, such that its
black level potential can be made equal to the black level potential of the
cathode of V,. In order that them two potentials can be equalised exactly,
a manual control is provided in the shape of the variable resistanoe R,,,
which exercises control of the current pawing through the cathode resistance
R,, of V,, and so determines the cathode potential of this valve. This
reaistsnce is designated Adj. Ratio Control.
The diode V, will only conduct when its anode potential is more positive
than that of its cathode, so that if its cathode potential is that of the black
level applied to it, then only current corresponding to the vision signals
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will flow in the anode circuit of V,, and synchroni~ingsignals will be eliminated. Included in its anode circuit is the poten6iometer R,,, across which
therefore potentials corresponding to the vision signals alone are generated.
Since the incoming picture/sync ratio is greater than that which is required,
it will be possible to find a setting of the potentiometer R,, a t which the
picture/sync ratio has fallen from 70130 to 50160, and this potentiometer
is consequently designated Picture/Sync Ratio.
The output from V, is applied to the valve V,, which constitutes a
cathode follower output stage whose cathode circuit feeds a standard
Distribution Amplifier. Since the cathode of V, is direct coupled to the
grid of V,, the black level of the cathode of V, will be determined by the
setting of the black level potentiometer R,,, and the constanta of the circuit
are so proportioned that the black level on the cathode of V, is that which
i~ required by the input of a standard Distribution Amplifier, viz., +33V.
The cathode output of V, also supplies the Peak Level Indiaator.
In order to supply the A.G.C. Amplifier an additional output is taken
from the anode of V, by insertion of the anode resistance R,,. In this case
the sense of the signals is negative, and the standing level of the signals is,
of CO 9, much greater, the peaks of the synchroniaing signals ooaurring
v.
at

+P

The A.G.C. Amplifier
It will have been understood from preceding references that the function
of the A.G.C. Amplifier is to derive from an input consisting of mixed picture
and synchronising signale a steady D.C. bias depending upon the amplitude of
the synchronising signals alone, and to provide this bias in such an amplitude
and form that it may be used for automatic gain control of the receiver.
This bias operates on the valves V, to V, of the receiver, and the gain of the
vctlves V, to V, is required to vary only half ae much for a given change of
gain control as that of V,, V, and V,. The A.G.C. Amplifier must therefore
provide two bias volteges, one known as Full A.V.C. being applied to the
control grids of the valves V,, V, and V,, and the other known as A.V.C.
operating between reduced limits and being applied to the control grids of
the valves V, and V,.
It has been convenient to include the A.G.C. Amplifier in the Receiver
unit, and its diagram is given in Fig. S*. It receives an input from the
Receiving Amplifier consisting of picture and synchronising signals in the
negative sense with black level a t
210 V. The synchronising signals have
230.
an amplitude of some 20 V and their peaks thus reach a voltage of
This input is applied to the first valve of the A.G.C. unit, V,,, the function
of which is to reverse the synchronising signals and establish certain circuit
conditions by means of which they may be used to provide the A.G.C. bias.
The input is applied t o the potentiometer involving the resistance8

3

+

+

R,,, R,,, R,, and R,, and the condeneers C,, and C,,.

The lower end of the
potentiometer R,, is returned not to earth, but to a negative supply from the
Negative Rectifier a t - 120 V. The combined effect of thie negative supply
and of the potentiometer action existing between R,,, R, and R,, R,, is to
reduce the black level a t the control grid of V,, to - 4 V under normal
working conditions. The condensers Cl, and C,,, however, pass the full
amplitude of the synchronising signals to the grid, and they therefore still
have their original amplitude of 20 V. They appear amplified and reversed
a t the anode of V,,, a t which electrode the black level under normal working
180 V and the amplitude of the synchronidng signals 80 V
conditions is
in, of course, the negative direction.
It is now nmeasary to derive from the synchronising signals a D.C.
voltage proportional to their amplitude and which will be proportional to
the strength of the incoming radio frequency signals. This function ia
carried out by the rectifier V1,. Ita anode h connected by the load reeistance
R,, to the junction of the reeistances R,, and R,,, where there is a potential
M) V. At the same time the black level a t the anode of the valve V,,
of
is applied to the pofentiometer R,, R,, R,,, and a t the junction of R, and R,,
the black level is, under normal conditions, reduced to some 66 V., while
the condensers C,, and C,, pasa to this junction the full amplitude of the
synchronising signals, which is some 80 V. The troughs of the synchronising
signals therefore carry the potential of this point to some 15V. negative with
respect to earth. It will be seen that under conditionsof black levelthe cathode
of V,, ia 16 V. more positive than the anode and V,, cannot conduct. When,
however, a synchronising signal arrives a t the cathode of V,,, it drives the
potential of this electrode down to - 16 V., under which conditions the anode
is now 65 V. positive with respect to the cathode, and the valve can conduct.
During the period of the synchronising signals, therefore, V16 conducts
and charges up the condenser C,,, which takes up a potential of some - 15 V.
relative to earth. Superimposed on this, however, there is a small sawtoothed amplitude due to the fact that the condenser is charged suddenly
by the synchronising signal, and discharges slowly through the load resistance R,,. At the anode of V,, therefore we have a voltage which is negative
with respect to earth and of about the right order for employment as an
A.G.C. voltage. This voltage is now applied to the grid of the cathode
follower V17, which serves as usual to isolate the A.G.C. circuits from the
somewhat delicate circuits wociated with the valves V,, and v,,. The
necessary feed-back is provided by the cathode resistcmces R,, and R,,, but
they cannot be returned to earth in the normal manner as the resulting
cathode voltage would be positive above earth and could not be used for
A.G.C. purposes. Accordingly they are returned to the output of the negative
rectifier which is at - 240 V. to earth, the constants of the circuit being so
adjusted that the cathode potential will be the value that is required for
A.G.C. purposes, i.e. 0 to - 20 V. relative to earth.

+

+

minimum value of 43 V. whioh ia required to mske the diode of V,, conduot,
in whioh oiraumafen~there will be no negative potential a t ita anode or
et the grid, and coneequently the oathode of V,, will in view of the neoeseery
cirouit valuea become somewhat poaitive. The A.G.C. voltage would thereupon be poaitive, whioh is undesirable, M exoaaeive emhion would be drawn
from the oontrolled valvem in the I.F. amplifier, and to avoid this the diode
V,, is provided, whioh beoomes conduofive if the A.U.C. voltage developed
mross the potentiomefer R,, R,, R,, becomea poeitive, and any euch volfeges
are thus shunted to earth.
It may be required to control the gsin of the receiver manually inetead
of automatically. In thie ceee the eelector switoh 8, is placed in the Manual
position, and the biae, inefead of being derived from the cathode of V,,,
is now derived from the negative rectifier via the potentiometer Rat R,, R,,.
The section R,, is brought out aa a manual control, and is aocordiagly designated Manual Gain Control.
If it is desired to supprem the vision and synchroaieing sigeele entirely
while yet keeping the receiver generally operative for teet pllrpocree, the
oeleotor switch 8, is placed in the poeition designated Off, whereupon an
exceeeive biae having a varue of 40 V., derived from the junction of the
resistancee R,, and RI, is applied to the controlled I.F. valves. This is
eufficient to suppreae the I.F.amplifier entirely.
The value of the generated biae voltage applied to the potentiometer
R,, R,, R,,, whether it be automatic, manual or the exoesaive d u e corresponding to suppreseion of the 1.F.amplifier is read by means of the meter M,,
whioh is designated A.G.C. Level.
The reepom of the A.G.C. bias to variatione in signal strength ie
determined by the time consfent formed by the reaietanoe R,, and the condenser C,,. If thie time oonetant is very long, the A.U.C. bias will, in the
event of a change in the signal strength, take too long to adjwt iteelf to the
appropriatesew value. If the time constant is too short, the A.Q.C. voltage
would tend to alter between linea, due to the faat that the condenser C,,
is charged up to a certain value by a synchronising signal, and then p r d
to discharge through R,, to a low value, until the arrival of the next synchronising signal whioh reatores it to it8 originel value. This ie the reaeon for the
existence acrw C,, of a aaw-toothed component a t line frequency, and of
about one or two Glta amplitude superimpoeed upon the eteedy bi& voltage
at thil point of some 10 to 20 volts
The
ohossn
(5 megohms and .0006 pF.) give e time conafsnf equal to the duration of
some 26 linea, which is eatiefaotory in prclctioe. The mw-toothed irregularity
must, of course, be smoothed away from the A.Q.C. voltage, and this ia
performed by the reeiatance R,, and t b condenser U,,.
One further correction to the A.Q.C. o h u i t ie mcemmy. The
condenser C,,, ss haa been mentioned, is oharged u p by the sync&nising
signals, and diaohargee during the fnterwh between them. If there were

The potentiometer R•÷,,ie provided so that the varioua oimuit conditiom
detailed above can be accurately set. This action is t o provide an adjnstment
of the input black level over the range from - 2 to 1 8 V., in whioh airawnstancea the black level et the anode of V,, rangee from 170 to 260 V., and
that at the cathode of V,, from 80 to 100 V. If R,, is mt so that the input
black level is more negative then normal, that is to my, than - 4 V., owing
to normal valve action the potential corresponding to blaak level at the
anode of V,, will rim, and the oorreaponding potential a t the oathode of V,,
will ale0 incrwm. The absolute value of potential to which the troughs of
the synchronieing signale will drive the cathode of V16 will be more poeitive
than before, and since the potential of the anode of V,, is fixed by direct
connection to the junction of R,, and R,, the amplitude of the synnhronising
signals during which V,, ie oondudive will be reduced. The D.C. biee
derived from them will therefore be reduced and the gain of the I.F. amplifier
which the A.G.C. action will maintain will be greeter. It should be noted
that when such an adjuetment is made to the input black level, a subsidiary
effect will occur, of which it is desirable to be aware in operating the receiver,
but which is not of importance aa regards the behaviour of the circuits. The
cut-off of the grid characteristic of V,, is so situated that a t the normal
setting the input black level is a t the positive eide of this cut-off point, and the
valve p s e a the whole of the synchronising waveform and some of the picture
waveform as mll. Since a t the anode cirouit of V,, euch picture waveform
will appear entirely as voltagee more poaitive than the black level, it cannot
influence the operation of the circuit aamciated with V,,, and ite presence is
of no importance. When R,, is so adjusted an to make the input black level
more negative, the range of adjustment is such that the black level can be
set to the left of the cut-off of the valve oharaateristio, and of the vision
waveform, and a portion of the eynohronieing waveform is e u p p d . This
fact is purely a side ieaue, aa the fundamental action of R,, in adjusting the
gain maintained by the A.G.C. cironit is due to it9 influenoe upon the black
level a t the cathode of V16, and the fact that such an adjuetment suppresees
that portion of the synchronising waveform adjoining the black level is totaIly
obscured by the elevation of the black level a t the cathode of Vl4 which,
of course, prevent9 the part of the synchronising waveform in question from
causing thie valve to conduct.

-

If A.G.C. is to be used, then the selector switch 8,is placed in the A.G.C.
position, which passes the voltage a t the cathode of V,, to the potentiometer
R,, R,, R,, from whioh, ae will be men from Fig. 8, the correct voltage for

FzcU A. V.C. line is derived by tapping off from the junction of R,, and R,,,
while that for the f A.V.C. line is similarly derived from the junction of
R,, and R,,.
I n the event of the received signale being very weak, the amplitude
of the synohronieing signals derived from the anode of V,, may fall below the
11
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Figure 6. The Receiving Amplifier
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nothing but line synchronising signale, the A.Q.C. voltage for a constant
radio frequency signal strength would be steady. The presence of the frame
synchronising components, however, introduce an irregularity.
During the greater part of the frame, when them are line synchronising
signals but no frame synchronising signals, the condenser Cl, is charged
during the duration of a line synchronising signal, i.e. 10 micro-eeoonda, and
hae all the time of a line devoted to pictuw, i.e. 90 micro-seconds, in which
to discharge. When, however, a broad p u h arrivee, the condenser C,,
is charged for 40 micro-eeconds and is discharged only for 10 micro-seconds.
The charging impedance ie low, so that the potential reached during the
longer period of charge is no greater than that r w h e d during the shorter
period of a line synohronising signal. However, since the discharge time
constant is long, the condeneer does not discharge so muoh in the 10 microsecond diecharge period as it does in the 90 micro-second dieoharge period
following the line synchronising signal. The result is that the grid of V,,
is a little more negative after the frame synchronising signals have ceaaed
than during the longer period of Line synchronising eignale. If this were
not corrected, the picture would appear to be darker a t the top than a t the
bottom owing to the increased value of A.Q.C. during the period corresponding
to the upper parta of the picture. To avoid this the elements R,,
and C,, are inserted, the effect of which is, in co-operation with the
reaiatance R,, to introduce a bass loss into the synchronisiag pulses, which
charge the condemr C,, via the diode V,,. The duration of the frame
signals is therefore reduced and the picture appears of uniform brightness.
It will be realised that whereas the figures quoted in the above deacription
for black level in varioue parte of the circuit will be correct in all circumstanoee, those quoted for the amplitudes of synchronising signals are neceassrily valuee applying to a particular input field etrength. Naturally if
the input field etrength is weak, the amplitude of the synchronising signals
will be lees than the quoted 5gure~of 80 V. a t the anode of V,,, and the D.C.
biee generated will be corrmpondingly lower. The value of this biae, whioh
is reed on the meter deaigaated A.G.C. Level, is of the order of - 12 V. for
a good average signal. A signal which seta the A.Q.C. voltage to a value
leea than - 8 V is found to be too weak to be suitable for m-radiation.

The Peak Level Indicator
The function of the Peak Level Indicator is to meaaure eepasately the
amplitude of the synchronising signals and the peak amplitude of the picture
aignalu a t the point where they emerge from the Receiving Amplifier and
enter the Distribution Amplifier. I n both ceses the amplitude a t this point
is required to be 17) volts.
Theee levele are read on two moving coil meters mounted on a separate
panel, and they are fed from valve cimuite located in the unit known as
the Peak Level Indicator, the circuit of which is given in Fig. 7. It will

be seen that there are four valvee, of which V, end V,, a diode and cathode
follower respectively, are ueed for measuring the synchronising signals,
and V, and V,, a similar pair are provided for memuring the picture signals.
An input derived from the output cathode follower of the Reoeiving
Amplifier is conneated to terminal 6 of the Peak Level Indioator, and
wuming the switah 8 to be in the position designated Operate, the input is
applied simultaneously to the cathode of V, and the anode of V,.
The section of the unit which deala with picture signale will f i s t be
conaidered. The cathode of the valve V, is taken via the high resistanoe R,
to the point A on the potentiometer R,, R,, R,, R@,R,, where it finds a
positive potential of about 26 volts. The black level a t the anode of V,
will be that obtaining a t the output of the Receiving Amplifier, viz.
33 V.,
so that under black level aonditiom there will be a few volta difference of
potential between the anode and cathode of V,, and a small current will flow
through this valve. Since under them conditions the impedance of V,
will be comparatively low, whereas R, is a very high resistance, the cathode
of V, will take up the seme potential ae that of its anode, namely, the input
33 V. Thia is applied to the grid of V,, to which the cathode
black level of
of V, is connected. The cathode of the latter valve ia connected to the
picture meter, the other side of which is returned to the point B on the
potentiometer R, R, R,, R,,, this point being so chosen that a poeitive
potential is imposed upon the cathode of V, which is greater than the black
33 V. existing a t the grid by an amount sufficient to biaa V, nearly
level of
to ifs bottom bend. The dial of the picture meter is calibrated in volts
from zero to 25, and a reading of zero corresponds to the paeeclge of a certain
fixed current through the meter. This minimum current depends upon the
point to which V, is biased, and is controlled by the potentiometer R,,
which is accordingly designated Picture Zero. If now a picture signal
504 in the
appeara a t the input, the voltage on the anode of V, will rise to
cam of a full white signal. This additional voltage will appear across R,,
and will therefore be applied to the grid of V,, the current through which
will be incremed. The picture meter will therefore read,
The resistance R, is shunted by the condeneer C,, the time aonatant of
C, R, being 6 eeconda, this comparatively long time conetant enabling the
general order of picture peak amplitude to be memured while passing over
more rapid changes of an unimportant nature.
Comidering now the arrangements for memuring the amplitude of the
synchronising signals, the anode circuit of the diode V, contains the high
load resistance R,, which is returned to the junction of the reaiatances R,
200 V. Under
and R,, and fin& thew a positive voltage of somewhat over
33 V., and so there is a
black level conditions the cathode of V, is a t
continuous flow of current through V,. Owing to the impedance of this
valve being small compared with R,, ita anode takee up the seme potential
33 V. Thia anode potential
as ita cathode, namely, the input black level of

+
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+
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ie applied to the grid of V,.

Ae in the ceee of the piotnre meter arrange-

menta, the cathode of V, euppliee the sync meter, the other aide of which
R1,Rw The potential
of R,., is m e d be ~ P P * ~ a t thi. point, which is adjmtable by mmately the -me a t black level ae that of the grid of V,, eo that this valve is
on the point of drawing grid current. In these circumstencee therefore it
is pessing a comparatively large current, and the sync meter is f d y deflected.
Ife dial, however, is calibrated so that under them conditions the reading is
ie returned to the point C on the potentiometer RI&,

It will be noted that in view of the fact that a t black level the operating
point of the valve V, is at, or very near, ita bottom bend, the valve cannot
be energised by a
appreciably negative with respect to black level.
It is not therefore inauenced by the spchro-g
of the input.
Similarly, the operating point a t blaak level of V I ie such that the valve is
just about to take @d current, and it cannot be energ*
by a sigml Poeitive
with respect to black level, as owing to the presence of the high resietance R,,

Figure 7

Peak Level
Indicator

mro, and a reduction in current through the meter will give rim to an
apparent increase of ita reading. The standing current through the meter
is mijmfed by meane of R,,, which is coneequently designated Sync Zero.
When the synchronising signal appears a t the input, the cathode potential
of V, will be reduced, and the current through this valve will increaee.
Owing to the preaence of the anode resistance R,, the anode potential of V,,
which ie also the grid potential of V,, will drop. The current through Vs
will now decreaee, and a reading will appear on the sync meter. The presence
of the large condenser C, between the anode of V, and earth givee the circuit
a time constant of 6 eeconds, ae in the cam of the picture measuring circuit.

no voltage corresponding to such a signal would be developed e t ite grid.
This therefore prevente it from being energieed by the picture signals.
The current flowing through both the picture and sync meters must be
so adjusted that a t black level they read zero. In order to make this adjuetment, the switch S is turned to the Adj. Zero position, when the cathode
of V, end the anode of V , ere both connected to the point D, where there is
a fixed potential of
33 V., i.e. an artificial black level. In this condition
the resistances R, and R,, are adjusted $0 give a zero reading on the picture
and sync meters, and the circuit will then read correctly if the incoming
blaek level hes bean properly restored to +33 V. in the Receiving Amplifier.

+
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Adjustment and Operation
(1) Switch on the 240 V. A.C. supply to the equipment.

(2) Switch on the L.T. and H.T. unite. Also switch on the Waveform
Monitor.
Owing to the action of a thermal dehy circuit the H.T. itself will not
be conneated until about one minute haa elapsed. The apparatus
should now be left on for 6 to 10 minutea to warm up.

(7)(d)The picture sync ratio potentiometer shouId be turned fully anticlockwise and no change should be noted on the peak indicators.
(e) The adjust d

( f )The black level control is adjusted to give zero once more on both

peak voltmeters.
It is now a good practice to obtain an input from the transmitter of
black level and synchronising signal. If this can be done, the gain
control switch on the Receiver ehould be adjuated to manual end
the manual gain control potentiometer should be adjusted until
178 V. of synchroniaing signal is reed on the sync meter. Upon turning
the picture sync ratio control %o the extreme clockwise poeition
componding to maximum picture amplitude, no reeding ehould be
recorded on the picture meter since the input consiste only of black
level and synchronising signal. If, however, a small reading is
obtained on the picture meter, thia will indictate a alight error of
adjustment of the black level ; the black level potentiometer on the
Receiving Amplifier should therefore be readjusted accordingly.

(3) Check the H.T. Stabiliaer output voltegee.
No. 1 Stabiliser should have output voltage a t push button 4 of 300 V.
No. 2 Stabiliser ehould have output voltagee at push button 4 of 350 V.
and a t push button 3 of 260 V.
(4) Adjuet the Peak Level Indimtor.

The eeleotor switch on thie apparatus should be eet to adj. zero.
If the apparatus ie alreedy correctly adjusted and thoroughly warmed
up, the picture and sync metera will read zero. If they do not do so
the sync zero and picture zero controls of thie panel should be
adjusted until the metera read zero, efter which the eelector switch is
returned to operate.
(6) Operate the gain control ewitch on the Receiver to the off poeition.
(6) Adjust the signal level adjustment potentiometer until the signal
level meter read~ 9 V.

+

(7) Adjust the Receiving amplifier.
In the first place it must be eet so thet the new black level to which
black is restored is
33 V. a t the output. Ebcondly, it must be so
adjusted that the control deeigneted picture sync ratio acte truly
ee a potentiometer acroea the vieion part of the signal only, and not
acroea the synchronising componente. This is achieved by ensuring
that the cathode potential of V, and V& in this unit are the eame a t
black level.
The adjustment procedure for carrying this out is ee follows.

+

With the galn control switch off, the potentiometer designated
adjust ratio control should be turned fully anti-clockwise.
(b) The potentiometer designated picture sync ratio should be turned
fully clockwise.
(c) The black level control is edjuated until the peak indicators both
read zero.

+
-

o control should be rotated until about
1 V. is
1 V. is
indicated on the sync meter and a corresponding reading of
indicated on the picture meter. Both them readings will, of courae,
be beyond the respective zeros.

(8) A normal input consisting of Art Bara or picture ehould now be obtained,
and the following final adjustments made.
(a) The tuning should be checked so that it corresponds with the minimum
reading on the signal level meter. If the signals are being examined
on the Signal Monitor from the jack J1 on the Receiver, thie condition
ehould correspond with a maximum amplitude of the Signal Monitor.
(b) The reading of 174 V. on the sync meter should be finally checked
and adjusted by means of the manual gain control potentiometer
if the receiver is being used with manual control, or by meane of
the A.G.C. level adjustment control if the receiver is being operated
with automatic gain control.
(C)

The picture sync ratio control should be adjusted to give 174 V. on
the picture meter.

(d) A final check of black level should be made by returning the gain
control switch to the off position, and adjusting the black level
potentiometer to give zero on both picture and sync metera.
(e) On returning the gain control switch to either the manual or
automatic pitione, whichever is being used, the receiver ie now
completely adjusted.

Maintenance and Testw
The Receiver. The following anode fee& should be obtained when the
Receiver ie in normal operation and c o m t l y tuned.
Key No.

M& Reading

Anode Current
mA
7
4.5
4.4
2.2

4.9
4.1
4.6
31
10 - 11
(According to the setting
of the e i g d level adjuet-

ment potentiometer.)
6 - l9
(With ewitoh in off position,
this reading varies with the
setting of the A.G.C. level
adjuetment potentiometer.)
2

The Receivin$ Amplifier. With no input applied, i.e. with the &dn
control 8witch on the Receiver in the off position, so that + 9 V. ie applied
to the input of the Receiving Amplifier, the fee& of the valves should be as
follom.

Va2ve

Meter

Reading

A

d Current

mA
V1
V2
V4
V6

30

60

3.6
28.6
16.6

28.5

3.6
16.6

When the apparatus ia in w e for receiving signals, the jack J1 in the cathode
circuit of V, should show 12 V. of sync signals accompanied by picture
signals according to ratio. The jack 52, conneated to the cathode circuit of
V,, should show 20 V. of aynchroniaing signals aocompanied by picture
signale according to ratio. The third jack 53,connected fo the cathode of V,
should ehow 17.6 V. of eync eignala, accompanied by 17.6 V. of picture
signals.
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THE PICTURE MONITOR
The Picture Monitor is an apparatus for converting the picture signals
derived from the Distribution Amplifier into a picture. A cathode ray tube,
known as a 12' diameter trpheriecrl emiaeqpe, is employed for the purpoee and,
since ita characteristics determine the deaign of all the apparatus in the
Picture Monitor unit, i t will be described 6rst.

It is now necessary to consider the question of how the beam current
shall be modulated by the vision signals. Remembering the equivalence
with a hexode, it is clearly possible t o modulate either the cathode screen
or the grid, corresponding respectively to the inner or outer control grids
of the equivalent hexode. It is found that if modulation is applied to the

The Cathode Ray Tube
The tube is illustrated in Fig. 1, and it will be seen that it confains
a ~eriesof electrodes designated in succession Healer, Cathode, Cathode 8~7een,
AeeelerW, atid, Firet A d , Second Anode. An understanding of the
functione of them electrode8 may be approached in two ways.
I n the h t place the tube may be compared with a multi-electrode valve,
and both as regards the disposition of its electrodes and in ita electrical
characteristics it resembles a hexode. There exists a relationship between
the electrodes of the latter and those of the tube, which may be repweented
in the following table.
Valve. Electrode
Cathode Ray Tube.Electrode
Cathode
correaponds to Cathode
Cathode screen
ss
,, Inner control grid
Accelerator
,I
,, Inner screen grid
Grid
ss
,, Outer control grid
First anode
,, Outer screen grid
,,
,, Anode
Second anode
The beam current of the cathode ray tube corresponds, of course, to
the anode current of the equivalent hexode, and the relationship between
the beam current and the potentials of the varioue tube electrodes is similar
to that existing between the anode current of a hexode and the potentials
of the valve electrodes. The comparison between the tube and a hexode is
chiefly of importance in considering the modulation characteristic.
We may secondly examine the functioning of the electrodes from the
point of view of the tube as a device for generating a picture, and in this
connection it is convenient to divide them into two groups. The cathode,
the cathode screen, the accelerator and the grid form collectively an electron
gun, the intensity of the emergent beam from which is under control. The
first and eecond anodes may be considered ee a separate electrode system,
and together constitute an electronic double convex lens, which focusee the
beam emerging from the electron gun to a small spot on the fluorescent
screen. Aa usual the focal length of the equivalent lens is dependent upon
the ratio of the potentials of the first and second anodes. It will be seen,
therefore, that the operating potentiala of all the electrodes are determined
from a combination of the requirements of the electrodes (a) operating as
an equivalent hexode, and (b) operating as an electron gun together with an
electronic lens system.

Figure 1.

,S

grid alone, the modulation characteristic flattens off a t the higher amplitudes
so that the white parta of the picture are not well reproduced. On the other
hand, if the modulation is applied solely to the cathode screen the modulation
characteristic ie too steep, that is to say, it is not linear but tends to conform
to a square law curve, the effect of which is to give an over-contrasted picture.
It is found, however, that if modulation is applied simultaneously to the grid
and cathode screen, almost any shape of modulation characteristic can be
obtained, depending upon the proportions in which modulation is relatively
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The Cathode Ray Tube ( C o d )
applied to the two gride. Individual biaeea are, of course, applied to these
two electrode%, and it happens that the modulation characteristic ia linear
when the amplitudea of modulation applied to the two grids are equal.
The modulation may aocordingly be directly applied in equal proportions
to the two grids, or it may be applied in reversed sense to the cathode alone,
in which case the two gride are energieed with reapect to the cathode a t equal
amplitudea. The latter scheme, that is to my, cathode injection, is adopted
in practice, end the grids are each tied to earth via condeneers.
The amplitude of the vision signal which is required fully t o modulate
the tube is of the order of 16 V. The amplitude, however, of the emergent
vision signal from the Distribution Amplifier is approximately 8 V, and
therefore it ia necegeery to provide means for amplifying the viaion signal
in the Picture Monitor unit. Thia amplification is carried out in a panel
known ae the Monilor Amplifier and Fmua Unit.
We must now consider the requirements of the various electrodee of the
tube as regards their fixed operating conditions. The heater consumes
1.6 A a t 4 V A.C., and thie ia provided by means of a transformer located
in the Amplifier and Focus unit. The cathode shield and the grid require
negative biaees of - 16 V and - 24 V, mpectively, with m p t to the
cathode. The accelerator, &et anode and aecond anode are maintained
a t steady positive potentials of
300 V,
1,200 Vt and + 7,000 V mpectively. These two negative and three lpositive potentials are all obtained
from potential dividera in the Amplifier and Focus unit. Connection to the
various output electrodea of the tube, with the exception of the eecond anode,
is made by means of a 7-pin socket shown in Fig. 1. The second anode,
however, hae a connecting stub, shown a t S in Fig. 1, ao that it is well removed
and insulated from all other electrodee and cablea.
The system of electrodea deecribed above, therefore, is what ia required
to produoe a finely-focused epot on the f l u o m n t screen and modulate it
with vision signale. The spot must now be made to scan the eoreen, and this
is carried out electro-magnetically. For thie purpoae two paire of coile are
mounted mutually a t right anglea round the neck of the tube and are fed
with currents of saw-toothed waveform from 8 further unit known as the
Sepamting and Scunning Unit. These waveforme are timed from the
synchronising signals, which are contained in the viaion input. It is laatly
neceeaary to ensnre that the picture shall be centrally located on the
fluoreacent screen.
There is fundamentally no reaeon why thie should not automatiaally
be so, the requirements being that the tube electrodes must be accurately
in line, and the beam must not be influenced by any external field. I n tube
manufacture, however, the requisite degree of eoouraoy cannot usually be
obtained, and the picture ia liable t o be off oentre. Behind the manning
coils, therefore, are provided a further pair of coila mounted upon an iron core,

+

+

connected in seriea and fed with steady D.C.from the Amplifier and Pocw
unit. Them coils produce a ~ t e a d yfield which effects a permanent dieplacement of the ~cenningbeam. By properly orienteting the shift coil wembly,
the steady deflection due to these coila may be so adjusted ae to oppose the
natural deviation of the beam from the central axis, and by m e w of a control
on the Amplifier and Focua unit the intensity of the permanent deflection
can be so regulated ae to bring the raeter to a central location on the screen.
A panel known as the Supply Unit provides two H.T.suppliee a t 300 V
for the Amplifier and Focus Unit and the Separating and Scanning Unit.
end a further panel known ae the 7,000 V Unit providea E.H.T.a t this voltage
for the eecond anode and other tube electrodee.
The Picture Monitor unit therefore comprises the following individual
sub-units :
(1) The Cathode Ray Tube Assembly ;
(2) The Amplifier and Focus Unit ;
(3) The Separating and Scanning Unit ;
(4) The Supply Unit ; and
(6) The 7,000 V Unit.
Of them the Cathode Ray Tube haa been deecribed, and the necessity for
the other unite hae been shown. The four remaining units will now be
described in the above order.

The Amplifier and Focus Unit
The circuit of this unit is shown in Fig. 2tt. It has benexplained that a
gain of the order of 2 : 1ia required between the vision input and the cathode
ray tube, and aleo that the vision input is applied to the cathode of the tube.
Since, however, the application of a negative potential to the cathode will
incmwe the tube beam current and increase the brightnew of the spot, the
sense of the pictnre input to the cathode must be negative. The sense of the
picture input from the Dietribution Amplifier ia positive. It will be eeen therefore that a single amplifying stage will both provide the neoeeaary reverse1 and
the very moderate degree of gain required. Accordingly the input to the
Distribution Amplifier is applied to the aontrol grid of the valve V,, which
amplifies and reversee the signale. But the signals cannot conveniently
be applied to the cathode of the tube direct from the anode of V,, aa the
capacity of the cathode to earth via the tube heater ia such that it must be
fed from a low impedanoe source. The cathode follower V, ia therefore
interposed between V, and the cathode of the cathode ray tube.
The input which is to be applied to thia unit will be derived from a
Distribution Amplifier and will in general be taken from a l40 ohm output,
in which case it will have a b h k level of 3.5 V, a white level of + 10.0 V,
and a trough eync level of 0 V, 811 with m p t to &h.
The unit is, however,
deaigned BO that if deeired an input derived from a 110 ohm output of the
Dietribution Amplifier may be employed, in which mm black level will be a t

+
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+ 10.0 V, white level at 16.6 V, and trough sync level a t 3.6 V, all
with respect to earth. The input is applied to the Amplifier and Focus
Unit via terminal A. The input circuit haa been so designed that if desired
a further picture monitor can be fed from the aame Distribution Amplifier
output by plugging the monitor into a concentric socket located on the h t
monitor. This concentric socket is connected to the terminal C in Fig. 2.
It is, of course, necessary to terminate the incoming line in its own impedance
of 140 or 110 ohms. No permanent termination is provided in the Amplifier
and Focus unit, but the following method is employed.
Aaeuming that only one monitor is to be fed from the Distribution
Amplifier output, for example at 140 ohms, then a special plug containing a
140 ohm resistance is plugged into the concentric socket C, and the desired
matohing is effected by this impedance of 140 ohms in conjunction with the
small resistances R, and R, and the input impedance of the unit, which is
effectively 2,000 ohms, viz., the impedance of a potentiometer R,. It will
be seen that the impedance between the point D and earth is composed of
the terminating plug resistance of 140 ohms and R, (6 ohms) in parallel with
R, (2,000 ohms). The resulting impedance is 135 ohms. Thia impedance
a t the point D ie increased by the resistance R, (6 ohms) to 140 ohms, thus
presenting at the input terminal A the correot impedance to terminate
the incoming cable. Where it is deaired to feed a second monitor
from the terniinal C, then the 140 ohm terminating plug is removed, but it
must be plugged into the correeponding terminal C of the second monitor.
The second monitor is now arranged aa haa just been described above, and
therefore shorn an input impedance of 140ohms, which substitutea completely
for the 140 ohm termination plug formerly plugged into t e r m i d C of the
h t monitor. The whole system for two monitora therefore continues to
terminate the line exactly.
The Bepratingand Scanning Unit, to be described later, aho requires
an input of mixed picture and sync signals, and that is taken from the point D
via the 5,000 ohm resistance R,.
An important feature of the design of this monitor must now be considered. In all picture monitora the quality of the picture ia determined
by two adjuetmenta. There is firstly a control which determines the overall
brightness, or stmding illumination, of the picture, and which, of course,
determines the absolute brightnem corresponding to black level. This
control is variously deeignated btigkm, briukmx, or badground. This
adjustment usually operatea by estcrblishing a correct standing voltage
corresponding to tlie desired black level a t the modulated electrode of the
cathode ray tube. Ehondly, there is the contradt control, which determintw
the relative brightneae of the different areas of the picture. This operatea
by regulating the amplitude of the vision input to the modulated electrode
of the tube. It is fmquently the cam that manipulation of the Contract
control will modify the setting of black level previously established on the

Brightnees control, with the result that considerable inter-manipulation of tho
controls becomes necessary before the optimum picture quality can be
obtained. This is an inconvenient state of affairs and haa been eliminated
in these monitors.
Referring to Fig. 2, the contrast control is the potentiometer R,, which,
being the gain control of the amplifier, ia consequently designated Gain.
If the lower end of this potentiometer were returned to earth, in the standard
manner, it would regulate the amplitude of the signals applied to the control
grid of V, with reference to earth potential. That is to say, if it were set to a
minimum the control grid would receive 0 V, if i t were set to a maximum,
the control grid would receive the full input and the black level would be
3.6 V, whilst a t intermediate settings the black level would vary between
3.6 V and 0 V. This is precisely the effect which it is desired to eliminate,
aa variation of the gain setting a t black level would result in a variation of
the overall brightness of the picture. We deeire that the control of b h k
level should be entirely performed by the picture brightnew control, and
should be in no way influenced by the gain setting. To effect this the lower
end of the potentiometer R, must be returned to a point a t which a potential
of 3.5 V, corresponding to blaok level, may be found. It might be connected
to the positive end of a 3.6 V battery, or it might be connected to a suitable
point on a potentiometer across the H.T. supply ; but in this case a suitable
point a t 3.6 V can be found on the cathode impedance of V, which will
remain perfectly steady a t 3.5 V, even though V1 is a vision frequency
amplifier and in the ordinary way ita cathode impedance would be carrying
varying potentials due to the pasrage of vision frequency current through
it. The point in question on the cathode impedance of V, is the point B
in Fig. 2, and the reaeon for the absolute steadiness of potential here will
be explained later. The potentiometer R,, designated Amp. Preset will
clearly enable the standing voltage a t B to be varied, and it is set in practice
until the voltage a t B is 3.6 V, the aame figure aa the input black level.
Aseuming that the comxt adjustment of R, haa been found, then when R,
is a t a minimum the control grid of V, will receive black level and no picture
or synchronising signals, and when R, is not a t a minimum V, will receive
the same black level accompanied by vision and synchronising signal8 having
amplitudes determined by the setting of R, and retaining their incoming
picture/sync ratio.

V, hee a finite input capacity, which in conjunction with the input
mistances would cause a certain amount of lose of the upper frequencies.
This 108s is corrected by the condenser C,, which shunts the upper portion
of the potentiometer R, and b y - p s e s the upper frequencies direct from the
input on to the control grid.
The valve V, is a straightforward vision frequency amplifying etage
having a maximum gain of 16, and the usual elements will be recognised in
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The Amplifier and Focus Unit (C&)
the infervalve coupling circuit. The inductance Lt gives the coupling the
configuration of a prototype low pese filter, the mistance R, being added to
improve the phaae characteristic at the upper frequencies. The filter is
terminated a t the sending end by the elemente L, and R,, in series. The
potentiometer Rll, R , , R,, reduces the standing poaitive potential applied
to the grid of V,, but the condeneer Ct by-paeaes the vision frequency
componente. The elements R,,, R,, and C, decouple the anode circuit of
V,, and aa usual the time conatant C,

(

+

)

is made aqua1 to the

time constant Ca (R,, +Rla), ao that the frequency characteristic a t low
frequenoies, down to and including zero frequency (the D.C. component),
is perfectly straight. The cathode mistance R, straightena the working
characteristic of K,, while R, and R, together provide the correct working
grid biaa of the control grid of V, with resped to its cathode. R, and, aa
has been seen, R, together determine the black level potential a t B. The
condenmr C, eliminates R, a t the upper frequencies, a provision whioh waa
found neceesery in design owing to requiremente in connection with the
complex input circuit.
The anode output of V, ie applied to the control grid of the cathode
follower, V,, whioh is of straightforward design. The usual cathode impedance R,, is provided to generate the required fedback, while the anode
circuit, which must contain no impedance, is shunted to earth by the
condenser C,. The screen gride of both V, and V, are fed normally. The
a u p p m o r grid of each valve muet be given a small negative biaa with reapect
to the oathode. In the cese of V, the correct biaa is mured by connecting
the suppressor directly to &h.
I n the case of V,, however, a similiar
connection would m u l b in the application of an excessive biaa, accordingly
the suppmsor is connected t o the junction of R,, and R,, where a emall
poaitive potential exists, which in conjunction with the automatic biaa of V,
resulte in the suppreeeor grid of thie valve taking up an appropriate negative
potential with reapeat to the oathode. The senee of the vision signale is
po%itive a t the control grid of V,, and accordingly negative a t ita mode.
V, doee not, of c o r n , effect a pheae reversal, and negative picture signals
emerge from its cathode and are applied to the oathode of the emiscope,
where they effect modulation of the beam. It will be realieed, of couree,
that were the modulation to be applied to the grid of the emiscope, the senae
of the applied signals would have to be positive, but aince we are modulating
the cathode the sense muet be reversed, i.e. negative.
We muet now consider an important feature in the design of thin amplifier,
whioh ie desirsble for more than one rewon. It will be remembered that in
all vision amplifying circuite working under D.C. oonditiona, se is the

in this unit, considerable importance attaches to good reguletion of the

H.T.

supply, and to that end throughout the television system it is customary
to ensure H.T. supplies of low internal impedance by means of stabilisers.
If, however, it could be arranged that no vision frequency current were
required to flow in the H.T. supply to a vision frequency smplifier, then the
requirements for regulation could be somewhet relaxed. Expressing this
another way, if the amplifier were to be internally balanced within itself
so that e oonstant current were taken from the H.T.supply, then good
regulation would be of negligible importance. This technique has been
applied to the unit under consideration, with the reault that it is found
possible to dispense with stabilisers in the H.T.supply. It is arranged that
whenever the current effectively drawn by V, increases due to the presence
of a white picture signal, then that drawn by V, correspondingly decreases
and the total H.T. current remaim unchanged.
I n the Amplifler and Focus Unit thie condition of balance is secured in
the following manner. I n the first place the magnitude of the feedback
aeaociated with V, ie so chosen that the voltage excursions existing between
the grid and cathode of thie valve are equal in amplitude to the corresponding
excuraiona between the grid and cathode of V,. Thia doee not, of course,
mean that we have euppreseed in V,, by meam of feed-back, all the gain we
eeaured in V,, for it muet be remembered that a much larger current will
flow in V, than will flow in V, for the same grid-cathode excursion, and this
larger cathode current will develop across the cathode impedance a voltage
nearly equal to that emerging from the anode of V,. Even though we impoee
this condition, therefore, Vl behaves like an ordinary cathode follower, that
is to Bay, pasaee on nearly all the amplitude received from V,. The second
point is that identiaal valvea are ueed for V, and V,. Since both valves are
pentodes, their internal impedance is very high. It follows therefore that
provided there ie no very wide divergence between the values of the external
impedancee through which the mpective anode currents of the two valves
flow, the magnitude of these two ourrente will be equal and o p p i t e , and
there will be no residual current due to thin cause in the H.T. supply. It is
intemting to note that the c b u i t muet be so designed aa to take acoount
of the effect of the screened grid of V,. The cathode currents and gridcathode excursions of the two valves are to be made equal, but in both
valves aome 20 per cent of the cathode current flowe in the screened grid
cirouit, leaving only 80 per cent for the anode. Since V, is a pentode, the
voltage excursion a t ite anode will be only 80 per cent of the desired value.
This excureion ia, of c o w , the grid excursion of V,, which will therefore be
too low, and the condition of equality between the amplitude of the grid of
this valve and that of the grid of V, will not have been attained. Compensetion is therefore effeoted by making the external anode impedanoe of V,
614th of the value which would be obtained by ignoring the effeot of the
screened grid, the velue in practice being 2,000 ohm.

We see therefore that vieion frequency components of the anode currents
of the two valves are balanced, being equal and opposite a t all times. This
condition also applies to the screen currents. Coneequently the cathode
currents, which include both anode and screen currents, are balanced.
Since this state of balance exists, it is possible to make part of the
cathode circuita of V, and V, common, the portion in question including
R,, R, and R,. By doing thie, advantage is taken of the steady drop due t o
the steady common cathode current through R, and R, to establish the fixed
black level potential of 3.0.V, to which reference haa already been made.
I n practice the balance, though very good at the lower and medium frequencies, becomes imperfect a t the upper frequencies owing to the fact that the
input capacity ofthe cathode of the emi&ope shunts the cathode impedance
R14 of V, and shunts away eome of the higher frequencies which should be
contributed by V, to the common cathode reaietances R,, R, and R,. I n
addition there is some phaae ehift in the coupling between V, and V,. As a
reault of them two c a u w the loea of balance will give rise to the presence
of upper frequency components a c r w R,, R, and R,, and there will be upper
frequency loss and other undesirable effects. Them components are therefore removed by the condenser C,,
It will be noticed that a further vieion current Born to the common
R,,, R,(, C,, R,,, but this ie very minute and is
cathode circuit from R,,, L1,
insufficient to u*~ s e the
t
balance.
Under conditions of black level the anode current of V, is small, and its
anode potential high, the absolute value being 224 V. The D.C. intervalve
coupling circuit involving R,,, R,, nnd R,, imposes a quarter of thie potential,
or 66 V, on the grid of V, a t black level. The cathode resistance R,, of V,,
apart from ite function aa a feed-back impedance, impama a permanent
standing biae on thia valve so that under all working conditions its cathode
potential will be somewhat greater than that of the grid, and a t black level
this potential is 80 V. For a full white vision signal this potential will be
lowered to 47.6 V, and this voltage excursion is applied by direct connection
to the cathode of the emiscope. The emiscope cathode screen receivea a
positive potential of
46 V from the junction of R,, and R,, in the potentiometer R,,, R18, R,,, R,,, so that a t black level it is negative by - 16 V
with respect to the cathode. The emiscope grid receives a positive potential
of
36 V from the junction of R,, and R,, so that a t black level it is a t
24 V with respect to the cathode. A white signal, by imposing an
excureion of - 12.6 V on the cathode, will set the cathode screen a t - 2.6 V
and the grid at - 11.6 V both with respect to the cathode.
The emiscope accelerator mmives a stegdy potential of
300 V, from
the junction of the reeietancea R,, and R,,. The capeoities C,, C, and C,
remove any trace of vision frequency potentiala from the junctions on the
potentiometer R,,, R,,, R,,, R,,.

+

-

+

+

The standing potentiala on the cathode screen and grid may be eimultaneoualy adjusted by variation of the potentiometer R,,,. !&h therefore
controls the etanding brightnese of the picture and the abeolute illumination
corresponding to black level. It ie aonsequently designated Background.

A supply of current is also taken from the H.T. line via the reeistancea
R,,, R,,, R,,, R,, and R,, for the shift coil already described. The reaistance
R,,, being in the form of a potentiometer, enables the shift current to be
adjueted and, assuming that the shift coil has been correctly orientated, thus
enablea the raster to be accurately centred upon the end of the tube. The
potentiometer R,, is accordingly designated Shift.
The supplies for the first and second anodes are derived initially from
the 7,000 V, H.T. supply, the output from which is taken to the potentiometer R,, to R,,, which is a l o located in the Amplifier and Focus Unit,
and shown in Fig. 2. The second anode receives a potential of almost
7,000 V, and is decoupled from the 7,000 V supply by A,,, C,, and C,,.
In
view of the high value of the voltage involved, it is desirable from practical
considerations to employ in thia position two condenaere in seriee. It does
not follow that the voltage will divide iteelf evenly between them, since the
ratio of potentiala across them will not depend upon their relative capacities
but upon their relative insulation. It might well happen that the greater
part of the applied voltage will exist across one condenser and the remainder
across the other, and consequently if each condenser is rated a t a working
voltage of 3,600 V there will be a liability to breakdown. It is desirable
specifically to locate the junction of theae condensers at 3,600 V. This
is done by connecting thie junction via the resistance R,, to the junction of
the resistance8 R,, and R,,, where there exists the required potential.
The first anode requires a potential of 1,200 V, which is found on the
potentiometer R,,. Since the focusing of the spot depends upon the ratio
of the first and eecond anode potential, and since the second anode potential
is fixed, a variation of first anode potential by means of R,, enablea the focus
to be finely adjusted. This potentiometer is therefore brought out to a
manual control, and designated Focus. A tapping on the reeietances R,,,
R,, and R,, enables the first anode voltage to be varied in considerable stepe
should any variation in the design of emiscopea require this.
Accm to the 7,000 V circuit by personnel is prevented by means of the
ahorting switch shown in Fig. 2, which operatee when the back of the monitor
is removed.
The emiscope heater is supplied from the tramformer TR,, whose
primary is fed from a 13 V, secondmy on a transformer in the Supply Unit,
and whose secondary delivers 1.5 A a t 4 V. To avoid ripple the cathode
screen is connected to the centre point of the secondary.
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The Separating and Scanning Unit
The function of this unit, as has been already stated, is to generate the
line and frame scanning currents, which are, of course, saw-toothed wavef o r m having frequencies respectively of 10125 and M) c.p.s., and which
must be applied to the deflecting coils situated round the neck of the emiscope.
These waveform must, of course, be kept in step with the line and frame
synchronising signals. The required waveforms are illustrated in Figs. 3
and 4.

the spot is deflected downwards, and returns during the return stroke, EF,
the complete period of the cycle being 1150th sec. In view of the fact that
these monitors form the means by which the standard of quality of the
transmitted picture is judged, they are considerably more complex in design
than standard commercial receivers, and this complexity shows itself chiefly
in the Separating and Scanning Unit.
The circuit of the unit is shown in Fig. 15t. The valves V,, V,, V,, V, and
V, are concerned with the generation of the line scanning waveform, and
V,, V,, V, and V, provide the frame scanning waveform, so that the circuit
really consiets of two separate sections energbed by a common input. Apart
from the fact that the input, H.T. and L.T. power supplies are common,
the two sections are entirely separate, and they will accordingly be described
individually, commencing with the line scanning oircuit.

The Line Scanning Circuit

Considering b t l y the line scanning waveform (Fig. 3), the current in
the line scanning coils must rim linearly during the period A to B and fall
aa quickly aa possible, but not necessarily linearly, in the period B to C,
the total time occupied by the complete cycle from A to C being 1/10125 m.
During the part of the cycle AB, known as the forward Jroke, the spot will
be linearly deflected across the receiving screen from left to right, and during
the period BC, known as the fly-back or return stroke, it will return to the
left-hand side again ready for a new line. It is important that the period
BC should be as short as possible, as this period is so much waste of time.
Similar considerations apply to the frame scanning waveform illustrated
in Fig. 4, with the difference, of courae, that during the forward stroke DE

The line saw-tooth is generated primarily as a voltage by the relaxation
o~cillator,comprising the mistance R, and the condenser C,, in co-operation
with the valve V,. In order to simplify the description, the right-hand side
of the condenser C, should, for the time being, be considered as connected
to earth. The fundamental action is that, assuming that the potential of
both sides of the condenser C, is initially zero, and H.T. is applied to the top
of the resistance R,, the condenser C, will slowly charge, the rate of charge
being governed by the time constant C, R,, and accordingly the potential
of the left-hand side of C, will rise. While this is happening, the valve V,
is entirely non-conductive, but a t a certain point it becomes highly conductive
and therefore constitutes almost a short circuit to &h from the left-hand
side of the condenser Cl, which is accordingly diecharged. The valve V,
is now made non-conductive, and the cycle of operations repeats itself.
The portion AB of Fig. 3 corresponds to the charging period of C, when V,
is non-conductive, and the period BC to the discharging period of C, when
V, ie conductive.
We must now consider the means by which V, becomes alternately
conductive and non-conductive and it will be desirable t o commence a study
of this cycle of operations from that point of the cycle corresponding to the
point A of Fig. 3, i.e. the beginning of the forward stroke. At this moment
the potential on the left-hand side of C,, which is connected t o the anode of
V,, is zero, and a t the same time, due to a reason which will appear later,
the grid of V, is a t a strong negative potential sufficient t o carry the valve
well beyond its cut-off point. Starting from the point A, the H.T. voltage
slowly proceeds to charge C, via the high resistance R,, so that the anode
voltage of V, rises steadily. At the same time, as an entirely separate
effect, the large negative potential on the grid of V, leaks away via the grid
reeistances R,, R, and R, a t a rate determined for practical p u r p m by the
time constant C, (R, R, + R,). At one and the -me time, therefore,

+
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we have the anode potential of V, rising in the poaitive direction and the grid
potential approaching zero from a large initial negative potential, and though
the valve waa initially non-conductive due to this negative potential, a state
of affaire is clearly being approached in which the valve will have sufFicient
anode potential together with a small enough grid biae to b o r n e conductive.
Apart, however, from conductivity between anode and cat.hode, it will be
observed that the screen and suppressor grids of V, are both connected
t o a positive voltage derived from the potentiometer R,, R,, R,, so that when
the negative bias on the control grid becomes suficiently reduced there will
be conductivity between the screen grid and cathode, and ourrent will flow.
This occurs a t the point B of Fig. 3, a t which point the screen grid begins to
draw a small current, which passes through the primary winding of the
traneformer TR,, and induces a voltage in the secondary. This latter winding
is connected to the control grid in such a senae that the voltage acroee it
will tend to drive the grid more positive. This increases the current drawn
by the screen grid, which in turn increases the positive voltage applied to
the control grid. The effect is therefore cumulative, and when the screen
begins to conduct the screen current will immediately be driven to a very
high peak value. At the same time the anode-cathode path becomes highly
conductive, and the condenser C, is discharged. A finite time is, of course,
necessary for the discharging operation, and this is the period BC of Fig. 3.
The cathode of V, is connected directly to earth, and the control grid can
therefore readily draw grid current. The amplitude of the positive pulse
delivered to the control grid from the secondary of the transformer TR,
is suficiently great as to attempt to drive the grid strongly positive, but
restoration of D.C. occurs and the cont.ro1grid does not succeed in becoming
more positive than zero potential. Therefore at the moment during the
return stroke when the maximum screen current is being drawn, and the
maximum positive potential is being applied to the control grid, there coexists on the control grid, due to D.C. restoration, a negative charge equal
in value to the amplitude of the induced poaitive pulse. When the positive
pulse has driven the grid as far positive as the restoration of D.C. will permit,
the screen current can increase no further, and it is for the moment stationary.
There is now no flux in the transformer, and the poaitive pulse is withdrawn,
leaving a negative charge due to D.C. restoration on the grid, which accordingly cuts off screen and anode current. The screen current in falling will
induce a flux in the opposite direction to the transformer TR,, which will
momentarily drive the grid more negative than the potential due only to
D.C. restoration. But when the screen current finally ceases the flux in
the transformer TR, will again be zero. The negative pulse will therefore
cease, and the negative potential of the grid becornea that due to D.C.
restoration alone. This last effect, involving a negative pulee on the control
grid, however, h88 no bearing on the action of the circuit since the valve
is already cut off by the potential due to D.C. restoration, and ie a purely

subsidiary effect which must result from the action of the transformer TR,.
The cycle of operations has now arrived a t the point C in Fig. 3, which
corresponds to the end of the first MW-toothed cycle and the beginning of
the next one, and the cycle repeats itself indefinikly. It will be seen that
though it i the action of the screen and control grida which result in the
alternate non-conductivity and conductivity of the valve, conductivity of
the screen-cathode path is, of course, accompanied by conductivity of the
anode-cathode path, and it is %hislatter path that is utilised to discharge C,,
across which there now must appear a waveform of the type illustrated in
Fig. 3.
The potential applied to R, and C, for the purpose of generating the
saw-toothed waveform is supplied from the H.T. line via the potentiometer
R, R, and the decoupling circuit R, CS. The specific voltage corresponding
to the point B in Fig. 3, that is to say, the maximum amplitude of the Sawtoothed waveform, will depend upon the potential applied to R,. This
potential may be controlled within limits by adjustment of the potentiometer R,, which therefore acts as a control of the amplitude of the line scanning, and thus of the width of the received picture. The potentiometer R,
is accordingly designated Width.
The frequency of the generated waveform will clearly depend upon the
value of the time constant C, (R, + R, + R,), for if any of these resistances
is reduced the negative potential which holds V, non-conductive will leak
away from the control grid more rapidly and the frequency will increase,
and vice versa. Further, the application of a positive potential to the lower
end of R, R, will also increase the frequency by accelerating the leakage of
the negative potential from the grid. Variation of such a positive potential
forms a convenient means of frequency control, and this latter method is
used for the normal fine frequency adjustment under operating conditions.
To effect this, R, is made part of the potentiometer R, R, R,, which is connected across the H.T. supply and so CarI'ieS a positive potential. It is
accordingly brought out to a manual control designated Line Frequency.
For normal operation R, is held shorted by the switch S,, but it is convenient
for test purposes to be able to run the line scanning a t half frequency, and
the insertion of R, by opening S, effects this.
It is now necessary to synchroniee the line frequency generated by V,
with the line synchronising signala incoming from the transmission. This
may be done by arranging to apply the line synchronising s i p h in the
positive sense to the control grid of V,. Assuming that a t the instant of
application of a line synchronising signal the control grid is still sufficiently
negative to render V, non-conductive, the application of a synchronising
signal will overcome the remaining negative charge on the grid and render
the valve conductive. The leading edge of the synchronising signal will
therefore precisely coincide in time with the point B of Fig. 3, that is to say,
the synchronising signal will initiate the return stroke and not, of course, the
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The Line Scanning Circuit ( C M )
forward etroke. The monitor has to be supplied from a Distribution Amplifier, and at the monitor output of such an amplifier the vision waveform has
the characteristics given in Fig. 6. The troughs of the synchronising signals
10.0 V, all
correspond to 0 V, black level to 3.6 V, and white level to
with respect to earth. The synchronising signal incoming is therefore in the
negative sense, but V, requires it in the positive sense. The signal muet
therefore be reversed by a valve, and this is the function of V,. At the
same time it is, of course, necessary to separate the signal from the incoming
picture and synchronising waveform, aa the synchronising signal only is
required by V,. This separation is also performed by V,.

+

+

Figure 5.
It will be seen that the cathode of V, is returned to the potentiometel
R,,, which is a portion of a potentiometer system R,,, R,,, R,,, R,,, R,,, R,,
connected across the H.T. line. These resistances ere so proportioned that
3.5 V. This potentiometer is brought
on R,, may be found a potential of
out to a manual control designated Sep. Bias. At black level, therefore,
the potential of the control grid of V, with respect to its cathode is zero ;
the synchronising signalp will drive the grid 3.6 V negative, but the vision
signals will attempt to make it positive. At black level, however, when the
control grid is at zero potential with respect t a its cathode, the potential
of the anode, due to the high anode resistance R,,, is already so low (about
+ 5 V) that it would scarcely be influenced by any movement of the grid
potential in the positive direction. Expressing this another way, the
resistance R,, and the anode-cathode path of the valve V, are together
constituting a potentiometer, in which a t black level the impedance of the
anode-cathode path is very small compared with R,,, so that the standing
D.C.potential a t the junction of R,, and V, has already been reduced to
6/300ths, i.e. 1/60th, of that of the H.T. line. Accordingly if the picture
signale render the control grid slightly positive, the impedance of the anodecathode path will be reduced, but ae it was previously very low compared
with R,,, the percentage change, as it were, in the setting of the potentiometer consisting of R,, and V, will be so small that there will be a negligible
change in the absolute anode potential, so that picture signals will have
little effect on the grid of V,.
Very considerable suppression of the picture

+

signals ia effected in this manner. In addition, however, the resistance R,,
is inserted having a value, 10,000 ohms, much higher than is normal were it
placed there purely for anti-parasitic purposes. If the potential of the control
grid with respect to the cathode attempts to become more positive than zero
upon the application of picture signals, the impedance of the grid cathode
path will be very much less than R,, ; the greater part of the voltage due to
the picture signals will be dropped across R,, and only a small proportion
will appear between the grid and cathode. On the other hand, when the
synchronising signals drive the grid negative with respect to the cathode no
grid current will be drawn, and the impedance of the grid-cathode path will
be very high with respect to R,,, the effect of which will now be negligible,
as nearly all the input voltage due to the synchronising signale will appear
between the grid and cathode and energise the valve. The presence of R,,
therefore constitutes a second method of suppressing the picture signals.
The two methods of suppression operate together, and whereas neither acting
alone would provide the requisite degree of suppression, the two together
ensure that the waveform appearing at the anode of V, consists almost
entirely of pure synchronising signals. Due to the reversing action of V,,
the sense of the signala on the anode is positive, and they are therefore applied
directly to the grid of V, via the blocking condenser C,.
The screen grid potential of V, is fixed a t the unusually low value of
28 V, derived from the junction of R,, and R,, in the potentiometer R,,,
R,,, R,,, R,,, R,,, R,,. This gives the valve V, a very short grid base, so
short in fact that a synchronising signal of some 3.6V input will drive the
control grid to the bottom bend of its characteristic, and the anode current
will be cut off. Employing once more our former analogy in which we
compared the resistance R,, and the anode-cathode path of V, to a potentiometer, we can say that in the presence of a synchronising signal, since the
impedance of the anode-cathode path becomes nearly infinite, the impedance
of the upper limb of the potentiometer, R,,, is very small compared with that
of the lower limb, the anode-cathode path of V,, and consequently the anode
potential will be approximately that of the H.T. line. Such a signal therefore
5 V to + 300 V. Therefore a
causes the anode potential to rise from
very strong synchronising signal, having an amplitude of some 296 V, is
delivered to the grid of V,, and clearly the control exerted by it on the blocking
oscillator V, will be very &m.
It will be noticed that the complete synchronising waveform is applied
to the grid of V,, that is to say, although the circuit associated with V, is
concerned solely with the generation of the line scanning waveform, both
line and frame synchronising signals are applied to its grid. This is done
for a reason which has been explained in my note on the Signal Waveform
(Item 1.1). It is desired that the linescanning waveform should be smoothly
maintained throughout the frame synchronising period, and therefore the
line scanning generator V, must be synchronked a t line frequency during

+
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this period. In my note on the Signal Waveform it is explained that the
frame synchronising waveform is so designed as to contain line synchronising
componenta, and it is therefore suitable to maintain generation of line
scanning waveform during the frame synchronising period. For this reason
therefore both the line and frame synchronieing signale are applied to the
grid of V,, and no attampt is made to separate them.

Figure 7.

L I

The part of the circuit so far described haa provided us acroes C, with
a line frequency saw-toothed voltage held rigidly in synchronism with the
incoming synchronising signale. Our ultimate requirement, however, ia to
produoe a line frequency saw-toothed current in the line deflection coils of
the cathode ray tube.
The conversion fFom voltage to current ia effeoted by the valve V , .
The current excursion required in the tube deflection coils ia 1 ampere.
Such a current cannot be directly supplied by V,, and we therefore inaert the
transformer TR,, which has a ratio of 7 : 1, so that the maximum current
change required in the primary will be 117th ampere, or 140 milliamperee.
The inductance of the tube deflection coils is 2 mH, and thia inductance is
across the secondary of the tranaformer TR,. It will accordingly appear
acroee the primary to have been multiplied by the square of the transformer
ratio, which is 49 : 1, and will have a value of ,106 H. We have to devise
means by which a eaw-toothed current a t line frequency may be produced
in thia inductance.

This cannot be done by applying a saw-toothed voltage across the inductance for the reason that the voltage
- E acroes an inductance L is given by
Mi
the expression E = - That is to say, the voltage across an inductance
dt

'

is given by the first differential with reapect to time of the current through
the inductalwe. Therefore to produce in an inductance a current having the
waveform of Fig. 3, we should have to apply acroee the inductance a voltage
having the waveform illustrated in Fig. 6, which ia the first differential of
the waveform of Fig. 3. The points GHI in Fig. 6 occur a t the same times
aa the points ABC in Fig. 3 respectively. Expreseing this phyeically, upon
the application of a voltage across an inductance, the current do- not rise
to its full value immediately, but takes time to do so. In order to produce
the desired current (AB in Fig. 3) in the inductance it will be necessary to
hold across it a steady voltage, GH of Fig. 6, whilet to effect the flyback
(BC in Fig. 3) the voltage will have to be reduced to a negative standing
value, as shown in Fig. 6, over the time H I . If we have to produce a eawtoothed current in a circuit containing both inductance and resistance in
eeries, which ia the practical c m , the necessary voltage waveform will be a
combination of Figs. 3 and 6, and will be on the lines of that indicated in
Fig. 7. If on the other hand we wished to drive a saw-toothed current
through a pure resistance, we should, of course, apply an identical saw-toothed
voltage waveform, aa in Fig. 3.
In the practical c m there are two courses open to m, either we may
apply to the deflection coils, which consist of inductance and resistance in
series, the waveform of Fig. 7, which muat consist of a properly proportioned
mixture of the saw-toothed waveform of Fig. 3 and its first differential shown
in Fig. 6, or we must add in series with the deflection coil a comparatively
high resistance so aa to swamp the effect of the coil inductance, in which
case we may apply a eaw-toothed waveform. I n the present cese we employ
the aecond of these alternatives, simply by making the output valve V,,
a pentode. The high internal impedance of the valve then overcomes the
distortion of the current waveform which would otherwise be produced by
the preaence of the effective inductance of .l06H in ita anode circuit.
In theory, the circuit aa ao far described contains the essential featurea
neceasery to provide a saw-toothed current a t line frequency in the line
deflection coils of the tube and having a peak value of 1 ampere. Unfortunately, however, a complication is introduced owing t o the presence of
self-capacity in the line deflection coils and transformer windings, the total
value of which, when referred to the primary of the transformer TR,, is
.OM1 9.
To understand ita ection, let us imagine we have arrived a t the
point of the scanning cycle corresponding to B in Fig. 3, where the scanning
current is at ita maximum value of 1 ampere and the return stroke ia about
to commence. The grid potential of V , having attained its maximum positive
value f a h suddenly, and V, attempta to cut off the current flowing through
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The Line Scanning Circuit ( C o d )
the primary of TR,. The effective inductance in the anode circuit of V,,
however, does not permit a sudden reduction of the current to zero, but
endeavours to maintain the current flowing, and it flows into the self-capacity.
In effect, the tuned circuit comprising the effective anode inductance and
self-capacity L excited, by the sharp traneient formed by the return stroke,
into oscillation e t ite natural frequency, which is of the order of 60,000 c/s.
Instead, therefore, of the spot making a smooth return to the left-hand side
of the picture, it will return in an oscilhtory manner and take as much as
100 micro-seconds, or the time of one line to do so. Obviously, the spot
must be made to return much more quickly, and certainly within the period
of 16 micro-seconda during which bIack level ie maintained by the line
suppression pulae. I n commercial receivers the difficulty is overcome by
placing across the circuit a resistance of value such 8s to give critical damping.
This is quite in order where the requirements of the tube and the deaign of
the scanning circuit 8e a whole are more moderate than in the present case,
and where therefore the effective inductance in the anode circuit of the output
valve has a smaller value. The more advanced type of cathode ray tube
employed in the Picture Monitor, however, demands a greeter amplitude
of scanning current, which in practice entaile acanning coila and an output
transformer whose constants give the comparatively high value of effective
inductance of .l06 H already quoted. With critical damping, the return
stroke is effectively completed, %hatia to my, the spot will have travereed
99 per cent. of its path, after a period equal to 1.3 times the periodic time of
the resonant oscillation. In this case, the return time would therefore be
1.3
X l00 p sec = 26 p sec, which is too long, being nearly twice as
60,000
great as the duration of the line suppression period. To decreaae this it would
be necessary to deeign the circuit so that less effective inductance waa
presented to the anode of V,, but we would not then be able to get an adequate
scanning amplitude.
The difIiculty is, of come, that any damping applkd to the tramformer

TB, is present all the time. What we really deeire is for the tramdormer to
be undamped during the forward stroke, but to be damped during the return
stroke so that the oscillation a t 60,000 c/s may be suppreeaed. In pactice
the problem is dealt with in this manner by the inclusion of the valve V,
end ita associated circuit. The circuit is an example of a caee where the
adoption of a certain technique with a particular end in view, which in this
case is the euppreasion of the resonance a t 60,000 c/s, brings in ita train one
or more further advantage. In this cam the inclusion of V, aleo haa the
effeot of increasing the output which it is possible to obtPin from V,. Were
it not for this feature, this valve would have to be of a Larger type than is
8ctua11y d.

In order t o study the action of the complete circuit, including V,, it
will be convenient to commence with a, coneideration of the aaw-tooth cycle
from the beginning of the forward stroke, that is to say, from the point A
in Fig. 3. At this moment the grid voltage of V, commences to rim in the
positive eense, and a ateodily increaeiing anode current is forced through the
effective inductance L of .l08 H. The voltage E across the inductance L
Ldi
is given by the equation E = - Since this equation indicates, as
dt

.

we have seen, that the voltage across the inductance is proportional t o the
f i s t differential of the current, and since the current has the aaw-toothed
configuration of Fig. 3, the voltage across the inductance will have a constant
value during the whole of the forward stroke AB. By substitution in the
above equation we can compute this voltage.
Thus, we have L = .l06 H
di, taken over the duration of the forward stroke (AB
of Fig. 3) is, es alreadp stated, 140 mA.
dt, the duration of the forward stroke (AB of Fig. 3)
90 p secs, i.e. the difference between the complete time
of a line, 100 p secs, and the flyback period, which
will be shown later to be 10 p secs.
Ldi
140
loo - 165 V
Therefore, E = -- = .l06 X --1,000 X 90 dt
The anode voltage of V, will remain steady a t a voltage equal to the H.T.
voltage lees E, ar 135 V. An anode current, which will be shown later to
be + 100 mA, will be built up by the time the end of the forward stroke is
reached. At B of Fig. 3, the grid potential of V, d r o p suddenly to zero and
endeavours to cut off the anode current. As we have seen, however, the
inductance maintains a current %owinto the eelf capacity, and an oscillation
of 60,000 c/s commences, one cycle of which is illustrated in Fig. 8. During
the first quarter cycle (MN of Fig. 8) the current maintained by the inductance flows into the self-capacity and producee a back voltage a c r m it, which
rims to the very hign figure of some 3,000 V. At the point N in Fig. 8, which
in time occurs, of oourse, shortly after the point B of Rg. 3, the abeoluta
mode potential of V, is approximately 3,000 Vand, owing to oppo&ion from
the back voltage a c r w the eelf-capacity, the current in the inductance hfallen to zero. We are now about to begin the mcond quarter (NOin Figb) of
the 60,000 01s o~cillation. The aelf capacity begins to diecharge through the
inductance L, producing a current in the reverse k t i o n which, neglecting
loesee for the moment, riPces a%the end of the mend quarter of the cycle,
that is to eay a t the point 0 of Fig. 8, to - 100 milliamperes. 'llhe eelf
capacity will now be completely discharged, and therefore the high anode
voltage of 3,000 V will have d h a p p r e d from tha d
e of V, whioh will
be at lib potentid of the H T . line, i.e. 300 V. We are now aboub t o
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commence the third quarter (OP of Fig. 8) of the 60,000 c/s oscillation, during
which it will be clear, that unleas we take preventive meaaures the anode
voltage of V, will become negative and, neglecting loeses, will attain a potential of - 3,000 V a t the point P of Fig. 8. It is, however, prevented from
doing eo by the action of the diode V,, which has so far been inoperative.

Figure 8.

In point of fact such a battery could perfectly well be subetituted for these
elements.
Transferring our attention to Fig. 8, during the period MN the anode
voltage of V, risee to 3,000 V, and during the whole of this period therefore
the oathode of V, is more positive than its anode. Similarly, during the
3,000 to
period NO of Fig. 8, when the anode voltage of V, f a h from
+ 300, V, still does not conduct. After a short portion, however, of the
135 V, at
period OP of Fig. 8, the anode voltage of V, will have fallen to
which point the anode and cathode potentiala of V, are equal. and subsequently attempts to move off to - 3,000 V. But the moment it falls below
135 V the diode V, becomes conductive. The impedance of the diode
is 100 ohms, so that the circuit of V, effectively short-circuits the primary,
the short circuit, however, being in series with the voltage of 165 a t present
across C,. The oscillation is therefore completely damped out by the sudden
imposition of the short circuit, and its continuance beyond the point 0 of
Fig. 8 is impossible. At the point 0 , the current in the effective inductance L
haa reached its maximum negative value, that is to say, the spot is fully
deflected to the left from the point of view of an observer facing the picture,
and in fact the return stroke is complete. I n practice, due to losaea, the
reverse current only rises to - 40 mA, so that the comprete current change
l00 mA, i.e. the desired change of 140 mA. It is
is from - 40 mA to
evident therefore that the return stroke has been accomplished during the
time occupied by the half cycle MNO of Fig. 8. The duration of this,
namely, f X 1/50,000, or 10 micro-seconds, is a very satisfactory fly-back
time, since it is only 10 per cent of the time of a line, and is thus well covered
by the standard line suppression pulse, which has a duration of 15 per cent
of the time of a line. In view of the fact that the circuit is allowed to make
one undamped half-cycle of oscillation, that is to say, the ciruuit resonates
for half a cycle, the circuit is said to be of the resonant return type.
It has already been observed that the inclusion of the resonant return
circuit confers the advantage of increasing the deflection output which it is
possible to obtain from V, for a given excursion of anode current, and we
are now in a position to see why t h b is so. Without the reeonant return
circuit the anode current of V, would have to vary between zero, corresponding to the commencement of the forward stroke, and + 140 mA a t the end
of the forward stroke. With the inclusion of the resonant return circuit,
however, the neceesary scanning excursion of 140 mA is obtained with a
maximum anode current of only 100 mA, since the resonant anode circuit
derives from this a scanning excuraion of approx. 1.6 times this value. The
beam deflection, or width of picture available from a given size of valve a t
V,, is therefore increased by 1.5 times by the use of the resonant return
circuit, and the width of scanning necessary for the 12" cathode ray tube
can therefore be obtained without recourse to a power amplifier, V,, of
fundamentally greater capacity.

+

+
+

+

+

In order to understand the action of V, we must return once more to
the beginning of the forward stroke (the point A in Fig. 3). It will be seen
that the diode is connected across the primary of the transformer TR,, that
is to say, across the effective inductance L of .l06 H. In seriee with its
anode are the elements R,,, RI, and C,. During the forward stroke there is,
aa has already been stated, a steady voltage drop of 166 V acroes the primary
of the transformer TB,, so that during this time the absolute potential of
the anode of V, will remain steady a t + 135 V. For a reason which will
appear later, there is a similar drop of 166 V a c r m the elements R,,, R,,
and C,, so that during the forward stroke the absolute anode potential of V,
135 V. But the cathode of V,, being connected to the
is also steady a t
anode of V,, is also a t
135 V. There is therefore no difference of potential
between the anode and cathode of V,, so that during the forward stroke it
does not conduct. Actually this statement is not strictly true, but for the
moment we will aaeume that V, does not conduct during the forward stroke.
It will also be of esaistance to imagine for the moment that the elements
R,,, R,, and C, are simulating a battery of 165 V with its positive end
conneoted to the H.T. line and its negative terminal to the anode of V,.

+

+
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The Line Scanning Circuit ( C o d )
We must now consider the action of the elements R,,, R,, and C,, and
ascertain why there is a steady voltage drop of 166 V a c r w them during the
forward stroke. This feature is somewhat bound up with the operating
conditions of the valve V,. It is clearly a neceeeary feature of the working
of the circuit that during the forward stroke there should be a steady drop
of 165 V acroae R,,, R,, and C,, and this can only be possible if an appropriate current is flowing through R,, and R,,. Thie current ie provided
by arranging that V, shell conduct slightly during the forward stroke. For
this to happen the circuit must endeavour to reduce the potential of the
cathode of V,, and consequently of the anode of V,, slightly below + 135 V
during the forward stroke. This will occur if it is arranged that the rising
anode current of V,, due to the applioation of the forward stroke saw-tooth
from V,, is always slightly greater than the current required by the primary
of TR,. Thie will obviously be the caae if the amplitude of the saw-tooth
applied to the grid of V, is made slightly greater than the theoretically exact
figure. This is done, and the result is that the excess of the anode current
of V,, over and above that required to produce 166 V across the primary
of TR,, flows through the diode V,. This excess current will vary somewhat
during the forward stroke, and accordingly the values of R,, and R,, are
chosen so that the mean current through the diode during the forward stroke
will produce a voltage of 166 across these resistances. The function of C,
is purely as a smoothing condenser to eliminate from the steady voltage
across R,, and R,, the variations which normally obtain due to the fact
that the current in V, is not constant during the forward stroke. The
voltage will be subatantially constant if the time constant C,(R,, + R ),,
is made much longer than the time of a line, and i t will be seen that the
figure employed in practice is 2,000 p sec., or the duration of 20 lines.
If the resonant return circuit were not used, the current in the primary
of TR, would be zero at the beginning of the forward stroke, and the commencement of the latter would coincide with the commencement of the
application of the saw-tooth from V,. With the present circuit, however,
the current in the primary of TR, is - 40 mA a t the beginning of the forward
stroke, and it is not only unnecessary, but is ale0 undesirable, to apply the
saw-tooth from V, a t this moment, since until the - 40 mA has fallen substantially to zero it is unnecessary for V, to deliver any current. I n these
circumstances the application of the saw-tooth from V, would make V,
deliver unnecessary current, all of which would paas through the diode V,
in the manner just described. Such a current would produce a voltage drop
euficient t o disturb the standing potentials of + 136 V and mar the linearity
of scan. Accordingly the circuit is arranged so that V, is not, aa it were,
turned on until the - 40 mA hae dropped nearly to zero. This is done by
the simple expedient of arranging that the amplitude of the saw-tooth

delivered from V, ia greater then the grid bees of V, by the appropriate
amount, which ia about 1.6 timea, so that during the first pert of the sawtooth the operating oharacferietic of V, is beyond the cut-off point and the
valve delivers no current. It will be observed that the condenser C, b
returned not, aa would be expected, to earth, but to the cathode of V,. Thia
is because no feed-back is required on thia valve, and since the cathode
resistance R,o of V, is required for grid biaa purposee, the grid of this valve
must be returned to ita cathode with reapeat to A.C. in order to avoid feed
back.
It is found that certein unavoidable loaeea in the coilr, of the tramformer
TR, tend to make themselves apparent towar& the end of the line in the
sham of a slowing up of the scanning. To overcome this i t is desirable that
the current in V, should rise a little more rapidly than is required in theory.
However, the natural curvature of the characteristic of V, cornpenastee for
this very closely.
It is found that with the circuit ae so far described a number of b h k
and white vertical bars will be observed on the left-hand side of the reproduced
picture, deareasing in intensity from left to right. This is due to the fact
that the leakage inductance of the tranaformer TR, is in series with the selfcapacity of the line scanning coile forming a tuned circuit. The transient
due to the sudden cessation of current a t the time of the return stroke will
excite this tuned circuit into oscillation a t about 600,000 c/s, and the duration
of the oscillation is suoh that it extends beyond the period of the return
stroke end continurn for the first portion of the line scan. The line scanning
voltage applied to the line scanning coils is therefore modulated a t 600,000 c/s
and the velocity of the line scan across the tube will vary a t this frequency.
Since the brightness of the trace on a cathode ray tube is affected not only
by the intensity of the manning beam, but also the speed a t which the beam
travereee the fluorescent screen, them variations in velocity will produoe
variatione in brightness on the screen which will be superimposed upon any
picture that may be there. The effect is, of course, well known ae velocity
wwdulation, and it is imperative that thia variation in line scan velocity should
be removed. This is effected by the circuit involving V,, R,, and C,,, which
operatee so aa to damp out the oecillation in precisely the same manner aa
the circuit involving V,, R,,, R,, and C, effected the suppreaeion of the other
oecillation a t 50,000 c/s. The effect could, of course, be alternatively suppressed by the connection of a resistance of several thousand ohms e o r w the
secondary of the transformer TR,, but this would reault in a diminution of
the line scanning amplitude which the circuit could provide, and it ir, therefore
considered preferable to effect the suppression by means of a circuit whioh
does not apply damping during the line scanning period. Since the operation
of this type of circuit haa been very fully described in c o ~ e c t i o nwith the
elements V,, R,,, Rle d C6, it will not be m p t e d in connection with
V,, R,, and C,,.
A

v

A
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The Frame Scanning Circuit
The frame scanning circuit comprieea the d v e a V,, V,, V, and V,
(eee Fig. 16).
Conaidering the circuit in detail, we may conveniently oommenoe with
the action of the valve V,. The resistance R,, and-the condenser C,, form
a relaxation osoillator in whioh the condenser is charged slowly from the
H.T. line via the resietance R,,, thae generating the fundamental saw-toothed
exoursion for the f o r d stroke of the scanning, and a t the appropriate
moment is discharged by the valve V , which becomea conductive for the
pnrpoee. The alternate conductivity and non-conductivity of the valve V,
is obtained by a circuit which is very similar to that aaeociated with V, and
already described for the line scanning. It is therefore unneceaeary to
describe the oircuit aeeociated with V, in detail. The components R,,,
CH, V,, TR,, R*,, Rs4, Rls, R,,, R,, and R,, eeaooiated with the valve Va
cormpond respectively in their functions with the componente R,, C,, V,,
TR,, R,, R,, R,, R,, R,, and R, eseociated with the valve V,. The potentiometer R,, controls the amplitude of the generated aaw-tooth and therefore
the height of the received picture, and it is consequently designated Height.
The potentiometer R,, controls the frequency of the frame aaw-tooth, and is
consequently designated Frame Frequency.

It is, of comae, neeeasety to synchroniee the frequency of the frame
ecanning waveform generated by V, with the incoming frame eynohronising
signals. It haa been explained that in the cam of the line scanning generator
it is unneceeeary, m d in fact quite wrong, t o eeperate the line synchronieing
signal8 from the frame synchronia'i signals. Both are required for the
proper operation of the line scanning generator. The converse, however,
doee not apply. It is neceseary to apply to the cimuit of V, only the frame
synchronieing signals, since when V, is nesring the end of the forward stroke
of the frame scanning it is in a state where i t oan easily be tripped by a
aynohrorhing eignal, and a line eynchronieing signal occurring several linm
before the end of the frame would trip this valve. Not only would thia be
quite wrong from the point of view of the normal operation of the circuit,
but interlacing would be impomible. The eeeentials of good interlaoing lie
in ensuring that the frame scanning generator Va shall be tripped with
precision a t the end of every 202.5 lines. No eynohronising eignal of any
sort muet be allowed to influenoe thia valve before the CO&
moment of
tripping. Furthermore, when the trip mure it must be sharp, that is to
say, a strong poaitive pulee maet be impreeeed upon the grid of V,, and this
p u h mu& rise to ite full amplitude in the shortest poaaible time. This is
achieved in the following manner.

The valve V,, whioh componda exaatly in its functions to the valve
V, in the line scanning circuit, separates from the oomplete vieion waveform
applied to ita grid, mixed line and frame eynchronieing signals, which are
delivered in the poeitive s e w from ite anode. The method and conditions
of operation of this valve are the same aa that of V, and need not be deaoribed
again. The anode of V, contains the high resistance R,,, and in shunt to
earth is the condenser C,,, the time constant of the combination R,, C,,
being 176 micro-won&, which is long compared with the duration of the
line synchronising signal. Ae in the caae of the valve V,, the application
of line or frame synchronieing eignals to the grid of V, results in its anode
current falling to zero, and if the condenser C,, were not present, the anode
potential would at these timea rise to the same value ee the H.T. The
condenser Cl,, however, materially altem thia state of affairs, and we must
now examine what happens to the anode potential of V,, firstly during line
and then during frame synchronising signals.
During the forward stroke of each line, that is to eay, the pioture period,
V, ia conductive and its impedance is much less than the value of the resistance R,,. The value of the valve impedance remains stationary since, aa
explained above, the circuit suppmwm the picture components, whioh
therefore cannot influence the valve impedance nor consequently the anode
potential. We mnet aay, therefore, that the reaistameR,, and the impedance
of V, form a aimple potentiometer in which the impedance of the lower arm,
V,, is so muoh leaa than that of the upper arm, R,,, that the potential a t the
junction is very low. It is in fact leas than 6 V. Approaching the matter
in another way, we may aay that the low impedance of V, effectively shortcircuits the condenser C,,.
When a line synchronising eignel arrivea, the
impedance of V, becomes very high, and the short circuit is removed. During
the period of synahronising signals we can in fact imagine that V, b not in
cirouit at all, and we may disregard it. Now that the short cirouit acroea C,,
M removed, thia condenser will begin to be charged from the H.T. supply
vie the high reaietance R,,, and thia oharging p r w w continues for the duration of the line synchronising signal, which is 10 mioro-won&, after which
the ehort circuit is reapplied aa V, becomee conductive. In order t o understand the working of the circuit properly, it is eesential to know the exact
value of the voItage which exists acroea the condenser at the end of the line
eynchronieing pulse.

+

h is well known,the charging of a condeneer ia governed by an exponential law which may be expreeeed aa follows. If a voltage E is applied across
a condenser and reaistance in series, aa shown in Fig. 9, the voltage E,
existing a c m the condenser at a time t, after the initial application of the
voltage E, will be given by the formula
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The Frame Scanning Circuit ( C o d )
We may calculate the value of E, a t the end of the line synchronising pulee.
Thus we have E = the value of the H.T. eupply = 300 V.
CR = the time constant = .00035 X 10." X .5 X 10' secs.
= 176 p sec.
t = the duration of the line sync. signal = 10 p sec.

a t the end of an odd or an even frame, V, 21 conduotive and C,, ia held
discharged. On the arrival of the first broad pulse V, becomes nonconductive and the charging of C,, commences, as in the case of the line
synchronising signal. But this time it is continued for 40 micro-seconds, the
duration of the broad pulse, a t the end of which the potential of the upper
side of C,, corresponds to point B in Fig. 10, which is seen to be 61.6 V. The
moment the potential rises beyond the point P in Fig. 10, so that the anode

therefore
From tables we 6nd
therefore

e-.OS'

E,

= .944
=

300(1 - .944) = 16.8 V

This value, namely 16.8 V, therefore exists amoae the condenser a t the end
of the line synchronising pulse.
I n Fig. 10 hae been plotted a curve showing the increase of voltage E,
across the condenser C,,, as it L charged from the H.T. supply, the curve
being determined by a number of pointe calculated in the above manner,
and it will be seen that the point A on the curve represents the state of affairs
a t the end of a line synchronising signal, t being 10 p sec. and Ec 16.8 V a t
this point.
To the upper side of C,, is connected the anode of the diode V,, whose
cathode is returned via the tertiary of TR, to the point X on the potentiometer Rlo to R,,, where there is a potential of 25 to 30 V. It is a coincidence
that this is also the correct potential required for the screen grid of V,, so
that the cathode of V, appeara to be returned to the screen. The line CD
hae been drawn in the graph of Fig. 10 to indicate a s W y value of 28 V,
and it will be seen that a t the end of a line synchronising signs1 the upper
side of the condenser and the anode of V, reach a maximum potential of
16.8 V, which is 11.2 V negative with reepect to the cathode of the diode,
so that no current can paas through V,.
Let us now conaider what will happen when a frame synchronising
signal occurs. The first part of such a signal to arrive will be the first broad
pulse, having a duration of 40 micro-seconds. h before, during the half
or whole line preceding the first broad pulse, depending upon whether we are
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Figure 10.

of the diode becomes more positive than ifs cathode, the diode will pass
current and a pulae corresponding with the portion PB of the curve of Fig. 10
will flow through this valve. Via the tertiary of TR,, this pulae will be
communicated in the positive senae to the grid of V,, and this valve is
accordingly tripped. It will be men that the above arrangement effectively
precludes any possibility of the frame scanning circuita being influenced by
line synchronising signals, and ensures that the pulee delivered to V, is
reasonably sharp. It ie obvious that this method of separation is much
superior to any method of frequency separation depending upon the fundamental difference of the frequencies of the line and frame synchronising
signals. An ideal synchronising signal should have a steep wave front, that
ie to my, it should rise to its maximum amplitude in the shorteat possible
time, and it will be seen that the wave front PB of Fig. 10 which attains its
maximum amplitude in 2%
secs, although not as steep ae that of the
transmitted broad pulse, is nevertheless good.
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A study of the curve of Fig. 10 will explain another effect which will
be noticed in monitore having this actudng circuit. From an examination
of the tnmamitbed waveform it would be s u p p e d that the frame aoanning
generator a t the receiver would be tripped precisely half way along a line,
and that the interlace would be observed to begin from such a point, but it
is the point 0 of Fig. 10 which corresponds to the beginning of a broad p u b ,
and it is not until a t leaat the point P is reached that the frame scanning
generator will be tripped. Accordingly the interlace does not begin phpically from a point half-way along the Iine but from a point to the right of
centre and corresponding to the interval L, in Fig. 10. It might be thought
that this would be irreconcilable with the proceee of interlacing, but it is
not so since interlacing will be perfect if the next frame is tripped off precisely
1150th of a second after the firat one, and so on. This, of course, must be
the case as the tripping of the frame scanning generator will occur a t the
end of each frame a t a time corresponding to the point P in Fig. 10, and the
occurrences in time of the points P must therefore be spaced by 1160th of a
aecond precisely.
The portion of the circuit so far described involving V,, V, and V,
produces a saw-toothed voltage a t frame frequency, and as in the case of the
line scanning we must derive from this a saw-toothed current which will
flow in the frame deflection coils. I n this case we are confronted with the
same p a i ~
of problems as in the case of the line scanning circuit, namely, we
must see that the inductance of the circuits neither prevents us from getting
a truly saw-toothed current duringthe forward stroke, nor prevents us from
obtaining a fast fly-back time. Whereas in the case of the line scanning
circuit the major problem was the fly-back time, in this ceee the diEculty
lies largely in obtaining a good scanning waveform on the forward stroke.
This difference arises because the range of frequencies with which we are
concerned for frame scanning is very much lower than that, for line scanning.
It extends from 50 to some 6,000 cls, and is thus comparable with that which
has to be considered in audio frequency circuits. The scanning coils must
clearly be fed by an output transformer, and it will be remembered that in
sound circuits the main source of distortion which output transformers are
liable to produce is a loss of low frequencies. Thie loss arises because the
impedance presented to the anode circuit of the output valve by the effective
inductance of the transformer may a t the lower frequencies be sufEiciently
low as to shunt away some of these frequencies. This source of distortion
applies also in a frame scanning output circuit, but the requirements for
linear frame scanning are much more stringent. With the conatants that
obtain in such circuits it would be neceseary to provide an output transformer
having a secondary resistance of only 1 or 2 ohms but an inductance of 1 H.
It is not possible t o provide a transformer having these properties which will
be satisfactory in other respects, and it is owing to thia difEiculty that the
neceamty arises for the eomewhat complex circuit associated with V,.

The transformer TR, haa a ratio of 30:1, a primary inductance when
there is a D.C.current of 30 mA superimposed of 80 H, and a secondary
leakage inductance and resistance of 2 mH and 2 ohms respectively. The
inductance and resistance of the deflection coile are also 2 mH and 2 ohms.
The total inductance and resistance in the secondary circuit are therefore

4 mH and 4 ohms. Transferring this impedance to the primary side, we have,
4 X 30, = 3,6(&3hme, and .004 X 3OS = 3.6 H. The primary resistance
of the transformer is 3,000 ohms. Having these figures,we can draw the
equivalent circuit of tho network and impedance which the output valve V,
actually sees in its anode. In Fig. 11, L, is the primary inductance, which
shunts the secondary inductance and resistance L, and R,, and in series with
these three elements is the primary resistance R,. The fly-back is created
by suddenly stopping the saw-toothed current which flows through L, and R,,
and L, will tend to make the current die away gradually and thus to slow
up the fly-back. On the other hand, the induotance L, will be responsible
for bad waveform during the forward stroke, by shunting away the lower
frequencies, and thus preventing them from building up of a linear sawtoothed current through L, and R,. Arrangemente are made in the circuit
to compensate for both these effects.
Dealing first with the effect of L,, it is evident that if the source of supply
feeding the saw-toothed ourrent in the network of Fig. 11 can be given a very
low impedance compared both with L, R, and with L,, the shunting effeot
of L, would be negligible because, insteed of robbing current from the other
branch, L, R,, it would simply draw more current from the source which
would be able to supply it without low of output voltage. The source is,
of course, the valve V, plus R,, the effective primary resistance, and therefore
this valve must be given a very low effective impedance, and R, must be
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The Frame Scanning Circuit ( C d )
effectively eliminated. Thia is done by providing V, with very heavy feedback to the extent of some 20 times. Ordinarily the grid excursion required
for V, would be 5 V. To effect the feed-back the condeneer C,, (Fig. 15) is
reduced to 1120th of the value which would be required were no feed-back
present, so that the voltage across it, and hence the input grid excursion,
rime to 20 times the normal value, or 100 V. Then, feed-back to the
extent of 96 V is applied in series with C,, by means of the tertiary of the
transformer TR,, so that the resultant grid to cathode excursion is equal to
(100 - 96) = 5 V, or the required amount.
The use of the tertiary winding to provide feed-back ie of special interest,
aa it is by its use that R, is effectively eliminated. The tertiary is wound
with the aame number of turns 8s the primary, and the volts across it must
be equal to those across the effective primary inductance L,, and are not
influenced by any considerations of primary resistance. The resistance R,,
therefore, appears aa if it is lumped with the internal impedance of the output
valve V,. The degree of feed-back employed is effective to reduce the
impedance of V, and R, in series to 100 ohms, and such a low impedance
source can easily supply the demands of L, a t the lower frame scanning
frequencies, and the deleterioue effect of this shunt inductance is thereby
eliminated.
It would seem from the foregoing that we shall be faced with considerable
non-linearity of scanning owing to the fact that we are allowing the output
from the relaxation oscillator R,, C,, to be no less than 113 of the steady
applied voltage, for it will be seen that the output has been raised to 100 V
by reducing C,, eome 20 times from the normal figure and yet the steady
applied voltage of the H.T.is still only 300 V. This ie not so, however,
for the following reason. Non-linearity in any relaxation oscillator only
arises because the charging cycle is accompanied by a progressive decrease
of the current flowing into the condenser. If, however, the voltage applied
across the combination were to increase appropriately during the charging
procm the current into the condenser would be maintained constant and the
saw-toothed voltage across it would be linear with time. This method of
compensation ie used to prevent non-linearity in the preeent circuit. It
will be seen that the feed-back from the tertiary ia applied to the condenser
C,,, which is in seriem with the relaxation oscillator condenser C,,, and during
the forward stroke the potential of the lower end of C,, ie drawn down by
the feed-back to the extent of nearly 96 V, the junction of C,, and C,, being
about - 96 V negative to earth a t the end of the forward stroke. In effect
we have steadily raised the value of the applied H.T.during the forward
stroke to a maximum value of 396 V so m to maintain an unvarying supply
of current into the relaxation oecillator condenser C,*, and this artifice is
very largely effective in removing non-linearity.

The distortion factor cannot be more than 6 per cent aa the grid-cathode
excureion is only 6 per cent of the saw-toothed input, but even this small
reeiduum of distortion ie compensated for by meana to be described later.
We have still to compemte for the effect of L, (Fig. l l ) , which will
now be conaiderably greater ae a reault of giving V, .a low effective impedance.
4 is 1 milliaecond, which is comparatively short.
The time constant R*
It will, however, introduce some non-linearity into the beginning of the
forward stroke, i.e. the top of the picture, and it will slow up the return
stroke. The non-linearity of the beginning of the scan will clearly manifest
itself aa a bunching together of the lines a t the top of the picture. The
effect of L,, of course, is to reduce the amplitude of the upper frequencies
of the scanning current flowing in the L, R, branch, ao that if we can include
a circuit giving an upper frequency boost to the saw-toothed waveform, we
shall be able to eliminate the effect. We can obviously do thie by introducing
elements into the feed-back circuit which will introduce an upper frequency
loss into the feed-back, which will appear aa an upper frequency gain in the
output. The feed-back circuit already includes the condeneer C,, so that
the loss may satisfactorily be provided by including the reeietance R,,.
Compensation will be exact if the time constant C,, R,, is equal to the time

-

constant

Jh which is 1 milliaecond.
,
aa

It is convenient to make R,, manually

adjustable, and it ie accordingly designated Waveform. When the correct
setting of thie control haa been found, the bunched lines a t the top of the
picture will he spread out until their spacing is equal to that over the remainder
of the picture.
The elements C,, and R,, are provided to compensate for the small
amount of residual distortion in the frame saw-tooth which is applied to the
grid of V,, and which, as waa mentioned above, exiata to the extent of eome
6 per cent. The distortion manifeata itaelf effectively aa a 1088 of lower
frequenciea in the output waveform. Hence, an effective gain at low frequencies must be provided, which may be conveniently done by introducing
a low frequency loss into the feed-back cirouit, and this ie the function of the
elements C,, and R,,. It ie also found desirable to compeneate for the
leakage inductance in the coupling between the primary and the tertiary.
This ia effected by the elements C,, and R,,, the technique in this case being
similar to that adopted in many other parts of the ayetem.
In eddition to the above essential compeneations, a refinement ia added
in the shape of meane for extinguishing the cathode ray beam during the
frame fly-back period. It may appear strange that thie should be desirable
because in theory the besm is already extinguished, since during the frame
return period when nothing but frame and line synchronising signals are
being radiated there c m be no signal of greater amplitude than b h k . It
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would appear, therefore, that we are attempting to extinguish a beam which is
already non-existent. I n practice, however, the monitor will rarely be set
up exactly in accordance with the dictatee of theory for the following reaaon.
I n Fig. 12 is given a typical curve showing the variation of brilliance of the
scanning epot of a cathode ray tube against the modulating voltage applied
to one or more of its grids. It will be observed that, aa is usual in all thermionic devices, the curve, which ideally should be the straight line ABC,

Figure 12.

has the usual bottom bend DB. Jf the curve had the ideal shape ABC, the
Background control would be so eet that black level corresponded to the
point A , the beam would be completely extinguished a t black level, and the
eetting of the monitor would correapond exactly with theoretical considerations. Owing to the existence of the bottom bend DB, the beam is not
completely extinguiehed until adjustment of the Backeround control haa
increased the negative grid bias to that ~orregpondingwith the point D.
If such a setting is employed, however, the bottom bend will clearly mar the
reproduction of detail in the lower greys, eince them tones will be darker
than they should be. Consequently the background will in general be set
to cormpond with the point B, a t which the blacks will look very dark
indeed, and the modulation will occur over the part BC of the characteriatic,
which is mwnably linear. Individual operatom will in practice choose
variow settinge between the points D and B, and at any of them eettinge
there is, of come, a small but finite beam cnrrent which correaponds to black
level.
h t us seeume for the moment that no picture ia being radiated but only
black level and eynchronieing eignals. Dnring the forward stroke of the
frame scanning the fluoreecent screen will be showing a very faint degree of
illumination owing to the fact that black level correaponde to a finite scanning
beam albeit eo faint ae to be considered by the operator effectively to produce
black in any received picture. During the frame flyback the beam traces

a zig-zag path up the screen, being impelled vertically by the voltage cormsponding to the frame flyback and horizontally due to the continuance of
the line scanning. During those portione of the fly-back period corresponding
to the troughs of the synchronising signale the beam intensity will be very
low indeed, if not actually zero, but during the intervale between the broad
pulses comprising the frame synchronising eignals, the beam intensity will
cornpond to black level, and since this corresponds to a finite scanning

Figure 13.

beam the fluorescent ecreen will again be faintly illuminated. Thus during
the complete cycle of the frame wan, including both the downward picture
scan and upward flyback, all the elements of the ecreen area will receive one
traveml of the beam a t black level, whilat those elements which lie in the
path of the zig-zeg frame return atroke in the positions corresponding to the
intervale between the broad pulses will receive two traversala a t black level.
Remembering that owing to persistence of vision the eye will integrate the
effect of repeated traversals of successive scans over the same element, it will
be expected that thorn parta of the scanned aree which in a complete cycle
receive two travemle at black level will stand out more brightly than the
remainder of the area which in the Bame period haa undergone only one such
traveml. We ahould accordingly expect to see a trace on the screen consisting of a small number of broken diagonal lines corresponding to the black
level p e r i d of the frame return etroke, while if the Background control in
turned up eo that the beam current has a finite value even in the troughs of
the eynchroniaing p u b , the diagonal lines will beoome continuous, aa
illnetrated in Fig. 13. The portions in the fly-beok trace corresponding to
the 10 p second intervale between the broad p u k will etand out more
brightly than the 40 p second p e r i d of the broad p& themaelveg, although
thia effect is not shown in Fig. 13. It will be obeerved that there ie a total
of six lines which, since the fly-back must be interlaced like the forward stroke,
indicates that each fly-back is accomplished in the short time of three lines.
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The Frame Scanaine Circuit ( C d )
That is to may, einoe the flyback commencea during the h t b r d p h and
the broad p u k extend over four linm, the fly-back is completed within the
period of the complete frame synchronising signal and well within the
duration of the frame suppreeaion pulse, whioh is the maximum allowable
period.
Although in general such treces will only appear if the Backeround
adjustment haa been eet at the point B of Fig. 12, or even higher, i t has been

Figure 14.

considered that meens &odd be included for euppreeeing them. Clearly
the obvioas solution is to make sure that the beam current is truly zero during
the whole of the frame return time, and this is what is done in practice. To
effect this we must apply a large negative p h to one of the modulation
electrodes of the tube during the frame return time. It will be seen that
we need not specially generate a pulse for the pnrpoee aa a convenient one
exjab and is so far unused in the circuits already provided.
Referring to Fig. 16, we already know the nature of the current which is
flowing in the mondary of the frame outpuQtransformer PR,. It is a linear
frame eew-tooth. If we examine the voltage acroee the eecondary, which
occurs as a reault of such cnrrent, we find that it haa the form shown in Fig.14,
and, as we would expect, it coneiste of a frame saw-tooth due to the pseeage
of the manning current through the resistive components of the circuit,
upon which is superimposed an impulse component due t o the rapid change
of flux through the effeotive inductance of the transformer, generated accorddi
ing to the familiar relation E = L. Dnring the f o r d sfroke AB
dt

of Fig. 14, the amplitude of the waveform is some 2 V, but during the return
stroke, BCDE of Fig. 14, owing to the rapid collapee of the manning current
through the inductance, the amplitude of the waveform is some 20 V. U
the pulse BCDE be added in the negative m m to the modulation applied
to one of the modulating electrodes, it will completely extingnieh the beam
if we edd the waveform of Fig. 14
during the return stroke. Unfort~~lt~tely,
to the modulation, we shall include not only the required pulee BCDE, but
the edditional portion AB occurring during the forward stroke, whioh will
have the effect of i m p i n g a frame tilt upon the recaived picture. We
must therefore seek means of eliminating from the waveform of Fig. 14 the
portion AB, while retaining the portion BCDE. This is performed by the
elemenfe R,,, R,,, C17 and C,, in Fig. 16. When the voltagea corresponding
to the waveform in Fig. 14 are applied to Cl,and R,,, R,, in mriea, the condeneer atarta to charge during the time AB. Now, if the voltage during AB
were oonstant, the current into the condenser C17 would gradually fall off,
an effect which we know is mponsible for distortion in a badly deaigned
relaxation oscillator, but aa the voltage AB is rising, it tends to of•’& the
falling off of current into C,, and to maintain a constant current flowing into
this condenser. The constant current flowing into Cl7 will produce a steady
drop of voltage acr088 R,,, R,, eo that the voltage appearing w r o a these
reeistancea will be constant, and will not have the rieing charaoteristics A B
of Fig. 14. The same argument appliea to the MW-tooth component CD
shown in Fig. 14, and occurring during the return time. Whereae it ie not
important to eliminate CD, it is, ae haa been obeerved, of firet importance
to eliminate AB. Clearly the maintenance of a constant current flow into
C,,, and consequently the exact degree of the elimination of the saw-toothed
components AB and CD from the waveform of Fig. 14 will depend upon the
R,,, but the
relative valuea of the condenser C17 and the mietancm R,,
R,,) is equal to the
elimination will be exact if the i5me constant C17 (R,,
time conetant of the ecanning coils. The time constant of the soenning
coils, for which L = 2 mH and R = 2 o h m , ia 1,000 p eec and the time
constant C,, (R,, + R,,) ha6 been given approximately the eame Bgure, the
error (R,, + R,, should be .09 instead of .l megohm) being due to the neoeseity of using sfendard components and being inappreoiable in practice.
Owing to the fact that the ertingnishing voltage need only be some 10 per oent
of the amplitude of the p u b BCDE, the total reeiatanoe L divided into two
park, R,, and R,,, whioh form a potentiometer giving a t the junction the
c o m t amplitide. The p u b BCDE, known aa the b b k - o u t voltage,
which exiete acroee R,,, is applied to the grid of the reoeiving cathode ray
tube. C,, removea a leet trace of non-linearity. Since the normal modulation is applied to the cathode of thii tube, both the control grids will normally
be returned t o earth, but in order to pick up the black-out voltage the grid
of the emiecope is returned t o the top of R,,.

+

+

The Supply Unit, Type 2a
Thia unit prwidea the L.T. and H.T. power suppliee which are required
by the Amplifier and Focus Unit, the Separating and Scanning Unit, and the
Emiscope Heater. These supplies are three in number :
1. An A.C. L.T. supply of 13 V, S A for all valvee except the
three diodes V*, V, and V, of the Separating and Scanning
Unit.
2. An A.C. L.T. supply of 4 V, 2.6 A for the above three diodes
and the emiacope heater.
3. A D.C.H.T. supply of 300 V, 190 mA for the Amplifier and
Focus Unit and the Separating and Scanning Unit.
The circuit of the Supply Unit is given in Fig. 16. The maim at 230 V
are applied to the terminals T1 and Ta, and proceed via the switches AA to
the tranaformer TR,. The secondary S, of this tramformer providee A.C.
L.T. a t 4 V for the three diodes and the e k o p e heater. The secondary
S, provides A.C. L.T. a t 13 V for the other valves in the Amplifier and Focus
Unit and in the Separating and Scanning Unit. The seaondary S, suppliee
the heater of the rectifier V, which will provide the 300 V H.T. It is desirable
to allow all the valves in the monitor and the heater of the emiscope to warm
up for a minute before either the 300 V H.T. supply for the valvea or the
7,000 V E.H.T. supply for the emiscope gun are switched on. In order to
effect this the anodes of the rectifier V are separately supplied from the
tranaformer TR,, and tho maim input to the primary of this transformer
are not taken from the maim directly but from the contactor Q, which is
closed by the thermal delay switch TD after this has been heated for one
minute from the secondary S, of the transformer TR,. To apply the delay
also to the 7,000 V E.H.T. supply which ia generated in a separate unit,
the maim input t o this unit ia also taken from the contactor Q via the switches
BB and the terminals T, T,. The operation therefore ia as follows. The
switchcm AA and BB being cloaed, the transformer !PR, is energised and the
heaters of all the valvea in the monitor, the emhope heater, the heater of
the valve V in the Supply Unit, and the heater of the thermal delay unit are
all energised. After one minute the contacts K, of the thermal delay switch
close, and operate the contactor Q from 230 V A.C. derived in parallel with
the primary of the tranaformer TR,. The contactor Q operatea, and the
contacts K, apply the maim to the primary of the transformer TR,, to the
7,000 V E.H.T. unit, and to the operating coil of the contactor Q, so that
by this last operation they short circuit the conta&a K,. If now the thermal
delay switch T D were allowed to remain heated from the secondary S, of
the tramformer TR,, it would not be ready to apply the delay again in the
event of the mains becoming accidentally switched off. To aasure that in
such circumstances the delay would be reepplied, the contacts K, of the
contactor Q remove the secondary B, from the thermal coil of the thermal

delay switch TD, allowing it to cool. The contacts K, will now open, but
the contactor Q will remain operated, since the contacts Ka have already
short-circuited the contacts K,. On the other hand, should the mains supply
fail, the contactor Q will open and will not reoloee.
The switches AA and BB are provided to allow the monitor to be energised with the exception of the 7,000 V E.H.T., a state of affairs which will

Figure 16.
frequently be required during testing. The operation of these switchee ia
interlocked for the following reason. If the switches AA were opened before
BB, then all the supplies would be withdrawn, since the switches AA would
break the primary of TR, directly, and the contactor Q would fall out and
break the primary of TR, and the supply to the 7,000 V unit. The scanning
would therefore collapse and the emiscope beam would fade away. The
tube, however, would be liable to damage because the scanning would collapse
considerably in advance of the cessation of the beam owing to the storage
of the smoothing condensers of the 7,000 V unit. By the time the scanning
had collapsed there would still be a coneiderable reaidual beam intensity
directed in the form of a small spot against the centre of the emiscope screen,
which would cause a photo-electric burn. It ia essential therefore that the
7,000 V unit should be switched off before the scanning. To effect this the
switches AA and BB are interlocked so that AA cannot be opened until BB
haa been opened. The design of the interlock further brings about the feature
that when both switches are open it L impoeeible to oloee BB until AA has
been closed, this feature not, however, being striotly neceeeery.
The output from the rectifier V is followed by a normal type of smoothing
circuit involving the inductances L, and La, and the condensers C,, C,, C,
and C,. The output voltage is meeeured by the voltmeter M,, and the
total output feed by the milliammeter M,.
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Figure 15. The Separating and Scanning Unit
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The 7,000V Unit
A 7,000V E.H.T.supply is, ae han been explained, required for the
&.et and eecond anodea of the cathode ray tube, and this ie generated by a
7,000 V Unit, the circuit of which is given in Fig. 17.

This is a straightforwd volfage doubler reotifier, which will be eelf
explanatory from the circuit. It ie provided with an automatic ehorting
mifch, abo shown in the diagram, which operatee when the cover ia removed
and thns preventa danger of shock.

Operation
h n m i n g that the apparatus haa not in any way been adjwted, the
full procedure for this will be se follom.
The maim conneation ehould be plugged into the meins a t 230 V M ) C.,
and the eerthing terminal connected to earth. The input ehould be connected
t o the output of the Distribution Amplifier a t 140 o h m , and the concentric
termineting plug ehould be ineerted in ite eocket. The maim having been
ewitched on, the ewitchea AA and BB ahould be clmed. The valvea and
emiacope heater will now warm up, and after a minute the thermal deley
ewiteh will cl- the confeotor Q and the manning and beam will be eetablished. A camera should be eet up and a picture obtained on the eyetem.
The Backwound and Gain controls should be aet in any convenient poeitions
whioh will give a picture on the eareen. In all probability the picture will
not be synchronised, and the Frame Frequency and Line Frequency
controb ehould be adjusted until the picture in in synchroniem. Should it
be found impomible to eynchronise the picture, then the control designated
Sep. Biae ehould be rotated to a new poaition, and further adjustmente
made to the Frame and Line Frequency controh.
The Focue control ahould be adjuated until the linea are aa sharply
deflned on the mreen aa poeaible.

It im likely that the manning field will not be oenfrally looated on the end
of the tube, and the next operation ie t o effeot thia adjustment by means of
the Shift control and the poeition of the shift o&.
The Height and Width
controla should now be adjneted eo that the width and height of the picture
are somewhat leae than the dimensions of the maek, and the Waveform
control ahould be adjusted so that the spacing of the linea a t the top of the
field ie ae even aa the epacing a t the bottom. The Shift control ehould be
adjuated and the effect on the picture noted. If the shift coib are properly
orientated, adjustment of the Shift control will be all that ie neceeeery to
centralise the picture. If, however, the ehift coile are not properly eet,
then adjuetment of the Shift control will clearly not move the picture back
to the centre from ite dieplaced poeition. I n this cam the monitor ehould be
ewitched off and withdrawn from the cabinet, when the Shift coila may
be orientated to a new poaition. After switching on again, a further edjuatment ahould be made to the Shift control, and if ite action ie etill not
satiefwtory the monitor muat be switched off end further adjuatmente made
to the poeition of the ehift coils. Thia procednre ehould be repeated until
operation of the Shift control will bring the eoenning field exactly to the
centre of the ecwen. The Heieht and Width controla may now be adjuated
until the manning field exactly 0te the limita of the maek, whioh are deaigned
eo as to demarcate a picture having an aapect ratio of 6 : 4.
The next adjustment which should be fixed is that of the control deeignated Sep. Biae. Thio control ahould be rotated in either direction from
the exiating eetting, and it will be obeerved that a t -in
limita in either
diredion the synchronieing will fail. If the control ie rotated too far in the
anti-clockaiae direction ephroniaing will be impaseible, but it it in adjusted
too far in the clookwiee direction the eynchroniaing will not be imposeible,
but will be unateady and them will be dietortion of the poeition of detail
in the picture, the lattor having a peculiarly jagged appearance. T h i ~is,
of come, due to the faot that viaion signals are now present in the manning
circuite and have not been properly eliminated by the aspmating velvea in
the Separating and Scanning Unit. The Sep. Bioe control ehodd be eet
approximately half way between these two extremea, in which circumstmncea
a good interlace ehould be obtained. Since the ultimate criterion by whioh
the eetting of the Sep. Biae control is judged ie the interlacing, this control
should be further finely adjueted until the operator cormidere that the interlacing in the beat which can be obtained.
The Line and Frame Frequency controls ehould now be further
checked, and in esch m e an optimum p i t i o n between two extremea can
be found. The line hold ia particularly firm, and there ie no doubt whatever
aa to ite setting. Care ahould be taken, however, with the Frame Frequency
control aa the final adjuetment of thia will affect the interlacing. The hold
is quite atrong, but it will be observed that tow&
the extremea of the
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range on which synchronising is obtained interlacing will disappear and the
picture will be scanned in 202 lines. Thia is particularly the cam a t the
setting which tends to make the picture float downwards. Again, the final
adjustment is that which gives the most even interlacing.
Now that an interlace has been secured, the Waveform and Focus
controls should both be finely adjusted, the former to make the spaoing
between the lines a t the top of the picture the Beme as that at the bottom,
and the latter to d e h e the lines as sharply ae poeeible.
The final operations of adjustment are concerned with the Amp. Preset,
Gain, and Background controls. The Amp. Preset control may be
accurately mt in the following manner. The monitor is switched on normally,
but the input from the Dietribution Amplifier and the concentric terminating
plug are both removed. A high reaistance voltmeter should be connected
across either the picture input socket or the concentric terminating socket,
and the Amp. Preset control adjusted until a reading of 347 is obtained.
This is the moet accurate method of setting this control, but should it become
mis-set and it be desirable to reset it without the aid of a voltmeter, then the
following method may be adopted. The Picture Monitor should be switched
on and supplied normally from the Dietribution Amplifier and an input of
black level and syncs should be obtained. The Background control should
be rotated until a visible field is obtained, and the Gain control rotated
backwards and forwards. If the Amp. Preset control is properly set, this
operation of the Gain control should make no difference to the brightness
of the field, but if the Amp. Preset control is mis-set in one direction or the
other, then an increase of gain will either increase or reduoe the brightness
of the field. The Amp. Preset control should accordingly be adjusted
until rotation of the Gain control makes no difference to the brightness of
the field.
The final operation is the adjustment of the Gain and Background
controls. Assuming that the monitor is being fed with normal pioture, the
Gain should be rotated fully anti-clockwise, and the Background control
set until the scanning field is almost invisible when viewed from a normal
dietance. The Gain control may now be turned up until the picture is fully
modulating the emiscope. Care should be taken to avoid an e x ~ i v e l y
contracted picture, which may be produced on the one hand by exceseive
gain which will over emphasise the white parte of the picture and in the limit
lead to defocusing of the spot and blurring, and on the other hand by too
low a setting of the Background, which tends to spoil the detail in the darker
par& of the picture by rendering them at unneaeaaarily dark tones. The
Background should in general be set so that the blacks are of an agreeable
tone in mpect of the standing illumination in the room.

Testing
The following measurements should be made periodically to ensure
that the apparatus is behaving normally. For this purpose the unit may
be withdrawn from its case and the switches BB closed, thus energising the
Separating and &arming Unit and the Amplifier and Focus Unit, but the
switches AA should remain open as it is both unnecessary and unsafe to
energise the 7,000 V Unit with the chassis withdrawn from the cam.
The Separating and Scanning Unit. The following voltage measuremenfe should be made with a high reshtance voltmeter.
Value
Screen Vdtcrge
Cathode Voltage
25-30
3B
VI
v*
150
0
v4
250
6
vs
25-30
3.6
vs
130
0
v7

140

8

For convenience in measurement, the cathodes of V4and V, are each brought
out t o red studs a t adjacent points on the chasais. The black studs adjoining
each red stud are earthed.

The AmpWier and Focus Unit. The input from the Distribution Amplifier
and the concentric terminating plug should both be removed, and a high
resistance voltmeter should be connected between the inner of one of the
input socketa and earth, when a reading of 3.5 V should be obtained. If the
reading differs from 3.5 V, adjust the Amp. Preset control until the correct
reading is obtained. Having done this, the following series of voltage
meaeurementa may be made with the high resistance voltmeter to ascertain
if the performance of the circuit is correct.
Point of Mea~~renaenl
Voltkzge
.
Anode of V,
190
Cathode of V,
..
11
Cathode of V,
.. ,.
60
S c m n of V,
250
Screen of V,
..
250
Voltage acroas C, .
.
..
8
Three of the above measuring points have been brought out to studs on
the side of the chwis. The upper red stud is connected to the cathode of
V,. The centre blue stud is connected to the top of C,. The lower red stud
is connected to the cathode of V,.

.

..
..
.

..
..
..
.

..
..
..
..
..

Supply Unit. The following outputs should be obtained from the various
terminals of the Supply Unit.
Between terminals 21
..
13 V A.C.
4 V A.C.
Between terminals 22
.
.. 300 V D.C.
Between terminal 4 and earth

..
..

..
..
..

..
..
.

..
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BALANCED VISION GABLE T E R M I N A T I O N APPARATUS
Function of the Apparatus

The Vision Cable

I n carrying out a television O.B., the vision signals generated by the
scanning van must be communicated to t,he radio transmitter either by a
link embodying a radio transmitter and receiver, or by some form of line.
Unfortunately, ordinary telephone lines, such as are commonly used for
programme transmission in sound broadcasting, have an attenuation
characteristic aa regarda the wide band of frequencies necessary for the
transmiseion of high-definition vision signals which presents a severe technical
problem when the distances involved are considerable. However, a special
vieion frequency cable having cansiderably less attenuation has been
developed, which when associated with suitable amplifier-equaliser ciruuita
is capable of faithfully transmitting the required vision frequency band
width from an O.B. originating in London to the London Television Station.
This cable haa been installed a t important centres in London, and communicates via Broadcasting House with the London Television Station. The
signals from the O.B. point are paesed to Broadcwting House, where the
attenuation which they have suffered is corrected by means of equalisers
and amplifiers. Since the length of vision frequency cable between
Broadcasting House and the O.B. point may be variable, the amount of
equalisation and amplification can be correspondingly controlled. The
signals are then applied to the Broadcasting House-London
Television
Station section of the vision frequency line, and at the London Television
Station are further equalised and amplified in the Vision Cable Termination
Apparatus.
The cable operates under balanced conditions in order to reduce interference due to induction from neighbouring power cables and other sources,
and bhe D.C. component of the signals is not transmitted since this can
easily be reatored. In addition therefore to correcting for the attenuation
of the cable, the termination apparatus must reatore the D.C. component,
and deliver the signal finally a t the standard levels which aro required by
the transmitter. It will be remembered that these levels are as follows :

Since the cable has to transmit frequencies which may be as high as
24 Mcls, it is essential, in order to keep lmses to the minimum, that a minimum

White level
Black level
Sync level

. . + 16.bV
. . -I-10V
..

+3.6V

The termination apparatus, further, provides a number of standard
monitor outputs, having the usual monitor or preview levels, which are as
follows :
White level
. +10V
Black level
. +3.6V
Sync level
..
OV

.
.

amount of dialectic should be used. The cable haa, therefore, been designed
as shown in Fig. 1.
There are two conductors, each of 100 lb. copper, and each contained in
a paper tube, the diameter of which is much greater than that of the conductor. The conductors are crinkled a t intervals so as to provide support
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Fi$ure 1. Construction of Vision Cable
against the insides of the paper tubes, but it will be seen that the conductor
ia lsrgely air-insulated. This construction is successful in producing a low
100s cable, as will be seen from the attenuation frequency characteristic,
which is given in Fig. 2. The two conductors in their individual paper tubes
are twisted together and surrounded by paper worming, which in turn is
covered with a layer of copper tapes. The whole is then enclosed in a lead
sheath. The characteristic impedance is 186 ohms.
For the higher frequencies the propagation constant of the cable is
given by

Jg +mJg

P= a +jp=-

+ jwJG

where a is the attenuation constant and specifies the frequency characteristic
of the cable ; p is the phase constant, and specifies the phase characteristic
of the cable ; R is the resistance per unit length ; L is the inductance per
unit length ; C is the capacity per unit length ; and U is the leakance per
unit length.
Equating the real and imaginary
sides ofthe above equation, we have
-

a=~Jg+~J~
2
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Tbe Vision Cable ( C o d )

It will be eeen that if R, L, Q and C do not vary with frequency, then the
attenuation constant ie independent of frequency, and there is no frequency
discrimination. A h the phaae constant is directly proportional to ,, and
therefore to the frequency, that is to my, every individual frequency will
be rotated through an angle proportional to the numerical value of the

but a t high •’requenciea it ie only Lo. The reeistance of the cable a t low
freqwnciee ie R,, but a t high frequencies it is clearly R, + R, + R,, eta.
Thus, the cirouit of Fig. 3 indicates an incream of reaistanae and a reduction
of inductance aa the frequency r i m , which corresponds to the effect in the
cable, ao that the cirouit of Fig. 3 ie equivalent to that of the able. It is
the elemente R, L,, R, L,, eh., of Fig. 3 which produce the frequency

ll

!C----+

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 2. Attenuation-Frequency Characteristic
frequency, in which cam all frequencies are delayed by a de5nite amount,
but no frequency ie delayed with respect to any other frequency. There ia
therefore no phase dietortion. Unfortunately, R, L, Q and C do not remain
conetant a t the upper frequencies, so that both frequency dieorimination
and phaae dietortion are produced. I n particular, R rieea with frequency,
while L falls, both theae changes being due to skin effect in the conductors.
This distortion must be corrected by the procese of equalisation.

Principles of Equalisation
Any small element of the cable may be repreeented by the equivalent
circuit of Fig. 3, in which the elemente R, L,, R, L,, etc., are imitating the
effect due to the change of inductance and reaietance of the cable with
frequency. I n Fig. 3, R, L,, R, L,, etc., cah be so chosen that the impedance
of L, and L, a t low frequencies ie much leee than R, and R,, and therefore
R, and R, may be neglected, leaving only L, and L, in cirouit. At very
high frequencies the impedance of L, and L, is much p t e r than R, and
R,, and therefore a t such frequedcies L, and L, may be neglected, leaving
R, and R, in circuit. The constant component of induatance of the a b l e
is represented by L,, and the constant component of reaistance by R,. At
L,
L,, etc.,
low frequenciee, therefore, the inductance of the cable ie L,

+

+

discrimination and phaae distortion, and it would seem that to c o m t for
this effeot we must apply the remedy, so well known in television technique,
of building theee elements out t o constant impedance. Thie may be done
by inserting in the cable a t intervala the small circuit of Fig. 4, and ohoasing
the value of C and R of Fig. 4, aa usual, so that it ia related to a typical
pair
of elements, L, and R,, of Fig. 3, by the well known constant impedanoe
L
formula -2 = RR,. It would, however, be inconvenient to insert suah
C
elementa a t intervale in the cable ; we d e e h to do all the equalbation a t
the end of the cable. We cannot collect together the total number of circuits
of the type shown in Fig. 4, whioh would be needed completely to correct
the frequency charaoterietic of the cable, and arrange them in series a t one
end of the cable, becauee the result would not be the same ae if they were
evenly distributed along it. If they were inserted at intervale along the
cable, eaoh would eee on either side of it an approximately constant
impedance, the characteristic impedance of the cable, but if they were all
connected in series a t the end of the cable, eaoh circuit would eee the
impedance of the cable modified by all the circuits between it and the cable,
and equalisation would not be effected. This dificulty is avoided by adopting, instead of the circuit of Fig. 4, the correction network of Fig. 6, from
which it will be aeen that every series pair of correction elemente, suah ae
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C, R,, is aaaociated with a pair of shunt elementa of the type shown as L, R,,
etc. The characteristics of any shunt pair, L, R,, are inverse to the characteristics of its aaaooiated pair, C, R,, and the impedance of such a section
comprising C, R,, L1R, is constant with frequency, or approximately so.
A number of such sections may therefore be joined together, each section
having a constant impedance but a different attenuation characteristic, so

Figure 5

that by the use of a suflicient number of them, a given frequency characteristic, such as that of the vision cable, may be corrected to be straight.
It will be seen that the arrangement simulates the effect which would be
obtained were a number af circuits of the type shown in Fig. 4 to be inserted
a t intervale along the cable, sin- in an equaliser made up of the sections
shown in Fig. 5 each of the correction circuits corresponding to Fig. 4 will
see on either side of it a constant impedance, as they would do if inserted
a t intervals in the cable.
I n theory, an infinite number of little equalising sections, of the type
shown in Fig. 5, will be required to equalise a given physical length of the
cable. In practice, however, it has been found possible to w e a comparatively small number, which, if properly proportioned, will, to a oloae approximation, simulate the effect of a very large number of small sections. The
term eqtlalMdion ia need here to include correction both for frequency
discrimination and phase dietortion, both of which effects are simultaneously
corrected by the cirouits of Fig. 4 or 6. I n theory, such simultaneous
equalisation of both effects is aompletely achieved by an infinite number
of small sections, but the equaliaation will depart from thie ideal if, for
convenience, we endeavour to lump it into too few a number of sections.

The actual number chosen in practice is the minimum which will simultaneously equalise the frequency discrimination and the phese distortion to
a suficiently close approximation.
The practical deaign of equaliser arising from the above considerations,
therefore, consista of a number of sectiona of the type shown in Fig. 6, and
known as the L-type, through which the signals paaa in turn. The valuea
of the section elementa change progressively from section to section, and the
successive sections each act upon a portion of the frequency characteristic,
commencing with the low-frequency end and ending with the upper frequencies. Each section attenuates the frequenoies below the lower end of
the small portion of the spectrum upon which it is deigned to operate by
a oertain amount, but paeass without attenuation all frequencies above the
upper end. For convenience in design and manufacture it has been arranged
that, with one or two exceptions, the attenuation produced by each section
on the frequencies below its operating region is the eame standard figure of
3 db. For example, supposing a certain aection is designed to operate upon
the frequency band extending between .6and .6 MC/$,then the attenuation
to frequencies below .6 Mc/s will be 3 db, and that for frequencies above
.8 Mc/s will be zero, the attenuation changing smoothly from 3 db to zero
over the range between .6 and .6 Mc/s. If the following section is designed
to act upon the next small part of the spectrum, say between .6 and .7 &/a,
it will attenuate all frequenoies below .6 Mc/s by 3 db, but will not attenuate
the frequencies above .7 Mc/s. Thw, due to the action of the two seotions
in our example, the attenuation acting on all frequencies below .6&/S will
be 6 db. Over the range from .5 to .6 Mc/s the attenuation will smoothly
fall to 3 db, and over the range from .6 to .7 Mc/s it will fall to zero. It
can be seen, therefore, that by assembling a number of properly graduated
sections in cascade, a very considerable attenuation can be built up a t the
lowest frequenoies, such as 50 c/s, and thus can be made to fall to zero at,
say, 2 or 28 Mc/s. Such a group of equalisers will produce precisely the
reverse effect on the signale as was exercised by the cable, and the resulting
overall characteristic will be flat.
By properly graduating the law controlling the change of the section
element values, the facility of simultaneous equalisation of frequency
discrimination and phase distortion is retained, even though the actual
number of aections is a small finite number, instead of the infinite number
theoretically required.
Another advantage attaches to this method of equalisation, in that,
if an equaliser is designed to correct for a given length of cable, an equaliser
correcting half the length of cable may be formed by utilising every alternate
eection of the original equaliser. One design will thus cover a number of
practical cams.
It has been stated above that the impedance of each equaliser section
can be made constant, or approximately constant. For various reasons,
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Principles of Equalisation ( C o d )
it was not convenient to make the impedance conetant, and it riaw a t low
frequencies. The manner in which it riaea will be different for eaoh equalising
section. It therefore becomes impoesible t o connect a complete series of
equalising sections in series, because we are once more departing from the
necessity that each section must see a constant impedance on either side of it.
It is found, however, that a number of sections may be joined together
without any serious error, but between one such group of sections and
another group, circuits must be in?wrted to correct for the change of
impedance. The number of circuits in a group will be small in the cam of
those equalisers which are dealing with the lower part of the frequency
spectrum, but a group may include a comparatively large number of ssctions
in the case of those dealing with the upper part of the spectrum. The correction of the error takes the following form. A given group of equalising
sections is terminated in a network which is divided into two parts. The
second part builds out the impedance of the following equaliaera to a constant
impedance, and the firat part modifies this impedance so that it simulates
the impedance of the preceding sections. By this means reflections of
energy, with their consequent ill effects upon the picture, are avoided, and
any number of group of equalising sections may be connected together.
This problem will be dealt with in more detail in consideration of the individual
equaliser circuits.
As usual, the process of equalisation must be accompanid by considerable amplification, since the effect of equalising is, of course, to reduce
the level of those frequencies which have suffered little attenuation from
the cable to the level of those which have suffered great attenuation. The
necessary amplification is accordingly provided.
It might be thought that the whole of the equalisation could be done in
one stage, the total attenuation d a cable and equaliser being then made up
by appropriate amplification either preceding or following the equaliser,
but certain practical difficulties stand in the way of such an arrangement.
Owing to the fact that the attenuation of the cable is small at low frequencies
and large a t the upper frequencies, the low frequency components of the
vision signals arrive a t the receiving end a t a comparatively high level,
while the upper frequency components are a t a low level. If we connect
an amplifier directly to the cable in order to raise the general level of the
signals before equalisation, it will deal satisfactorily with the low level upperfrequency components, but it will be overloaded by the high level lowfrequency components. We must clearly commence by connecting the cable
to the equalising apparatus, and follow the latter with an amplifier. If,
however, we connect the whole of the equalising apparatus to the cable, the
signals will be so much attenuated that they will fall below the mush level
of the subsequent amplifier. It follows that only a portion of equalisation
can be connected directly to the cable, after which the emergent signals

must be amplified before being equalised further. If we endeavour to
effect all the amplification in one stage following the first equaliser, it will
be necwmry to raise the signals to a much higher level than we finally desire
in order to allow for the attenuation of the subsequent equalisation. It
follows therefore that the amplifier would necessarily contain many stages,
and the latter stages would have to incorporate very large valves. Only a
part therefore of the amplification can be performed immediately after the
first stage of equalisation, and it will be seen that the amplification, like the
equalisation, must be divided up.
I t haa been found necessary in the practical interpretation of these
considerations to divide up both the amplification and equalisation into a
number of parts, the signals being alternately equalised and amplified, and
in practice the amplifier-equaliser section of the apparatus consists of the
following series of stages in cascade :( l ) Equalism No. l.
(2) Equaliser No. 2.
(3) Amplifier No. 1.
(4) Equaliser No. 3.
(5) Amplifier No. 2.
(6) Equaliser No. 4.
(7) Amplifier No. 3.
(8) Equaliser No. 6.
(9) Amplifier No. 4.
(10) Amplifier No. 6.
h a result of dividing the amplification into a number of parts, a further
advantage appears in that amplifiers Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the above list may
be all of the same type, and they are known aa Cable ' A ' Amplifiers (' CA '
Amplifiers). Amplifier No. 6, however, must possess rather different
characteristics, and is known as a Cable ' B ' Amplifier (' CB ' Amplifier).

Restoration of Signal to Standard Characteristics
The above aeries of equalisers and amplifiers comprise all the apparatus
necessary to correct for the attenuation of the vision cable and develop a
peak to peak amplitude of vision and synchronising signals of some 10 V,
and it is now necessary to provide apparatus whioh will deliver vision and
synchronising signals a t the standard transmission and preview levels.
These levels can clearly be conveniently obtained from a standard Distribution
Amplifier. The input to the latter must consist of signals having the
following characteristics :White level
. . +49.6V
. +33V
Black level
Sync level
+16.6V
Apparatus must therefore be inserted between the output of the CB Amplifier
and the input of the Distribution Amplifier, which will deliver to the latter

.
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a signal having the required characteristice. Thie unit is known as the
Receivihg Amplifier. In addition, some meam muat be provided of measuring
a e p a t e l y the amplitudes of the picture and synchronising signals a t the
input of the Distribution Amplifier, and for this purpoee a unit known as
the Peak Level Indicator is provided, a suitable input for which is alao
generated by the Receiving Amplifier. A . A.C., L.T. supply, various
stabilised H.T. supplies, and a negative H.T.supply are required to operata
this apparatus, and for general examination of waveforms a Waveform
Monitor ia provided.

The Complete Equipment
The complete equipment required to reoeive signals from the viaion
cable and deliver them in the form of transmbeion and preview outputs a t
the standard levels, compriees the following :-

(l)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(6)
(6)
(7)

(8)
(9)

Equaliser No. l.
Equaliser No. 2.
CA Amplifier.
Equaliser No. 3.
CA Amplifier
Equaliser No. 4.
CA Amplifier.
Equaliser No. 5.
CA Amplifier
CB Amplifier
Receiving Amplifier.
Distribution Amplifier.
Peak Level Indicator.
Waveform Monitor.
L.T. Unit.
Two H.T. Units.
Two Stabilieem, Type 5c.
Stabiliser, Type 4c.
Negative Rectifier.
Battery Panel.

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(16)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
Of theee varioue pieoea of apparatus, the Distribution Amplifier hss been
described in Item 6.7 : the Receiving Amplifier and the Peak Level Indicator
in Item 9.1 : the Waveform Monitor in Item 6.1 : and the Stabilisem and
Battery Panel in Item 6.2. The H.T. and L.T. power units and the Negative
Rectifier are of straightforward design and do not warrant detailed treatment. It remains, therefore, to describe the following, namely, the Equalisers,
the CA Amplifier and the CB Amplifier, which is done in I t e m 11.1, 11.2,
and 11.3, reepectively. The operation and maintenance of the equipment
as a whole is dealt with in Item 11.4.
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VISION CABLE EQUALISERS
The group of equalisers described in this section form part of the
apparatus a t the London Television Station for terminating the balanced
vision cable incoming there from Broadcasting House. The equalisers
provide equalisation for both the frequency discrimination and the phase
distortion occurring in the cable, and are five in number.

Referring to Fig. 3, the vision cable is connected to the terminals T, T,,
and ignoring for the moment the function of the elements L, R,, L, R,,
and R,, the signala pass in turn through the 6rst stage of equalisation involving
the elementa C,, R,, L, and R ( on the one side, and C,, R,, L, and R , on the
other side. They then pass through the second stage of equalisation,

Figure 1

Equaliser No. 1
The circuit of this equaliser is shown in Fig. 3.
Since the cable is balanced, either the equaliser which b connected to
it must be balanced, or the cable must be connected to a transformer or
other device for rendering the signals unbalanced, after which an unbalanced
equaliser can be used. An unbalanced equaliser is more convenient since
it contains fewer componenh.
It is necessary, however, for one or two other functions apart from equalisat i m to be carried out by the firat equaliser, and such funotions require it
t o be balanced. In the 6rst place there is a liability that surges in power
cables running near to the vision cable may from time t o time induce high
voltages into the latter. Such voltages must obviously be prevented from
influencing the equdiser/amplifier apparatus, and so it is desirable to insert
at an early stage a transformer which will not paes such surges. It is
accordingly inserted in the first equaliser, and is shown in Fig. 3 as TR,.
This transformer is insulated for 1,000V A.C.
The core of this transformer
would be overloaded by the high level low-frequency components from the
cable, so that i t is not placed a t the beginning of the equaliser, but the signals
first pass through two stages of equaliser of the type shown in Item 11.0,
Fig. 5, in order that the low-frequency components may be somewhat
attenuated. These two sections of equalisation must clearly be balanced.

Figure 2

involving the elements C,, R,, L, and R, on the one side, and C,, R,,, L,
and R,, on the other. They then enter the transformer TR,.
It was not practicable to design the transformer TR, to operate satisfactorily over the whole range of frequencies, from nearly zero up to some
2 Mcls, and it was therefore arranged that the transformer would pass the
lower frequencies only, and that with it would be associated a network to
carry the upper frequencies. The transformer TB, can be represented a t
the upper frequencies by the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 1, where L
is a very high inductance, L, L, are the leakage inductances, and R R are the
resistance8 of the windings. Employing once again the principle of constant
resistance, if the condensers C in series with the further resietances R are
connected between the two windings of the transformer, and are so chosen
that

3
= R',
C

the whole device will behave a t all frequencies aa though

it were a constant reeistance equal to R. The low frequencies of the vision
signal pass through the transformer, which, however, holde back any surges
induced from neighbouring cables, as such surges would not be balanced, i.e.
they will arrive in parallel along both of the cable connectors. The upper
frequencies of the vision signals will pass through the shunt condensers and
resistancee. Clearly the two pairs of shunt condensers and resistancea of
Fig. 1 may be replaced by one pair, aa in Fig. 2. Ae a further refinement,
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Equaliser No. 1 ( C 4 )
the whole of the network of Fig. 2, which is equivalent to a pure resistance,
may be used as a series resistance for the next equaliser section.
Referring to Fig. 3, we can now see how this technique is interpreted
in the practical equaliser. After having passed through the first two stages
of balanced equalisation, the signals have arrived at the point AA'. They
now pass through the resistances R,, and R,,, and then through the primary
winding 1, 2 of the transformer TR,, which completes the circuit. It is
still desired to retain the balanced circuit, so the transformer TR, has a
secondary, 3,4, 6, 6, with the centre point earthed, and the signals emerging
from this pass through the resistance R,, on the one side and R,, on the other.
The function of the resistances R,,, RI,, R,, and R,, are to build out symmetrically the primary and secondary resistances to a convenient total value
(R of Fig. l),so that the practical value of the leakage inductance L, can be
accommodated. The signals have now arrived a t the point BB'. The
constant resistance network of Fig. 2 is now formed by the addition on the
one side of the elements C, R,,, and on the other side by the corresponding
elements C, and R,,. Each of these pairs of elements corresponds to the
elements RCand Cc of Fig. 2.
We can now commence the next section of equalimtion. As has been
explained, the network involving the transformer TR, and its associated
elements is equivalent to a pure resistance. Before entering the network
the signals had arrived a t the point A on the one side, and A' on the other,
and after leaving the network they have arrived a t the point B on the one
bide and B' on the other. Between the points A and B there is therefore
a pure seriea resistance, and also a similar series resistance between the
points A' and B'. These resistances can be the series resistances of the next
stage of balanced equalisation, of the type shown in Item 11.*PFSg. 6, and
they must therefore be shunted by condensers. The condenser on the one
side is C,, and that on the other C,. This stage of equalisation is completed
by the addition of the usual shunt elements L, and R,, on the one side, and
L, and R,, on the other. The fourth stage of equalisation follows, involving
on the one side the elements C,, R,,, L, and R,,, and on the other side C,,
R,,, L,,, and R,,. The signals now pass to the fifth stage of equalisation,
involving on the one side the elements C,,, R,,, L,, and R,,, and on the other
side C,,, R,,, L,, and R,,. The signals have now arrived at the point DD'.
It is now necessary to guard against what are known as phanknn currents.
I n a balanced circuit all the desired currents should be absolutely balanced,
that is to say, the two sides of the circuit should be operating in push-pull.
It is, however, difficult to keep the vision cable carefully balanced at the
very high frequencies, and there is a possibility that a part of the signals,
due to loss of balance, may tend to be transmitted along the two inner
conductore in parallel, using the outer aa a return. Such an unbalanced

circuit, in which currenta flow in phase along the two conductors of an existing
circuit, which is intended to be operating in the balanced state, is known as
a phnknn circuit. (The balanced circuit is often referred to aa the side
circuit.) There is the liability that the unbalanced signals transmitted
along the phantom circuit would, a t the receiving end, interfere with
the balanced signals transmitted along the side circuit, and the phantom
This is the function of the
signals must therefore be eliminated.
transformer TR, in Fig. 3.
It will be seen that this transformer has two windings, one of which is
connected in series with each side of the balanced circuit. By connecting
the windings in the appropriate direction it can be arranged that the transformer is effectively non-inductive to the balanced currents of the side circuit,
but that the phantom currenta will cancel out. This transformer has, as is
always the case, some residual leakage inductance, which appears as a small
resultant inductance in the side circuit, and if this is not cancelled out it
might cause distortion at the very high frequencies. It is, however, avoided
by designing the windings of the transformer so that the leakage inductance
and distributed capacity between the two windings together form a short
section of line whose characteristic impedance is the same as that of the
equaliser.
The signals have now arrived a t the point EE', and all the operations
upon the signal which necessitate the circuits being retained in the balanced
state have been completed. One side of the equaliser is therefore terminated
to earth in its own impedance, and the voltage in it is ignored, while the
other side provides an unbalanced output, which is passed to the next
equaliser.
The equaliser (No. 1) is not of the constant resistance type, so that the
termination for that side which is now to be terminated will not be a pure
resistance. Referring to Fig. 3, the upper half of the equaliser is shown
terminated, the termination consisting of the elements C,,, R,, and R,,.
The lower half of the equaliser provides, between the point E' and earth,
the desired unbalanced output, and is terminated by the subsequent circuit,
which is actually equaliser No. 2. This, together with all subsequent
equalisers, will be unbalanced.
It has been stated that the equaliser is not of the constant impedance
type ; clearly, therefore, it can not terminate the vision cable in its own
impedance of 186 ohms. The elements L, R, and L, R, are therefore
connected between the equaliser as a whole and the vision cable, in
order to build the equaliser out to a constant resistance, which, when
combined with the further resistance R, in Fig. 3, terminates the vision
cable exactly.
The impedance of each side of the equalieer is 93 ohms, so that the
impedance of the complete equaliser, as shown in Fig. 3, is 186 ohms, which
matchoe the characteristic impedance of the cable.
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Equaliser No. 2
The circuit of thia equaliser is shown in Fig. 4.

It has, as we expect, an iterative impedance of 93 ohms. The signals
from Equaliser No. 1 are applied to the input and pclseed through the first
&ion involving C,, R,, L, and R,, and then to the second motion compriaing
C,, R,, L, and R,. At thia stage it becomes necessary to insert one of the
terminating sections, the principle of which haa been deecribed above in
Item 11.0 under " Principles of Equeliaetion."
In the firet place the impedance of the whole of the subsequent equaliser,
that is to Say of the apparatus to the right of the line AA' in Fig. 4 , must be
b d t out to 8ppetrr to have a constant value. This is done by the inclusion
of the elements L, and R,. The elements C , R, and R, are now ineerted
to modify this conetant impedance, so thaf the first two sections compriaing
Cl R, L, R, C, R, L, R, are terminated in their own impedance. The signal
ia then supplied from the points AA' t o two further stagee of equalisation
involving respeotively the elemente C, R, L, R, and C, R,, L, R,,, by whioh
time the impedance haa onoe more deviated from 8 constant value to m
extant which require8 8 further termination. The elements C,, R,,, R,,,
L, end R,, are therefore included, and perform mpeotively the same
functione as the elements C,, R,, R,, L, and R,, which we met earlier on.
We have now arrived at the points BB', and can continue with further
equalieation.
It will be teen from Fig. 4 that four stages of equalisation now follow,
after which there ia a termination section involving the elements C,,, R,,
and R,,. It will be noticed that this termination differs from the two
previous terminating eections situated at AA' and BB'. This is became
we have now arrived a t the end of the equelieer, and it will deliver its output
to an amplifier inatead of a further equaliser. The amplifier will have a
constant input impedance of high value, so that in the first plue it will be
unnecessary to include any elements similar to L, 8nd R,, and secondly the
value of R,, will obviously differ from one of the previous equivalent reeiatancea such as R,, since the input impedance of the amplifier ie much higher
than that of the group of equalisers between AA' and BB'. It is given, in
fact, the value of the iterative impedance of the equaiser, 93 o h m , and
this, the h a 1 terminating impedance, is modified by the inclueion of the
elements C,, and R,, so as to match the impedance of the group of equalisers
between BB' and the output.

Equaliser No. 3
The circuit of this is shown in Fig. 5. It containa seven individual
stages of equalisation. followed by one terminating motion, the iterative
impedance being 93 ohm.
The output from ' CA ' Amplifier No. 1 ia applied to the input terminals,
and peeses through a normal equalising &ion comprising C,, R,, L, and R,.
The signale then p through two eqnalising aectiona of rather different
oharacter, but operating on the aame principle.

Thh equaIieer L operating on the upper middle frequencies, where the
attenuation is changing with frequency rather more quiokly than over the
remainder of the frequency band. It is oonsequently neceeeary for the
m t a n c e of certain of the equelieing sections in thie eqaeliaer to ohange
with frequency rather more quickly than a t the mmaining d o n s in this
and the other equalisem ih order thaf the a o d o n may oorp88pond p w h d y
to the inverse of the cable attenuation. The aeoand and third eqaelieing
motions in Fig. 6, therefore, have mriee oimuite in the Berim arma involving
C, L, and C, L,, the addition of the inductewee L, and L, oansing the
reeotanoe of the complete arms C, L, and C, L, to ohange more rapidly than
if they were to be formed with oondenears only. Since the impedance
characteristic of the shunt arms mnet be the inverse of that in the mriee arms,
it becomes neceesary for the shunt arm of t h m two eqnalieing sections to
oontain parallel combinations of indudance and qmaitanoe, inategd of
the more neual inductancee. Theme are shown as L, C, and L, C, in Fig. 5.
By thia meam the two sections still mtheir approximately oonetant
impedanoe aharacteristic.
The mgnal then paeeerr through four aeotiona of normal equalisation, and
arrives a t the point AA'. The impedance of the eqnaliaer aa a whole has
now deviated from a consfant value to an extent which rendere a termination
n e c a s t q amording to the technique already deaoribed. The eqnalieer is
eccordingly terminated in a pure re&tanoe R,,, and this is built out to
match the impedance of the eqneliaer by the incldon of the elemente C,,
and R,,. The output is applied to 'CA' Amplifier No. 2.

VISION CABLE EQUALISERS
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Figure 6. Equaliser No. 4
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Equalleer No. 4
The dmuit of this ia ehown in Fig. 6. It containe seven individual
ategea of equeliaation, followed by one terminating motion, the iterative
impedance being 93 ohm.

The output from ' CA ' Amplifier No. 2 is applied to the input terminals,
and no epeoial description of thie equaliser ie neoeaeery, aa it will be aeen
that it coneiete of seven etraightforward aeotione, after which the now familiar
impedance deviation ie aorrected by the usual termination, ehown aa R,,,
together with the oorrection elemente C, and R,,.
The output of thie
equalieer is applied to ' CA ' Amplifier No. 3.

Equaliser No. 5
The circuit of thia is ehown in Fig. 7. It contains eix individual stagea
of equaliaation, followed by one terminating eection, the iterative impdance
being 03 ohms.
The output from ' CA ' Amplifier No. 3 ie applied to the input terminale,
and paeeet, through the six etagea of equaliaation. The impedance deviation
is, aa before, corrected by the termination resistance R,,, which bee the
value of the iterative impedance, together with the correction elements
C, and R,,.

In the caae of thb final equalieer one further correction was found to
be deeirable. The attenuation of the cable a t the uppermost fmquenciea
varim slightly with temperature, and to get exaot equalbation a t these
frequenciee, it ie desirable t o have available a variable section which can be
adjneted t o compensate for euch changes. Thie takes the form of the
elementa L,, L, and L, of Fig. 7, the latter, ee will be aeen, being a variable
inductance. For normal temperatures the eelector ewitch S ehould be eet
a t atud 3. By moving the ewitch from one contact to the next one, the
high frequency attenuation a t 2 Mole ie changed by about .6 db. The output of thia equaliser ie applied to ' CA ' Amplifier No. 4.
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'CA'

AMPLIFIER

Four of these amplifiers are uaed in the Viaion Cable termination
apparatus to compensate for part of the loss introduced by the equalisers.

One amplifier is connected in circuit following Equaliaer No. 2, one following
Equaliser No. 3, one following Equaliser No. 4, and one following Equaliser
No. 6.

CA ' AMPLIFIER
Technical Description
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Referring to the Circuit Diagram the input from the Equelieer is applied

filter. The filter is terminated a t the sending end by the elementa R, and L,,

through the grid condenser Cl and the grid reaistance R, to the grid of the

the resistance R, being added to improve the phase response a t the upper

firet valve V,.

frequencies.

The grid resistance R, is given a large value in order that the

input impedance may be high, and that the termination of the preceding

The output of V, is applied to V,, the circuit of which is generally

equaliser may be unaffected. The cathode circuit provided by the resistance

similar to that of V,, except that a pentode can now be used imtead of a

R, is shunted by the condenser C, to provide normal automatic grid bias.

triode, so that the neceeeary arrangemente are required for feeding and

The anode circuit is decoupled by the reaistancea R, R, and the condensers

decoupling the screen and suppresmr grids. The cathode circuit of V,

In theory a single condenser of large value, C*, would be adequate

is arranged to provide automatic grid biaa, but a portion of the cathode

to provide decoupling, but such condenaera together with their l e d have

resistance RVis made variable so that the bias on the valve may be altered

C, C,.

appreciable inductance a t the upper frequencies in the vision frequency
range and their impedance is therefore insufficiently low. To lower the
impedance a t the upper frequencies, a small condeneer, exemplified in the
present case by C, ia comeoted, but this unfortunately will monate with

aa a meana of controlling the gain.

The latter is in consequence continuously

adjustable over a range from a minimum of 10 db to a maximum of 30 db.
The resistance RVis brought out to a manual control on the front of the panel
designated Gain. This method of gain control map be safely used, a8 the
amplitude of the signal is quite low a t the grid of V,, and no appreoiable

the inductance of the condeneer C,, and the resulting parallel tuned oircuit

harmonic dietortion (which would manifat itaelf aa a change of gamma)

between the anode circuit and &h

will be introduced by varying the bias of the valve.

has a high impedance a t a partioular

frequency a t the edge of the vision frequency range. To render thia effect
inappreciable, a small reaistance R, is inserted, which haa the effect of
reducing the resonant impedance of the equivalent parallel tuned circuit.
L
Thie occure because the resonant impedame is given by the formula Z = CR

In this case, L is the inductance of the large condeneer C,, the capacity of
which may be neglected ; C is the value of the small capacity C, ; and
R is the value of the resistance R,.

It will be eeen that as R incressee,

The output from V, is applied t o the third valve V,, which is a oathode
follower output stage. The anode circuit therefore con&

no anode

impedance, but is decoupled. The screen grid ia fed normally. The cathode
circuit confains the reaistencea R,,, R,, and R,,, which are unsh~ntedby
capacity, and so develop the necessary feed-beck, while the grid resistance

ie returned to the junction of R,, and R,, in order to pick up the correct
grid b h .

The suppreaeor grid requirea the same D.C. potential as the

the value of the reaonant impedance, 2,decreesea, and the discrimination

It is, however,
held down to earth potential a t the upper vision frequencies by the condeneer

of the decoupling in favour of a very high frequency ie largely eliminated.

C,.

cathode, and ie therefore comected to it by the reaistanceR,,.
The output

taken from the cathode of V, through the blocking

condensera C,, which hold off the steady positive cathode potential.
The firet valve, V,, is a triode, since the level of the input mgnele is not
very high and a quiet valve is therefore desirable a t thia a*.

The

jack J , ia provided for obeervation of the output on the Waveform Monitor,

The inter-

and under normal circumetencea this should appear in the negative mnee

valve coupling containa the blocking condenser C,, and the uaual elements

with synchronising signals acting positively, and should have a double

L, R,, which give the coupling the codguration of a prototype low-paaa

amplitude peak of 0.23V.
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'CB'

AMPLIFIER

This amplifier is used in the Vision Cable Termination Apparatus to
make good part of the equalisation loes, and the place in the oircuit is between

' CA ' amplifier No. 4 and the Receiving Amplifier.

CB ' AMPLIFIER
Technical Deecription
M-E.M.I.System of Television
Item 11.3. April, 1939

Figure 1. The ' CB

' Amplifier.
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Referring to the Circuit Diagram, the output from the preceding ' CA '
Amplifier is applied t o the grid of the first valve via the usual elements C, R,.
A gain control is desirable, but the level in this amplifier is too high to permit
of this being effected by means of a variable-mu bias, the adjustment of which
would alter the gamma of the signals. The potentiometer P,, consisting
of the resistances R, to R,, is therefore interposed between the input and the
grid circuit of V,. This potentiometer, which is brought out as a manual
control, is designated Gain, and enables the amplification to be adjusted
in four steps of approximately 3 db each. The cathode circuit of V, provides
normal automatic grid bias. The anode circuit, which is decoupled in the
normal manner, is coupled to the grid of the second valve V, by means of
the usual elements L, R,. This gives the coupling the configuration of a
low-pass filter whose termination consists of the anode resistance R,.
The circuits associated with the second amplifying valve V, are similar
t o those of V,. The output from V s is applied to the third valve V,, which
is a cathode follower output stage. The anode circuit therefore contains
no anode impedance, but is decoupled. The cathode circuit contains the
resistances R, and R,,, which provide the necessary degree of feed-back,
whilst the correct grid bias is secured by returning the grid resistance to the
junction of R, and R,,.
The signals a t the cathode of V, have a double amplitude peak of 6.6V,
and are of the A.C. type, that is to say, the datum line corresponding to any
particular part of the signal, such as a black, will float in accordance with the
effect of the preceding amplifier charecteristics on the original D.C. component
of the signal. They are, however, in a sense D.C. signals, since they are
superimposed upon the standing positive cathode potential of the valve V,.
The output of this amplifier will be applied to the Receiving Amplifier, the
first valve of which has a characteristic which, though adequate to deal
with vision signals having a double amplitude peak of 6.6 V, operating
about a fixed datum line, is not long enough to deal with signals of this
amplitude but having an unstabilised datum line. It is therefore necessary
to eliminate the standing positive D.C. potential which accompanies the
signals a t the cathode of the valve V, and to stabilise the datum line of the
resulting A.C. signals by restoring D.C. Since we are merely endeavouring
to eliminate the float of the datum line of the A.C. signals, it is not neceesary

to incorporate any very elaborate method of D.C. restoration, and it will
suffice to restore D.C. with respect to the troughs of the synchronising signals,
which, in the circumstances, is the easiest course. The Receiving Amplifier
will itself later in the chain restore D.C. with reference to black level, which
is the more ideal method.
The characteristicu of the D.C. input required by the Receiving Amplifier
are as follows :Sync Level
+ 9.2 V
Black Level
White Level

..
..
..

..
..
.-

+ 6.9 V
+ 2.6 V

The D.C. restoring circuit must therefore align the troughs of the synchron9.2 V.
ising signals upon a potential of

+

Returning to the Circuit Diagrams, the standing D.C. potential at the
cathode of V, is eliminated by the condenser C,, from which the signals
are passed to the anode of the diode V,. The cathode of the diode is returned
to the potentiometer R,,, upon which a positive potential of 9.2 V, derived
from the H.T. line, may be found. In parallel with the diode is the load
resistance R,,. In operation the vision signals from C, are applied to the
anode of the diode, and endeavour to make it more poaitive than the cathode,
but as usual this is impossible, since if it becomes in the slighteat degree more
positive, the diode impedance rapidly falls and anode current flows. The
effect of the anode current is to charge the condenser C, negative by an
amount equal to the difference of voltage which the signal is trying to
establish between the anode and cathode of the diode. This difference is
therefore extinguished, and the anode always takes up the same potential,
viz., 9.2 V, for each positive peak of the input signal. Bince the positive
peaks are the synchronising signals, they are all aligned, as desired, a t the
figure of + 9.2 V. At the anode of the diode, therefore, there appeera the
correct output which is required by the Reoeiving Amplifier, and the output
is taken from this point.
The jack J , ia provided between the cathode of V, and earth in order
to permit of examination of the signals on the Waveform Monitor, and a t
this point they should be negative in sense, A.C. in character, and have a
double amplitude peak of 6.6V.
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BALANCED VISION CABLE TERMINATION APPARATUS
OPERATION A N D MAINTENANCE
Operation
Switching On

Adjustment of Black Level
(11) Remove signal output from line amplifiers by unplugging any of
the flexible inter-amplifier connectors behind the racks.

close the iron-clad switch on the West Wall.
Close the maim switch a t the bottom of the centre fish plate, when
the green indicator lamp just above it will light. This applies A.C.,
to the stabilisers (whose filaments become energised), to the negative
rectifier, and to the main L.T. unit.
Close the main switch of the L.T. unit a t the bottom of the left-hand
bay. This will energise all the heaters of the equipment, including
those of the H.T. rectifiers, together with their appropriate thermal
delays.
Close the main switches of the two H.T. rectifiers, one on each bay.
H.T. will be developed after the thermal delaya have operated.
Close the main switch of the Signal Monitor, which is a self-contained
unit.

(12) Set the Receiving Amplifier Anode resistance key to the lowresistance position.
(13) Set the preset potentiometer designated Adj. Ratio Control of
the Receiving Amplifier fully anti-clockwise.
The object of this is to elevate the potential of the cathode of the
valve V, of the Receiving Amplifier to a potential more positive
than black level, so that this valve will be inoperative a t black level,
and pure black level can therefore proceed from the cathode of
V, of this unit, through the picturelsync ratio potentiometer, and
finally through the valve V,, to the Peak Level Indicator.
(14) Set the picture/sync ratio control of the Receiving Amplifier fully
clockwise.

Adjustment of H.T. Voltages
(6) Check the output voltages of the H.T.Stabilisers 8s follows :Stabiliser No. l , push button No. 4
360V
2M1V
Stabiliser No. 1, push button No. 3
. 360V
Stabiliser No. 2, push button No. 4
. .. 26OV
Stabiliser No. 2, push button No. 3
Stabilieer No. 3, push button No. 4
.
300V
OV
Gtabiliser No. 3, push button No. 3
If these voltages are not correct, they may be adjusted by removing
the front cover of the appropriate stabiliser and adjusting the preset
potentiometer labelled Voltage Control. It is particularly important
that the output voltages of Stabiliser No. 2 should be oorrect, as from them
we derive the fundamental settings of black level.

..

..
..
.
.
..

(16) Adjust the black level control of the Receiving Amplifier so that
both peak voltmeters read zero.

..

..
.
..
..

(16) Reset the picture/sync ratio control of the Receiving Amplifier
fully anti-clockwise.
Obviously if V, in the Receiving Amplifier is out of action, as stated
above, there should be no change of potential along the picture/
sync ratio potentiometer, and the adjustment of it from the olockwiae position to the anti-clockwise position should not result in any
change of the readings of the peak voltmeters. If a change is noted,
repeat (13), (14) and (16) above.
(17) Set the Adj. Ratio Control potentiometer of the Receiving Amplifier
so that the sync voltmeter r e d s + 1V and the picture voltmeter

Adjustment of Peak Voltmeter

- 1v.

(7) Set the switch on the Peak Level Indicator panel to the poeition
Adj. Zero.
(8) Adjust the preset potcntiometer designated Picture Zero on
the Peak Level Indicator until the picture peak voltmeter reads
zero.
(9) Adjust the preeet potentiometer designated Sync Zero on the
Peak Level Indicator panel until the syno voltmeter reads zero.
(10) Return the switch on the Peak Level Indicator panel to the poeition
Operate.

This adjustment is intended to set the cathode potential of the
valve V &of the Receiving Amplifier to black level, so that the picture/
sync ratio potentiometer will act upon picture signals only. In
theory, therefore, the adjustment should be such that the two
peak meters are about to show a change in reading. However, owing
to the curvature of the foot of the characteristic of the valve V,,
it is desirable to adjust the cathode potential unit until it is 1V
below black level, so that the blacks of the picture come upon the
1
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Adjustment of S i g d Amfilitude

Adjustment of Block Level (Contd)
straight portion of the characteristic and the foot is occupied by
the first volt of synchronising signal downwarde from black level.
Hence the instruction to adjust until the sync voltmeter reads
+ 1V and the picture voltmeter 1V.

(22) Reconnect the amplifiera by replugging the flexible connector which
was removed for the adjustment of black level under (11) above,
(unless this has already been done under (21) ), and obtain Art Bars
from the source.

(18) Set the picturelsync ratio control of the Receiving Amplifier to
the position a t which it is expected from experience that it will
require to be set when the apparatus is finally set up.

(23) Plug the Waveform Monitor to the output jacks of the 'CA '
Amplifiers Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4, and adjust the gains of these amplifiers
until the output double amplitude peak, as measured on the Waveform Monitor, is 230mV.

(19) Adjust the black level control of the Receiving Amplifier until
both the picture and sync meters read zero.

It should be noted that since the Waveform Monitor is required

-

(20) Adjust the bias potentiometer of the ' CB ' Amplifier until the
anode current of V, of the Receiving Amplifier, as read on push
button 1 of this unit, is 60mA. (30 on the meter).
If the apparatus is being used for all cable reception with, in consequence, the use of the low anode resistance of V, of the Receiving
Amplifier, the above concludes the sequence of operations neceeearp
for the adjustment of black level.
(21) If the apparatw is being wed for t h reception of eignale from the.
Highgate receiving station, the following additio?acsl operations should
now be performed.
Reconnect the amplifier6 by replugging the flexible connector which
was removed under (11) above in order to make the adjustment
of black level, and obtain an input of black level and synchronising
signah from the source, via the Highgate receiving station. Het
the gain of the four ' CA ' Amplifiers and of the ' CB ' Amplifier
until the sync meter reade 16.6. Now throw the key on the Receiving
Amplifier to insert the high anode resistance of V,, when, as described
above, the black level will rise, and accordingly a reading will be
obtained on the picture meter which formerly read zero, while the
reading on the sync meter will now show a figure eeveral volts less
than 16.5. Readjust the black level control on the Receiving
Amplifier until the sync meter once more reads 16.6. The black
level hae now been restored t o ita correct value. The picture meter
will, in the absence of interference, return to zero, but in any cam
its readings are of no importance a t this stage of the adjustment.

to measure unusually low voltagm, the two stages of amplification
(which are more usually connected to amplify two separate waveforms entering by two separate Y jacks, Y, and Yp,) are in this
apparatus connected in cascade. The gain switches therefore are
in cascade, and gains of 1, 4, 10, 16, PO and 100 are possible by
appropriate mutual positions of the two switches. This,however,
only applies when the input is plugged into the jack Y,. The
other jack, Y,, places the input on the eecond stage of amplification
only, and gains of 1, 4 or 10 are available by manipulating the
appropriate switch.

(24) Plug the Waveform Monitor into the output jack of the ' CB '
Amplifier, and adjust its gain until the output double amplitude
peak is 6.6V.
(26) After this has been done, the sync meter should be reading 16.6V.
If this is not so, make a small adjustment of gain on one of the early
amplifiers.
(26) Adjust the picture meter also to read 16.5V, by meana of the
picture/sync ratio control of the Receiving Amplifier.
(27) The signals may now be offered to the Central Control Room on
both the tranamiseion and preview linea, eo that they may make a
final measurement of white, black and sync leveh. If the black
level is incorrect it should be corrected by adjusting theappropriate
bias potentiometer on the Distribution Amplifier. If the sync
level is not correct, it should be adjusted by altering the gain of
one of the ' CA ' Amplifiers. If the white level is not correct it
should be adjusted by means of the picturelsync ratio control of
the Receiving Amplifier.
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Maintenance
During normal operation the following anode current readings should
be obtained :-

CA Amplifier
V 1 ..
V, ..
V, . .

..

..
..

6mA
10 mA (with gain control a t max .)
20 mA

CB Amplifier

Receiving Amplifier
With no signal input, and after having been correctly set up in accordance with the instructions for operation, the following readings will be
obtained :V1
. . 60 mA
V, .
.. 3.6 mA
V, . .
.. 28.5 V
V, . .
16.5 mA

..
.

..

It will be seen that Button No. 3 causes the meter to read the voltage
obtaining a t black level a t the cathode of the valve V,. In passing through
the find cathode follower V , this voltage is raised to the final value of
33,
required for the input to the Distribution Amplifier.

+

Distribution Amplifier
With an input of black level and synchronising signals, and with the
outputs appropriately terminated (i.e., the combined output of V, and V,
terminated in 110 ohms, and the outputs of V,, V,, V, and V, individually
terminated in 140 ohms), the following anode current readings should be
obtained :-
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THE PROGRAMME FADING APPARATUS
Since there are a number of sources, such aa the various etudim and the
O.B. units, from which the programme radiated from the Vision Transmitter
may originate, it is necessary to provide means by which these various
sources can be switched to the Vision Transmitter in succession. It will
be evident that it is not suficient to fade down the firet programme by means
of a simple potentiometer and subsequently fade up the second programme,
beca~sethe fading proceae will operate upon the synchronising signale as
well as the picture, and over a considerable part of the fading period
synchronism will be lost a t the receiver. It is preferable to provide some
arrangement by which the picture of the first programme ie faded down
while the accompanying synchronising signals are maintained a t full strength,
a rapid change is made to the synchronising signale of the second programme,
and the picture of the second programme is then faded up. Such coneiderations rule out simple potentiometer methods of fading, and require the
provision of apparatus which will enable the feding proceas to act upon the
picture components of the signale alone.
It will also be realised that where a number of p r o p m m e sources,
such as the studioe of the London Television Station, are being fed with
timing pulses from a central source, and arrangements are made that the
synchronising signals associated with mob programme souroe are themselves mutually in synchronism, it is possible to mix the outputs from two
such sources by straightforward superimposition. The two sets of superimpoeed synchronising signale, being in synchronism as regards their timing
and in parallel as regards their amplitude, will clearly behave as one.
Apparatus to carry out the functiom of fading and mixing incoming
programmes and delivering one programme to the Vision Transmitter has
been provided, and is known collectively ss the Programme Fading Apparatus.
The general principle of operation of this apparatus is illustrated in the
schematic shown in Fig. 1. Let us suppose that a programme A is being
radiated, and that it is desired to change over to a programme B. The
programmes A and B are applied to the ell& of a potentiometer P , whose
centre point may be regarded for the moment aa being earthed. The output
from the slider of the potentiometer P is applied to a valve circuit, shown ss V,
this input being indicated as I,. The programmes A and B are ale0 applied
to 8 change-over switch B, which enablea either of them to be applied a t full
amplitude to the valve circuit V in the form of a second input, shown as I,.
The valve circuit V exercises no influence on the input I, other than to pass
it through to the main output unchanged, but it behaves differently towarde
the input I,, and extracts the synchronising signale only from this input
by supprwing the picture components. The extracted synchronising signale

from I , are then mixed with the unchanged input I, to form the main output.
When the programme A is being normally radiated, the setting of the
potentiometer P and of the switch S are as shown in Fig. 1, and the main
output from the valve circuit V may be considered as being formed from
three components :l. Programme A picture components from the input I,
2. Programme A sync components from the input I ,
3. Programme A sync components from the input I ,

11

C

-0

v
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I
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OUTPUT

--

The two aeta of synchronising signals under 2 and 3 above, being identical
in all respects and superimpoeed, behave, therefore, aa one set, and the
apparatus in Fig. 1 hss not so far effectively modified the input of Programme A.
When it is deeired to fade down Programme A and fade up Programme B,
the potentiometer P is rotated to ita central position. This clearly suppresses
the input I,, but leaves unchanged the input I s , so that the main output
now consists of programme A sync signale only. A small further degree of
rotation of the potentiometer remotely changes over the switch S. The
position now is that the input I, is still suppressed, but the input I s now
comista of programme B, and since the procese of sync extraction from I ,
in the valve circuit V still continues, the main output consists of synchronising
signale only from programme B. On completing the rotation of the potentiometer P to the position B in Fig. 1, the input I, reappears, but now consista
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of the programme B, so that the output now consista of the following three
components :l. Programme B picture signals from the input I,
2. Programme B sync signals from the input I ,
3. Programme B sync signale from the input I ,
AB before, the two seta of synchronising signals, being identical and superimpoeed, behave ae one, and the programme B is now passing through the
apparatus substantially unchanged in form.
The facility of mixing is simply provided by removing the earth from
the centre of the potentiometer P, when it will be evident that instead of
programme A being completely faded down before programme B commencea to be faded up, the fading up of programme B will proceed gradually
and coincidently with the fading down of programme A, a full mixture
being obtained with the potentiometer in its central position. Apart from
the mixed synchronising signals which will now be entering the valve circuit
via the input I,, further synchronising s i p & from either programme A or B
will be injected via the input I t , depending upon the exact poeition of the
potentiometer and the consequent position of the switch S, but since all
these synchronising signals are coincident, this point is of no importance.
The fading potentiometer P is in the form of a separate rack mounted
unit known as the Fading Potentiometer Panel. The valve circuit V is a
rack mounted unit termed the Programme Fader Amplifier. I t delivers its
output to a Distribution Amplifier, which is similar but not identical to the
type described in Item 5.7. The output levels from this amplifier are the
standard transmission and monitor levels of the system. Thus, the apparatus
as a whole effects no change in the levels of signals passing through it, and
the outgoing black, white and sync levels to the transmitter or monitors are
identical with those incoming from any programme source.
In order that any chosen pair of programme sources may be applied
to the respective ends A and B in the fading potentiometer, a series of relays
are provided, and are incorporated in the rack mounted panel known as the
Programme Relay Panel. Certain other rehys are provided on this panel,
which give interlocking facilities to be deecribed later.

It is desirable that the picture from a programme source which is about
to be transmitted should be previewed before actually being radiated, just
ae the pictures from individual cameraa in a programme source are previewed before being sent out ae the programme from that source. To thie
end, each programme suppliee a eecond input, having the standard monitor
levels, to a further system of relap incorporated in a rack mounted panel
known as the Monitor Relay Panel, and by meam of which the monitor
input from any programme murce can be applied to a preview monitor
adjacent to the apparatus.
The operation of the above Programme and Monitor Relay Panele,
together with the fading or mixing operation, is carried out remotely from a
position known ae the Central Vision Mixing Desk.
The Programme Fading Apparatus as a whole, therefore, comprieea
the following aectiom of apparatus :(l) The Fading Potentiometer Panel

(2) Two Programme Fader Amplifiers (one spare)
(3) Three Distribution Amplifiers (this number being required in
order that an adequate number of outputs may be available)
(4) The Programme Relay Panel
( 5 ) The Monitor Relay Panel
(6) Jack s t r i p (in order to enable the programme source, transmission and monitor inputs to be applied to the appropriate
relap)
(7) Suitable H.T.,L.T. and grid bias supplies
(8) Stabilieere
In the descriptions which follow, the Fading Potentiometer Panel,
Programme Fader Amplifier and Distribution Amplifier will be treated in
detail, and the Central Vision Mixing Desk and ita associated Programme and
Monitor Relay Panels will be covered in general terms, ae the operation of
this section of the apparatue follom established principles. The Stabilisem
have already been deecribed in Item 6.2. The remaining itema are of
straightforward deaign, and do not warrant inclusion in this description.
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THE FADING

POTENTIOMETER PANEL

In the intemta of simplicity, we will first conaider the problem of fading
down a single programme, and proceed later to a consideration of the question
of fading down one programme and fading up a second in one continuous
operation.
It is not easy to employ a potentiometer a t all for fading television
signala d e m it is poeeible to give ita impedance a very low value. The
reeeon may be seen by reference to Fig. 1, in which is shown a potentiometer
whose slider is eet a t any intermediate position. The condenser C represents

it is clear that the lower end of the potentiometer must be returned, not to
earth, but to a point artificially maintained a t black level, i.e. a t +10V with
respect to earth. (This point has been more fully explained in relation to a
corresponding circuit in the Picture Monitor, see Item 10.1, page 3.) As
batteries are inadmhible, thia artificial black level mud be derived from a
voltage divider across same appropriate H.T. line, the circuit now being
as in Fig. 2, where the voltage divider is shown ae R, R,. It will be seen
that the resistance R, is included between the lower end of the potentiometer

VISION

VIS10N

SIGNAL

SICNAL
IN PUT

INPUT

Figure 1

Figure 2

the stray capacity acroea the slider. It is evident that unlem the reaistance
of the potentiometer and the capacity C are kepti below certain limits, the
impedance between the pointa B and C a t the upper frequencies will be l e a
than that a t the lower frequenciee, while the impedance between A and B
will remain constant with frequency. The potentiometer will not, therefore,
reduce the amplitude of all frequencies equally, but the upper frequencies
will mffer a comparatively greater reduction. In order to keep C to a
minimum, the length of lead between the slider and the aubaequent apparatus
should be as short as possible. Thie makes it desirable for any such vision
frequency potentiometer to be rack mounted alongaide ita associated
apparatus, and if control is desired from a remote desk, then some syatem
of remote rotation of the rack mounted potentiometer should be provided.
Thia feature ia adopted in the caee of the programme fading potentiometer,
ita spindle being driven by the rotor of a blsyn motor which ie energised
by a comeeponding Selsyn motor mounted in the Central Vision Mixing

D€&.
The inooming mgnale whioh are applied to the fading potentiometer
have the stsndard trammieeion levela (White Level +16.SV ; Black Level,
+lOV; Sync Level, +3.5V). Sinoe we wiah to fade the picture and
aynchroniaing
to zero about a datum correeponding to black level,

Fieure 3

Figure 4

P and earth, so that viaion frequency potentiah will exist across R,, being
supplied to this resistance from the input through the potentiometer P.
If, therefore, the elider S of the potentiometer ie intended to feed the grid
of a valve whom cathode circuits are earthed, as they must be if a common
H.T. supply is to be used, then this valve will be energised by vision fwquency potentials even when the slider of the potentiometer P is in ita minimum position, because the input to the valve is now effectively connected
a c m R,. Thia state of affairs is illustrated in Q. 3. It follows, therefore,
that it is impossible to fade this programme completely out. The potentiah
acroea R, could be eliminated, except for the D.C. component, by shunting
it with a large condenser, but although the fraction of this component
existing across R, will be small if the resistance of the potentiometer is large
compared with R,, it is considered preferable to secure complete cancellation
of all potentiala acrosa R,. Thie ie done by introducing a, further valve,
V,, with its grid connected to the point B, and forming a push-pull amplifier
with V,. This arrangement is shown in Fig. 4. Now, when the potentiometer P is faded completely down, the gride of both V, and ~ J a r econnected
to the junction B of the potential divider, and the unwanted voltage across R,
energises the two grids in phase. Since, however, the valves are in pushpull there will be no output from their anode circuits.
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We have now to modify the circuit so that not only can programme A
be faded down, but programme B can be faded up, the two fades being
executed as one smooth operation. I t follows that the potentiometer P
must be rearranged so that its centre point is connected to the junction B
of the potential divider, and the two programmes are applied to its two
ends. This arrangement is shown in Fig. 6.
A dificulty now arises in that when, for example, programme A is being
radiated, it will be accompanied by a small proportion of programme B,

output capacity C. In parallel with R,, however, is connected a further
resistance RI, of comparatively low resistance, and joined a t intervals to
R, by a system of condensers C , to C,. Owing to the low resistance of R,,
the potential gradient along it will be the same for all frequencies over the
working range. The condensers Cl to C, will feed A.C. potentials to the high
resistance potentiometer R,, the amplitude a t each condenser being proportional to its poeition along the potential gradient. Applying this principle
to the double sided potentiometer of Fig. 6, we have the circuit of Fig. 7.

to

PROG'B'

I,
Figure 5

Figure 6

and vice versa. Referring to Fig. 5, if R, is the resistance of the right-hand
half of the potentiometer P, and if V B is the voltage corresponding to programme B, then a fraction of this programme, approximately given by

,will appear a c r w R, This programme B voltage moaa R, will
R,
R,
send a current through the other half of the potentiometer R, and the
programme A output, in eeriea, and thus voltagea corresponding to programme B will be developed between the slider S and the point B, and will
therefore appear a t the grid of V,. To reduce this to a minimum, R, must
be made much greater than R,. Unless tho watts consumed in the potentiometer R, R, are to be excessive, R, cannot be of too low a value, and in
practice it is made 625 ohms. R, must be considerably greater than R,,
and has been given a value of 140,000 ohms. Similarly, in order that programme A may not interfere with programme B when the latter is being
radiated, R, must be given a high resistance, and is made equal to R, a t
140,000 ohm. It has, however, already been stated that the use of such a
high resistance potentiometer will result in considerable attenuation of the
upper frequencies and is therefore inadmissible. It is poeaible, to overoome
this dificulty by employing a form of double potentiometer, the principle
of which is illustrated in Fig. 6. I n this diagram, R, repreeents a simple
potentiometer for controlling the amplitude of viaion signals, and which is
obliged by other considerations to be of high resistance. The upper hequenciea are therefore attenuated by virtue of the preaence of the stray
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Figure 7
The high resistance potentiometer R, of Fig. 6 is represented by R, + R,
in Fig. 7, and R, of Fig. 6 by R,
R, of Fig. 7. The centre point B of R,R,
in Fig. 7 is still maintained a t a black level of +10V by the H.T. potentbl
divider R, R,, but since the lower potentiometer R, R, is concerned with A.C.
potentiala only, it may have its centre point C earthed. The upper potentiometer R, R, may conveniently be termed the D.C. potentiometer, and
the lower potentiometer R, R, the A.C. potentiometer. To make the
schematic more complete the resistances R? and R,, which must be provided
to terminate the incoming programme lines in their characteristic impedances,
have also been added. The value of these reaistances will clearly be somewhat greater than the characteristic impedance of the lines since the potentiometera are effectively in parallel with them.
Referring now to the actual circuit diagram of the apparatm, Fig. 10,
the practical interpretation of the schematic Fig. 7 can be seen.

+
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C,, and C,,, and a somewhat greater difference across the next two condensers C,, and CB6,this difference increasing until the centre condenser
C,, carries across it the full difference of 10V. When, in preparation for a
mix,' the relay RY,, opens the contact K,, earth is removed from the centre
point of the A.C. potentiometer and, since the enda of the slider are connected
to the ends of the D.C. potentiometer, the A.C. potentiometer is free to take
up a uniform standing potential of 10V along the whole of its length. All the
condenaere C,, to C,, therefore discharge, the potentials on each side being
equalised a t 10V. This would cause a surge in the radiated picture, which is

AT0
RA.

Figure 8

PROG.

Figure 9

WPUT
lMPEDANCE

The system of condeneers in Fig. 7 is represented by its equivalent in Fig. 10,
composed of C,, to C,, inclusive.
When a ' fade ' between the two programmee is deaired, the contacts
K, and K, are held closed by the relay RYs1,so that the circuit ia subatantially
as already described. When a ' mix ' is required, however, the relay RY,,
opens the contacts K, K,, which removes the centre point connectione to
the D.C. and A.C. potentiometera, and thus allows the voltagm from the
two programmes to be smoothly developed along the potentiometera from
one end to the other. I n thie connection, however, a further precaution is
required. In both the ' fade ' and ' mix ' positions, that is to say, with the
contact K , either closed or open, the standing potential elong the D.C.
potentiometer is +10V. As regwds the A.C. potentiometer, however, in
the ' fade ' position with K , closed, the standing potential is 10V a t each end,
but falls off to zero a t the centre, since thie point is earthed. A very slight
difference of potential will therefore exist across the extreme end condensers

undesirable. This is obviated by returning the centre point C of the A.C.
potentiometer, not specifically to earth, but to the junction of R,, and R,,
on the negative H.T. potentiometer R,,R,, R,, R,, R,, R,,, when, by suitable
choice of component values, the point C can be maintained a t zero potential
whether K, is open or closed. In order that the centre points of the D.C.
and A.C. potentiometera may be adjusted exactly to +10V and OV respectively, the elementa Ra8 and Rio of the positive and negative potential
dividers are brought out to manual controls designated D.C. Potr. Centre
Voltage and A.C. Potr. Centre Voltage, respectively. The values of these
potentiale may be examined by means of the monitoring jacks J , and J,.
It hae already been observed that in order to minimi~ethe interference
with one programme which must occur owing to the presence of a small
voltage due to the other programme across the lower section of the potential
divider R, in Fig. 5, the resistancm R, and R,, also of Fig. 5, must be made
much greater than R,, but it will be appreciated that thia meaaure merely
(P.T.O.)
[Figwr 10 attached]
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murea a coneiderable reduction, and not aomplete extinction of the inter-

ferenaet. Complete cancellation, however, h effected by adopting the modifimtion shown in Fig. 8. In this diagram the circuit is that shown in Fig. 6
with the addition of a resistance R, acrose the whole of the potentiometer
R, R,. Supposing programme A is faded up, then a voltage corresponding
to programme B is developed across R,, and this voltage drives a current
through R,, thus giving rim to interference. Referring to Fig. 8, the interference from programme B clearly tenda to place a poaitive potential on the
grid of V,. However, by adding R? a small voltage, also from programme B,
i~applied to the grid of V,, and by choosing a value of acorrectly the voltage
imposed on the grid of V, can be made equal to that on the grid of V,. In
that caae, aince V, and V, are in push-pull, there will be no resultant output
componding to programme B. The circuit comprising R, R, R, R, and the
output impedance of programme A , in fact form a bridge, as shown in fig. 9.
From thh it can eaaily be seen that if the component values are mutually
corred there can be no current from programme B in R,. A similar argument, of course, applies when programme B is faded up and programme A
constitutes the interfering eource.
Upon the shaft of the double potentiometer are mounted three cam
switches, B,, S,, and B,, the function of which will bedescribed ingreater
detail when the Mixing Desk itself is considered.
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T H E PROGRAMME FADER A M P L I F I E R T Y P E 1A
It hee been explained (see Item 12.0) that the function of this unit is
fundamentally to permit of the fading down of the picture componente of
vieion eignsle, and that actually the picture and synchronising componente,
are both faded down together but provieion ie mule for b y - p i n g a supply
of synchronising eignals only, continuously injected into the amplifier.
The circuit comprieee three pair6 of push-pull amplifiem, V, V,, Va V,
and V, V,, and an output cathode follower V,. The push-pull amplifier
V, V, contributes the picture and aynchronie'i eignals, the amplitude of
which is under control by meam of the Fading Potentiometer Panel already
described, and the amplifier V, V, contributes the supply of synchronising
eignala only. The outputs of the amplifiem V, V, and V, V, muet therefore
be mixed, and it will be seen that the anode circuits of the corresponding
valves in thme amplifiem are common, that is to my, the outputs of the
anodes of V, and V, are mixed, and also the outpute of the anodes of V,
and V,. The common push-pull output from these two push-pull amplifiers
now contains vision and synchronising aignele in which, in effect, the picture
componente only have been controlled in amplitude by the fading potentiometer, but owing to the continuous injection of synchronising eignah
by Vs V,, the absolute amplitude of the eynchronising components haa been
doubled and the picture/eync ratio therefore halved. The function of the
further pueh-pull amplifier VI V, is to correct the pictureleync ratio to the
deaired figure of 1 / 1. Finally, the single output valve V, delivers the signal
to the next piece of apparatus, which is the Dietribution Amplifier.
Considering the circuit in detail, the grid of V, receives an input of
picture and eynchronising signals in the positive sense from the elider of the
Fading Potentiometer Panel, via terminal 61 of that unit. The neceseity
for push-pull amplification, and therefore of the valve V,, has already been
deecribed in the preceding section, and its grid receives, as also indicated in
that section, an input of pure black level, i.e. a steady positive potential
of +10V derived from the point B on the potential divider of the Fading
Potentiometer Panel and leaving that unit via terminal 62. It will be
remembered that there is also superimpoeed upon this black level a reaidue
of vision frequency potentials arieing from the operation of the Fading
Potentiometer Panel. This, being also present upon the grid of V,, will
not appear in the anode output of thia amplifier. The cathode circuit of
the amplifier V, V, contains the common reaietancee R
R,,, and R ,,,,
which confer on it the property of automatic push-pull operation, a feature
which need not be dealt with again here, as it has been deecribed elsewhere
(for example, Item 7.8, page 6, The Monitoring D.C. Amplifier). The win
of the amplifier may be preeet to two determined levele by means of the

The inductance L, c o m t e for the capacity in
reaietancee R,,, and R,,,.
ehunt to the common cathode reaietancea, whioh, if uncorrected, would u p t
the push-pull operation by increasing the output a t the anode of V,, while
decreaeing that a t the anode of V,. This can easily be seen if the shunt
capacity is eeeumed to be sufficiently large that beyond a certain upper limit
of frequency it completely short-circuits the common cathode resistance.
I n such a case V, clearly behaves as an ordinary amplifier without cathode
feed-back and ite output is much greater than normal, while Vs is a passenger
because owing to the absence of cathode potentials the grid-cathode circuit
of V, is not energised.
At the anode circuits of V, ~ ~ Y & a therefore,
,
we have picture and
synchronising signals in pueh-pull, thekgnale being negative a t the anode of
V, and positive a t the anode of V#.
Turning now to the amplifier V, V , thie must extract only synchronising
eignals from the complete vision input. A eupply of the latter derived from
one or other of the two incoming programmes (selection being carried out
by the Programme Relay Panel) is therefore applied to the grid of V,. To
the grid of V, is applied a fixed potential of +4.5V derived from the point D
on the potential divider in the Fading Potentiometer Panel, and leaving that
unit via terminal 64. The amplifier V, V, operates automatically in pushpull by virtue of the presence of the common cathode resiatances R,,,,
R,,, and R,,,.
The preaence of these resistances has the effect of rendering
both cathodea strongly positive, the value being
13.5V a t black level.
Since the standing potential of the grid of ~ F h a been
s
fixed a t +4.5V,it
followe that the grid-cathode potential of thie valve haa the value of -9V
a t black level. The sense of the vieion eignals on the grid of V, is positive,
and therefore by virtue of the push-pull action is negative a t the grid of V,.
It followe that picture signals drive the grid-cathode potential of V, more
negative than -9V, the value at black level. However, the circuit is so
arranged that a grid-cathode potential of -9V is on the cut-off point of the
operating characteristic, and a negative potential greater than thia figure
cute off the valve. As far as picture eignals are concerned, therefore, V,
is cut off and inoperative. Now when V, ie operative, it may be considered
by itself as a cathode follower, since it ie a valve in whom cathode there is a
large unshunted resistance. Its cathode-earth impedance therefore has a
low value (which ia the normal property of cathode followers) and shunts
the actual cathode impedance of 16,000 ohms provided by R,,,, R,,, and
R,,, in series. (Similarly, it follows that from the point of view of V,, V a
is a cathode follower whoee impedance is in shunt with the 16,000 ohm
cathode reeiatanee.) When V, is inoperative, however, it ie no longer a
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cathode follower, and in fact may be considered as having been removed
from circuit, therefore the cathode-earth impedance of V, riees to the full
value of R,,, R,,, R,,,, i.e. 15,000 ohms. V, then acts as an anode-coupled
amplifier with very heavy anti-phaee cathode feed-back, and only a very
small output will appear in its anode. We have already seen that in these
circumstances there can be no output in the anode of V, because i t is cut off,
and it therefore follows that during picture excursions the complete push-pull
amplifier formed by V, and V, provides an almost negligible anode output.
On synchronising signals, however, the grid-cathode potential of V, is
making excursions in the positive sense from the black level a t -9V, and the
valve is normally operative. The common cathode impedance of the two
valves is now low, and V, L normally operative, as the heavy feed-back
present when V, was inoperative has now been eliminated. The pair of
valves, therefore, function normally as a push-pull amplifier on synchronising
signals, and it is clear that by their action they suppreas the picture components. The synchronising signals appear in the anode circuit of V, as positive
excursions, and in V, as negative excursions. The sense of the signals in
the anode circuit of V, is the same as the sense in that of V,. These two
anodes are therefore coupled together by means of the common anode
resistance R,, and the common anode inductance L,, which forma the usual
termination for the subsequent intervalve coupling iUter. The anode
circuits of V, and V, are similarly coupled.
It was pointed out above that the extinction of picture signale by the
amplifier V, V, is not complete, there being a small residue of picture signals
negative in sense a t the anode of V,, and poeitive a t the anode of V,. The
cancellation would only be complete if the feed-back wae infinite, that is to
say if the collective value of R,,,, R,,, and R,,* also was infinite. It is,
however, made complete by the following additional precautions. The full
input of picture and synchronising signals, as well as being applied to the
grid of V,, is applied to the potentiometer R,,, R,,,, the junction of which
is connected to the grid of V,. The lower end of R,,, is returned, as has
already been described, to the potential divider junction in the Fading
Potentiometer Panel, so that V, can be supplied with its desired standing
D.C. potential of 10V. Superimposed on this standing potential, however,
there will clearly be a small proportion of picture and synchronising signal8
in the normal, or positive, sense, derived from the junction of R,,, and R,,,.
These will energise the grid of V, in the positive sense, and by virtue of the
push-pull operation of this valve and V,, the grid of the latter will be energised in the negative sense. V, and V, now amplify them small inputs,
which appear in the anode circuit of V, in the positive sense, and a t the anode
of V, in the negative sense. But the normal sense of the picture signals in
the common anode circuit of V, and V, ie negative, so that by suitably
proportioning the elements R,,, and R,,,, the residue of negative picture
signals emanating from the anode of V, can be exactly cancelled out. The
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same argument applies to the common anode circuit of V, and V,, where the
sense of the picture signals is normally positive, and the residue from the
anode of V, is again positive, but where the amplified input from the potentiometm R,,, and R,,, is, of course, negative.
Even now the cancellation of the picture residue from V, V, is not
complete. We have seen that this residue is due to the incomplete feed-back
provided by R,,, R,,, R,,, when unshunted by the cathode impedance of V,.
At the upper frequenciea, however, these resistances are shunted by the
natural stray capacities of the circuit and the feed-back is reduced, so that
the reaidue in the anode circuits of V, and V, is greater. Means must
therefore be provided to increase the cancellation a t the upper frequencies.
This is done by shunting the reaietance R,,, with the small condenser C,,,
which increases the amount of anti-phase upper frequencies injected into
the output by V, and V*
At the common anode circuits of V, V, and V, V,, we have, when the
fading potentiometer is faded up, picture and synchronising signals, and when
it is faded down, synchronising signals only. These outputs are applied
to the grids of the further push-pull amplifier VI V, via the usual prototype
low-pas8 filter coupling elements L, and L,.
D.C. couplings are employed, the D.C. components being reduced in
amplitude, in the one cam by the elements R,, and R,,,, and in the other
case by R,, and R,,,, and the A.C. components are b y - p d by the condensers C,, and C,, in accordance with the usual technique.
At the grids of V, and V, the following grid-earth levels apply :-
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White level
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Black level
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0
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These levels are obtained by returning the grid leaks to the junction of the
resistances R,,, and R,,,, which form a potentiometer across the negative
H.T. supply from the Negative Rectifier, and a t their junction there exista a
potential of -80V. The sense of the signals is negative a t V and positive
a t V,, but in addition it will be noted that the continuous injection of additioml synchronising signals by the amplifier V, V, has resulted in an increase
of their amplitude relative to the picture signals, and the picturelsync ratio
has now fallen to 112.46. It is the function of the amplifier V & V, to correct
this ratio to its original figure of 111. This is done as follows.
The amplifier cathodes are provided in this case with eeparate cathode
reaistances formed by R,,,,
and R,,, for V,, and R,,,, R,,, end
R,,, for V,. The two cathodes are, however, linked by the further reeistance
R,,,, which enables potentials from one cathode to be communicated to the
other, so that push-pull operation automatically follows. Aa has been
described elsewhere, the effect of the reeistance R,,, is to reduce the stage gain
of the amplifier below the maximum which it could give if R,,, were absent

,

and if inatead a single common cathode reaistanoe wete provided for the two
vcrlvee.
The provision of a separate cathode impedanoe for V, enables the
etanding potential of the cathode to be chosen, and it ia m adjusted that the
cathode-earth potential corresponding to black level ia +8.6V. We have
seen above that the grid-earth potential of this valve a t bleck level ia +3V.
The grid-cathode potential a t black level is therefore -MW. Under
conditions of white level the grid-earth potential becomes +9.6V, and the
cathode-earth potential +12V, m that the grid-cathode potential is now
-2.6V. Over this range of grid-cathode potentiale linear amplification of
the picture component obtains. A synchronieing signal develop a grideadh potential of -13V, but the circuit components of thie amplifier have
been chosen in a similar manner to the arrangement of the previous amplifier
V, V,, so that grid-earth potentiale of greater than -8.6V completely out
off the anode current. With no anode current the oethode-earth potential is
zero and the grid-cathode potential is -8.6V. The following table summarises these results.
White
Black
~ Y M
L?&
I&
~ e t d
Grid-earth potential of V,
3
-13
9.6
0
12
8.6
Cathode-earth potential of V,
- 8.6
- 2.6
- 6.6
Grid-cathode potential of V,

.. +
+

+

+

This table ehows that whereaa the picture/eync ratio of the input to this
amplifier (the grid-earth potential) ie 112.46, the pictureleynu ratio of the
effective grid swing to which the anode outpi~twill cornpond, is 111. The
amplifier, therefore, by cutting off the excessive sync amplitude, hae restored

the pictllxW/~JTI~
ratio to its original value. h before, when V, cute off,
its low cathode-earth impedance, whioh by virtue of its behaving ee a cathode
follower waa in shunt to the collective system of resietancea in the oommon
cathode circuit, is removed. V, then suffers very heavy feed-back, so that
it dolivers a negligible output for those excessive amplitudes of input
synchronising signal during which V, is cut off. I n order that the adjustment
of picture/sync ratio may be under manual control, the cut-off point of V,
should be variable over a small range, and accordingly the cathode resistance
R,, is brought out for a manual control designated Sync Amplitude.
At the anode circuit of V, and V, there appears a push-pull output of
picture and aync signala having a picturelsync ratio of 111, the eenee being
poeitive a t the anode of V, and negative a t V,. AB a simple asymmetrical
output in the positive sense is all that is required, the output from V, is
ignored. That from the anode of V, is applied to the grid of the output
cathode follower V, via the usual type of coupling, involving the prototype filter inductance L,, the terminating elements R,, and L,, and the
usual elemente R,,, R,,, and C,, to reduce the standing D.C. potential.
The cathode output of V, feeds the eubsequent unit, which is a Distribution
Amplifier of aomewhat different type from that described in Item 5.7, and
requiring an input black level of 1.2V. The actual cathode potential of
V, must be 1.2V, and the grid potential must be somewhat lower. Clearly,
such a potential cannot be obtained by returning the grid resistance of this
valve to earth, and to obtain the requisite negative potential it is returned
to the potentiometer R,,, which, with the further resistance R,,,, forms a
further potential divider across the -120V supply. The bleck level should
be capable of manual adjuetment, and R,, is therefore brought out as a manual
control designated Black Level.

+
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Figure 1. Programme Fader Amplifier (Type 1A)
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T H E DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER-TYPE
The function of this unit is to receive an illput of picture and synchronising signals from the Programme Fading Amplifier, and to provide a number
of outputs having the standard transmission or monitor levels. The circuit
will be recognised as being substantially similar to the Distribution Amplifier
already described in Item 6.7 (Distribution Amplifier, Type 2a), except that
it is simpler. This difference, which consists in the absence of a negative
hold-off voltage between V, and the subsequent valves, a r k s owing to the
fact that the black level of
1.2V emerging from the Programme Fading
Amplifier ie comparatively low, and also that the Distribution Amplifier
can be designed with the knowledge that a negative H.T. supply is available,
as it has been already provided for the Programme Fader Amplifier.
The valves V, to V, are cathode followers whose output circuita may
be connected, in the manner described in Item 6.7, to form transmission
outputa of 110 ohms impedance or monitor outputa of 140 o h m impedance.
The valves V, and V, are parallel connected to form a 110 ohm output, and
each of the valvea V, to V, operate singly to form four 140 ohm outputs.
The tmnsmiaeion leveh a t the output jacks of V, and V, must be W.L.
+16.6V, B.L. +10V, and S.L. +3.6V, with a picture/sync ratio of 111,
while the monitor levels a t the output jeoka of V, to V, must be W.L. + 10V,
B.L. +3.6V, end S.L. OV, with a picture/sync ratio of 70130. To achieve
theae levels, the black level at the grids of V, and V, must be + lO.OV, while
that a t the grids of V, to V, must be -6.6V. The Programme Fading
Amplifier, however, only providea a single output having black level at
+1.2V. To derive from this the two necessary inputs for V,, V, and for
V , V , V,, V ,, the additional valve V, ia interposed. It is a cathode follower,
whose cathode circuit ie especially designed to provide two sepaxate outputa
having the above characterhtica. I n the first place, the cathode circuit is
returned to the -240V negative H.T. supply via the resistances R, to R,
inclusive, and the circuit componenta are so chosen that with a black level
of +1.2V on the grid of V,, the cathode potential of this valve takes up a
black level of + 10V and may be therefore directly connected to the grids
of V, and V,. The gride of V, to V,, however, require a black level which
ie more negative than thb, and such a potential is found a t the junction of the
reeistances R, R, and R, R, R, R,, since the elements R, R, and the further
elementa R, R, R, R, form two sections of a simple resistance potentiometer
connected between points having potentials of 10V and -240V respectively.
It will be seen, however, that this potentiometer action, which reeulta in a
reduction of the black level a t the grids of V, to V, as compared with that at
V, and V, will also reduce the amplitude of all vision frequency potentials,
and it is necessary to ensure that the amplitude of all frequencies is equally

+

+
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reduced. Consideration of the necessary values of the resistancea R, to R,
and the shunt capacity from the junction to earth reveals that there will be
relative attenuation of the upper frequencies, the result of which will be
that the reproduction of detail in monitors fed from the valves V, to V,
will be less satisfactory than the standard of the transmission. To obviate
this difficulty, the further potentiometer R, R, is provided, and is connected
between the cathode of V, and earth. Vision frequency potentials are, of
course, developed across this also, but only a very small proportion of the
standing anode ourrent flows through this path, the main part flowing, ee has
alreedy been described, in the other potentiometer R, to R,. The ratio of
the sections R, and R, is made the same aa that of the sections of the other
potentiometer R, R, R, R, R, R,, so that a t the junction of R, and R, the
amplitude of the vision frequencies has been reduced in the same proportion
as they should have been reduced in the potentiometer R, to R,, were this of
ideal design for such a purpose. Since the absolute values of the resistances
R, and R, are comparatively low, the effect of the shunt capacity acroae
R, is not important and there is no discrimination as between the upper and
lower vision frequencies. Their relative amplitudes a t the junction of
R, and R, are therefore the same as they were a t the cathode, although their
absolute values have been reduced. The coupling condemr C, now passee
these frequencies to the junction of the other potentiometer, and the frequency
discrimination of the potentiometer R, to R, is therefore eliminated.
It is desirable to stress the difference between this circuit and the D.C.
coupling circuit frequently employed in vieion frequency units, such, for
example, aa the Suppression Mixer, since a t first sight there seem to be some
pointe of similarity between the two. I n a circuit such aa that employed between two stages of the Suppreaeion Mixer, the object is to couple the anode
of one valve to the grid of a second without any amplitude discrimination
between any of the vision frequency componenta and the D.C. component,
but to reduce the standing potential of the anode of the first valve since this
C ~ M Obe
~ directly applied to the grid of the sscond. To that end the standing
D.C. potential is reduced by a resistance potentiometer, the vision frequency
componenta are by-passed by a condenser acrom the upper elements of this
potentiometer, and the loss of gain of the D.C. component is compensated
in the decoupling circuit associated with the anode of the first valve. In the
case of this type of Distribution Amplifier, however, whereee we still wish
to reduce the standing potential of the cathode of V,, which although correct
for direct application to the grids of V, and V, is too high for the grids of
V, to V,, we cannot employ the same method, since there would then be a
relative lose in the D.C. component applied to the valvea V, to V,. Such a
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low could not be compensated for by the decoupling circuit technique, since
V, is a cathode follower, and the circuit is therefore quite different. In the
circumstances, therefore, we must reduce the A.C. components applied to
the grids of V, to V, by the same amount as the inevitable loss in the D.C.
component by meana of the additional potentiometer R, and R,. Actually

included, and forms such a filter with the cathode capacity of V, on the one
side and the grid capacity of V, V, on the other. A similar inductance L,
corrects the coupling between V, and the grids of V, to V, for frequency
and form a further low-pass filter with the stray capacity a t the junction
of the two rwistance potentiometers on the one hand and with the grid

the operation of the two potentiometem formed by the resistances R, to R,
and the coupling condenser C, is a similar technique to that employed in
the Fading Potentiometer Panel already described.
In accordance with the usual technique, the coupling between Viand V B V s
must be arranged to take the form of a prototype low-pass filter, if attenuation of the upper frequencies is to be avoided. The inductance L, is therefore

capacity of V 4 to V, on the other. It will be seen, therefore, that thee9 two
inductances fulfil a different function from the induotancea provided a t
approximately the eame point in the circuit of the Distribution Amplifier,
Type 2a (Item 5.7).
The remainder of the oirolxit, however, conforms entirely to the design
of Type 2a, and will be elready understood.
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T H E C E N T R A L VISION MIXING DESK
The control, for programme purposes, of the Rogramrne Fading Apparatus is carried out from a remote position known as the Central Vision Mixing
Desk, the layout of which is illustrated.
Behind the Desk Panel and in the centre is a Selsyn motor, the spindle
of which is brought out to the manual control knob shown a t P , the windings
of which are connected to the windings of the similar S e l s p motor in the
Fading Potentiometer Panel. Any degree of rotation of the knob P, therefore, is reproduced by the S e l s p motors as a similar rotation of the rack
mounted potentiometer, and the knob P is in effect the vision fading or
mixing control.

and LW,relaye in the Monitor Relay Panel. The depression of an M, or M,
button operatea the corresponding SM, or SM, relay, and applies the monitor
input of the programme with which it is associated to one or other of the two
preview monitors. The automatic cancelling of any button when another
in the name group is operated, preventa two progmmmea being superimposed
on the same monitor. In addition, the SM, and SM, relays are interlocked
so m to prevent the application of any preview line to both preview monitors
a t the same time. For instance, if Studio A is being previewed upon Preview
Monitor 1, by the operation of the Studio A button in the SM1 group, then
operation of the Studio A button in the SM2 group will not apply thie

The apparatus is deaigned to fade or mix between a maximum of 10
different incoming programmes, and in addition to provide simultaneous
previewing of two programmes a t the same time on two separate preview
monitors. To this end, the desk is equipped with four sets of ten push
buttons, shown ae A, B, M, and M,. These buttons are of the mechanical
self-holding type, and any button, when operated, remains deprwsed until
releaaed by the operation of another button in the same group. In addition,
each group of buttons is provided with a cancelling button. The four pushbutton unite, A , B, M, and M,, are associated with four corresponding
banks of relays, designated PA, PB, SM, and SM,, and of these, the PA
and P B relays are mounted in the Programme Relay Panel, and the SM,

programme to the second preview monitor. This is done because the
paralleling of the two preview monitors on to one incoming preview line
will clearly terminate it in 70 o h m instead of in the desired value of 140,
and distortion of the signals would result.
The depression of any A button operates its associated PA relay, which
applies the programme with which it is amxiated to the left-hand side of
the Fading Potentiometer, while the operation of a B button similarly applies
a programme to the right-hand side of the Fading Potentiometer Panel.
Since the A and B buttona control the actual transmission inputs of the
incoming programmes, it is deairable to guard against a number of operational
errors, and a rather morecomplex interlock system is associated with the A
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and B buttons and the corresponding PA and PB relaya than is the case with
the M, and M, buttons and SM, and #M, relays. Theae interlocks provide
for protection against the following errors :(l) The application of more than one programme to one side of the Fading
Potentiometer at the same time.
(2) The application of the same programme to both sides of the Fading
Potentiometer a t the same time.
(3) The removal of a programme connected to one side of the Fading
Potentiometer during the period when the potentiometer is faded on to
that side, the programme being then, of course, on transmission. This
might oacur owing to the accidental release of the appropriate A or B
button.
(4) The establishment of the M L condition as opposed to the Fade condition
well in advance of the proposed mixing operation, a condition which
might result in a small degree of interference from the programme to
which the mix is to be made.
(5) The omission by the operator to cancel the Mix condition after it has
been used, in which case he might later, when desiring to fade down
his programme, mix in unwanted matter a t present on the other side of
the potentiometer.
(6) The withdrawal of one of the two programmes which are being mixed
by placing the Fading Potentiometer in its central position, during the
period over which this mix is mainteined.
(7) The establishment of the Mix condition between two programmes whose
synchronising signals are not themselves in synchronism.
These various possibilities of error are dealt with in the following manner.
(1) This is simply prevented by the automatic cancelling aotion which exists
between the individual buttons in one group.
(2) This is prevented by electrical inter-connection of the corresponding
PA and PB relays applying to the same programme, so that if one has
been closed, the other cannot be operated.
(3) If a programme hae been connected by an A button to the A side of the
Fading Potentiometer, and the latter hae been faded over to the A side
so that the programme is on tranemission, the A button can now be
released without releasing the corresponding PA relay which would
cause a break in the transmission. A similar arrangement applies in
respect of tho other side of the potentiometer and the PB relays. To
effect this, the spindle of the actual fading potentiometer in the Fading
Potentiometer Panel is provided with a cam switch, shown in Fig. 10,
Item 12.1 ee S,, and which operates two relays designated IL, and IL,
in the Programme Relay Panel. The D.C.supply to the push button
units passes to the PA relays via IL,, and to the PB relays via IL,. When

the fading potentiometer is over to the A side, the cam switoh S, breaks
the circuit of IL,, the release of which breaks the supply to the A pushbutton unit, and prevents any further operation being effective. The
operation of the cam switch simultaneously completes the circuit of
IL,, which applies the operating voltage to the B buttons, which can
now be operated so as to preselect a programme of the B side. Simihrly,
when the potentiometer is over to the B side, the relay IL, is broken and
the B push-buttons rendered dead, while relay IL, is made and the A
buttons therefore energised. It is evident that the protective measures
so far described will, by removing the supply bodily from the A or B
buttons, release the button controlling the programme on transmission.
To avoid this, the PA reLaye are provided with self-locking circuits, which
are placed in operation by the release of IL,, and similarly the PB buttons
are provided with locking arrangements actuated by the release of IL,.
It is obviously necessary to have the locking action controlled effectively
by IL, and IL,, since when the supply is restored to one set of buttons
by fading the potentiometer from one side to the other, it must be possible
to abolish the self-locking action in order to reatore the normal facility
of preselecting a new programme.
(4) & (6) When it is desired to effect a mix, the centre point earth is, as we
have seen, removed from both sections of the fading potentiometer.
If this is done when the potentiometer is a t its fully faded-up position,
some interference from the other programme may be experienced owing
to a small voltage due to the latter appearing across the terminating
resistance of the incoming transmission line of the initial programme.
This state of affairs may be confirmed by reference to Fig. 10, Item 12.1,
the terminating resistance on the one side being R,,,, and on the other
R,,,.
I n order to avoid the operator having to remember not to establish
the Miz condition until the moment before he desires to effect the mix,
it is arranged that the Miz condition can only be prepared, but not
actually brought into effect, until the potentiometer hae been faded down
on the existing programme to the extent of 3 studs. I n addition, it is
explained under (6) above that it is desirable to provide automatic
cancellation of the Mix condition on completing mixing. The centre
point earth is removed from the fading potentiometer by the opening
of the contacts K, K, belonging to the relay RY
This relay is operated
by a further relay designated IL, in the Programme Relay Panel. IL,
is itself operated by the button designated Mix via another cam switch
on tho fading potentiometer shaft, (and shown in Fig. 2 aa S, ), which
is only closed when the fading potentiometer is on the laat 3 studa in
either of its extreme positions. The contacte of IL,, which operate the
fading potentiometer relay RY,,, can also be held short-oirouitd by a
further cam switch mounted on the fading potentiometer spindle, and
shown as Ss(,,in Fig. 10, Item 12.1, which is closed a t all times except
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when the fading potentiometer is on the laat two studs in either of the
ertwme postions.
The following is the sequence of operations which occurs when a
mix from a programme A to a programme B is to be effected, this demanding oomplete rotation of the potentiometer from one extreme to the other.
With the potentiometer initially in the extreme position for programme A,
the Mix button is p d . This suppliee D.C. via S,(,, to IL,, which
operatee and appliea D.C. to S,(,,. However, since this switch is open
nothing further happens. All that has so far occurred is that the apparatus
haa taken note of the fact that the operator desires to effect a mix. The
potentiometer is now rotated, and a t stud 3 S,(,, supplies D.C.from IL,
to RY,,, which seta up the Mix condition. The above operations are
the equivalent of holding down the Mix button during rotation over
the firat thwe s t u b of the potentiometer. On further rotation of the
potentiometer to stud 4, S,(,, opem and releasea IL,, but RY,, is held
by S,(,,. Rotation of the potentiometer continuee, and in the central
position the two programmea are fully mixed in equal proportions.
When stud 3 on the B side is reached S,(l,opens and, IL, having already
releaaed, RYal now releesee, and the Mix condition is cancelled. It
should be noted, however, that the d l i z condition can be re-establiehed
if deaired by operating the Mix button, ee the potentiometer, on arriving
a t stud 4 on the B side, will have closed S,(,, and so enabled IL, to operate
if the M i x button is d e p r d .
It follows therefore, that the deaired results of not bringing into
effect the Mix condition, and of cancelling it after m, are both achieved
by means of this system. It will be seen from Fig. 10, Item 12.1 that the
lest three studs of the fading potentiometer a t each of itrl extreme e n b
are in parallel, so that fading doee not commence until the slider hee
been moved ee far aa the fourth stud. Thie arrangement enablea the
above cam switch operations to take place before the amplitudes of the
inooming vision aignals have been modified by the action of the
potentiometer
Although protection is provided, under (3) above, againet removal of a
programme which is on transmission by the accidental release of an A
or B button, this proteotion is inSufEicient in the ca8e where an A and B
programme are being aimultaneoualy transmitted by means of the Mix
facility. It will be seen from (3)above that the two relaye IL, and IL,
which provide the protection, mpeotively break the supply to the A and B
push-buttons, but that when the supply to the A buttons is broken,
aa hi the cam when a programme on the A ~ i d eis on transmission, the
supply to the B push-buttons is maintained, in order to allow the operator
to preaelwt a new progra~~me
on the B aide. In the Mix condition,
however, what h required is that the operator should be prevented from

effectivelyaltering the set-up of both the A and the B buttons. To effect
this in the Mix condition, the supply to both the relays IL, and IL,
must be simultaneouely broken, thus removing the D.C. operating voltage
from the A and the B buttons. A further relay designatedIL, is therefore
included in the Programme Relay Panel, whose coil is in parallel with
the relay RY,, mentioned above, eo that whenever RY,, is operated,
aa described under (Q) and (5) above, either by IL, or by the cam switch
S,(,), IL, is also operated. Thus, all the A and B push-buttons are
effectively dead, except that the circuits energised by the two buttone
whose programmes are being mixed on tranemiaaion remain energised
aa before, by self-hold arrangemenb.
The establiehment of the Mix condition is indicated on the desk
by a red lamp designated Mix, and the Jade condition by a green lamp
dcaignated Fade. The Mix lamp must be on, and the Fade lamp
must be off from the beginning of the rotetion of the potentiometer.
Relay IL, operafes a t the beginning of the rotation but releasee when
etud 4 is reached. However, relay IL, is operated during the period
when IL, is releseed. The lamp8 are therefore controlled from parallel
contacts, one each of relays IL, and IL,.
(7) Since it is impoeaible to mix two programmes whom synchronising
signale are not themselves synchronous, i.e. pmgrammw derived from
two aepamte aourcea, the operator should be prevented from accidentally
establiehing the .Mix condition in this case. To effect this, the relays
IL,, IL, and RY,, have their CO&returned to earth by way of break
contacts on all the PA and PB relays wired in series. A given relay is
permanently eesociated with a given programme source, and break
contacts aaeociated with programme sources which are mutually in
synchronism are permanently short-circuited. If, by depreeaing the
od the A and B sides
appropriate A and B buttons, the operator choa pair of pmgrammee whose synchronising signab are in eynchroniem,
the mix button and the potentiometer cam switches can energise the
coila of IL,, IL, and RYsl, the neceseary current passing through the
short-circuiting pieces of the PA and PB relays, and colleequently the
Y i x condition can be establiehed. If, however, the operator sets up a
pair of sources whose synchronieing signale are not in synchronism, then
in the casa of one, or both, of these sourcea the premlective operation of
the appropriate P A and PB relays will prevent the establishment of the
Mix condition, by virtue of the opening of the un-short-circuited break
contacts, It also follows from this that the Mix condition cannot be
estsblished until the pregelection on the A and B push-buttone of a pair
of synchronous sourcm haa been carried out. In other words, the
operator must choose his programmes and, if desired, then establish the
Mix condition.
Should the operator, having eeteblished the Mix condition, desire to
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restore the F& condition without rotating the potentiometer, he can do
so by operating a further button designated Fade. This is wired in series,
with the above seriea circuit formed by the relays IL,, IL, and RY,,and all
the PA and PB break contacts. The depreesion of this button releases the
above three relays.
It ie convenient to have available the facility of instantaneously changing
over from one programme to another, rather than to effect the change by means
of a gradual fade on the fading potentiometer. A particular case of this is
where, for the sake of reliability, one programme is arriving via two separate
channels. Should the quality of the programme on the channel being taken
for trammission become less good than the alternative channel, it would be
desirable to change over to the alternative as quickly as possible without
drawing attention to the change by making an obvious fade on the potentiometer. This could, of course, be done by employing the Mix facility if the
channels were mutually synchronous, or were being taken on circuits in
the Programme Relay Panel set up for mutually synchronous channels.
(See short-circuiting of PA and PB break contacts above.) It does not
always happen, however, that circumstances are such as to permit of the use
in this way of the Mix facility, and to meet this case, a further button is
provided on the deek designated Instant Change-over. This button, when
p r d , parallele the coila of the IL, and IL, relays, so removing the interlock
described under (3) above. Supposing, for instance, that a programme
under the control of button AI is on transmission, and the aame programme

is available by another route under the control of button A,, then an imtantaneous changeover may be made without touching the potentiometer,
by holding down the Instant Change-over button and depressing the
button A,. The latter remeins depressed, and its operation releases A,.
Therefore, since the Instant Change-over button removea the interlock, the
new programme is establiehed. Alternatively, the button A, could be
depressed well in advance, when the A, button will be released, but the circuit
controlled by A, will, by virtue of the interlock, still remain on trammission.
An immediate change-over may now be made a t any desired moment by
simply operating the Instant Change-over button.
There is provided on the spindle of the fading potentiometer a further
cam switch S,, the object of which is to perform the function of the switch
S shown in Fig. 1, Item 12.0, and to change over the synchronising signals
from one source to another at the centre point of a fade. The cam switch
8,operatee a further relay I&,. This relay contains contacts connected to
each end of the fading potentiometer, and therefore both the programmes
which have been applied to the latter by the operated PA and P B relays
are available at IL,. The changeover contact of this relay is conneoted
to the grid of V, of the Programme Fader Amplifier, as shown in Fig. 12,
and operation of thia relay clearly changes over the programme from which
sync signals are to be extracted by the amplifier V, V,. The co~tactsare
arranged to provide a make before breuk, so that a t no period is there any
complete absence of synchronising signals.
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THE PROGRAMME FADING APPARATUS
OPERATION A N D MAINTENANCE
Operation
(1) Make sure that the deak potentiometer and the rack mounted
potentiometer are both in the extreme A or B poeition.
(2) Close the main ewitohea deeigneted Vision and Monitor.
(3) Close the oubiole mains switch designated Programme Fader
Equipment. This appliee A.C. to all the H.T. M f i e r filaments,
which now warm up. A.C. is also available for the Negative
Rectifiers and L.T. Unita, but no A.C. is immediately available for
the H.T. Transformera of the H.T. Rectifier, ae the application
of this ia delayed for two minutea by a thermal delay switch mounted
on the mains cubicle.
both
of p v m m e
H)*witoh on the siqle L.T. Unit, which
fading equipment.

(6) Switch on the Negative Rectifier.
(6) Assuming that the thermal delay switch in the mains cubicle has
operated, switch on the Programme Fader H.T. Rectifier.

(7) Switch on the H.T. to Distribution Amplifiem Nos. 1 and 2 by means
of the maim switch on H.T. Rectiiler No. 2. If Distribution Amplifier No. 3 ia also required in order to provide the necerJeary number
of outputs, its H.T., which ia separately fed from H.T. Rectifier
No. 3, should be eimilarly applied.
(8) Switch on the Waveform Monitor.
(9) Allow apparatus 15 minutes to warm up.

(10) The next operation is the plugging up of the programme aource
input jecks for both transmission and monitor inpub. The trammiesion (110 ohm) inputs from each of the programme sources should
be plugged into the ~)*re~ponding
programme fader input jacka on
the adjacent jackstrip, which delivers them to the conwponding
PA and PB relap. It will be appreciated that it is important not
to plug a programme into any other jack but that in the corresponding
p i t i o n , eince such an action will nullify the interlock protection
against the mixing of asynchronous wurcea, degcribed in the previoue
section.
The monitor (140 ohm) inputs from each of the programme sotucea

ahould similarly be plugged into the corresponding input jacks on the adjacent
jacketrip, which delivers thew inputs to the 841, and BM, releye.
(11) The f h t programme souroe trammiasion input should now be
terminated by the following eeriea of operations :(a) Turn the control potentiometer to the A poeition
(b) Depreee the appropriate PA button
( 0 ) Operate the I n ~ t a n t Change-over button
The incoming 110 ohm programme line from programme source No. 1
has now been applied to the A end of the feding potentiometer, and is therefore properly terminated in 110 ohms. The Waveform Monitor DC, jack
should now be plugged to the parallel jack aseociated with the itmorning
110 ohm line of programme No. 1, and the white, black and sync levels
~ h d ~ e dThe
. amend incoming programme ahould now be simibrly terminated by depreseing i b PA button, and then operating the Instant
Change-over button, and its incoming level ahould be examined in the same
way. This procedure should be rerepeated for all incoming programme
(12) Each incoming programme source monitor input should be examined
for white, black and sync levels, after having in each cam terminated
the line in 140 ohms. This is done by simply depressing the appropriate M, button.

(IS) With the. Waveform Monitor check the output from J , on the
Fading Potentiometer Panel, which should b pure D.C. a t +10V.
If necessary adjust to thia value by means of the eeeociated control
designated D.C. Potr. Centre Voltage.
(14) With the Waveform Monitor check that the output from J , in the
Fading Potentiometer Panel is eero. If instead a small poeitive
or negative D.C. voltage is pmwnt, adjust t o zero by meena of the
associated control designated A.C. Potr. Centre Voltage.

(16) It ia now neceaaary to adjuat the absolute black level delivered from
the Distribution AmPlifiere. Plug DC, on the Waveform Monitor
into the tranemisaion output of a Distribution Amplifier, having
terminated the latter in 110 ohms by means of a dummy resistance
or the transmitter b e . Adjust the b h k level control on the
Programme Fader Amplifier until the black level is 10V. Adjust
the sync amplitude control on the Programme Fader until the
trough of the s p a pulsea are at +3.6V.
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(16) The following confirmatory test is weful. If the above operations
have been properly carried out, there should be no change of black
level along the D.C. section of the fading potentiometer, and in
addition, when the Mix condition is established there should still
be zero potential a t the centre of the A.C. potentiometer. This
state of affairs may be confirmed by the following method.
Connect the transmission output of one of the Distribution Amplifiers
to the dummy load resistance of 110 ohms, and examine this output via
DC, of the Waveform Monitor. Set up a programme on one side of the
main potentiometer, and set the latter a t its centre position. Adjust the
monitor until black level coincidns with the cursor. Now fade up the chosen
programme, when there should be no change in black level. If there is
such a change, check that the black level of the incoming programme is
correct, and if so, make a further small adjustment of the D.C. Potr. Centre
Voltage. This test clearly establishes that the black level along the D.C.
section of the potentiometer ie constant. Next set up a pair of different
but mutually synohronous programmes on the A and B sides of the potentiometer ; fade the latter up to one end ; establish the Mix condition by
pressing the Mix button, and rotate the fading potentiometer to the centre.
Examine via DC, on the Waveform Monit~rthe output from J, on the
Fading Potentiometer Panel, which should show a black level of OV. If
this is not so, check, as before, the black levels of the two incoming programmes, and if no fault is to be found with them, some slight further
adjustment of the A.C. Potr. Centre Voltage will be necessary.
It should be noted that should the third Distribution Amplifier not be
required, and its H.T. be therefore switched off, its input should be removed
from the output of the Programme Fading Amplifier by means of the concentric plug provided, since without its H.T. on its input will draw grid
current of an exceseive amount from the output of the Programme Fading
Amplifier

The following voltage and current readings should apply when the
apparatus has been eet up in the manner described above, and when i t is
passing black level and synchronising signals from a programme source.
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THE SIGNAL WAVEFORM
With any television yete em there must be associated a certain type of
waveform, by which ia meant the mutual arrangement in time of various
signal eynchronidng and other pulses, which are radiated and form the
signal conveying the complete intelligence from transmitter to receiver.
A oonsideration of the M.-E.M.I. waveform shows that it is by no meens so
simple aa might be expected from fundamental requirements, and it is the
object of this note to describe tho waveform of the M.-E.M.I. System and to
give details of the function, duration, etc., of the various componmta of the
waveform.
To begin with, the waveform naturally divides iteolf into two parts,
that connected solely with visual intelligence, or the vision signals, and that
connected with the subsidiary intelligence which must be conveyed from
transmitter to receiver in order t o achieve certain effect., such as synchrotusing, etc. The first essential is that these two groups of signals muat be
entirely separate from one another, and be able individually to perform any
evolution without affecting each other.
It will be made clear from my various other notes, particularly that on
The Restoration of D.C.,that the transmitted *ion signala take the form
of a D.O., that is to say, they are entirely on one side of a datum Lino. The
synchronising signale also take the form of a D.C. If it were not neoeasary
to transmit any signals but the vieion signals, i.e., no synchronising signals,
it would be possible to arrange that the radio transmitter radiated
nothing for blaok parts of tho picture and its maximum output, i.e. 100%
modulation for the white parts of the picture. It is, however, necessary
to transmit the synchronising and other signals, and they must be
entirely seperate from tho vision signals. It would again be possible to
mange that the picture signals nevcr exceeded a certair~maximum amplitude
of 60% modulation and that the synchronising signals modulated the
trammitter to loo%, some form of amplitudo discrimination being used to
separate the two a t the receiver, but this would be most uneconomioal and
would clearly restrict the service range of the transmitter. It is obvious
that a much better acheme may be found by making use of the fact that
both the viaion and the synohronieing signale are D.C. signals. We can
arrange that the block parta of the picture shall not be repreeentd by zero
output from the transmitter but by 30% or some intermediate figure of output
of the order of, say, from 20 to 60% modulation. This set figure will then
be known aa the transmitter blaok level, and (I whito signal will raise tho
output of the transmitter from this level to 100% output instead of raising
it from zero output to 100% output. We can then arrange the aynahroniaing
signals to uee the blaok level as thef base and to aot downwards, in other
words, we can arrange that whenever a eynchronising signal occurs i t cute
tho output of the transmitter to zero. Thus, discrimination between the

of
vision and synchroniaing oignab ia neithsr e matter of frequency
amplitude, but of Bense, ar, from s oommon datum LveI-the black levelthe vision signals are aoting 6 0 an to increaoe the tnnsmitfer m t p t and the
synchronising signab so acr to derrease it.
This method has many advantagerr. I n the Brat p h dimrimination
botwaon the two group of signala a t the receiver by sense methodn is far
more reliable than by the use of frequency end amplitude methodn.
Seoondly the full output of the trammitter takes plsce on the vision rather
than the synchronising signal so that the maximum coverage ia enwred.
Thirdly, it is found that the synchronising in a receiver opsratgd by a
tran~mittedaync signal whioh cuts the trensmitter outpab to zero is more
steady than if operated by a signel which c n u m the transmittor to give a
finite output. This is beoawe any interference which may enter the recaivsr
is most unlikely to be ao phased and conetitnted that it c u b to zero the
radio frequency input derived from the transmitter, whereas if the
synchronising apparatus in the receiver were to be designed to operate in
the opposite sense, i.e. to operate on e p u b representing an incream in
radio frequency input rather than a decrease, then it would be much more
likely to bo upset by interference, which in generd must be a p u b repcesent.
ing an inorease of energy.
We may now refer to the diagram of waveform from which the above
will be made clear. The line B represente the black level upon the uppet
aide of which, i.o. that corresponding to greater modulation, the visioa
signals are placed, thus raising the output of the transmitter, and upon the
lower aido of which are plaaed the synchronising and other signals which B I . ~
sufFicient in amplitude to reduco the output of the transmitter snbtantially
to zero. In the M.-E.M.I. System the line B is amnged to o-nd
to
the radiation by the tranamitter of 30% of its maximum amplitude, i.e.
30% modulation. (Note that here the expreaJion Modorldion hoa e
different significauce from thnt attaching to it in the ease of sound transmitters. I n the carrier condition a sound 'transmitter d i a m m% of its
maximum amplitude, which is said to be a t zero modulation.)

Signals Between Lines
The number of lines per olectriacrl frame being 6xed a t 406, and the
number of oomplete eleatricsl frames, i.e. frames which contain all the ~csnning
Lines, being 6xed a t 25, i t follows that there are 10126 line8 per second. To
keep tho reoeiver line oscillator in step we must clearly tranamit s synchroRising signal a t tho end of each lime, or 10126 line synchronising signab per
second, and dnco the timing apparatus in the receiver will be voltage operated
it is clearly necassary that the synchronising signal should develop to i b
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maximum amplitude in the shortest poaaible time, or otherwise the exact
moment a t which the spot in the reoeiver will receive it8 inetruotione from
the synchronising Bigml would vary, and there would be positional distortion
of detail in the picture. TO put in another way, the leading edge of the
aynchroniaing aignal must have ae steep a front aa possible.
In the M.-E.M.I. System the time for the line synchronising signal to
develop its maximum amplitude and cut the tranamitter from black love1

to zero output is lees than 115th of a dare-second, and the line eynchroniaing
aignale conaequontly take the form of aquare topped pulses operating downwards from blaok level. A series of them is shown in the diagram a t A.
The duration of a line eynchroniaing signal ie of importance. It must not
be too long, or otherwise it uses up useful time which might be better employed
in transmitting pioture, but on the other hand it must not be too short 88
othorwjae the p h b too fleeting to give reliable operation a t the receiver.
In the M.-E.M.I. System the duration is fixed a t 10% of the time of a Line,

the time of a line here being intended to mean the time occupied by vieion
and aynahrorhing eignals. The time of a line ia 98.7 micro-seoonda, and
this is approximated for easy oabulation to 100 mioro-aeoonde. The time
of a line synchronising aignal ie therefore 10 micro-seconds and the width
of these pulses is edjuetable by means of a aontrol on the aync d g n d generator.
It might be thought that the aynohronising signals are the only form of
intelligence that it is neoeaaary to transmit betweon lines, and from funda-

mental considerations this ia true, but in practioe an additional signal known
as the line suppression signal must bo inserted. This line suppression signal
is in reality o period of black starting from elightly before the aynchroniaing

aignal and continuing afterwards for a period ; in faot i t may be considered
to be a form of level top from which the eynohronieing signal hangs.
The term mpprea~on &es in the following way, The natural
signal from the emitron consists of vision signals in their appropriate placea,
but in the period left for insertion of the synchronising signale there is a
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large spurious signal due to various untoward oauees which muit be suppressed before the synchronising signal can be inserted, or otherwise the
two would coexist and eynchroniaing would be impoaeible. As will be seen
from my note on the Suppression Mixer, line suppreesion signals are inserted
so aa to remove the spurious signal and substitute in its place a period of
blwk level from which the synchronising signal can hang.
There are, however, two further reasons why the suppreeaion eignal is
required. The 6rst is that when the line synchronising eignal arrives a t the
receiver it starts the spot flying back to the beginning, and this flyback
takes a certain finite time, which, due to the limitations of practical apparatus,
is longer than the duration of the synohronising signal. Clearly, no picture
impulses must be allowed to be transmitted before the spot haa reached
its starting point on the left of the picture, or otherwise there will be a shadow
on the left of the picture duo to the spot being modulated by picture aignels
while still proceeding a t high volooity to the left. This would be a visual
defect, and oan be eliminated by maintaining the modulation of the spot
a t black level until auoh time as the receiver spot has completely returned.
In order to ensure thia for ad designs of receiver, it is found desirable to make
the width of the line suppression period 16% of the time of a, line, i.e. 15
micro-seconds, ea ie indicated in the diagram.
The aecond reason for the provision of a line suppreeaion pulee is that for
the operation of D.C. matoration in a transmitter, which is described in my
note on the Restoration of D.C.,it is essential to provide during the time
of each line a short period of black. This ie nicely catered for by a suppreesion
pulse designed for receiver flyback needs, as the suppreesion pulse having a
duration of 16 micro-seoonde and the synchronising puhe one of 10 microseconds there is following the synchronising signal a black period of 6 microseconds, which is entirely suitable for the requirements of tho transmitter.
The width of the line suppreesion pulse is controllable by a control on the
suppreeeion generator.
It is arranged aotaally that the line synchronising signal commences
very slightly later than the line supprewion pulse, a small delay of # a microsecond being inserted whioh h too small to be shown in the diagram, ati it ie
found in praotice to be better not to sweep down to the trough of the
eynohronieing signal from a possible white picture signal on the extreme right
of the picture, but to pause slightly a t black on the way.

Signals Between Frames
The signals between framee are of a more complicated nature than thoee
between lines, and in view of this the inferpals between framee are drawn
out fully in the accompmying diagram. Fig. 1 shows the sign& a t the
end of odd frames, by which is meant thoee frames containing lines Noe. 1,
3, 5, etc. (counting from the top of the picture to the bottom) up to line

NO. 406. This 1-t line, however, is never oompleM owing to the interbcing
aotion, and is really a half-lime following line No. 403. Similsrly, Fig. 2
ehowa the sign& betwean the even frames which are, of c o w , thoee
conbining lines NW. 2, 4, 6, etc. I t must be emphssised that there ie no
difference whatever in the type or number of s i p e h injmted et the emis of
odd frames and those a t the onde of even frame% although they aPpMr
Figs. 1 and 2. The reaeon for the apparent differ.
&fleerent upon
enoe, and in fact the necessity for making a separate dmwing a t d,is that
the complete electrical frame, taking 1126th of a second, contains an odd
number of lines, viz. 406, and when by interlacing i t ia divided into two
equal frames, each taking 1/80th of a second, the aecond such frame mnst
s b r t promptly half way along line No. 406, muming, of course, that the
first frame is started a t the extreme left of line No. 1. (Actudly the scanning
may start a little way along the line, in which caae the manning of the next
roater starts relatively half a line width along from this position. The
action, however, may be more clearly deaoribed by eeeuming that the scanning
of the firat frame starte a t the extreme left of line 1.) Since the beginning
of the frame synchronising signal determines the time of beginning each new
50 cycle frame, it is clem that the frame synchronising signal, which occurs
a t the end of an odd frame, will etart half-way dong line No. 405, but that
occurring at the end of an even frame will, of course, occur at the end of line
No. 404. This can bo clearly seen in Figs. 1 and 2.
The form of the frame synchronising eignal itself needs epecid explanation. All that is neoeesary in theory is a long period of zero radiation from
the transmitter extending over a number of lineal possibly 6% of the total.
If, howcver, the signal takes thie form the continuous frame synchronbing
signal will entirely submerge the line synchronising signals, which consist
of intermittent periods of zero radiation occurring a t the end of each line,
and the line synchronising signals will therefore ceaee to occur while the
frame synchronieing signals are being sent. Though in theory this doee not
matter, in practice the line oscillator at the receiver will in this period
deviate from its proper frequency, and will subsequently require some time
a t the beginning of the frame to be pullod beck into step, with the result
that there may be distortion of the 6rst few lines. To avoid this it becomm
neceeeary to ensure continuity of the line synchronining signal so that the
frame syno signal must be introduced in such a way that it does not interrupt
this continuity. This may be achieved by arranging that whatever f o m
the frame sync &gm1 takee it still contains a component a t line frequency,
i.e. 10126 o.p.8.
The next point is that the frame sync signal must start with extreme
aoouraoy either half-way along line 405 as in Fig. 1, or et the end
of line 404 os in Fig. 2. It is clear from a consideration of Fig. 1 that the
line synic signal a t the end of line 403 ie followed half a line time later, or
1120250th of a seoond later, by the beginning of the fmme syno signd.
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General oonditions of design make it alear that such a signal can beet be
introduced by having single line signals a t double line frequency, i.o. 20260
c.p.8. on tap, ready to be injected a t the appropriate moment. Developing
the argument further, if a t the end of the odd frames we were to send a
succession of pulses a t 20260 c.p.s., the first one commenoing exactly where
the frame signal i~ desired to commence (i.e, in the middle of lino 405 a t
the end of odd frames and at the end of line 404 a t the end of even frames),
such a train would collectively oonstitute a regular dieturbanoe
occurring every 60th of a sooond, i.0. i t would havo tbe frequency of a frame
syno signal. Secondly, i t would, by virtue of its coneistii of pulsee a t
20250 c.p.s., have a starting point determined with great socurmy, and
thirdly it would maintain a component at line sync frequenoy and oontinuity
of line synohronising would be assured. Suoh a train of pulses would in foot
fulfil all that wae required of it except that if the individual pulses at 20260
c.p.s. were of the -me shape ae line aync pulsos, i.e. narrow, the resultant
discontinuity every 50th of a second caused by their collective aation would
have only a smalI amplitude. Putting it another way, the frame sync
signal, though present, would be weak. If, however, each of the pulses a t
?0260 c.p.8. were to be broad pulses, then the resulting discontinuity caused
by their collectivo action, will be of muoh greater amplitude. Suoh a
waveform would fulfil all requiromonts, and is actually what is transmitted.
With reference to Fig. 1, it will be seen that starting in the middle of
line 406 there are transmitted a succession of 8 pulses, whioh are tormed
broad pulses because they are broader than the line syno p h s . They
have in fact a duration of 40 micro-seconds, i.e. they aro precimly 4 timos the
width of a line syno pulse. Their frequency b, of course, 20250 o.p.8.
Referring ta Fig. 2, the same tra.in of pulses is transmitted, but clearly
they start not at the middle of line 406, but a t the end of line 404. Thus, since
interlacing will be automatic if the frame ayno signal starts a t the end of odd
frames exactly half way along a line, the above frame sync waveform
produoerr an interlaaed picture. It also ensures, aa haa been made olesr
above, a constantly maintained line frequency signal, as on every oomion
where the transmission of a line syno signal would a t a certain instant demand
a cut-off of the transmitter radiation, such may be found during the frame
It ia important to remember that the frame aync pulsos do not,
~ y n cp&.
aa might first be thought, consist of a series of narrow pubes of equal width
to the line syno puleos but projeoting upwards ; they must be regarded M
pubes of double the frequency and four times the width of Line Sync pulaes
and operating downwarde, i.e. in the same direotion &S b e ayna p u l s ~ .
The width of them pubes L adjustable by a control on the sync signal
gonorator, and they are adjusted to a standard width of 40 mioro-seoonde
or four timee that of a line syno pulee. The number transmitted ie also
adjuetable by a control on the syno eignal generator, and the official standards

lay down that between 6 and 12 puleee may be transmitfed to constitute
the frame sync pulse. The agreed stahdard ie 8.
We can now oomider tho frame suppreasion pulse. This is introduoed
far tho same four mssons as obtained in the owe of the line euppreaaion pulse,
but in addition there is ono further reason for their inolusion. I n the
tronamission of Blm the logical procedure would be to project the piotnre
of a film on to tho mosaic of an emitron during an odd frame, during the
fly-book timo a t the end of that frame, and during the oven fmme. During
this period comploto scanning would bo effected and the film would be moved
on preparatory to manning tho next frame in the return time subsequent
to tho even frame. But sinco thie roturn time would be about 10% of the
frame time, or 11500th of a second, it would be necoaaary to move the film
on one frame in l/M)Oth of a eeoond and leave it steady for 499/600ths of a
seoond. The film would never stand up to the wear and tear whioh such 8
jerky movement would entail, and sinoe the 6lm clearly muet not be moved
while soanlung is in procm it is necessary to adopt the only remaining couree,
i.e. to project the fiIm frame on to the emitron mosaio during the return
time succeeding ewh frame, and move it on in the ample time now provided
during the scanning (the light, of course, boing entirely cut off during this
time). It will be aeon thereforo t h J the mosaic is scanned while no light
is falling on it, i.e. the scanning picks up a memory of the frame projected
during the previoue frame return time. It is found that the light must bo
projeoted on to the filmfor a finite time in order to produce eufficient vision
output from the emitron, and in practice a ehutter admitting the light for
1806 mioro-seconds is used. The shutter revolves a t 1,800 r.p.m. and has
a 18' oponing, whioh gives tho above duration of 1666 micro-soconde.

It is olearly neaeclsary, therefore, to provide a frame suppression period
which will not be of shorter duration than this shutter period. If the frame
suppression pulse were only required for the same purposes as tho line
suppression pulse, then a period of 1000 micro-seconds would suE•’ice. The
film requirement, howovor, brings this up to 1666 micro-seconds, and in
practice to give ample covorago the period of the frame suppression p u h
is made 2,000 micro-soconds. The width of these pulses is adjustable by
moans of a oontrol on the suppreasion generator. The pulse ie ehown in
Figs. 1 and 2. Aa in the aase of the frame syno pulse, i t appears to start in
ono case a t the end of a line and in the other is half way along. This is,
of aourse, because it is a regularly ocourring pulse with a frequenay of 50 c.p.8.
and must, if there is an odd total number of lines, start in every alternate
frame half way along a Line. I n practice, the accuracy of oscillation at the
multivibrator whioh generates the frame euppreesion pulse is not so great
aa thie and the starting times of the pulae, aocurately shown in Bige. 1 and 2,
must be regarded as only approximate.

It will now h noticed that the framo nym pulse (which m hse been made
olear, ie the collective name for the ~ucceaaionof broad plsee) doee not
commenoe a t the eamo inatant aa the frame auppmmion pulse, hut is delayed
by an amount &own in Fign. 1 and 2 es 600 micro-neconcln. Thin period is
known aa the frame sync delay. This delay in i m p o d in the 8ync mgnal
generator and reference uhould be made to my technical not8 on this
apparatus to ascertrrin how it in dono. The reseon ie ae follows. If the frame
sync pulee were to etart a t the same time aa the frame suppmion p u k
then all of the black suppression period would occur enbaequently to i t
and there would be a black band a t the top of the received picture. TMs
would only be able to be corrected by expanding the frame manning a t tbe
expeneo of cutting off the lower portion of the picture, unlw, of courae, the
receiver were to have shift currents, in which case the picture could be
centralised by them and the frame scanning then expanded. In general,
however, receivers do not have shift curronta, and the frame sync pulae ahodd
therefore not occur at the beginning of the frame euppwesion palm, bat in
the middle. If it occurs in the middle, however, there may not be eufficient
t h e for the spot in all types of r&ivera to exeoute the frame return atroke
More the end of the supprowion period and, ae haa been indicated in dieowing the line 8uppmion p u b , this erreential, and the frame sync signal
must therefore occur oarlier than the middle of the euppreesion p u b . A
compromiee haa been arrived a t in which the frame syno signal ocoupiee
approximafely the eecond quartor of the frame euppwaaion pulse, that is
to say the latter extends for a period of 20 Linee, of which approximately 6
are allowed to oocur before the commencement of the frame sync pulse and
11 occur afterwards, the remaining 4 being taken up by the frame eyno pulae.
The delay ia adjuetable on the sync signal generator.
Alternatively, i t is poeeibb to we a system of fhtrammiaeion in which
the film image is continuouely projected on to a etandad studio camera.
In these oircumetances, the reaaon for a frame suppeaion length of 2,000
micro-aeoonds disappears, together with the neceeeity for any delay. Because
of t h w changed conditiona, the waveform is set up with a frame-sync delay
of mro, and a total frame-auppweeionperiod of 1,400 mioro-seaonda, i.e., of
14 lines. Tbia period haa been choeen to aacommodafe the longest flybaok
time experienced in current oommercial receivem and, in the future, might
be reduced.

